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IZusammenfassung
Das HERMES Experiment untersucht die Spinstruktur der Nukleonen mit Hilfe tiefinelastischer
Streuung spin-polarisierter Elektronen bzw. Positronen des HERA-Strahls an den polarisier-
ten Wasserstoff- bzw. Deuteriumkernen eines internen Speicherzellen-Gastargets. Das Targetgas
wird mittels einer Stern-Gerlach Atomstrahlquelle (ABS) in eine mit Drifilm beschichtete Spei-
cherzelle injiziert, die Teil des Elektronenstrahlrohrs des Speicherrings HERA am DESY ist.
Wa¨hrend ihres Aufenthalts in der Speicherzelle kollidieren die Atome miteinander und mit
den Wa¨nden der Speicherzelle, wodurch die Polarisation des Targetgases reduziert werden kann.
Die Polarisation der Atome in einem Probenstrahl aus der Speicherzelle wird mithilfe eines Breit-
Rabi Polarimeters (BRP) bestimmt. Da die Polarisation der Moleku¨le mit den bei HERMES
verfu¨gbaren Mitteln nicht gemessen werden kann und auch nicht theoretisch herleitbar ist, tragen
Moleku¨le, die durch Rekombination entstehen, wesentlich zur Unsicherheit in der Kenntnis der
Targetpolarisation bei. Der relative Anteil der Atome in dem Probestrahl aus dem Targetgas -
der sogenannte Dissoziationsgrad - wird mit dem Target Gas Analysator (TGA) gemessen.
Fu¨r die Bestimmung der Targetpolarisation aus den am Probestrahl bestimmten Werten der
Polarisation und des atomaren Anteils werden sogenannte Sampling-Korrekturen beno¨tigt. Fu¨r
eine als homogen angenommene Zelloberfla¨che sind dies eindeutige Relationen, die z.B. mithilfe
einer Molekularstromrechnung ermittelbar sind. Die Analyse der Daten zeigt jedoch, daß die Zell-
oberfla¨che durch den Einfluß des Elektronenstrahls vera¨ndert wird, wodurch die Annahme einer
homogenen Zelloberfla¨che nicht aufrechterhalten werden kann. Es werden Modelle entwickelt,
die es erlauben, den Bereich mo¨glicher Sampling-Korrekturen mithilfe der am Probestrahl ge-
messenen Werte einzugrenzen. Es zeigt sich, daß die systematische Unsicherheit der Targetpo-
larisation etwa proportional zur Sta¨rke von Rekombination und Wandstoßrelaxation ist. Eine
pra¨zise Unterscheidung des molekularen Anteils, der durch Rekombination verursacht wird, und
anderen molekularen Anteilen wie z.B. dem Restgasdruck sowie der einzelnen Faktoren, die die
atomare Polarisation reduzieren, ist daher fu¨r eine genaue Bestimmung der Targetpolarisation
unerla¨ßlich.
Erster Teil: Mess- und Analysesystem. Es wird eine systematische Untersuchungen einzelner
Komponenten des Targets, insbesondere des BRPs, vorgenommen. Die Effizienzen der Hoch-
frequenzu¨berga¨nge des BRP werden fu¨r den Betrieb mit Wasserstoff als auch fu¨r Deuterium
mit einer typischen Genauigkeit von 1− 2 % bestimmt. Auch das Verha¨ltnis der Transmissionen
fu¨r die Hyperfeinstrukturzusta¨nde | 1 〉 und | 2 〉 des Wasserstoffs wird in Abha¨ngigkeit von der
Speicherzellentemperatur experimentell bestimmt.
Mithilfe der neu entwickelten Methode der Verwendung pulsmodulierter Hochfrequenzu¨ber-
ga¨nge konnte die geschwindigkeitsabha¨ngige Transmission der Atome im BRP Sechspolsystem
gemessen und die Abha¨ngigkeit der Za¨hlraten im BRP von der Speicherzellentemperatur be-
stimmt werden. Der Vergleich der atomaren Strahlintensita¨ten zwischen BRP und TGA ermo¨g-
licht Aussagen u¨ber die Oberfla¨cheneigenschaften des Probenstrahlrohres. Mithilfe der Technik
modulierter Hochfrequenzu¨berga¨nge wird eine experimentelle U¨berpru¨fung der Vorhersagen der
Molekularstrom-Simulation zum Teilchentransport durch die Speicherzelle durchgefu¨hrt. Fu¨r
die konventionelle Speicherzellen-Geometrie konnte die mittlere gesamte Trajektorienla¨nge von
Atomen, die in den Probestrahl des BRP gelangen, zwischen Eintritt und Austritt aus der Spei-
cherzelle in U¨bereinstimmung mit der Simulation zu 417 cm bestimmt werden.
Zweiter Teil: Physik der Rekombination und Spinrelaxation. Es wird die Physik der Rekom-
bination und Spinrelaxation der Wasserstoff- und Deuteriumatome in Abha¨ngigkeit von Spei-
cherzellentemperatur und magnetischem Haltefeld anhand der Daten, die am HERMES Target
gemessen wurden, analysiert.
Anhand der Temperatur- und Dichteabha¨ngigkeit der Rekombination konnten drei Reak-
tionsmechanismen unterschieden werden: Der erste Mechanismus, der bei Temperaturen ober-
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halb 120K dominiert, konnte als aktivierter Eley-Rideal Prozess mit Aktivierungsenergien von
31.6meV fu¨r Wasserstoff bzw. 68meV fu¨r Deuterium interpretiert werden. Fu¨r die Rekombina-
tion bei tieferen Temperaturen wurden zwei unterschiedliche Mechanismen gefunden, ein dich-
teabha¨ngiger Prozess, der als chemische Reaktion zwischen physisorbierten Atomen interpretiert
werden kann und ein dichteunabha¨ngiger Prozess, der vermutlich auf die Reaktion der physisor-
bierten Atome mit den Wasserstoffatomen der Methylgruppen der Beschichtung zuru¨ckzufu¨hren
ist. Es wird gezeigt, daß diese Prozesse sich auch in ihrer Temperaturabha¨ngigkeit unterscheiden.
Beide Prozesse sind zur Aufenthaltdauer auf der Oberfla¨che, der dichteabha¨ngige jedoch zusa¨tz-
lich zur Anzahl der besuchten Oberfla¨chenpla¨tze proportional. Die Bindungsenergie Eb konnte
mithilfe dieser Annahmen fu¨r beide Isotope zu etwa 23meV und die Aktivierungsenergie Ej fu¨r
Oberfla¨chendiffusion zu etwa 8meV bestimmt werden. Des weiteren konnte gezeigt werden, wie
der laufende Betrieb des Targets im HERA-Strahl die Oberfla¨chenstruktur der Speicherzellen-
beschichtung derart beeinflußt, daß bei einer neuen Speicherzelle der dichteunabha¨ngige und bei
einer alten der dichteabha¨ngige Prozeß das Rekombinationsverhalten dominiert.
Die Analyse der Spinrelaxationsmessungen ergab neben der Bestimmung der Relaxationspa-
rameter auch den Wert der injizierten Polarisation und somit Abscha¨tzungen der Effizienzen der
Hochfrequenzu¨berga¨nge der ABS. Bei Wasserstoff konnte die injizierte Polarization am Arbeits-
punkt zu ± 97.3 %, der mittlere Verlust an Kernpolarisation durch Spinaustauschsto¨ße zu etwa
3.3 % und der durch Wandstoßdepolarisation zu 2 % ermittelt werden. Die Relaxationsmessun-
gen ergaben fu¨r das Wasserstofftarget eine typische Targetfla¨chendichte von 7.4 ·1013 nucl cm−2,
woraus sich ein atomarer Fluß der ABS von etwa 6.4·1016 s−1 errechnet. Aus den Messungen mit
Deuterium ergab sich eine typische Targetfla¨chendichte von 1.05 · 1014 nucl/cm2 und somit ein
atomarer Fluß der ABS bei drei injizierten Hyperfeinstrukturzusta¨nden von etwa 4.5 · 1016 s−1.
Dieser Fluß ist etwa 30 % geringer als fu¨r Wasserstoff. Die Targetpolarisation wurde fu¨r das Jahr
1997 zu ±0.852 mit einem syst. Fehler von ±0.03 bestimmt. Die vorla¨ufigen Ergebnisse ergeben
eine Targetpolarisation von ±0.82 und einen syst. Fehler von etwa ±0.02 fu¨r die Datennahme
1999 mit Deuterium.
Die Messungen zur Wandstoßdepolarisation ergaben eine im erreichbaren Frequenzbereich
konstante spektrale Dichte, woraus sich ein Hochtemperaturlimit τ0c der Korrelationszeit von
weniger als 2.3 · 10−12 s ergibt. Es zeigte sich ein Sa¨ttigungsverhalten der Wandstoßdepolarisa-
tion weit unterhalb einer Spinflipwahrscheinlichkeit von 12 , das so noch nicht beobachtet oder
beschrieben wurde, jedoch theoretisch verstanden werden kann. Insbesondere zeigten die Mes-
sungen mit Wasserstoff bei tiefen Temperaturen eine Zunahme der Elektronenpolarisation, die
nur durch Austauschwechselwirkung mit einer statisch magnetisierten Speicherzellenoberfla¨che
erkla¨rbar scheint.
Die Messungen zur Wandstoßrelaxation von Deuterium zeigen bei schwachem Haltefeld eine
Zunahme der Relaxation, die z.T. durch die Multipletstruktur und z.T. durch einen Mechanis-
mus erkla¨rt werden kann, der u¨blicherweise cross-relaxation genannt wird. Andere Unterschiede
in der Spin-Relaxation der beiden Isotope konnten auf Unterschiede in der Beschichtung der
Speicherzellen zuru¨ckgefu¨hrt werden.
Die Bu¨ndelung des HERA-Elektronenstrahls in bunchen erzeugt ein elektromagnetisches
Hochfrequenzfeld, das im Resonanzfall die Polarisation des Targetgases stark reduzieren kann.
Die Messung am Deuteriumtarget zeigt schon bei relativ geringen Strahlstro¨men ein Sa¨ttigungs-
verhalten, das qualitativ gut verstanden ist. Die Haltefelder, bei denen die Resonanzen auftreten,
sind in U¨bereinstimmung mit den Berechnungen und die Resonanzen konnten den einzelnen Hy-
perfeinstrukturu¨berga¨ngen zugeordnet werden.
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11 Introduction
The HERMES (HERA measurement of spin) experiment is located in the eastern straight
section of the HERA storage ring at DESY in Hamburg. It is designed to study the spin
structure of the nucleons by deep inelastic scattering of polarized positrons resp. electrons
provided by the HERA storage ring at 27.5GeV impinging on the nucleons of internal
polarized gas targets [Mil 97, HER 90, HER 93]. The setup of the HERMES experiment
is shown in fig. 1.1.
First results are the measurement of the spin structure functions gn1 with the polarized
3He target (1995) and of gp1 with the polarized atomic hydrogen target, which was ope-
rated in 1996 and 1997 [She 98, HER 97, HER 98a]. Beneath the inclusive physics, the
possibility to detect and identify hadronic scattering products allows the measurement of
semi-inclusive processes with the HERMES spectrometer [HER 98c] using polarized and
unpolarized targets, which is the central item of the HERMES physics program. First
results are published [HER 98e, HER 98d, HER 99b, HER 99a].
HERMES extends the results of previous high energy spin experiments with polarized
solid state targets, as they have been performed by the SMC-Collaboration at CERN
[Ade 93, Ada 94, Ada 97a, Ada 97b] and the SLAC-experiments E142 [Ant 93], E143
[Abe 95], E154 [Abe 97] and E155 [Bor 98].
The positrons of the HERA ring are transversally polarized by the Solokov-Ternov
effect [Sol 64]. Spin rotators, located up and downstream of the HERMES experiment,
are used to provide longitudinal polarization at the HERMES target. A transversal pola-
rimeter (TPOL) - located in the west section of HERA - and a longitudinal polarimeter
(LPOL) near the HERMES experiment are used to measure the polarization of the po-
sitron beam [Bar 93, Bar 94, Loz 97].
Internal polarized gas targets in storage rings have also been used by other recent
experiments at IUCF [Rat 98, Prz 98, Mey 98] and at COSY [Alb 97].
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1.1 The Polarized Internal Hydrogen/Deuterium Target
Fig. 1.2 shows the components of the polarized hydrogen/deuterium target. It consists
of an atomic beam source (ABS), which injects a spin polarized beam of hydrogen or
deuterium atoms into a thin walled storage cell, a Breit-Rabi-type polarimeter (BRP)
and a target gas analyzer (TGA). The storage cell increases the target nucleon density by
about two orders of magnitude compared to a free jet target. A superconducting magnet
around the storage cell provides a longitudinal magnetic holding field of up to 350 mT,
which defines the quantization axis for the spins and reduces relaxation processes of the
nuclear spins such as wall depolarization and spin exchange collisions because of the field
dependent decoupling of the nuclear from the electron spin. The strong holding field is
also required to achieve high polarization of the mixed hyperfine states.
The target storage cell, which is part of the HERA beam tube, is made out of 70 µm
thin aluminum foil and is coated with Drifilm [Swe 88, Tho 87]. It has an elliptical shape
of 29.8× 9.8mm and is 400mm long. The cell is mounted on aluminum rails, which are
cooled by gaseous helium. Two side tubes are connected to the storage cell at the center,
one for the injection of the atomic beam and the other one to enable a sample of atoms
to enter the BRP and the TGA.
The atomic beam source (ABS) is composed of a radio frequency dissociator1, in which
the H2 respectively D2 molecules are dissociated, a sextupole system to select the atoms
in the electron spin state mS = +
1
2
and reject atoms with mS = −12 by means of Stern
Gerlach separation, and adiabatic high frequency transition (HFT) units, which are used
to transfer the polarization of the electron spin to the nuclear spin. The polarized atomic
beam is ballistically injected via the injection tube into the target storage cell, where the
1Since beginning 2000, the rf-dissociator is replaced by the recently developed microwave dissociator [Koc 99].
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Fig. 1.2: Schematic top view of the HERMES polarized hydrogen/deuterium target assembly.
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atoms start to diffuse towards the openings. During the diffusion process, the atoms are
subject of processes like spin relaxation and recombination.
The target gas analyzer (TGA) consists of a chopper, a cross beam ionizer and a
quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) in combination with a channeltron for single ion
detection. It is used to measure the relative amount of atoms and molecules in the sample
beam. This measurement is used to determine the atomic fraction inside the storage cell,
which enters the calculation of the target polarization.
The Breit-Rabi polarimeter (BRP) consists of two adiabatic high frequency transition
units (HFTs), a sextupole system, a chopper and a QMS. Switching the HFT units allows
to select atoms in different combinations of hyperfine states, which have to pass the
sextupole spin separator. The transmitted atomic beam is detected as described for the
TGA. A set of at least 4 (6) measurements with different setups of the HFTs is required
to determine the hyperfine population of the sampled hydrogen (deuterium) beam. These
informations are used to calculate the polarization of the atomic sample.
1.2 The Target Polarization
The average polarization P T of nucleons in the target is described by the following equa-
tion:
P T = α0 · (αr + (1− αr) · β) · Pa , (1.1)
where α0 represents the initial fraction of nucleons in the atomic state, αr the fraction of
nucleons in atoms surviving recombination2, Pa the polarization of the atoms in the target
and β Pa the polarization of the molecules produced by recombination. The factor β, which
describes the ratio of the polarization of the molecules produced by recombination relative
to the polarization of the atoms, is not precisely known. A detailed analysis of HERMES
measurements limits its possible range for hydrogen to 0.2 ≤ β ≤ 1 [Ko 98].
The quantities α0, αr and Pa are calculated using the measurements of TGA and
BRP3. Both devices measure the properties of a sample of the target gas, which enters
the BRP/TGA through the sample tube by means of diffusive molecular flow. The fraction
of atoms surviving recombination, measured with the TGA, is αTGAr . The polarization of
the gas sample analyzed by the BRP, is called PBRP . The properties of the sampled gas
and the properties of the gas inside the storage cell are related by the sampling corrections
cα
αr = cα · αTGAr , (1.2)
and cP
Pa = cP · PBRP . (1.3)
Both sampling corrections and their systematic uncertainties depend on the measured
values of αTGAr and P
BRP respectively, on the geometry of the storage cell and its surface
properties.
2If na,m are the number of atoms - respectively molecules - inside the storage cell, the fraction of nucleons in
atoms α is defined by α = na
na+2nm
.
3Information of several other devices like pressure gauges, temperature sensors or the HERMES luminosity
monitor is used for corrections, cross checks and for the determination of the target holding field.
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1.3 Motivation
The determination of the sampling corrections and their systematic uncertainties requires
first of all an investigation of the diffusion process of atoms resp. molecules by molecular
flow. B. Braun developed a molecular flow Monte Carlo simulation (MC) and presented
first predictions of a sampling correction for storage cells with geometry similar to the one
used in the HERMES target [Br 91]. Further investigations, that used the final HERMES
geometry, followed and included an analytical model of the diffusion process, which was
able to reproduce the results of the simulation [Bau 96]. But the predictions were still
limited to a homogeneous scenario, assuming a uniform storage cell surface.
First measurements of the target density and the electron polarization of the target by
the measurement of bhabha asymmetry with the HERMES luminosity monitor showed a
significant deviation from the predicted behavior, indicating a non-uniform surface and
a change of the surface properties by the influence of the HERA beam [Ko 98, Wei 98].
Refined studies with the MC simulation allowed investigations of the influence of non-
uniformities of the storage cell surface on the sampling corrections and it was found,
that the measured values of αTGAr and P
BRP can in general only deliver limits for the
average values of αr and Pa of the target [Hen 98]. In case of strong recombination or spin
relaxation these limits are fairly wide and an acceptable uncertainty in the determination
of the target polarization can only be achieved, if these processes are weak.
The requirement is to have a target with close to optimal performance and a careful
analysis of all contributions that are leading to a reduction of αTGAr and P
BRP . The
investigation and modeling of the processes and conditions leading to recombination and
spin relaxation is therefore crucial for the determination and systematic uncertainty of
the knowledge of the target polarization. H. Kolster presented a detailed analysis of the
contributions entering the measured atomic fraction for hydrogen [Ko 98]. The sampling
correction of the polarization requires a precise model of the spin relaxation processes
and the determination of the polarization of the injected atomic beam P inj. First studies
of hydrogen and deuterium spin relaxation in storage cells with the BRP have been
performed by B. Braun in preparation of the HERMES experiment [Br 95].
The starting point of this work has been the analysis of measurements of recombina-
tion and spin relaxation with hydrogen in 1997. During the winter shutdown of HERA,
modifications of soft- and hardware have been done to allow the operation of the target
with deuterium. The aim of the analysis is a common and consistent description of the
processes of recombination and spin relaxation for both - hydrogen and deuterium. In
order to obtain insight in the relevant physical processes, measurements at conditions far
off the target working point are essential.
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2.1 The Hyperfine Structure of Hydrogen and Deuterium
The hyperfine structure of atomic hydrogen and deuterium can be derived from a Hamilton
operator, which describes the interaction of the magnetic moments with an external field
~B and the coupling of the spin ~S of the electron with the spin ~I of the nucleus:
H = AH,D~I ~S + gSµB
h¯
~S ~B − gIµN
h¯
~I ~B . (2.1)
The constant AH,D is a measure of the coupling strength between ~S and ~I for hydrogen
and deuterium respectively, gS and gI are the gyromagnetic factors of electron and nucleus.
AH,D can approximately be calculated using the following formula 4:
AH,D = 2
3
gs gp,d
me
mp
me c
2α4
(
1 +
me
mp
)−3
1
h¯2
, (2.2)
with the fine structure constant α, the mass of electron me and proton mp respectively,
the gyromagnetic factor of the proton gp and deuteron gd and the speed of light c. A basis
for the Hamilton operator is given by the product wave functions - | ↑ + 〉, | ↑ − 〉, | ↓ − 〉
and | ↓ + 〉 in case of hydrogen and | ↑ 1 〉, | ↑ 0 〉, | ↑ −1 〉, | ↓ −1 〉, | ↓ 0 〉 and | ↓ 1 〉 in case
of deuterium5. Using this basis, one can find the eigenvectors and eigenenergies of H by
an orthogonal transformation6, represented by a matrix U0. The expectation values of
spin operators like Iz and Sz, which are known for the product wave functions, are then
given by UTo Iz U0 and U
T
o Sz U0 in the new basis.
Fig. 2.1 shows the energy levels of hydrogen and deuterium as a function of the ma-
gnetic holding field. The energy and field values are scaled with the corresponding values
of EHFS and BC respectively, which are defined by
7:
EHHFS = AH h¯2 ' 2pih¯1.42GHz EDHFS = 32 AD h¯2 ' 2pih¯ 327MHz
BHC = E
H
HFS/gSµB ' 50.7mT BDC = EDHFS/gSµB ' 11.7mT .
(2.3)
The new basis, which is called Breit-Rabi-Basis, consists of eigenvectors of H, usually
denoted as | 1 〉 .. | 4 〉 (resp. | 1 〉 .. | 6 〉 for ~D), which are given by:
Hydrogen Deuterium
| 1 〉 = | ↑ + 〉
| 2 〉 = cos θ | ↑ − 〉+ sin θ | ↓ + 〉
| 3 〉 = | ↓ − 〉
| 4 〉 = − sin θ | ↑ − 〉+ cos θ | ↓ + 〉
| 1 〉 = | ↑ +1 〉
| 2 〉 = cos θ+ | ↑ 0 〉+ sin θ+ | ↓ +1 〉
| 3 〉 = cos θ− | ↑ −1 〉+ sin θ− | ↓ 0 〉
| 4 〉 = | ↓ −1 〉
| 5 〉 = − sin θ− | ↑ −1 〉+ cos θ− | ↓ 0 〉
| 6 〉 = − sin θ+ | ↑ 0 〉+ cos θ+ | ↓ +1 〉
4Experimental results of much higher accuracy are available [Coh 77].
5The arrows refer to the electron spin.
6Details of this transformation as well as a list of the eigenenergies are given in app. B.
7Precise values are listed in tab. I.2.
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Fig. 2.1: The hyperfine energy levels of hydrogen (left) and deuterium (right) atoms as a function of the
magnetic holding field (Breit-Rabi diagram). The field values are scaled with the corresponding critical
field and the energy values with the corresponding hyperfine energy.
The mixing angles θ, θ+ and θ−, which appear in the coefficients, are functions of the
magnetic holding field B = Bz, as listed in tab. B.1. They vanish in the high field limit
Bz → ∞ and the Breit-Rabi basis converges towards the uncoupled product states. The
holding field is typically expressed by the dimensionless Breit-Rabi variable x, which is
defined by
x =
Bz
BC
. (2.4)
The polarization of the electrons Pe and nucleons Pz of the state | i 〉 are given by the
normalized expectation values of the operators Sz and Iz respectively.
Using the hyperfine population numbers Na, which represents the probability of an
atom to be found in state | a 〉, the polarization values are - in case of hydrogen - given
by:
Pe = N1 −N3 + (N2 −N4) cos 2θ
Pz = N1 −N3 − (N2 −N4) cos 2θ .
(2.5)
For deuterium the calculation yields:
Pe = N1 −N4 + (N2 −N6) cos 2θ+ + (N3 −N5) cos 2θ−
Pz = N1 +N6 −N3 −N4 + (N2 −N6) sin2 θ+ + (N3 −N5) sin2 θ− .
(2.6)
The mixed states of hydrogen, | 2 〉 and | 4 〉 are unpolarized in the limiting case Bz → 0,
while they are close to 100 % polarized in case of a strong holding field Bz  BHC . The
polarization of the pure states - | 1 〉 and | 3 〉 for hydrogen and | 1 〉 and | 4 〉 in case of
deuterium - is independent of the holding field as shown in fig. 2.2.
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As the deuteron has 3 statesmI = 1, 0,−1, its spin state is not completely characterized
by the value of the vector polarization Pz. In addition to Pz one often uses the tensor
polarization Pzz, which is defined as the z − z component of the tensor operator Iij =
3
2
(IiIj + IjIi)− 2δij [Fic 71]. The tensor polarization of the deuteron is given by
Pzz = 〈 Izz 〉 =
〈
3I2z − 2
〉
. (2.7)
and hence:
Pzz = N1 +N4 −N2 12(3 cos 2θ+ + 1) +N3 12(3 cos 2θ− − 1)
− N5 12(3 cos 2θ− + 1) +N6 12(3 cos 2θ+ − 1)
(2.8)
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Another operator of interest is ~I ~S, which quantifies the relative orientation of the spins
of the electron and nucleon and one may define the asymmetry AIS in case of hydrogen
by
AIS =
4
h¯2
〈
~I ~S
〉
= N1 +N3 −N2 −N4 + (N2 −N4) 2 sin 2θ , (2.9)
and in case of deuterium by
AIS =
2
h¯2
〈
~I ~S
〉
= N1 +N4 −N3 −N6
−(sin2 θ+ −
√
2 sin 2θ+) (N2 −N6) + (sin2 θ− +
√
2 sin 2θ−) (N3 −N5) .
(2.10)
2.2 Hyperfine Transitions
Hyperfine transitions play a central role in the understanding of the target and its pola-
rization. First, they are used in the high frequency transition (HFT) units as adiabatic
transitions [Abr 58, Hae 67, Phi 87, Oh 70] in order to exchange the hyperfine population
of two hyperfine states in one or several steps. This exchange is for example required to
transfer the polarization of the electrons to the nucleons. Second, hyperfine transitions
cause depolarization during wall collisions and by resonant depolarization induced by the
bunch field of the HERA electron beam.
Usually one distinguishes hyperfine transitions with ∆mF = 0 from those with ∆mF =
1 and those with ∆F = 1 from those with ∆F = 0. Tab. 2.1 summarizes the different
transition types. A hyperfine transition has a defined frequency νab, related to the energy
difference Ea − Eb of the transition a↔ b:
νab =
|Ea − Eb|
2pih¯
. (2.11)
As the energy levels of the hyperfine states depend on the magnetic holding field, this is
also true for the frequencies of the hyperfine transitions. The operation of an adiabatic
high frequency transition (HFT) requires a careful tuning of either the frequency and/or
of the magnetic field setting, in order to obtain an optimal transition efficiency.
Strong field transitions (SFT) are characterized by ∆F = 1, weak- and medium field
transitions [Hlm 71, Oh 70, Dre 83, Ro 92] (WFT/MFT) by ∆F = 0. Typically, SFTs
run with a frequency higher than νHFS = EHFS/h
8, while the transition frequency of a
WFT/MFT transition9 is - in the limiting case of Bz → 0 - proportional to the field. SFTs
are therefore realized by resonator cavities and WFTs/MFTs by high frequency coils.
The cavities are kept in resonance with the help of feedback loops, while the impedance
matching of the coils is realized by Collins filters [Br 95]. Since the cavities are tuned to
8The exceptions are the SFT∗-transitions (see tab. 2.1), whose transition frequency decreases with the magnetic
field. This transition type is not used, as single transitions with ∆mS = 0 are of no practical use in combination
with sextupole systems. Another exception is the SFT 3 ↔ 5 of deuterium; its transition frequency is slightly
below νHFS between 0 and 8 mT.
9Some authors have chosen a different notation for the transition types. Philpott for example named transitions
with ∆F = 1 MFT and those with ∆F = 0 WFT [Phi 87]. Other authors distinguish between a WFT and a
MFT in a technical sense - they refer to different ways to run adiabatic high frequency transitions [Br 95, St 95a].
In the present work the meaning of MFT has to be taken from the context. In the physical context a MFT is a
transition with ∆F = 0, in a technical context, it is any combination of one or several subsequent physical MFTs,
operated as single-photon transitions. A WFT is then a special way to run a cascade of MFTs in a multi-photon
mode.
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a fixed frequency, they have to be replaced for a change of the target gas from hydrogen
to deuterium or vice versa.
A high frequency field parallel to the static field can be used to induce transitions with
∆mF = 0 between the mixed states, a high frequency field perpendicular to the static
field can induce transitions with ∆mF = 1. A detailed description of the differences of
these transitions is given in app. B.2.
If an atom stays in resonance with a magnetic high frequency field, the spin starts to
oscillate between the two eigen states | a 〉 and | b 〉 (see app. D.2). An efficient exchange
of two hyperfine states is possible only, if the time, that the atoms stays within the high
frequency field, is well defined - a condition, which is not fulfilled for an atomic beam with
a thermal velocity distribution. A reliable and efficient exchange of two hyperfine states
can be realized with a so-called adiabatic transition. A field gradient along the axis of
the atomic beam guarantees, that the atoms passes the resonance condition exactly once.
A detailed calculation, which can be found in app. B.2, shows that the hyperfine states
of the atoms can in the presence of the high frequency field - in a rotating frame - be
described by a mixture of the original eigenstates. This so-called adiabatic eigenstates do
not overlap. If an atom, that moves along the gradient field from either low to high field
values (or vice versa), stays in its adiabatic eigenstate, the transition efficiency is 100 %.
Fig. 2.4 illustrates the adiabatic passage. This ideal situation can only be reached in a
slow (adiabatic) passage through the resonance. Practically, efficiencies of more than 98 %
can be reached with resonant regions of a few cm length for atoms of thermal velocity.
If one uses the vector of hyperfine population numbers Na = (N1, N2, · · ·)T for the
description of an atomic sample, the effect of a HFT on the hyperfine population can be
described by a matrix Tab:
Na →
∑
b
TabNb . (2.12)
Orientation σ/pi Type ∆mF ∆F ∆mI ∆mS Hydrogen Deuterium
Bhf ‖ Bz σ SFT 0 1 1 1 2↔ 4 2↔ 6
Bhf ‖ Bz σ SFT 0 1 1 1 3↔ 5
Bhf ⊥ Bz pi SFT 1 1 0 1 1↔ 4 1↔ 6
Bhf ⊥ Bz pi SFT 1 1 0/2 1 2↔ 5, 3↔ 6
Bhf ⊥ Bz pi SFT∗ 1 1 1 0 3↔ 4 4↔ 5
Bhf ⊥ Bz pi MFT 1 0 1 0 1↔ 2 1↔ 2
Bhf ⊥ Bz pi MFT 1 0 1 0 2↔ 3, 5↔ 6
Bhf ⊥ Bz pi MFT 1 0 0 1 2↔ 3 3↔ 4
Tab. 2.1: Hyperfine transitions of hydrogen and deuterium. Transitions with ∆F = 1 are called strong
field transitions, transitions with ∆mF = 0 are called medium field transitions. Transitions with
∆mF = 0 are called σ-transitions, those with ∆mF = 1 are called pi-transitions - in contrast to the
conventions in optical spectroscopy. The transitions with ∆mI 6= 0 are proton/deuteron transitions, with
∆mS 6= 0 are electron transitions. The σ transitions are both - electron and proton respectively deuteron
transitions. In case of deuterium, there are transitions, which have the same transition frequency.
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Fig. 2.4: Schematic diagram of the adiabatic passage through a resonance. Left: Eigenenergies of two
hyperfine states in linear approximation versus the holding field (relative to the field value of the resonance
Bres). As the atom is passing a gradient field, its position is proportional to the field value, so that the
horizontal axis represents also position and time. Center: The high frequency terms within the Hamilton
operator are equivalent to a phase rotation of both states in combination with a shift of the eigen energies.
Right: The strength of the high frequency field causes a separation of the eigenenergies at the cross point.
Atoms in state | 1 〉 entering the resonant region (B/Bres ' 1) from low static field values, pass once
through the resonance and leave the system in state | 2 〉 on the other side and vice versa.
This matrix can - in case of a SFT 1-4 transition of hydrogen for example - be written as:
T14 =

1− ε41 0 0 ε41
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
ε14 0 0 1− ε14
 , (2.13)
where ε14 is the efficiency of the transition. Medium and weak field transitions have to be
modeled by subsequent separate transitions, each with an individual transition efficiency.
The order of the matrix multiplications depends on the sign of the gradient field. A
deuterium weak field transition with negative gradient can - as explained in app. B.2.5 -
approximately be described by 7 separate transitions10:
Twft = T56 T34 T24 T14 T23 T13 T12 . (2.14)
As shown in app. B.2.5, there are good reasons to assume for a WFT, that the efficiencies of
single-photon transitions ε12, ε23, ε34 and ε56 are higher than the efficiencies of transitions
that require multiple photon interactions as ε13, ε24 and ε14.
2.3 Spin Separation in Sextupole Magnets
In a magnetic gradient field, the Stern-Gerlach force acts on atoms with a magnetic dipole
moment [Stn 21]. In case of atoms with hyperfine structure the magnetic moments of the
single hyperfine states are proportional to the change of the eigenenergies with the external
10The exchange between state 5 and 6 in case of a deuterium WFT/MFT transition is not really intended and
can not be avoided, as the transition frequency of the 5-6 transition is identical with the 2-3 transition.
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field. The eigenenergies are given by the relations in tab. B.1. The Lagrange function L
for an atom in hyperfine state | a 〉 is given by:
L = m
2
(x˙2 + y˙2 + z˙2)− E| a 〉(| ~B|) . (2.15)
The absolute value of the magnetic field inside a sextupole magnet depends quadratically
on the distance to the sextupole axis forming so an harmonic potential, if the magnetic
moment is field independent, which is the case for the pure states and in the high field
limit of the mixed states. The direction of the axial force on the atoms depends on the
sign of the magnetic moment and therefore on the value of 〈ms 〉. The axial distance of
atoms with a negative value of 〈ms 〉 increases within the sextupole - they are defocussed.
Atoms with a positive value of 〈ms 〉 start to oscillate within the attractive harmonic
potential. The defocussed atoms hit either the inner walls of the sextupoles or the vacuum
chambers and are pumped away. Only atoms with mS = +
1
2
of a matching velocity vz are
able to transmit the system. The atomic beam, which leaves the sextupole system, is -
in high holding field - nearly 100 % electron polarized. More details are given in sec. B.3.
Fig. 2.5 shows the result of a trajectory calculation using a tracking program [Br 95] for
the HERMES atomic beam source.
2.4 Diffusive Molecular Flow in Long Tubes
In this subchapter the basic equations will be introduced, that are used to describe the
behavior of atoms and molecules in thin gases, diffusing in long thin tubes like the HER-
MES storage cell by means of molecular flow. A thin gas in this context refers to gas
in a pressure regime, where the mean free pathlength is large compared to the typical
distances inside the tube, so that particle-particle collisions in the gas phase are negligible
in this context of flow. An atom, that hits the wall of the storage cell, is physisorbed with
a certain probability c called the condensation coefficient. Measurements of c have been
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Fig. 2.5: Some trajectories of hydrogen/deuterium atoms within in the sextupole system of the HERMES
ABS, calculated in a Monte Carlo simulation. Left: Focussed pure hyperfine state | 1 〉. Right: Defocussed
pure hyperfine states (state | 3 〉 of hydrogen, state | 4 〉 of deuterium respectively.).
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performed in a variety of experiments and for several gases, surfaces and conditions11.
While an atom is adsorbed, it may either stay at a certain surface site or diffuse from
site to site by means of surface jump diffusion until it acquires sufficient thermal energy
to desorb back into the gas phase. During this process, the information of the kinetic
parameters of the adsorption gets lost and the desorption process is isotropic, which is
described by a cos θ-distribution of the desorption angle θ relative to the surface normal.
Molecular beam scattering experiments showed, that the assumption of isotropic desorp-
tion is reasonable, if the impinging molecules are adsorbed on the surface. Nevertheless,
in special cases also nearly specular reflection was found in some experiments12. For the
situation under study, a condensation coefficient near unity and isotropic desorption are
assumed.
Particle flow fulfills the continuity equation
n˙+ ~∇~j = q , (2.16)
where the n is the particle density,~j represents the particle flux density and q is the particle
source density, which is typically zero. The source density can be used to describe the (non-
diffusive) appearance of atoms, which are injected ballistically by the ABS into the cell
center, or their disappearance by chemical reactions like recombination (H1 +H1 → H2).
The second equation, which is commonly used to describe the diffusion in thin gases,
is [Bec 85]:
~j = −D ~∇n , (2.17)
with the diffusion constant D in [m2 s−1]. Both equations can be combined and one obtains
n˙− (~∇D) (~∇n)−D ~∇2n = q . (2.18)
If the gradient of the diffusion constant D vanishes - as it is the case for tubes with
constant cross section and temperature - one finds the diffusion equation13:
n˙−D ~∇2n = q . (2.19)
In a one dimensional system like a long tube of small diameter along the z-axis, eq. 2.19
can be simplified to
n˙ = D
∂2n
∂z2
+ q . (2.20)
In case of a steady flow (n˙ = 0) and in absence of sources q = 0, one obtains:
D
∂2n
∂z2
= 0 . (2.21)
The solution of this equation for a tube of length L, which fulfills the boundary conditions
n(0) = n0 and n(L) = 0, is
14:
n(z) = n0 (1− |z|
L
) . (2.22)
This solution is valid (positive) for |z| < L and implies a source in form of a Dirac-δ-
function at z = 0, that represents the injection by the ABS. In vacuum technology, one
11See for examples the references in the article of J.P. Hobson in [Flo 67]. Typically, the value of c was found
to be in the order of unity - especially for low pressures and temperatures.
12See [Sti 67] and references in the article of J.P. Hobson in [Flo 67].
13It is for example also used to describe thermal transport.
14The condition n(L) = 0 is an approximation for long tubes and negligible background pressures. Fig. 2.6
shows a more realistic density profile.
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Fig. 2.6: Density profile of atoms in the HERMES
storage cell. The peak above the triangular density
distribution corresponds to the injected atomic jet.
In contrast to the approximation of eq. 2.22, the den-
sity is only close to zero at the storage cell ends. The
distribution was produced by a molecular flow Monte
Carlo simulation [Bau 96].
usually uses the flow Φ in [mbar l s−1] through a given surface and the pressure p in [mbar]
defined by
p = n kT
Φ = N˙ kT ,
(2.23)
instead of ~j and n15, where N˙ is the net number of particles passing the position z along
the z-axis per unit time:
N˙ =
∫
~j d~S , (2.24)
where S is the cross section of the tube. Eq. 2.17 can then be rewritten for the one-
dimensional case:
Φ = −DS ∂p
∂z
, (2.25)
and for eq. 2.20 one obtains:
p˙ = D
∂2p
∂z2
+Q , (2.26)
with Q = kT q. Corresponding to eq. 2.22, one obtains for the pressure:
p(z) = p(0)
(
1− |z|
L
)
. (2.27)
while eq. 2.25 predicts a constant flux:
Φ = DS
p(0)− p(L)
L
, (2.28)
which is usually written as
Φ = C ∆p . (2.29)
C is called the conductance of the tube and is related to the diffusion constant D by:
C = D
S
L
(2.30)
15T is the absolute Temperature and k Boltzmann’s constant.
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2.5 Recombination and the Atomic Fraction α
One goal of the investigation of particle transport is the calculation of the atomic fraction
inside the HERMES target cell and its relation to the atomic fraction in the sample beam.
In the following we consider only molecules, which have their origin in the recombination
of atoms. In the molecular flow regime, volume recombination can be neglected, recom-
bination appears on the surface of the storage cell only. Atomic quantities are subscribed
with an ’a’, molecular quantities with an ’m’, whenever it is necessary. The continuity
equation 2.16 has in the presence of recombination to be modified in the following way:
n˙a + ~∇~ja + 2(n˙m + ~∇~jm) = 0 . (2.31)
This equation leads - in case of steady flow (n˙a = n˙m = 0) - to:
d
dz
(Φa + 2Φm) = 0 , (2.32)
so that
Φa + 2Φm = −CaLdpa
dz
− 2CmLdpm
dz
= Φtot = const . (2.33)
If one can assume, that the hot molecules, as they are produced by the recombination
process, cool down to storage cell temperature within a few wall collisions, then atoms
and molecules have about the same temperature. Since the molecules have twice the
corresponding atomic mass, the conductance for molecules Cm is (see eq. C.15):
Cm =
1√
2
Ca , (2.34)
so that:
dpa
dz
+
√
2
dpm
dz
= const , (2.35)
and by integration with the common requirement of vanishing pressures at the end of the
tube, where z equals L:
pa +
√
2pm = p0
L− |z|
L
. (2.36)
This means, that the sum pa +
√
2 pm depends on the z-position only and the intensity of
the ABS - represented by p0 - and is independent on recombination. It is therefore useful
to define the normalized atomic and molecular densities ρa and ρm by
ρa(z) =
pa
pa +
√
2 pm
ρm(z) =
√
2 pm
pa +
√
2 pm
, (2.37)
which are connected by the relation
ρa + ρm = 1 . (2.38)
The total density ρt is given by
ρt = ρa +
√
2 ρm =
√
2− (
√
2− 1)ρa , (2.39)
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and depends on the strength of the recombination process. It is convenient to define the
atomic fraction α as a relative quantity, which describes the fraction of nucleons in atoms
na to the total number of nucleons nt = na + 2nm:
α =
na
na + 2nm
=
ρa
ρa +
√
2 ρm
=
ρa
ρt
, (2.40)
and the molecular fraction µ = 1− α correspondingly by:
µ =
2nm
na + 2nm
=
√
2
ρm
ρt
, (2.41)
Using these equations, one can derive the relations of tab. 2.2. The left part of fig. 2.7
shows α plotted versus the normalized atomic density ρa. The graph on the right side
represents the total density ρt as a function of the atomic fraction α.
As the HERMES luminosity monitor measures the absolute target density ρt, it can
in principle be used to measure α, given, that the normalization constant for ρt is known
[Ko 98]. Nevertheless - this method has its systematical problems and will not be discussed
in the present work.
α µ ρa ρm ρt range
α = 1− µ ρa√
2−(√2−1)ρa
1−ρm
1+(
√
2−1)ρm
√
2−ρt
(
√
2−1)ρt 0 . . . 1
µ = 1− α
√
2(1−ρa)√
2−(√2−1)ρa
√
2ρm
1+(
√
2−1)ρm
√
2(ρt−1)
(
√
2−1)ρt 0 . . . 1
ρa =
√
2α
1+(
√
2−1)α
√
2(1−µ)√
2−(√2−1)µ 1− ρm
√
2−ρt√
2−1 0 . . . 1
ρm =
1−α
1+(
√
2−1)α
µ√
2−(√2−1)µ 1− ρa ρt−1√2−1 0 . . . 1
ρt =
√
2
1+(
√
2−1)α
√
2√
2+(
√
2−1)µ
√
2− (√2− 1)ρa 1 + (
√
2− 1)ρm 1 . . .
√
2
Tab. 2.2: Relations between atomic and molecular fraction - α and µ - and the normalized densities ρa,
ρm and ρt.
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2.6 The Concept of Collision Ages
If the probability for an atom to recombine with another atom during a wall collision is
γr, then the probability ρa, that the atom has not recombined after b wall collisions, is
given by
ρa = (1− γr)b = eb ln (1−γr) ' e−γrb , (2.42)
where it was assumed, that γr  1. The collision age distribution (CAD) NCAD(b) is
defined by the probability to find an atom within a sample, that experienced b wall
collisions. The average normalized atomic density ρa then is
ρa =
∞∑
b=0
NCAD(b) e
−γrb '
∞∫
0
dbNCAD(b) e
−γrb , (2.43)
where it is assumed, that the average collision age 〈 b 〉 of the sample is high. In case of
a storage cell of a geometrical trivial form like a sphere, where the atoms are injected
ballistically through a hole in the wall and the sample is formed by atoms exiting through
another hole, it is by the same arguments as above evident, that the CAD N˜CAD(b) is
given by the (normalized) exponential decay
N˜CAD(b) =
1
〈 b 〉 exp
(
− b〈 b 〉
)
, (2.44)
and hence
ρa =
1
1 + 〈 b 〉 γr . (2.45)
In case of the HERMES storage cell, the geometry is more complex and one has a variety
of different CADs with different average collision ages 〈 b 〉 for different atomic samples
- atoms inside the beam tube (at a certain position z along the axis or in average),
atoms entering the acceptance of the BRP or TGA etcpp. In app. C, a mathematical
formalism on the basis of the diffusion equation is developed, that allows to calculate
density profiles, CADs and average collision ages for tubes and storage cells with and
without recombination. Parts of the calculations are compared to results of molecular
flow simulations, that have been developed for the description of the HERMES target
[Br 91, Bau 96, Hen 98].
It is shown in sec. C.4.2, that eq. 2.45 delivers a good approximation of eq. 2.43 for
the measurements of TGA and BRP for sufficiently small values of γr. For higher values,
the agreement is less good, but still sufficient for the purpose of studying the temperature
and magnetic field dependence of the processes of recombination and spin relaxation.
The reason is, that the injected atoms are - after a certain number of wall collisions -
distributed all over the storage cell, independent on the details of the geometry, so that
any CAD decreases exponentially for b → ∞. The calculation of the target polarization
(see sec. 7) however requires more precise calculations, which are described in app. C.7
and app. C.8.
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3.1 The Target Chamber and the Superconducting Magnet
Fig. 3.1 shows a schematic of the target vacuum chamber, which is surrounded by the
coils and the iron yoke of the superconducting magnet (SCM). The chamber is evacuated
by two molecular turbo pumps with a total pumping speed of 4400 ls−1 as shown in the
right part of fig. 3.1. A thin walled exit window downstream of the target chamber allows
the scattered electrons and hadronic recoil products to leave the target region and to
be detected in the HERMES spectrometer. A dewar below the target platform provides
gaseous helium, which circulates through the superconducting magnet and a controllable
electric heater, before it flows through the aluminum rails, on which the storage cell is
mounted.
The superconducting magnets consist of 4 coils around the target chamber as indicated
by the black squares in the right part of the figure. It provides a highly homogeneous
longitudinal holding field over the storage cell of up to 350mT . The holding field provides
the quantization axis for the spins of the polarized atoms in the storage cell and decouples
the spins of nucleons and electrons. It has to be of high homogeneity to avoid bunch field
induced nuclear depolarizing resonances16. H. Kolster showed for hydrogen, that nuclear
resonances within the storage cell can indeed be avoided by a proper setting of the holding
field value [Ko 98]. This item was found to be less critical for deuterium (see sec. 6.11).
Fig. 3.2 shows the longitudinal component of the SCM-field vs. the z-axis at four different
distances to the axis.
16The calculation of the bunch field depolarization delivered the design criteria for the homogeneity of the
magnetic field.
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Fig. 3.1: Left: The target chamber with the storage cell viewed along the HERA beam direction. Right:
The target chamber from the top.
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A fixed collimator C2 protects the storage cell from direct synchroton light of the HE-
RA electron beam and from electrons hitting the cell wall. Upstream of C2, an adjustable
collimator C1 is located, which is operated with a narrower opening and widened during
electron injection into the HERA storage ring.
3.2 The Storage Cell
The HERMES target storage cell [Stw 95] is made from 75µm thin pure aluminum
sheets and coated with Drifilm[Wit 56, Tho 87, Ca 87a, Ca 87b, Ste 94, St 95a, Br 95,
Fed 97]. The coating helps to minimize depolarization and recombination caused by wall
collisions17 [Swe 88, Ca 87a, Lev 88]. The cell has an elliptical shape of 9.8× 29mm cross
section and is 400mm long.
The storage cell is electrically connected on to the HERA electron beam pipe by wake
field suppressors, which are made of copper and designed to guide the electromagnetic
high frequency field of the bunched HERA electron beam. The storage cell is mounted
on cooling rails, which are temperature regulated with the help of gaseous Helium. The
optimal operating temperature for hydrogen was found to be about 100K, where re-
combination is minimal and wall depolarization sufficiently low. The lower conductance
at this temperature increases the target thickness by a factor of
√
3 compared to room
temperature.
17Teflon as a potentially equivalent or even better coating material is less radiation hard and may not be used
within the HERA environment.
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Fig. 3.3: Schematic diagram of a proper Drifilm coating
[Ca 87a, Ste 94, St 95a]. Possible chemical structures of
misformed coatings are discussed in the same references.
Proper Drifilm coatings are hydrophobic, so that the simp-
lest proof of the quality of a coating is done by testing the
adhesion of water drops.
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Fig. 3.4: Onscale schematic of the large storage cell. The inlay on the right side gives a 3-dimensional
display of the storage cell. The main figure shows the details of the elliptical cross section and the side
tubes with their dimensions.
In order to monitor the temperature 3 platinum resistors are mounted at different
positions of the cell holding rails. In addition, since 1999 a thermo couple wire is attached
to the aluminum foil close to the cell ellipse to monitor the cell temperature during the
injection of the HERA beam. Fig. 3.4 shows the storage cell in upstream beam directi-
on and 3-dimensional. The dipole magnet around the extension tube (ET) extends the
magnetic holding field of the superconducting magnet (SCM) to prevent depolarization
inside the ET. The injection line of the unpolarized gas feed system (UGFS) is connected
to the cell center below the sample tube.
The cooling rails of the storage cell are connected to the target chamber in upstream
direction. Due to the thermal contraction of the cell, the position of the cell center relative
to target chamber, ABS and BRP changes with the storage cell temperature. Fig. 3.5
shows the expected relative alignment position of the storage cell center in z-direction as
a function of the cooling rail temperature18. The effect was taken into account by an offset
18Calculated with the thermal contraction coefficients of pure aluminum [Ard 73] for a 200mm long piece of
aluminum.
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Fig. 3.5: Expected change in the z-position of the
cell center caused by thermal expansion of the alu-
minum rails of the storage cell versus temperature.
The alignment of ABS and BRP relative to the sto-
rage cell includes an offset which compensates the
effect at the target working point of 100K.
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of about 0.9mm in the relative alignment of ABS and BRP at 300K in order to obtain
the optimal relative position at the target working point of about 100K or below.
In January 1999 a smaller storage cell was installed and tested. A smaller storage cell
provides a higher target thickness due to the reduced conductance. Details of the geometry
of the large and (new) small cell are listed in app. F.
3.3 The Unpolarized Gas Feed System (UGFS)
The unpolarized gas feed system is required for the unpolarized physics program of the
HERMES experiment and can be used to inject gas into the storage cell or the target
chamber directly. The density of the unpolarized gas in the storage cell or the target
chamber can be controlled with the gas flow rate of the UGFS, which is adjusted by a
thermo valve. A differential baratron is used to measure the pressure drop caused by the
flow resistance of a small capillary, which is about proportional to the flow through the
capillary.
The UGFS is also used to determine the molecular flow rate into the TGA, caused by
the residual gas pressure in the target chamber as described in sec. 3.5.
3.4 The Atomic Beam Source (ABS)
The Atomic Beam Source (ABS) consists of a dissociator, a skimmer and a collimator for
the formation of the atomic beam, a sextupole system to focuse atoms with mS = +
1
2
into the storage cell (see fig. 2.5) by means of Stern-Gerlach separation and several adia-
batic high frequency units to transfer the polarization of the electrons to the nucleons
[Sto 94a, Sto 94c, Sch 91, Fun 95]. Fig. 3.6 shows a simplified scheme of the ABS setup.
The molecular hydrogen/deuterium enters from the left. The molecules are dissociated
by a radio frequency discharge in a glass tube of the dissociator19 with a degree of dis-
sociation of about 80 % [Koc 99]. For the normal operation of the hydrogen target, only
19In the end of 1999, the radio frequency dissociator has been replaced by a microwave discharge [Koc 99].
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Fig. 3.6: Schematic of the ABS setup. H2- or D2 molecules are dissociated in the discharge tube of
the radio frequency dissociator. Adiabatic gas expansion after the nozzle creates a peaked atomic beam.
Skimmer and collimator are limiting its spread to the acceptance of the entrance of the first sextupole
magnet. Between the two parts of the sextupole system HFTs can optionally be used to manipulate the
hyperfine population of the atomic beam. A transition unit in the ABS appendix, which can either be
run as a SFT or WFT transition, is used to transfer the polarization of the electrons to the nucleons.
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the transition units in the appendix are used. In case of deuterium, the transition units
between the two sextupole subsystems are relevant also during normal operation.
A general description of the transmission probabilities of atoms in the hyperfine state
| a 〉 through the ABS requires - if the transitions between the sextupole subsystems are
used - matrices instead of vectors, as the trajectories depend on the individual history of
the atom. σab is the transmission probability of an atom, which enters the first sextupole
subsystem in state | a 〉 and the second in state | b 〉. The effect of an adiabatic hyperfine
transition i on the hyperfine population can be represented by a matrix T (i) as described
in sec. 2.2. If all transitions between the sextupole subsystems are represented by the
matrix B =
∏
i T
(i) and all transitions in the appendix by A =
∏
j T
(j), then the number
of atoms injected into the storage cell per unit time (beam intensity) Ia in HFS | a 〉 is
given by
Ia =
∑
c
Aac
∑
b
σbcBbc . (3.1)
If there are no transitions operating between the sextupole subsystem, the equation sim-
plifies significantly:
Ia =
∑
b
Aab σbb , (3.2)
If there are no transitions in the appendix Aab = δab, one has:
Ia = σaa , (3.3)
which describes the injection mode Pe.
If for example a hydrogen MFT 2-3 transition is operated between the two sextupole
subsystems, the transmission can be described in the following way:
1
1
1
1
 1. sexp.→

σ11
σ2x
σ3x
σ44
 MFT 2-3→

σ11
σ2x(1− ε23) + σ3xε23
σ3x(1− ε23) + σ2xε23
σ44
 2. sexp.→

σ11
σ22(1− ε23) + σ32ε23
σ33(1− ε23) + σ23ε23
σ44
 .
(3.4)
The sextupole system of the ABS is optimized for highest initial polarization and in-
tensity in case of hydrogen running, where the use of the transition units between the
sextupole subsystems is not required and the initial polarization depends dominantly
on the efficiencies of the transition units in the ABS appendix and the target holding
field. As the transmission probabilities of the HERMES ABS are nearly ideal in this ca-
se (σ11 ' σ22 ' 0.45 and σ33 ' σ44 ' 0) [Br 95], the initial hyperfine population (or
normalized intensity) is given by20:
Pz+ :
1
2

1
1− ε24
0
ε24
 Pz− : 12

1− ε13
1
ε13
0
 . (3.5)
If the ABS is supposed to inject a single hyperfine state as described for example by
eq. 3.4, the transmission probabilities σ23 and σ32 are not negligible and lead to a reduced
20In case of hydrogen, it was found, that the effect of the WFT can be described reasonably well by a direct
exchange between state | 1 〉 and | 3 〉 with one efficiency only.
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Pol. Inj. HFS high frequency transitions
appendix betw. sext.
Pe | 1 〉 , | 2 〉 OFF OFF
Pz+ | 1 〉 , | 4 〉 SFT 2-4 OFF
Pz− | 2 〉 , | 3 〉 WFT 1-3 OFF
Pe+, Pz− | 2 〉 OFF WFT 1-3 / MFT 1-3
Pe−, Pz+ | 4 〉 SFT 2-4 WFT 1-3 / MFT 1-3
Pe+, Pz+ | 1 〉 OFF MFT 2-3
Pe−, Pz− | 3 〉 WFT 1-3 MFT 2-3
Tab. 3.1: Injection modes of the ABS
for polarized hydrogen running. During
HERMES data taking, the injection mo-
de is randomly switched between Pz+
and Pz−. Spin relaxation measurements
were performed between HERA positron
fills and were almost always done with
the modes Pe, Pz+ and Pz−. The single
state injection modes have been used for
bhabha-measurements with the luminosity
monitor [Wei 98] and for the BRP calibra-
tion (see sec. 3.6).
injected polarization. This is also the case for the nuclear polarization modes of ~D as listed
in tab. 3.2 and for the injection modes for a single hyperfine state of hydrogen in tab. 3.1.
The default injection modes of the ABS for hydrogen running are listed in tab. 3.1, the
deuterium modes are given by tab. 3.2.
The transmission probability matrix can be estimated21 by a computer simulation[Br 95].
In case of deuterium, the results of this calculation predicts no significant influence of mI
on the transmission. The reason is, that the critical field of deuterium is much smaller
than of hydrogen, so that the difference between hyperfine states with the same ms, which
scales with x = B/BC , is less pronounced. It is therefore sufficient to describe the ABS
21As the precise circumstances of the beam formation at the ABS nozzle and therefore the starting conditions are
not known, the simulation can only deliver an estimation of the transmissions. Braun used a so-called molecularity
parameter µ to describe the laminarity of the formed atomic beam, which had to be maximal to be in agreement
with his measurements[Br 95]. The same assumption is used in the present work to obtain a first estimate of the
transmissions.
Pol. Inj. HFS high frequency transitions
appendix between sextupole subsystems
Pe | 1 〉 , | 2 〉 , | 3 〉 OFF OFF
Pz+ | 1 〉 , | 6 〉 SFT 2-6 (s26) SFT 3-5 (t35)
Pz− | 3 〉 , | 4 〉 WFT 1-4/2-3 (w14) SFT 3-5 (t35)
Pzz+ | 3 〉 , | 6 〉 SFT 2-6 (s26) MFT 1-4 (m14)
Pzz− | 2 〉 , | 5 〉 SFT 3-5 (s35) MFT 1-4 (m14)
Pe+, Pz+ | 1 〉 OFF MFT 3-4 (m34), SFT 2-6 (t26)
Pe+, Pzz− | 2 〉 OFF WFT 1-4/2-3 (v14), SFT 2-6 (t26)
Pe+, Pz− | 3 〉 OFF WFT 1-4/2-3 (v14), SFT 3-5 (t35)
Pe−, Pz− | 4 〉 WFT 1-4/2-3 (w14) MFT 3-4 (m34), SFT 2-6 (t26)
Pe−, Pzz− | 5 〉 SFT 3-5 (s35) WFT 1-4/2-3 (v14), SFT 3-5 (t35)
Pe−, Pz+ | 6 〉 SFT 2-6 (s26) WFT 1-4/2-3 (v14), SFT 2-6 (t26)
Tab. 3.2: Injection modes of the ABS for deuterium running. The bold printed shortcuts were introduced
to distinguish the transitions in the appendix (s26,s35,w14) from the transitions between the sextupoles
(t26,t35,v14). More injection modes are possible, but were not used by default.
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State | 1 〉 | 2 〉 | 3 〉 | 4 〉
| 1 〉 0.45 0.45 0.033 0.047
| 2 〉 0.45 0.45 0.03 0.043
| 3 〉 0.009 0.0085 0 0
| 4 〉 0.013 0.013 0 0
State ↑ ↓
↑ 0.45 0.035
↓ 0.009 0.0
Tab. 3.3: Absolute transmission probabilities σab of the ABS sextupole system calculated by a tracking
program for hydrogen (left table) and deuterium (right table) at the working point of the ABS. The
number of the row refers to the hyperfine state in the first subsystem and the number of the column to
the state in the second subsystem. The relative transmitted intensity of the rejected state of the nuclear
polarized states of deuterium is 0.035/0.45 ' 7.8%. For the discussion of the injected polarization, one
can use the relative transmissions, which are defined by σab = σabsab /σ11. Due to the low critical field
BDC = 11.68mT of Deuterium, the transmissions probabilities depend only on the value of mS . σ↑↓ is the
transmission probability for an atom, which is in state mS = 12 in the first sextupole subsystem and in
state mS = − 12 in the second.
transmissions for ~D by σ↑↑, σ↓↓, σ↑↓ and σ↓↑, where the arrows refer to the electron spin of
the atom. Tab. 3.3 lists the results of the simulation program for hydrogen and deuterium.
The deuterium setup of the ABS is significantly more complex than the hydrogen
setup:
• The MFT 1-4 between the sextupole systems can remove state | 1 〉 from the atomic
beam only, if the MFT is operated with a positive gradient.
• The SFT unit between the sextupole subsystems allows σ-transitions only and thus
can not be used as a SFT 1-6 transition. Due to the ordering of the transitions units
between the sextupoles (e.g. the SFT is first along the beam axis), the MFT can not
be used together with the SFT to obtain a single state injection mode with state
| 3 〉 only. The reason is, that an effective exchange 1-4 by the subsequent transitions
3-4, 2-3 and 1-2 with a MFT requires, that all upper hyperfine states are equally
populated, which is not the case, if the SFT unit depopulates state | 2 〉 or state | 3 〉.
The operation of the WFT/MFT unit requires therefore a setup as WFT (v14 in
tab. 3.2, with negative gradient) to realize this injection mode.
• The originally planned deuterium setup used a MFT 3-4 transition between the
sextupole subsystems for the vector polarized modes Pz±. Due to the relatively high
value of the leakage σ↑↓, it was found that the use of the SFT 3-5 (t35) instead of
the MFT 3-4 has the advantage, that the leaking hyperfine state (| 5 〉 instead of | 4 〉)
is unpolarized in the high field limit (Pz → 0).
Generally, it was found, that the setup of the individual transitions is less robust in
case of deuterium, which is for example related to the required low field values for the
MFT/WFT transitions, which are more sensitive to surrounding fringe fields and other
distortions. An additional problem is the location of the transitions units within the ABS.
The small distance of the SFT unit to the first sextupole subsystem leads to an influence
of the fringe fields of the sextupole magnets on the transition setup and (presumably)
performance.
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3.5 The Target Gas Analyzer (TGA)
The Target Gas Analyzer (TGA) shares the vacuum system with the Breit-Rabi Po-
larimeter [Bau 96, Ko 98]. It consists of a chopper, two baﬄes and a quadrupole mass
spectrometer (QMS) with a cross beam ionizer. A channeltron is used for the detection of
the ionized atoms and molecules. One baﬄe is mounted in short distance to the extension
tube (ET), another one directly in front of the ionizer volume. The baﬄes ensure, that
atoms entering the ionizer volume can not hit the inner ionizer walls and recombine, which
could cause a virtual molecular beam signal. Fig. 3.7 shows a schematic of the setup of
the TGA. The ions are detected by a channeltron behind the mass spectrometer. The
channeltron pulses are counted and stored with a multichannel time resolving counter on
a digital signal processor (DSP) board. Fig. 3.8 shows a typical time spectrum of the
TGA countrates taken with hydrogen. A trigger signal produced by the chopper is used
for the synchronization of bin numbers and chopper status. Frequency drifts of the chop-
per motor are compensated by an adjustment of the binlength by the DSP software. The
beam rates are calculated by the difference of the counts per time in the periods of open
and closed chopper. The statistical error of the beam rates is estimated by the analysis
of the time spectrum [Bau 96].
The beam rates have to be corrected, if
• the absolute count rates are high (≥ 1MHz). In this case a dead time correction
has to be applied. The emission current of the TGA cross beam ionizer has to be
reduced, when the background rates exceed about 1MHz, in order to keep this
correction small.
• a measurable water beam is present. The water causes a virtual atomic hydrogen or
deuterium beam signal by means of dissociative ionization. At the target working
point of a storage cell temperature of 100K or below, the water beam rate can be
neglected due to the low water vapour pressure.
injection tube
adapter flanche
target vacuum chamber
extension tube
storage cell
sample tube
baffle
TGA vacuum chamber
ionisation volume
baffle
motor
focus
ground plate
anode cathode
electron gun
extraction
quadrupole rods
deflector
deflector
channeltron
Ion Optics + QMS
QMS
BRP
chopper
VAT-Valve
Fig. 3.7: The setup of the Target Gas Analyzer (TGA). Atoms and molecules diffuse towards the end of
the extension tube (ET) and enter the TGA. A chopper is used to substract the background rate of the
residual gas in the TGA vacuum chamber. The baﬄes prevent atoms from hitting the inner walls of the
cross beam ionizer. The axis of the ET is tilted by 30◦ relative to the horizontal plane.
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Fig. 3.8: Time spectrum of atomic countrates of
the BRP (upper figure) and TGA (lower figure).
The vertical lines indicate the bin numbers corre-
sponding to the limits between the chopper posi-
tions open, undefined and closed. The bin length
is adjustable and typically set to 175µs, so that
with a chopper frequency of about 5.5Hz two
chopper turns are collected within the 2048 bins.
This is the minimal time period for the beam in-
tensity measurement and is called a single cycle.
Typically 8 to 16 single cycles are collected for a
beam intensity measurement.
3.5.1 Interpretation of the TGA Beam Rates
The measured atomic Sa and molecular Sm beam rates of the TGA are proportional
to the corresponding fluxes Φa and Φm into the TGA times the ionization cross section
σiona,m and the detection probability εa,m
22. In addition, the signals are proportional to the
particles mean inverse velocity
〈
1
va,m
〉
23 and depend on the emission current Iemis of the
electron gun of the cross beam ionizer24 and the magnetic fringe fields of the target and
spectrometer magnet25:
Sa,m ∝ Φa,m · σiona,m · εa,m ·
〈
1
va,m
〉
· f(B, Iemis) . (3.6)
The total flux ΦTGA into the TGA is given by the sum of the atomic and molecular flux
(see eq. 2.33) and is proportional to the injected flux of the atomic beam source:
ΦTGA = ΦTGAa + 2 Φ
TGA
m ∝ ΦABS , (3.7)
The partial beam rates Sa and Sm can therefore be interpreted as parts of a total rate
26
Stot = Sa +
√
2κSm , (3.8)
22The detection probabilities εa,m include the transmission probabilities of the ions through the quadrupole
mass spectrometer (QMS). Magnetic fringe fields in the target region, caused by the HERMES spectrometer
magnet and the target magnet have an influence on the trajectories of the ions inside the cross beam ionizer and
the mass spectrometer, so that the detection probability and the absolute countrates of the TGA depend on the
magnetic fields. During calibration measurements and HERMES data taking periods, the magnetic field values
of this magnets were kept constant. The BRP QMS is - due to the higher distance - not sensitive to the target
magnet.
23The probability for ionization in the cross beam ionizer is proportional to the time τ , that the atoms or
molecules need to pass by the ionization volume: Sa,m ∝ 〈 τa,m 〉 ∝
〈
1
va,m
〉
.
24The dependence on Iemis is not necessarily linear, as space charge effects in the electron gun can lead to a
change in the trajectories of the ionizing electrons and to a change in the ionizing efficiency. A measurement of
the TGA count rate as a function of the emission current shows, that the signals are only proportional to the
emission current in case of the low values Iemis ≤ 100µA (see fig. 3.9).
25This dependencies - caused by the change of the trajectories of the electrons in the cross beam ionizer and
the ions within the QMS - can usually be ignored, as both magnets are kept on constant field values during data
taking and all relevant TGA calibration measurements.
26The factor of
√
2 instead of 2 is related to the different average velocities of atoms and molecules.
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if one defines the relative sensitivity of the TGA for the atomic and molecular beam by
the constant κ27:
κ =
σiona · εa
σionm · εm
. (3.9)
It follows from eq. 2.33, that the total flux into the TGA is directly proportional to the
injected flux, independent on the strength of recombination, if all parts of the storage
cell are on the same temperature. However, the measurements show, that the extension
tube, which is only connected by a thread to the storage cell frame, has typically a higher
temperature TET . If one assumes, that all parts except the extension tube are on the same
temperature (TBT = TIT = TST = T ), one obtains
28:
ΦTGA ∝ ΦABS C
TGA
2CBT + CIT + CTGA
, (3.10)
where
CTGA =
CST CET
CST + CET
=
CST
1 + C
ST
CET
. (3.11)
If the conductance Cxx is expressed by Cxx = C˜xx
√
Txx
M
, one finds with 2CBT + CIT 
CTGA:
ΦTGA ∝ ΦABS 1
1 + C˜
ST
C˜ET
√
T
TET
. (3.12)
The temperature of the extension tube TET can be approximated by [Ko 98]:
TET (T ) = T0 +
300K − T0
300K
T , (3.13)
27If one assumes, that the ratio of the detection probabilities is close to one εa ' εm, then κ is approximately
given by κ ' σiona
σionm
= 0.626 for 70 eV ionization energy of the electron gun. The cross sections have been measured
by [Sha 87, Rap 65]. This method can of course only deliver an the order of magnitude of κ.
28The indices BT, IT, ST and ET stand for beam tube, injection tube, sample tube and extension tube
respectively (see fig. 3.4).
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Fig. 3.9: Beam signal of the TGA as function of emis-
sion current f(B, Iemis). The plot contains a fit to the
measured data with a polynomial of 4th degree and two
lines, which indicate the transition between two regi-
ons of proportionality. The measurement was performed
using a constant gas flow of the unpolarized gas feed
system (UGFS) into the cell center. The storage cell
temperature was constant within 1 K during the mea-
surement.
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where T is the storage cell temperature and T0 is a constant. The temperature dependence
of the countrates resp. the flux can then be expressed by a function g(T ):
g(T ) =
1
g(Tnorm)
1√
TET
1
1 + C˜
ST
C˜ET
√
T
TET
. (3.14)
If one defines the normalized flowrates φa,m into the TGA by:
φa =
Sa
g(T )f(B, Iemis)
(3.15)
φm =
√
2κSm
g(T )f(B, Iemis)
, (3.16)
then the sum of these flowrates is directly proportional the injected intensity29:
φa + φm =
Sa +
√
2κSm
g(T )f(B, Iemis)
= cTGA Φ
ABS , (3.17)
so that the TGA is a direct monitor of the ABS intensity. The constant cTGA can for
instance be obtained by a comparison of φtot with the rates of the luminosity monitor. It
is convenient to define the measured degree of dissociation αTGA by
αTGA =
φa
φa + φm
=
Sa
Sa +
√
2κSm
, (3.18)
which is independent of temperature and emission current Iemis.
3.5.2 Calibration of the TGA
The calibration of the TGA requires first of all the determination of the relative sensiti-
vity κ in order to make use of eq. 3.18. As the ABS intensity (right side of eq. 3.17) is
constant during normal operation, any variation of αTGA can be used to determine κ by
a linear fit of φm versus φa or vice versa, if the temperatures and the emission current
are kept constant or the functions f(B, Iemis) and g(T ) are known. During data taking,
strong variations in αTGA have been observed after accidental losses of the HERA electron
respectively positron beam near the HERMES target region30. Besides these unintended
events, calibrations have been performed by so-called temperature scans, as αTGA depends
on the cell temperature.
The knowledge of the parameter T0 in eq. 3.13 is crucial for the interpretation of the
data. Unfortunately, a temperature sensor on the extension tube was not installed before
1999, so that T0 has to be obtained from the temperature data as well. This causes some
29The difference in the velocities of atoms and molecules results a factor of
√
2 in the relative weight between
Sa and Sm and a common factor
1√
TET
. 〈
1
vm
〉
=
√
2
〈
1
va
〉
∝ 1√
TET
.
30The HERMES collimator C2 is the bottleneck of the electron storage ring, which is the most likely cause for
events of this kind.
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Fig. 3.10: Calibration of the TGA by variation of cell temperature (Aug 16 1997). The left graph shows
the linear fit of the temperature corrected molecular beam rate vs. the atomic beam rate. κ can be
obtained from the slope. With the fitted value of κ, one obtains the normalized flowrates φa, φm and φtot
vs. storage cell temperature T as shown in the central graph. The right graph shows the raw beam rates
Stot = Sa +
√
2κSm vs. T as symbols and the matched temperature dependence as solid line.
additional systematic uncertainty for this calibration method as one typically finds, that
the fit results for T0 and κ are correlated.
Fig. 3.10 shows a calibration of the TGA by a variation of the cell temperature. The
fitted values are:
κ = 0.5507± 0.00226(stat) T0 = 52.5± 0.59K . (3.19)
The value of κ obtained by this method differs from the value obtained by a fit to the
beam loss data (see next section) by about 4 %. This is a measure of the systematic un-
certainty of this method31. A thin wire temperature sensor was mounted to the extension
tube at the beginning of 1998, so that the temperature model could be replaced by a di-
rect measurement. A calibration measurement of 27th Aug. 1998 delivered the following
calibration constant:
κ = 0.861± 0.015 .
The difference in κ between 1997 and 1998 is related to the change of the target gas from
hydrogen to deuterium and the voltages of the TGA ion optics.
3.5.3 Calibration of the TGA with a HERA Beam Loss
Under certain conditions, it was observed, that αTGA is correlated with the HERA beam
[Ko 98]. The appearance of a sudden and sharp drop of αTGA in coincidence with an
accidental HERA beam loss is one example. Several events of this kind were observed in
the data taking periods of the hydrogen/deuterium target. The left side graph of fig. 3.11
shows the atomic signal of the TGA Sa plotted vs. the molecular signal Sm after a beam
loss of the HERA beam near the HERMES target section. The negative slope of the fitted
line is identical to
√
2κ. During this measurement, performed with ~H in Oct. 1997, the
cell temperature was constant. The resulting value for κ is:
κ = 0.572± 0.0026
31Another calibration measurement (Sep 16) by temperature variation yielded κ = 0.572± 0.0015, which is in
perfect agreement with the beam loss data.
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After the beam loss, αTGA increased with the ABS running time due to the recovery of the
water layer on the cell surface32 as shown in the right side graph. Due to the uncertainties
in the knowledge of TET , the calibration with the beam loss data can assumed to be more
reliable.
3.5.4 The Separation of Initial Atomic Fraction (αTGA0 ) and the Fraction of Atoms
Surviving Recombination (αTGAr )
There are additional corrections, which have to be applied in order to separate indepen-
dently αTGA0 and α
TGA
r . The only source of the atomic flux φa into the TGA is the flux
of the ABS, as long as dissociative ionization can be neglected. The molecular flux φm,
however, has several sources:
• Molecules, which are produced by recombination on the cell surface, result the flux
φr. The polarization of the molecules, which are produced by recombination relative
to the polarization of the atoms is described by the factor β.
• Molecules, which are ballistically injected by the ABS into the cell: The degree of
dissociation of the ABS dissociator is less that 100 %. A fraction of the molecules
leaving the ABS nozzle enters the storage cell by means of ballistic flow, depending
on the peaking of the nozzle, the space angle and the performance of the dissociator.
The corresponding molecular flux into the TGA is called φball. Ballistically injected
molecules are unpolarized.
• Molecules of the background (rest) gas of the target chamber. Due to the finite
pumping speed of the turbo pumps of the target chamber, a molecular background
remains inside the cell and causes a molecular flux φrg into the TGA. Molecules,
which are part of the rest gas of the target chamber, are unpolarized, as they have
left the holding field of the target magnet and experienced a high number of collisions
with the stainless steel walls of the target chamber.
The total molecular flux φm is the sum of these components:
φm = φr + φball + φrg . (3.20)
32Even though this is the most likely explanation of the behavior of αTGA, there might be other effects - like
for example a cleaning of the cell surface by the atomic hydrogen.
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Fig. 3.12: Measurement of rest gas correction. The intensity of a molecular hydrogen beam - injected into
the target chamber - is stepwise increased. The molecular flowrate of the TGA increases with the target
pressure. The fitted slope of φm vs. ptc yields the rest gas calibration constant crg. The measurement was
performed in 1997 with hydrogen.
The fraction of atoms surviving recombination αTGAr as measured by the TGA, is defined
by:
αTGAr =
φa
φa + φr
. (3.21)
The initial atomic fraction αTGA0 is defined by:
αTGA0 =
φa + φr
φa + φr + φball + φrg
, (3.22)
so that αTGA = αTGA0 · αTGAr holds.
The restgas flow rate can be measured by injecting H2 respectively D2 with the unpo-
larized gas feed system (UGFS) into the target chamber. For this purpose, an additional
separate gas feed line is connected to the target chamber, which allows a direct variation
of the background pressure with hydrogen and deuterium. The molecular rate measured
by the TGA as a function of the target chamber pressure ptc is given by
φrg = crg · ptc , (3.23)
Fig. 3.12 shows an example for a rest gas calibration measurement. As instabilities of the
pressure gauge readings have been observed, this type of calibration has been repeated
periodically. The result of the measurement of fig. 3.12 is crg = 2.663± 0.107 · 10−6/mbar.
If one or both transitions between the two sextupole systems of the ABS are switched
on, the atomic flux into the target cell is changed as described in sec. 3.4. As the molecules
are not affected by the sextupole system, the ballistic flux φball stays constant. If the
fraction of molecules caused by recombination is proportional to the injected atomic flux33,
one obtains the following equations for the molecular flux φm of the TGA:
φ(i)m − φball − φ(i)rg = (
1
αTGAr
− 1)φ(i)a , (3.24)
33If the recombination does not depend on the atomic density inside the storage cell.
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Fig. 3.13: Measurement of the flowrates φa (left) and φm (center) in two different injection modes for
the determination of the ballistic flowrate φball, performed in 1997 with hydrogen. The injection mode
is switched with the MFT 2-3 transition between the ABS sextupole subsystems. The right figure shows
φrg = 2.663 ·10−6 ptc/mbar versus time, as calculated from the pressure. The relative change in the target
chamber pressure (right) is smaller than in the atomic flowrate (left). The reason for this behavior is,
that atoms in state | 2 〉, which are focussed by the first sextupole subsystem of the ABS, are flipped to
state | 3 〉 and then defocussed by the second subsystem. A fraction of the defocussed atoms ends up in
the appendix of the ABS and diffuses into the target chamber. Even though these atoms do not enter
the storage cell center ballistically, they contribute to the target chamber pressure.
By the division of the equations for two different injection modes, one obtains:
φball =
(φ(2)m − φ(2)rg )φ(1)a − (φ(1)m − φ(1)rg )φ(2)a
φ
(1)
a − φ(2)a
. (3.25)
Fig. 3.13 shows an example of the described technique to measure the ballistic flow φball,
that resulted a value φball = 0.74± 0.112 in the (arbitrary) units34 of fig. 3.13.
3.5.5 Interpretation of the Atomic Fraction αTGAr
If there is no recombination inside the sample and extension tube, the flowrates φa and φr
are directly proportional to the corresponding atomic and molecular partial pressures35
in the storage cell center36:
φa ∝ pa(0)Ca
φr ∝ 2 pr(0)Cm ,
(3.26)
34Actually the unit is KHz/mA, but is arbitrary insofar, as it depends on the design of the ionizer, the setup
of the ion optics etc.
35This refers only to the molecules, that are produced by recombination.
36The factor of 2 appears, as the molecular fluxes φx have been defined in the unit of atoms.
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MFT 1-3 off MFT 1-3 on
φa 48.24 27.03
φm 1.687 1.338
φrg 0.424 0.305
φball 0.738
αTGA 0.966 0.953
αTGAr 0.989
αTGA0 0.977 0.963
α0 0.956 0.935
Tab. 3.4: Example for the analysis of TGA beam
rates of the time period from fig. 3.13. The equality
of both values of αTGAr and φball is the presumption
for the calculation of φball. The values are given in
arbitrary units (kHz/mA).
where Ca,m are the corresponding atomic and molecular conductances of sample and
extension tube. With Ca =
√
2Cm one finds
37:
αTGAr =
φa
φa + φr
=
pa(0)
pa(0) +
√
2 pr(0)
= ρa(0) . (3.28)
If recombination inside the sample and extension tube is not negligible, one still has the
inequality:
αTGAr ≤ ρa(0) . (3.29)
αTGAr can not exceed the normalized atomic density in the center of the storage cell ρa(0)
as defined by eq. 2.37.
In correspondence to eq. 3.21 and eq. 3.22 the definitions of αr and α0 for the storage
cell mean values are:
αr =
Na
Na + 2Nr
. (3.30)
The initial atomic fraction α0 is defined by:
α0 =
Na + 2Nr
Na + 2Nr + 2Nball + 2Nrg
. (3.31)
with the number of atoms respectively molecules Nx. The normalized total density ρt is
given by eq. 2.39 as a function of αr. It follows that:
Na + 2Nr ∝ (φa + φr) ·
√
2
1 + (
√
2− 1)αr
. (3.32)
The other molecular fluxes have to be multiplied by a factor of
√
2, if the densities inside
the storage cell calculated. Correspondingly Nball is given by:
2Nball ∝
√
2φball . (3.33)
37It is worth mentioning, that the definition of αTGAr using flowrates (instead of densities) implies, that always
αTGAr = ρ
TGA
a , (3.27)
so that the definition of the measured atomic fraction is not consistent with the concept of an atomic fraction as
introduced in sec. 2.5, but instead with the normalized atomic density. This has historical reasons.
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The density of the rest gas contribution in the storage cell is not of triangular shape,
but equally distributed over the storage cell. The number of rest gas molecules Nrg must
therefore be weighted twice:
2Nrg ∝ 2
√
2φrg . (3.34)
Hence α0 is given by:
α0 =
(
1 +
φball + 2φrg
φa + φr
(1 + (
√
2− 1)αr)
)−1
, (3.35)
while for the calculation of αr, the knowledge of the sampling correction cα is required:
αr = cαα
TGA
r . If α
TGA
r is close to one, also αr ' 1, so that:
α0 ' φa + φr
φa + φr +
√
2(φball + 2φrg)
, (3.36)
If one compares α0 to α
TGA
0 as given by eq. 3.22, one finds that α0 ≤ αTGA0 holds always.
There are two reasons: First, the flowrates of φa and φm, which are used to define α
TGA
0
represent the densities in the cell times the corresponding conductances Ca and Cm for
atoms and molecules respectively, which differ by a factor of
√
2 and second, the rest gas
contribution to the target density has not a triangular shape in contrast to the ballistically
injected fluxes from the ABS. Using eq. 3.36 one obtains the results given in tab. 3.4 for
the period of fig. 3.13. The measurement was performed on 25th of Sep. between two
HERA fills and is typical for the high quality periods periods in 1997.
3.6 The Breit Rabi Polarimeter (BRP)
Two adiabatic high frequency transition (HFT) units, followed by a sextupole system
with two magnets and a detector, are the basis of the Breit-Rabi type polarimeter (BRP)
[Gau 92, Br 95, Ko 98]. The HFT units and the sextupole system are located in the
first vacuum chamber, called sextupole chamber, while the detection chamber contains the
beam chopper and a detector using a cross beam ionizer, a quadrupole mass spectrometer
(QMS) and a channeltron for single ion detection. Both chambers form a differential
pumping system with typical residual pressures of 2 ·10−9 mbar in the sextupole chamber,
which is pumped by two cryo pumps and 2.5 · 10−10 mbar in the detection chamber,
pumped by a titanium sublimation pump and an ion getter pump. In addition, both
chambers can be connected to turbo pumps, which are used to pump the system down
and to keep low pressure during the regeneration of the cryo pumps. Both turbo pumps
have separate forepump systems. A third forepump/turbo pump system is used for the
startup and regeneration of the cryo pumps. If the cryo pumps are connected to the
sextupole chamber, they are automatically disconnected from the regeneration system.
The detection chamber and the TGA vacuum chamber are baked out with temperatures
of up to 220 ◦C after startup. The setup of the BRP vacuum system is shown in fig. 3.14.
The first of the HFTs is a SFT unit realized by a resonator cavity with tilted resonators,
which can be used for both σ and pi transitions, while the second unit is a MFT for pi
transitions realized by a high frequency coil. An optimization of the impedance matching
of the MFT unit is done with an external Collins filter, while the SFT unit is kept in
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Fig. 3.14: Side view of the
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resonance with a feed back loop using a balance mixer [Br 95]. Pickup loops are used to
monitor the high frequency amplitude in the transition units38.
A signal proportional to the beam intensity is obtained in the same way as it was
already described in context with the TGA by the use of a beam chopper. In fact, both
devices, BRP and TGA, are controlled by the same software39 and their countrates are
registered and evaluated by the same DSP40 module. In contrast to the TGA, the mea-
surement of the BRP detector can be affected by a water beam, which can appear as
an artifact of the differential pumping system. The partial pressure of water resp. H2 in
the sextupole system can cause a net water beam resp. H2 beam into the BRP detector,
38An optical telescope, which can be mounted on the BRP beam axis at the end of the detection chamber, is
used to align the BRP optically with respect to the sample tube of the cell and the target chamber respectively.
For this procedure the beam blocker, which is located at the entrance of the first sextupole magnet, defines the
axis in combination with an alignment cross at the end of the second sextupole.
39A short description is given in app. G.
40DSP stands for Digital Signal Processor
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Fig. 3.15: The setup of the Breit-Rabi type polarimeter (BRP). The exact positions of the components
are listed in tab. F.3.
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which causes a virtual atomic beam rate by means of dissociative ionization. In case of
hydrogen, the beam rates of the masses 1, 2 and 18 amu have been measured and a net
hydrogen beam rate S˜ was calculated by:
S˜ = S1 − k2 S2 − k18 S18 . (3.37)
The correction constants k2 and k18 were found by the variation of the partial pressures of
water and H2 during a warmup of the cryogenic pumps in the sextuple chamber with open
gate valves. The correction scheme has been tested in regular time intervals by closing
the valve between BRP and target chamber. The net atomic beam rate S˜ has to be zero
in this case.
For deuterium, there are more reaction channels for dissociative ionization, so that it
was decided to install a beam shutter behind the extension tube, which allows to block
the atomic beam into the BRP remotely. The beam shutter was designed in such a way,
that it can not influence the beam rates of the TGA. A polarization measurement with
deuterium includes a measurement of the background beam with a closed beam shutter.
This background beam is subtracted from all other beam results. It was found to be small,
so that it could have been neglected most of the time.
The corrected beam signal of the BRP depends on the transition state of both HFTs. A
transition is switched on, if the high frequency amplitude is switched on and the currents
in the static and gradient field coil are set to the values, which were chosen for this
transition. The selection of the transition type (SFT 1-4 or SFT 2-4) of a HFT (BRP
SFT in this case) is realized by the setting of the static magnetic field. A change of the
operation frequency of a transition unit was only realized in the ABS.
3.6.1 Theory of Polarization Measurement
The sextupole system of the BRP focuses atoms with mS = +
1
2
of a certain velocity on the
acceptance of the BRP detector. Atoms with mS = −12 are defocussed by the sextupole
system or deflected by the beam blocker. If σa is the probability of atoms in hyperfine
state | a 〉 to be transmitted by the sextupole system, the signal in the detector Soff 41 is
given by:
Soff = cBRP
∑
a
σa Ia , (3.38)
where Ia is the intensity of atoms in hyperfine state | a 〉 in the sample beam and cBRP
a proportionality factor, which describes geometrical acceptance, detection efficiency of
the mass spectrometer etc. If a BRP transition i is switched on, which exchanges the
population of two or more hyperfine states, the signal Si is given by:
Si = cBRP
∑
a
(∑
b
σb T
i
ba
)
Ia , (3.39)
where the matrix T iba describes the exchange of the hyperfine states with transition i as
described in sec. 2.2.
A collection of BRP signals can be described by a set of linear equations as a function
of the intensities Ia:
Si = cBRP
∑
a
MiaIa , (3.40)
41The subscription off is used to describe the status of the HFT units.
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where Mia is the measurement matrix. It depends on the transition efficiencies and the
transmission probabilities for each hyperfine state. In case of the SFT 1-4 signal, the
corresponding equation 3.39 of
∑
aM14,a Ia is given by:
SSFT1−4 = [σ1(1− ε14) + σ4ε14] I1 + σ2I2 + σ3I3 + [σ4(1− ε14) + σ1ε14] I4 . (3.41)
If σ3 = σ4 ' 0 and ε14 ' 1 holds, eq. 3.41 simplifies to:
SSFT1−4 ' I2 + I4 . (3.42)
The linear equation system 3.39 can be solved, if at least four (six) different beam rates Si
are measured in case of hydrogen (deuterium). The intensities Ia can then be calculated
by the inverse matrix R = M−1 42:
Ia = c
−1
BRP
∑
i
Rai Si . (3.43)
The total intensity Itot can be calculated by the sum over all hyperfine states
Itot =
∑
a
Ia , (3.44)
and the hyperfine population numbers Na of the sample beam are obtained by the nor-
malization of the calculated intensities Ia:
Na =
Ia
Itot
. (3.45)
The calculation of the polarization of the atoms requires the knowledge of the target
holding field B, as the polarization of the mixed hyperfine states depends on the magnetic
field value. With C± = cos 2θ±43 and the following matrices44:
MHP =
 1 cos 2θ −1 − cos 2θ
1 − cos 2θ −1 cos 2θ

MDP =

1 C+ C− −1 −C− −C+
1 sin2 θ+ − cos2 θ− −1 − sin2 θ− cos2 θ+
1 −1
2
(3C+ + 1)
1
2
(3C− − 1) 1 −12(3C− + 1) 12(3C+ − 1)
 ,
(3.46)
the polarization of the ~H and ~D atoms is given by:
(Pe, Pz)
T = MHP (N1, N2, N3, N4)
T
(Pe, Pz, Pzz)
T = MDP (N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6)
T .
(3.47)
If the statistical error of the BRP beam rates Si is given by the - diagonal - covariance
matrix CS, then the covariance matrix CI of the intensities Ia is given by
CI = RCS R
T =
(
MTC−1S M
)−1
. (3.48)
42If one collects more signals than unknowns, the usage of the pseudoinverse matrix R = (MTGSM)
−1MTGS
is equivalent to a least square fit of the intensities Ia to the measured signals Si, where GS is the inverse covariance
matrix of the measured signals [Bra 92].
43The mixing angles are given by the formulas in tab. B.1 as a function of x = B/BH,DC .
44The transposed matrix of A is AT .
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The covariance matrix CN of the hyperfine populations Na is given by
(CN)ab =
∑
cd
(
∂Na
∂Ic
)
(CI)cd
(
∂Nb
∂Id
)
, (3.49)
and finally the covariance matrix CP of the polarization vector:
CP = M
H,D
P CN (M
H,D
P )
T . (3.50)
The statistical error ∆Itot of the total intensity Itot equals the sum over all elements of
the covariance matrix CI :
∆Itot =
∑
ab
(CI)ab . (3.51)
3.6.2 Calibration of the BRP
A calibration of the BRP includes the determination of the efficiencies of all used transi-
tions as well as a determination of the transmission probabilities of the sextupole system,
as described in sec. 3.6.4. For the SFT unit, two efficiencies are required in case of ~H,
namely the εs14 and εs24 and 5 in case of ~D: εs16, εs26, εs35 and the two efficiencies of the
SFT double transition εs25r25 and εs25r36. The medium field transitions can be described
by several separate transitions, each by its own efficiency [Br 95]. The hydrogen MFT 1-3
is described by the values of εm13r12 and εm13r23. The same is true for the MFT 2-3, even
though the 1-2 transition is not supposed to run in case of this transition.
Due to the limited space, the static field coils of both BRP transitions units are po-
sitioned close to each other and can not be controlled independently with the required
precision. Namely, the setting of the static field of the SFT unit changes the field of the
MFT unit by some percent, so that the setting of the static field of the MFT must be
chosen separate for each SFT magnetic field setting. To avoid a third MFT setup, the SFT
static and gradient fields are always set to the value of one of the transitions. The SFT is
turned off via the high frequency amplitude. In case of hydrogen the MFT unit must be
tuned separately for two different SFT field values - the settings of the SFT 1-4 and the
SFT 2-4. In case of deuterium four different MFT setups are required. Beneath the setup
of the transitions also the number of efficiencies Neff is increased by these factors, so that
Neff is 10 in case of hydrogen and 41 in case of deuterium. The number of different signals
NBRP , which can be measured with the BRP, is 11 in case of hydrogen and 29 in case of
deuterium45. Tab. 3.5 gives an overview over the signals of the BRP and their magnetic
field settings in case of hydrogen.
B. Braun introduced a calibration method, which makes use of an additional sextupole
magnet in front of the transitions units of the BRP, a so-called calibration magnet. This
magnet rejects the hyperfine states with mS = −12 and reduces the number of unknowns
for a calibration measurement [Br 95]. Due to several problems with this calibration me-
thod, which are described in [Hen 98], an alternative calibration method was developed,
which makes use of the possibility to run the ABS in a variety of different injection modes.
45If the crosstalk could be avoided, 6 efficiencies would be necessary to describe the hydrogen and 14 for the
deuterium setup. The number of possible BRP states (signals) would then be 9 in case of hydrogen and 20 (4
MFT states including off times 5 SFT states.) in case of deuterium.
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If the ABS can be operated in NABS different modes, and the BRP beam rates are mea-
sured for all possible NBRP HFT states of the BRP, one obtains NBRP ·NABS equations
and has to determine Neff +NHFS ·NABS unknowns. If the degree of freedom Nf given by
Nf = (NBRP −NHFS) ·NABS −Neff (3.52)
can be made positive, the equation system can be solved. In case of hydrogen, 7 ABS
modes were typically used for a calibration measurement, which results in Nf = 39. In
case of deuterium, two calibration modes were prepared, one with 5 ABS injection modes
and another one with 6 modes. In the first case, one obtains Nf = 134, in the second
Nf = 169.
In order to evaluate a BRP calibration measurement, one defines the vector x of
parameters by x = (ε, I)T and the vector of the measured values y by the measured beam
signals y = (Sa)
T and rewrites46 eq. 3.40:
fa(x,y) =
∑
b
Mab(ε) · Ib − Sa = 0 (3.53)
The algorithm, which was used to obtain the fitted efficiencies εxx and their covariance
matrix Cε, is described in app. H. The covariance matrix Cx, which is obtained by the
algorithm, has the following form:
Cx =
 Cε Cε,I
CI,ε CI
 . (3.54)
Only the covariance matrix Cε is used for the calculation of the systematic uncertainty of
the polarization measurement.
3.6.3 Systematic Uncertainty of the Polarization Measurement
The covariance matrix CI,syst of the systematic uncertainty of the intensities Ia is given
by:
CI,syst = TεCεT
T
ε , (3.55)
46The proportionality factor can be neglected for this purpose.
BRP-Signal Name MFT-RF MFT-B SFT-RF SFT-B
OFF off OFF OFF OFF OFF
SFT 1-4 s14 OFF OFF ON 1-4
SFT 2-4 s24 OFF OFF ON 2-4
MFT 1-3 m13c14 ON 1-3 OFF 1-4
MFT 1-3 m13c24 ON 1-3 OFF 2-4
MFT 2-3 m23c14 ON 2-3 OFF 1-4
MFT 2-3 m23c24 ON 2-3 OFF 2-4
MFT 1-3/SFT 1-4 m13s14 ON 1-3 ON 1-4
MFT 1-3/SFT 2-4 m13s24 ON 1-3 ON 2-4
MFT 2-3/SFT 1-4 m23s14 ON 2-3 ON 1-4
MFT 2-3/SFT 2-4 m23s24 ON 2-3 ON 2-4
Tab. 3.5: Switching mo-
des of the BRP and cor-
responding signals for hy-
drogen running.
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Efficiency MFT-B SFT-B Value Error
εs14 ? 1-4 0.993 ±0.0134
εs24 ? 2-4 1.01 ±0.0103
εm13r12c14 1-3 1-4 1.01 ±0.0106
εm13r23c14 0.986 ±0.0141
εm23r12c14 2-3 1-4 −0.00856 ±0.0113
εm23r23c14 0.949 ±0.0123
εm13r12c24 1-3 2-4 0.999 ±0.00418
εm13r23c24 0.903 ±0.00815
εm23r12c24 2-3 2-4 −0.000247 ±0.011
εm23r23c24 0.974 ±0.0104
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Tab. 3.6: The table lists the transition efficiencies of the BRP for hydrogen running and a transmission
ratio σ2σ1 = 1.0295. The dependence of the MFT efficiencies on the SFT setting it significant for εm13r23.
The figure visualizes the correlation matrix, which is defined by eq. H.5. The area of the circles is
proportional to the absolute value of the correlation; open circles correspond to a positive value, filled
circles to a negative value. The circles on the diagonal represent a value of +1, by definition of the
correlation matrix. It is obvious, that the correlation between SFT and MFT efficiencies is lower than
within the MFT-block and within the SFT-block. For a polarization measurement, where only a subset
of BRP states is used, only the upper left 6× 6 matrix is required. More detailed results can be found in
[Hen 98]. The corresponding results for deuterium are listed in tab. E.2
where the matrix Tε describes the dependence of the calculated intensities Ik on the
efficiencies εl:
(Tε)kl =
(
∂Ik
∂εl
)
=
∑
j
(
∂Ik
∂Sj
)
·
(
∂Sj
∂εl
)
. (3.56)
The first matrix is identical to R, the inverse of the measurement matrix M:
Rkj =
∂Ik
∂Sj
. (3.57)
The second matrix, called Aε, can be calculated from the measurement matrix M
47:
(Aε)jl =
∂Sj
∂εl
=
∑
k
(Mjk(ε1, . . . , εl + 1, . . . , εn)−Mjk(ε1, . . . , εl, . . . , εn)) · Ik . (3.58)
The propagation of the systematical error is then treated in the same way as described
in sec. 3.6.1 for the statistical covariance matrix CI .
3.6.4 Sextupole Transmissions of the BRP
The sextupole magnet system of the BRP consists of two cylindrical magnets behind the
transition units. A beam blocker at the entrance of the first magnet ensures, that no atoms
47M is linear in each single efficiency εl, even though M contains products of different efficiencies.
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in hyperfine states with mS = −12 are transmitted on axis48. The transmission probability
of these states therefore is zero. As there are no transitions between the sextupole ma-
gnets, the transmission properties of the sextupole system can be described by the two
(three) transmission probabilities σ1, σ2 (and σ3) in case of hydrogen (deuterium). For
the evaluation of the hyperfine population and polarization, the normalization allows to
set σ1 = 1 and thus to reduce the number of unknowns by one. In this case, only the
knowledge of the ratio r21 =
σ2
σ1
(and r31 =
σ3
σ1
for ~D) is required with high precision,
as it enters directly into the evaluation of the polarization measurements. The absolute
transmission σ1(T ) is only required for the correction of Itot
49.
Numerical calculations resulted, that the transmission ratios of deuterium r21 and r31
can assumed to be unity with a maximal uncertainty less than 0.5 %. The reason is, that
the critical field of deuterium is smaller than for hydrogen. The difference of the Stern
Gerlach force for the upper hyperfine states of deuterium vanishes in high field. As the
BRP sextupole system is equipped with a beam blocker, which stops atoms with central
(low field) trajectories, the transmissions are approximately equal for the deuterium states
| 1 〉, | 2 〉 and | 3 〉.
The ratio r21 of hydrogen can either be determined by a numerical tracking simulation
of the atoms through the BRP sextupole system or it can be fitted to the measured data.
The numerical calculations require the precise knowledge of a variety of parameters:
• The geometrical position of all components.
• The detection efficiency of the cross beam ionizer for different trajectories.
48The exact geometry of the system is given by tab. F.3.
49The absolute value of Itot is of interest, if one wants to compare the atomic beam rates of BRP and TGA. As
the population numbers are calculated by beam ratios, the temperature dependence vanishes by the normalization.
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Fig. 3.16: The left graph shows a histogram of the measured ratio r21 for hydrogen at 95K storage cell
temperature as determined by an iteration with a calibration measurement. The right graph shows the
measured transmission ratio r21 = σ2σ1 of the BRP sextupole system for hydrogen atoms versus storage
cell temperature (open circles) and a polynomial fit to the data (solid line).
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• The exact position of the sample/extension tube in dependence of the storage cell
temperature.
Most of these parameters are not known with the required precision. The transmission
ratio was therefore extracted from the measured data. The value of r21 at a storage
cell temperature of 100K was determined by the χ2-minimization of a BRP calibration
measurement. With the resulting efficiencies, it is then possible to fit r21 to the measured
data for all storage cell temperatures in the range of the HERMES target. As the hydrogen
polarization measurements were performed with 5 instead of the 4 required BRP signals,
the fit of r21 to the measured data does not require a special measurement mode as in case
of the efficiency calibration50. The result is shown in fig. 3.16 and tab. 3.6 respectively51:
r21(95K) =
σ2
σ1
∣∣∣∣
95K
= 1.029± 0.0015 . (3.59)
The right graph of fig. 3.16 shows the results for r21 vs. the storage cell temperature. If
one defines x by x = 100K
T
, r21 could be fitted with a polynomial in x, which is given by:
r21(T ) = p0 + p1 · x+ p2 · x2 + p3 · x3 . (3.60)
with
p0 = 0.972± 0.0056 , p1 = 0.075± 0.011 ,
p2 = −0.025± 0.009 , p3 = −0.0022± 0.0027 .
(3.61)
3.6.5 Total Intensity Itot of the BRP
There are three reasons for an investigation of the total intensity of the BRP and the
velocity distribution of the atoms, that are able to pass the sextupole system of the
BRP: First, the knowledge of Itot in dependence of the storage cell temperature allows to
compare the atomic flux into the BRP with the corresponding flux into the TGA. It will
be shown in sec. 4, that this comparison can be used to investigate the recombination
probability γr of sample and extension tube. This helps to limit the sampling correction
cα. Second, a high value of Itot is required to mimimize the statistical uncertainty of the
polarization measurement. Third, the knowledge of the velocity distribution of the atoms
passing the BRP sextupole system is required for the interpretation of the diffusion time
measurements, which will be presented in sec. 4.1.
The number of atoms N(v, T ) dv in the target gas of temperature T with absolute
velocity between v and v + dv is proportional to Maxwell’s velocity distribution f(v, T ):
N(v, T ) dv ∝ f(v, T ) dv =
(
m
kbT
) 3
2
e
−mv2
2kbT v2 dv . (3.62)
The entrance of the first BRP sextupole has a small solid angle ∆Ω and the trajectories
of the atoms, that are able to enter the BRP, are approximately parallel to the BRP axis.
50A (possible) dependence of the transition efficiencies on the temperature can be neglected, as the velocity
of the atoms is (more or less) fixed by the transmission windows of the BRP sextupole system. Calibration
measurements performed at different temperatures agreed with this assumption. Only the efficiency εm13r23c24
increases slightly with decreasing temperature; this efficiency does not influence the polarization measurements,
as the MFT is operated with the field setting of the SFT 1-4.
51As the uncertainty of r21 is - at the working point - about one order of magnitude below the systematic
uncertainty of the transition efficiencies, it is neglected in the error calculation of the polarization.
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rage cell (top to bottom) of 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0mm.
As the storage cell is moved relative to the BRP by
thermal expansion/contraction, a theoretical predic-
tion of Itot(T ) is difficult and requires a very precise
knowledge of the geometry. Similar strong dependen-
cies were found for several geometrical parameters
like for instance the BRP detector acceptance.
The total number of atoms entering the sextupole acceptance of the BRP per unit time
N˙tot, depends on the number of atoms injected by the ABS per unit time (N˙ABS) and on
the geometry. If recombination is neglected, no temperature dependence of this number
is expected. The number of atoms N˙v(v, T ) dv with velocities between v and v + dv, that
are entering the sextupole entrance per unit time, is then proportional to the flux52:
N˙v(v, T ) dv = N˙tot
f(v, T ) v dv
∞∫
0
f(v, T ) v dv
=
N˙tot
〈 v 〉 f(v, T ) v dv , (3.63)
where N˙tot ∝ N˙ABS∆Ω. If PT (v) is the average probability of an atom in state | 1 〉 to
be transmitted by the sextupole system, the beam rate Itot in the BRP can be expressed
by53:
Itot ∝
∞∫
0
PT (v) N˙v(v, T )
dv
v
=
N˙tot
〈 v 〉
∞∫
0
PT (v) f(v, T ) dv . (3.64)
The transmission probability PT (v) was calculated with a sextupole trajectory simulation
program. It was found by the simulation, that the exact value of PT (v) depends on a variety
of geometrical parameters, that are not known to the required precision. The influence of
the relative misalignment between the sample tube and the BRP is shown in fig. 3.17. As
the sample tube is moved relative to the BRP by the thermal contraction of the storage
cell (see sec. 3.2), a precise alignment is impossible with the current target setup. The
real temperature dependence of the total intensity Itot can therefore not be predicted by
the simulation.
3.6.6 Time of Flight Measurements with the BRP
Time of flight (TOF) measurements through the BRP sextupole system have been perfor-
med with a modulated beam technique in order to obtain the velocity distribution PT (v).
The beam modulation was realized by switching the high frequency field of the MFT unit
of the BRP periodically on and off (pulsed RF). For this purpose, the BRP chopper was
stopped in the ”open” position and a programmable pulser was connected to the MFT
RF generator. The rising edge of the pulser signal was used to trigger the time resolving
52The flux density is given by the density of atoms times their velocity v.
53The detection probability of an atom in the cross beam ionizer is proportional to its residence time in the
ionization volume, which results a factor 1
v
.
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counter. The ABS was operated with deuterium54 in injection mode Pz− with the BRP
transitions SFT 3-5 and MFT 3-4 switched on. If the RF amplitude of the BRP-MFT is
off, the signal vanishes (ideal case, no relaxation inside storage cell):
0
0
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1
0
0
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If the pulser switches the RF amplitude of the MFT 3-4 on, the signal appears again:
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The signal in the BRP, measured by the time resolving counter of the DSP board with
5µsec bin length, shows two steps, caused by the two different drift times for the passage
of the sextupole system (see fig. 3.18). The integrated distribution of drift times results -
besides a constant background - the time distribution of counts in the BRP detector, if the
time, the MFT RF amplitude is on, is larger than the maximal drift time of the atoms
between MFT unit and BRP detector. The measurement was repeated for 4 different
storage cell temperatures and gives the relative weight and the absolute position of both
velocity windows. The measured signal S(τ, T ) is given by the following integral:
S(τ, T ) =
τ∫
0
N˙(v =
l
t
, T )
dv
dt
dt , (3.65)
where l ' 700mm is the distance between the pulsed MFT and the BRP mass spec-
trometer. With the assumption, that both velocity windows can be approximated by a
Gaussian shaped function gi(v)
gi(v) =
1√
piσi
e
− (v−vi)
2
σ2
i , (3.66)
PT (v) can be modeled with
PT (v) = (1− f1) g1(v) + f1 g2(v) . (3.67)
The results of fig. 3.18 were obtained with
v1 = 1520ms
−1 v2 = 570ms−1
σ1 = 173ms
−1 σ2 = 14ms−1
f1 = 0.935 .
(3.68)
54If the velocity is scaled correspondingly, the results can also be applied to the transmission of state | 1 〉 of
hydrogen.
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Fig. 3.18: Results of a TOF measure-
ment of deuterium atoms passing the
BRP sextupole system for 4 different
storage cell temperatures (from up-
per to lower). Left side: Scaled and
normalized measured signal S(τ, T )
as function of τ (dots). Right side:
The transmission function PT (v) of
eq. 3.67 (solid line), the Maxwellian
velocity distribution f(v, T ) (dotted
line) and the product of both (dashed
line). The graphs are scaled to a ma-
ximal value of 1 and the parameters
of PT (v) were fitted to the measured
TOF-signals. With eq. 3.67, the para-
meters of eq. 3.68 and a Maxwellian
f(v, T ) one obtains a TOF-signal as
shown by the solid line in the left side
graphs, which matches the measured
signals reasonably well.
Center value and width of both velocity windows are in agreement with the results of the
simulation shown in fig. 3.17.
The total intensity Itot(T ) can - using this model of PT (v) - be calculated by eq. 3.64.
Due to the relative movement between cell and BRP by thermal expansion of the cell (see
fig. 3.5) and a high dependence of the BRP acceptance to this position (see fig. 3.17),
eq. 3.64 may be used only for temperatures below about 80K, where the thermal mo-
vement of the cell is negligible. Fig. 3.19 shows the result of eq. 3.64, calculated with
the parameters of the TOF measurements compared to measured data points. The good
agreement at low temperatures is important insofar, as one can use the comparison of the
temperature corrected BRP intensity and the atomic flux φa of the TGA as a cross check
on Monte Carlo results and to determine the recombination properties of the sample and
extension tube (see sec. 4).
The total intensity is - for storage cell temperatures below 70K and for the case of no
recombination given by:
Itot(T ) ∝ P1 + P2 T + P3 T 2 + P4 T 3 . (3.69)
The values of Pi can be taken from the inlet of fig. 3.19. The absolute signal value depends
beneath the temperature on other parameters as the emission current of the ionizer, the
injected atomic flux etc. These parameters have to be kept constant during a measurement
of Itot(T ). The model of PT (v) using simple Gaussian velocity windows can not reproduce
the measured signal S(τ, T ) with high precision, but it allows to calculate the temperature
dependence of Itot(T ) reasonably well as shown by fig. 3.19. The misbehavior of S(τ, T )
around t = 0.5ms in fig. 3.18 can be understood by the difference between the exact
functional form of PT (v) and the Gaussian model. Insofar, the agreement is satisfactory.
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Fig. 3.19: Total intensity of the BRP signal Itot(T ) in
dependence of the storage cell temperature. The solid
line is calculated with the results of the TOF measure-
ment by eq. 3.64. The filled circles represent the mea-
sured result, normalized by the total flux φtot of the
TGA. The open circles show the same result, divided
by αTGA. The values of αTGA were above 0.85 for all
temperatures. The inlet shows the parameters of a fit to
the calculated behavior with a polynomial of third order
in T .
Another important result is, that the BRP sextupole system is (for historical reasons)
not optimized for the typical target temperature of about 100K. As shown by the right
part of fig. 3.18, the intensity of the BRP signal can - especially for low temperature
measurements - be increased by a modification of the sextupole system. Even at the
target working point of 100K, the intensity of the transmitted beam could be increased
by nearly 100 %, if weaker or shorter sextupole magnets are used55.
3.7 The Luminosity Monitor
The HERMES luminosity monitor (Lumi)[Due 90, Be 94, Be 98, Wei 98] is a part of the
HERMES spectrometer and measures the number of e+e− (e−e−) coincidences caused by
Bhabha- (Moeller-) scattering of the HERA positrons (electrons) with the electrons of
the target gas under small angles. The number of events is proportional to the electron
density inside the storage cell and therefore to the number of nucleons in the target.
Besides the density measurement, the luminosity monitor can also be used to determine
the polarization of the target electrons by the analysis of the asymmetry for different
target injection modes, if the polarization of the HERA beam is known.
The (coincidence-) countrate in the luminosity monitor RL is given by:
RL = σT
Ibeam
e
Dt , (3.70)
where Ibeam is the HERA beam current, e is the charge of the electron and Dt the in-
tegrated target thickness (of electrons). σT is the cross section for detectable processes
integrated over the detector acceptance and can be obtained by a Monte Carlo simulation.
σT is 2.22 ± 0.13Hz µbarn−1 (3.17 ± 0.19Hz µbarn−1), if the HERA ring is filled with
positrons (electrons) [Ter 99]. The resulting average nucleus56 volume density 〈n 〉 then
is:
〈n 〉 = e
σT 2L
SL , (3.71)
55The significant temperature dependence of the transmission ratio r21 below 50K would also be reduced, as it
is caused by the low velocity window, where the atoms pass a radial minimum and the difference in the magnetic
moment of the hyperfine states (of hydrogen) is not negligible.
56The number of electrons in the target gas is equal to the number of nuclei.
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where L is the length of one wing of the storage cell (L = 20 cm and SL =
RL
Ibeam
is the
relative Lumi countrate. The calculation yields for positron fills (bhabha scattering):
〈n 〉[1012cm−3] = 1.8SL[Hz/mA] , (3.72)
and for electron fills (Møller scattering):
〈n 〉[1012cm−3] = 1.26SL[Hz/mA] . (3.73)
It is convenient to use a target density 〈n 〉, that is normalized to a certain storage cell
temperature - typically 100K57, as it is a direct measure of the ABS flux:
〈nnorm 〉 = 〈n 〉
√
T
100K
. (3.74)
As it is not possible to reconstruct the vertex position and thus to apply a vertex cut
on Lumi events, the measured Lumi signal will contain a contribution of events, which
are not produced by the target gas, but for instance by gas in the beam pipe between the
storage cell and the position of the luminosity detector. Fig.3.20 shows a plot of the target
57The target density changes via the storage cell conductance with the temperature.
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Fig. 3.20: Normalized target density 〈n 〉L as measured by the HERMES luminosity monitor (Lumi)
vs. measured TGA flux φTGA. The left side graphs show (top to bottom) 〈n 〉L vs. time, φTGA vs. time
and 〈n 〉L vs. φTGA (rebinned) for a period of about 10h in 1997 (positron fills, hydrogen target). The
right side graphs show the same values for a period in 1998 (electron fills, deuterium target, two injected
hyperfine states). In both cases one finds a small offset in the count rate, that delivers an estimation of
the background rate of the Lumi.
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density measured by the Lumi vs. the total flux measured by the TGA φTGA. The flux
of the ABS was instable during these time periods. The fitted polynomials of 1st degree
indicate a background rate of about 5% in case of hydrogen at φTGA ' 50 kHz/mA and
about 7.5% in case of deuterium at φTGA ' 44 kHz/mA58. The measurement delivers the
following relations between absolute target density 〈n 〉 in units of [1012 cm−3] and the
TGA flux in units of [kHz/mA]59:
Hydrogen Deuterium
〈n 〉 = 0.0368φTGA 〈n 〉 = 0.0209φTGA .
(3.75)
The number of atoms n˙ABS (in units of [1016 sec−1]), that are injected by the ABS per
unit time, is given by:
Hydrogen Deuterium
n˙ABS = 0.128φTGA n˙
ABS = 0.0514φTGA .
(3.76)
These results for n˙ABS are not corrected for ballistic flow and rest gas, so the they might
still be about 5 % too high. The calibration constants are of course only valid for a period,
in which the setup of the TGA in unchanged.
3.8 Summary
An introduction into the components of the HERMES target setup has been presented.
It has been explained, how the TGA can be calibrated and how the measured results
have to be interpreted and corrected in order to be useful for the calculation of the target
polarization.
All important systematic investigations of the BRP have been presented. The efficien-
cies of the high frequency transitions of the BRP have been determined with a typical
precision of 1− 2 % for both, hydrogen and deuterium operation. The transmission ratio
between the hyperfine states | 1 〉 and | 2 〉 of hydrogen has been derived from experimental
data in dependence on the storage cell temperature.
The velocity distribution of the atoms passing the BRP sextupole system has been
measured with the help of the new developed technique of pulse modulated high frequen-
cy transitions at four storage cell temperatures. The results yielded a prediction of the
temperature dependence of the BRP signal rate for temperatures below 80K, which was
found to be in good agreement with the measurements.
58The actual background rate might be slightly below these values: If the ABS performance is reduced, the
injected ballistic flow might be increased. Due to the lower conductance of the storage cell for molecules, the
ballistic flow increases the target more than the φTGA indicates.
59It will be shown in sec. 6.8.2, that spin relaxation measurements can also be used to determine the (atomic)
target density. The results are - within the errors - in agreement.
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4 Sampling of BRP and TGA
The properties of the measured samples of BRP and TGA are in general different from
each other and from the - density averaged - gas in the beam tube (BT) of the target
storage cell. The reason for this difference is the history of wall collisions60 of the different
gas samples. Several molecular flow Monte Carlo simulations (MC) have been written in
order to investigate the relation between the measured atomic fraction respectively polari-
zation and the average values in the HERMES storage cell [Br 91, Bau 96, Hen 98]. These
averages are - besides the polarization of the HERA beam - important input parameters
for the HERMES physics analysis.
It was shown in [Bau 96], that it is possible to model recombination (and spin re-
laxation) by a rate equation61, if the acceptance of BRP and TGA and the recombi-
nation/depolarization probabilities γr, γe and γz are known for all surface areas. The
acceptance can be obtained from a molecular flow simulation, but a position dependent
measurement of γr, γe and γz is - especially inside the beam tube - impossible. The mea-
sured values αTGAr and P
BRP can therefore only deliver boundary conditions, that can be
used to limit the possible range for the corresponding average values αr and Pa inside the
beam tube. This range enters the calculation of the systematic uncertainty of the target
polarization. Reasonable assumptions about the properties of the sample and extension
tube are still required and can - partially - be verified by measurements.
The simplest assumption is, that all wall collisions are equivalent, no matter where
they appeared. This requires a Drifilm coating, that is homogeneous in a macroscopic
sense62: The coating inside the beam tube must have the same properties with respect
to recombination and spin relaxation as the coating in the sample and extension tube. It
will be shown in this section, that this assumption fails to describe the measurements.
Fig. 4.1 shows schematically the geometry, that determines the origin of the measured
samples of BRP and TGA respectively. All atoms and molecules entering the TGA, have
first to diffuse to the end of the extension tube. The average collision age 〈 b 〉TGA of the
TGA sample beam is higher than the one of the BRP sample 〈 b 〉BRP . Fig. 4.2 shows
the distribution of the location of the last wall collisions for the gas samples of BRP and
TGA, obtained by the MC simulation.
60Collisions between atoms in the gas phase play only a significant role as spin exchange collisions (refer to
sec. 6).
61The rate equation is a differential equation, which is based on the diffusion equation (see app. C.6).
62Microscopic non-uniformities, e.g. different types of surface sites, are of no interest in this context, as long,
as they are uniformly distributed over the surface.
TGA
BRP
sample tube (ST)
extension tube (ET)
intermediate plane (IP)beam tube (BT)
injection tube (IT)
Fig. 4.1: Schematic of the geo-
metrical acceptance of BRP and
TGA: Atoms or molecules ente-
ring the TGA had their last wall
collision in the extension tube,
while the acceptance of the BRP
contains atoms from any position
between the center of the beam
tube until the end of the exten-
sion tube.
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Fig. 4.2: Distribution of the position z
along the BRP beam axis of the last wall
bounce within sample and extension tube
of the gas samples of BRP and TGA as
obtained by the MC simulation. Each bin
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TGA data with a polynomial of 2nd order.
If the recombination probability per wall collision γr is sufficiently small inside the
sample and extension tube, both samples will have the same atomic fraction - which
is the atomic fraction at the storage cell center. The influence of γr in the sample and
extension tube has on the other hand little influence on the average atomic fraction inside
the beam tube. One may also say, that normalized atomic densities ρBRPa and ρ
TGA
a can
approximately be described by a product:
ρTGAa = ρa(0)
1
1 + 〈 b 〉TGAST γSTr
(4.1)
ρBRPa = ρa(0)
1
1 + 〈 b 〉BRPST γSTr
, (4.2)
where γSTr is the average recombination probability for wall bounces in the sample and
extension tube, ρa(0) is the normalized atomic density in the storage cell center and
〈 b 〉XXXST are the average number of wall collisions inside sample and extension tube of the
sampled gas of BRP and TGA respectively. ρa(0) can approximately be described by
ρa(0) =
1
1 + 〈 b 〉BT γBTr
, (4.3)
where BT stands for beam tube (compare eq. 2.45).
As described in sec. 3.5.3, a HERA beam loss can cause a very sudden reduction of the
atomic fraction. αTGA typically recovered slowly within time scales of several ten hours.
Fig. 4.3 shows the measured atomic beam intensities of BRP vs. TGA during the recovery
period. The proportionality of both signals - corresponding to a constant ratio - indicates,
that only ρa(0) is changing, while γ
ST
r stays constant. The beam loss changes the surface
properties of the beam tube only, while the sample and extension tube (and most likely
also the injection tube) are not affected. Already this simple measurement shows, that the
assumption of surface uniformity fails in the HERA storage ring. Evidently, it is necessary
to describe the measurements with (at least) two parameters - γBTr and γ
ST
r , where one
can assume, that typically
γBTr ≥ γSTr . (4.4)
The knowledge of the temperature dependence of the beam signals of BRP and TGA
provides the condition for a cross check of this claimed behavior. As it will be discussed in
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sec. 5, γr is temperature dependent. This holds of course for wall collisions inside the beam
tube as well as for the sample and extension tube. Fig. 4.4 shows the normalized atomic
signal of the BRP - identified with ρBRPa ∝ Itot - plotted vs. the measured atomic fraction
αTGAr = ρ
TGA
a of the TGA for 6 different measurements of the temperature dependence in
1997. The comparison shows, that the beam intensities of BRP and TGA are in general
not proportional to each other. The measurements - performed between HERA fills -
support the claimed relation 4.4 of γSTr and γ
BT
r as far as the first storage cell of 1997
is concerned (open symbols). Most data points are close to the diagonal, indicating low
values of γSTr . Only at very low temperatures, they start to deviate from this behavior.
The situation is different with the second storage cell of 1997, represented by filled
symbols. Most of these measurements are close to the dashed line, which is the prediction
of the molecular flow simulation for equal recombination probabilities on each surface.
This shows, that the surface homogeneity can differ from cell to cell, and the results of
the Drifilm coating procedure were - at that time - not reproducible. The results of the
spin relaxation measurements, that will be presented in sec. 6.8.2, show the same behavior
of the storage cell.
The approximation of eq. 4.2 - plotted as dotted line in fig. 4.4 - delivers a good
description of the measured behavior for ρa ≥ 0.75.
4.1 Measurement of the Diffusion Time Distributions
Even though the distribution of collision ages can not be measured directly, a similar
distribution was found, that can be compared to measured data - the diffusion time
or diffusion length distribution (DTD and DLD respectively). The atoms are diffusing
through the target storage cell by means of molecular flow for a certain time τd, before
it happens to some of them, that they enter the acceptance of BRP or TGA. As it is
assumed, that the atoms get physisorbed at every wall collisions, the velocity between
two wall bounces is uncorrelated with the velocity between the next two wall bounces,
so that the DTD is - besides the scaling factor of the average thermal velocity - identical
to the distribution of the integrated trajectory length of the particle’s path through the
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Fig. 4.3: Atomic beam signals of BRP and TGA during the
”recovery” period after an accidental HERA beam loss. The
proportionality - respectively the constant ratio - of both si-
gnals indicates, that the recombination probability γSTr for
wall collisions inside the sample and extension tube is con-
stant (see text). The intensity of the ABS was unchanged
during the measurement and the storage cell temperature
was practically constant around 100K.
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Fig. 4.4: Normalized atomic beam signals of BRP
and TGA ρBRPa and ρ
TGA
a during measurements of
the temperature dependence of the recombination
process. The solid diagonal line is the claimed physi-
cal meaningful limit for γSTr ≥ 0. The dashed line
is the result of the MC simulation for a homoge-
neous storage cell (γSTr = γ
BT
r ). For all measure-
ment points between the dashed line and the diago-
nal, 0 ≤ γSTr ≤ γBTr holds. The dotted line shows
the prediction of the ”first order approximation” of
eq. 4.2 for γSTr = γ
BT
r . Open (filled) symbols repre-
sent results obtained with the first (second) target
storage cell of 1997.
storage cell, the DLD63. The time t can then be expressed by a (temperature independent)
length l with t = l/ 〈 v 〉 as it was done in fig. 4.5.
The DTD can be measured, if the ABS intensity (or the injected polarization) is mo-
dulated much faster than the average diffusion time and if the corresponding intensity
change in BRP and TGA can be resolved as a function of time. The measurement techni-
que is analogue to the TOF measurement as described in sec. 3.6.6 and can be called time
of diffusion (TOD) measurement. The only difference is, that a HFT of the ABS instead
of the BRP has to be used for the modulation of the beam intensity or the hyperfine
population. Fig. 4.5 shows a comparison between the molecular flow simulation and the
measured BRP signal vs. time, performed by the use of a pulsed WFT in the ABS ap-
pendix. The measured signal rate is normalized and corrected for background. The TOF
63The sticking time for a wall bounce can assumed to be negligible small and will be discussed later.
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Fig. 4.5: Measurement of diffusion
length distribution (DLD) with modu-
lated hyperfine populations realized by
a pulsed WFT in the ABS appendix.
The upper two plots show the result
of the molecular flow simulation, the
lower plots the measured signal with li-
near (left) and semilogarithmic (right)
scales. The storage cell was at 94.5K
and the fraction of atoms transmitted
by the low velocity window of the BRP
sextupole system was neglected for the
fit.
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between sample tube and BRP detector respectively ABS appendix and storage cell was
subtracted. Both - the measured signal and the MC result - were fitted with a function
η(l) given by:
η(l) =
 1 l < l1exp (− l−l1
l2
)
l > l1 ,
(4.5)
where l = t/ 〈 v 〉 is the diffusion length. The results of these fits are:
l1 = 10.7 cm l2 = 416.2 cm Monte Carlo Sim.,
l1 = 8.8± 0.7 cm l2 = 417.6± 0.9 cm TOD measurement.
(4.6)
The average diffusion length L0d is the sum of l1 and l2:
L0d = l1 + l2 ' l2 . (4.7)
The average diffusion time τ 0d depends on the thermal velocity. It is given by
τ 0d =
L0d
〈 v 〉 + 〈 b 〉 τs = 〈 b 〉 (τf + τs) , (4.8)
where 〈 b 〉 is the average collision age of the gas sample, τs the average sticking time
on the wall and τf the mean time of flight between two wall collisions. As τs  τf
holds64, the second term can be neglected in the temperature range of the HERMES
target (33 . . . 300K) 65 and one may write:
τ 0d =
Ld
〈 v 〉 . (4.10)
4.2 Influence of Recombination on the Diffusion Time
The measurement of fig. 4.5 was performed at a storage cell temperature of 94.5K and
an atomic fraction close to one. In case of stronger recombination, the measured diffusion
time is reduced and can therefore be used to determine the atomic fraction αBRPr of the
BRP sample. This will be illustrated with diffusion time measurements at lower storage
cell temperatures.
At low temperatures it is no more legitimate to neglect the low velocity window of
the transmission in the BRP sextupole system. In addition, the exponent l2 is reduced by
recombination as atoms with a high trajectory length have more wall collisions and are
removed from the atomic sample by recombination. This is shown in the measurements
64See sec. 5.4.1.
65The average differential collision ages, defined as the mean number of wall collisions on a certain surface, of
the BRP sample are listed in tab. F.5. Atoms of the BRP sample beam had in average 165 wall collisions inside
the beam tube, 19 in the injection tube etcpp. The average diffusion length L0d is composed of 〈 b 〉j wall collisions
(and trajectories between wall collisions) of length δlj in the j-th tube:
L0d =
∑
j
〈 b 〉j 〈 δl 〉j . (4.9)
The average trajectory length between two wall collisions 〈 δl 〉 is listed in tab. F.1. For the BRP sample beam,
one obtains L0d = 406 cm, which is in reasonable agreement with the result of the TOD measurement.
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Fig. 4.6: Comparison of two
diffusion time distributions at
low storage cell temperatures
in the presence of recombinati-
on. The fraction of atoms pas-
sing the low velocity window
of the BRP sextupole system
causes a change in the slope at
t = τ2. The exponent l2 descri-
bes the diffusion length, redu-
ced by recombination and can
be used to determine αBRPr .
of fig. 4.6, which were performed with a pulsed WFT between the sextupole subsystems
of the ABS, so that the injected beam intensity of the ABS is pulsed. The fitting function
η(t) of this measurements is in contrast to eq. 4.5:
η(t) =

1 t < τ1
(1− f) + f exp
(
− t−τ1
τd
)
τ1 ≤ t < τ2
(1− f) exp
(
− t−τ2
τd
)
+ f exp
(
− t−τ1
τd
)
t ≥ τ2 .
(4.11)
f is the fraction of atoms in the higher velocity window of the BRP sextupole system,
which was measured with the TOF measurements in sec. 3.6.6. τ1 and τ2 were calculated
by the TOF between the ABS WFT and the storage cell (τABS ' 70 cm/vABS) and the
TOF between the storage cell and the BRP detector for both velocity windows of the
BRP. The transmission velocity of the ABS sextupole system for deuterium atoms vABS
at a nozzle temperature of 100K was measured by B. Lorentz and is 1500m/s [Lor 93].
The number b of wall collisions of an atom in the BRP sample after a diffusion time t is
approximately b = t/τf . The probability of the atom to survive b wall collisions with a
recombination probability γr per wall collision is e
−bγr . If w(t) ' 1
τ0
d
e−t/τ
0
d is the probability
for an atom of the BRP sample beam to have a diffusion time t, then the distribution
w(t, γr) is
w(t, γr) = w(t) e
−γr t/τf =
1
τ 0d
e−t/τd , (4.12)
with τd given by
τd =
τ 0d
1 + 〈 b 〉 γr = τ
0
d α
BRP
r , (4.13)
where 〈 b 〉 = τ 0d/τf . The value of αBRPr can then be obtained by
αBRPr = τd/τ
0
d . (4.14)
Equivalent measurements can in principle also be done with the TGA, if the pulsed
transition is located between the ABS sextupole subsystems. But the gas flow into the
TGA vacuum chamber is high so that the time constant for the signal drop is limited by
the pumping speed.
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5.1 Introduction
Recombination is a surface catalytic process66. Usually one distinguishes between two
types of processes of surface catalysis - the Langmuir-Hinshelwood (L-H) process, where
two adsorbed atoms or molecules react with each other and the Eley-Rideal (E-R) process,
in which an atom or molecule impinging on the surface from the gas phase reacts directly
with an adsorbed atom or molecule [Hol 94]. In case of an E-R mechanism, the impinging
atoms or molecules do not thermalize with the surface as thermalization is a property of
adsorption.
Engel and Ertl (for example) found evidence for catalytic reactions of the L-H type in
the reaction CO + 1
2
O2 → CO2 [Eng 78, Con 78]. For a long time it was unclear, if the
proposed E-R mechanism would really exist in nature and strong experimental evidence
for an E-R type reaction was first found 1991 by Kuipers et al [Kui 91]. More investiga-
tions (see for example the work of Rettner [Ret 92, Ret 94]) followed and enhanced the
confidence, that E-R reactions take place in a variety of systems and circumstances.
Typically both reaction types were investigated by surface science using chemisorbed
atoms or molecules on metal surfaces. The typical binding energy of chemisorption is above
1 eV and chemisorbed atoms can not evaporate at room temperatures. The experimental
preparation of surfaces with a certain coverage of one or more monolayers of chemisorbed
atoms is a standard technique in surface science.
Physisorption is caused by the relatively weak Van-der-Waals interaction with typical
binding energies between 10meV and 100meV . Physisorbed atoms stay - at room tem-
perature - only for short time intervals (less than nanoseconds) on the surface before they
evaporate back into the gas phase. Physisorbed atomic or molecular states therefore are
difficult to access experimentally.
Harris and Kasemo were the first to find indications for surface catalytic reactions
between so-called precursor states and chemisorbed atoms[Har 81a, Har 81b]. What they
called a precursor state is similar, but not identical to a physisorbed state or to an excited
chemisorbed state, as they define a precursor state as being not in thermal equilibrium
with the surface (hot precursor), while a physisorbed atom is supposed to be equilibrated
with the surface. Also Boh and co-workers claimed evidence for precursor mediated reac-
tions [Boh 98], where impinging molecules populate a precursor state prior to a chemical
reaction with the chemisorbed states.
In terms of surface science, a proper Drifilm coating is a surface without chemisorp-
tion sites, as it is chemically saturated and has ideally no ”dangling” bonds (unpaired
electrons). But one can of course describe the hydrogen atoms of the CH3-groups of the
Drifilm coating, that are ideally building the surface, in terms of chemisorption. A Drifilm
coating can then be understood as a surface with a saturated monolayer of chemisorbed
hydrogen.
In the present work, a reaction is said to be of the E-R type, if exactly one of the
reactants was not adsorbed (neither physisorbed nor chemisorbed) to the surface prior to
66At the low gaseous densities of the HERMES target one can neglect volume recombination.
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the reaction, while the other is either physisorbed or chemisorbed. All other reactions are
called L-H reactions67 [Har 81a, Har 81b].
H. Kolster applied the recombination theory of Gelb and Kim to the recombination
data of the HERMES target [Ko 98, Gel 71]. This interpretation is based exclusively on the
E-R mechanism, while the L-H mechanism is assumed to be negligible, and distinguishes
only between reactions of the inpinging atoms from the gas phase with chemisorbed atoms
and physisorbed atoms. Due to the different coverage for these two adsorbed ”layers”,
recombination with chemisorbed atoms is dominant at high temperatures (above 120K),
while reactions with the second - physisorbed - layer dominate due to the low activation
energy below 80K.
In the present work, it will be shown, that this interpretation is not sufficient to de-
scribe the measurements in at least two aspects: First, it will be shown, that the low
temperature behavior of recombination can not be described by a single - density depen-
dent - mechanism. Besides a density dependent process also a density independent process
contributes to recombination at low temperatures. And second, it will be argued, that the
density dependent process can not - as presumed in the theory of Gelb and Kim - be of
the E-R type.
5.2 Physisorption and Surface Diffusion
A comprehensive survey of the knowledge of the physical interaction between gas atoms
and solid surfaces is for example given by Hoinkes [Hoi 80]. The physisorption potential
consists of two parts. An attractive part is caused by van der Waals interaction and
a repulsive part by short-range exchange repulsion due to the Pauli principle. Several
mathematical formulas have been used to describe the form of the interaction potential.
One of them is the well-known Lennard-Jones potential 68
U = 4Em
{(
σ
z
)12
−
(
σ
z
)6
)
}
, (5.1)
which is shown in the left side of fig. 5.1 vs. the distance z to the surface for two different
positions on the surface. Along the surface coordinate x, the potential follows the periodic
structure of the solid as illustrated by the right graph in fig. 5.169.
Ghio et al determined the energy levels of physisorbed hydrogen and deuterium atoms
on graphite by the interpretation of atomic beam scattering data. They obtained two
energy levels E0 = −31.6meV and E1 = −15.3meV for hydrogen and four levels for deu-
terium with E0 = −35.4meV up to E4 = −5.9meV [Ghi 80]. Other measurements with
1H1 and
2H1 on LiF and NaF [Fin 75] yielded ground state energies of −12 · · · 14meV .
Measurements on KaCl were performed on a clean and on a water covered KaCl-surface.
The potential depth was found to be unchanged by the water layer. The lowest energy
level (binding energy) was about −30meV for both hydrogen and deuterium [Fra 77].
67In the definition of Harris and Kasemo, reactions are of the L-H type only, if both reactants were chemisorbed
prior to the reaction. The E-R type is restricted to reactions, were one reactant is chemisorbed and the other is
impinging from the gas phase. All other reactions are summarized as precursor mechanisms.
68See also [Kit 86] or the article of Crowell in [Flo 67].
69In case of Drifilm, the structure of U(x) can be less regular but will certainly have maxima and minima and
a typical value of Ej .
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Measurements on Drifilm are not known, but Hoinkes [Hoi 80] gives a semi-empirical for-
mula for the potential depth Em using the electronic polarizability α of the adsorbed atom
and the optical dielectrical constant ε of the surface material:
Em = K α
ε− 1
ε+ 1
. (5.2)
where K ' 11.2meV/10−25cm3 is a constant obtained for hydrogen physisorption. With a
polarizability of atomic hydrogen of α = 6.66793 ·10−25 cm3 [Lid 98] and with ε calculated
as the square of the optical index of refraction n, given as n = 1.4229 in [Lid 98] for
disilane (C6H18Si2), one obtains Em ' 25.3meV as an estimation of the upper limit for
the binding energy of hydrogen on Drifilm. For the ratio Ej/Eb values between 0.3 to
0.8 have been found in physisorption for several adsorbates and adsorbents70. It will turn
out, that these estimations are close to the results of the measurements at the HERMES
target.
5.2.1 Surface Coverage and Diffusion of Physisorbed Atoms
A calculation of the surface coverage Θ for a mobile layer with negligible interactions
between the adsorbed atoms by means of statistical thermodynamics can for example be
found in [Tom 78]. One obtains in case of low coverages Θ 171:
Θ =
a hn√
2pimkbT
qz(T ) exp
(
Eb
kbT
)
, (5.3)
where qz(T ) is the partition function of the adsorbed atom for vibrations normal to the
surface, Eb is the binding energy as illustrated by fig. 5.1, n is the gas density and m is
the mass of the adsorbed atom. The partition function qz(T ) can be approximated by the
partition function of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator of frequency ν, given by (see
for example [Kit 69]):
qz(T ) =
∑
n
exp
(
− En
kbT
)
. (5.4)
70See for instance the article of J.P. Hobson and references therein [Flo 67].
71Respectively negligible interactions among the adsorbed atoms.
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where En = nh ν is the eigenenergy of the n-th level. The summation results, cutted at
the binding energy72 Eb:
qz(T ) =
1− exp
(
− Eb
kbT
)
1− exp
(
− hν
kbT
) . (5.5)
In case of high binding energies and temperatures (hν  kbT  Eb) one obtains qz(T ) '
kbT
hν
:
Θ =
a n kbT
ν
√
2pimkbT
exp
(
Eb
kbT
)
. (5.6)
The coverage Θ can also be expressed by
Θ = Z0 a τs , (5.7)
where a is the average area of a surface site, Z0 is number of indicent atoms per area and
unit time and τs is the average sticking time. With the Hertz-Knudsen equation [Tom 78]
Z0 =
n kbT√
2pimkbT
= n
√
kbT
2pim
(5.8)
one finds:
Θ =
aZ0
ν
exp
(
Eb
kbT
)
, (5.9)
so that the average sticking time τs is given by the Arrhenius law:
τs =
1
ν
exp
(
Eb
kbT
)
. (5.10)
For a typical energy difference ∆E = h ν between two energy levels within 4 · · · 10meV
[Fra 77] one expects an oscillator frequency ν of ν = ∆E/h ' 1012 s−1, which is claimed
to be typical by several authors73.
With the estimation74 ν = 5 · 1012 s−1 one obtains for the high temperature limit τ 0s a
value of 2 · 10−13 s. For the lowest achievable storage cell temperature of Tmin ' 38K this
results in τs(38K) ' 10−10 s, which is much below the mean time of flight between two
wall collisions τf (in the order of a few µs).
Eq. 5.10 is commonly used and it is typically assumed, that the residence time at one
surface site τc during the diffusion process can be expressed also by this type of equation
[Sth 92, Tom 78, Gom 90, Rie 79, Wea 78, Cam 99, Ehr 94, Ree 80]:
τc =
1
νd
exp
(
Ej
kbT
)
= τ 0c exp
(
Ej
kbT
)
, (5.11)
where Ej is the activation energy for surface diffusion with Ej < Eb
75.
72The ground state energy Em − Eb does not enter.
73See for example [Tom 78] or the article of J.P. Hobson in [Flo 67]. Swenson and Anderson found the same
value, which they obtained by the measurement of the spin relaxation of Na vapor on Drifilm and other surfaces
below room temperature [Swe 88].
74An estimation can also be obtained by the classical equation ω = 2piν =
√
k
m
where k = 1
2
∂2U
∂z2
(z0). With
the Lennard-Jones potential 5.1 the value of k one finds k ' 40Em/σ2 and thus ν ' 1σ
√
Em
m
. With a value of
Em = 30meV and a binding length σ = 4A˚ this yields a frequency of rounded ν ' 5 · 1012 s−1.
75Typically one would expect, that both frequencies ν and νd are of the same order of magnitude: ν ' νd. The
jump rate Γ is Γ = 1
τc
and the diffusion constant D of surface diffusion is given by D = λ2 Γ = λ2νd exp
(
− Ej
kbT
)
,
where λ is the average hopping distance [Tom 78].
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5.2.2 Sticking Time in Case of Low Binding Energy
In the extreme case of only one bond energy level76, the partition function - given by
eq. 5.4 - is equal to unity, so that:
τs =
h
kbT
exp
(
Eb
kbT
)
, (5.12)
In this case there is no high temperature limit and the prefactor yields h
kbT
= 4.78 ·10−13 s
at 100K. The difference between eq. 5.10 and eq. 5.12 is - for low temperatures and by the
use of an Arrhenius plot with measured data - not very pronounced, if the temperature
range is limited77. The question, whether eq. 5.10 or eq. 5.12 is a better approximation,
can not be decided within the temperature range of the HERMES target.
5.3 The Temperature Dependence of Recombination
As the normalized atomic density ρTGAa is identical to the atomic fraction measured by
the TGA αTGAr the recombination probability per wall collision 〈 b 〉 γr can be obtained by
eq. 2.45:
〈 b 〉 γr = 1
αTGAr
− 1 , (5.13)
76The ground state is then identical to the completely bound state.
77In case of the measurement of fig. 5.2 (left graphs), a low temperature behavior of the form of eq. 5.12 fits
the data as well. The prefactor is of course different and one obtains for the exponent 223.6 ± 2.5K instead of
271± 2K.
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Fig. 5.2 shows the measured behavior of the atomic fraction αTGAr as a function of the
storage cell temperature (upper graphs) and an Arrhenius plot of the derived value of
〈 b 〉 γr in the lower graphs for a fresh Drifilm coated surface (left plots) and for an aged
Drifilm surface after a longer time of operation under HERMES running conditions (right
plots). The temperature dependence of the recombination probability γr(T ) was fitted
with the following function:
γr(T ) = k1 exp (T1/T ) + k2 exp (−T2/T ) . (5.14)
The temperature model matches the data reasonably well. The fact, that γr has to be
described by a sum of two exponentials indicates, that (at least) two different processes
are involved in recombination. The second term on the right side of eq. 5.14 has likely
to be interpreted as reactions with chemically bond atoms, as the value of T2 represents
an activation barrier. Only atoms with a thermal energy above kb T2 are able to react
with the surface atoms. The process, which is represented by the first term on the right
side of eq. 5.14 can be interpreted by reactions with physisorbed atoms [Ko 98]. The
increase of γr at low temperatures is then caused by the sticking time of the physisorbed
atoms on the surface - following the Arrhenius law k1 exp (T1/T ) - while the increase at
high temperatures results from an activation barrier for reactions with atoms, which are
chemically bound to the surface, resulting in a term k2 exp (−T2/T ).
5.3.1 High Temperature Behavior of Recombination
Even though the bond strength of a hydrogen atom with Drifilm (H − CH2SiO3) is not
precisely known, it can assumed to be close to the bond strength of the chemically similar
H −CH2Si(CH3)3, which is 415.1 kJ/mol [Lid 98]. This is just below the bond strength
of a hydrogen molecule H −H, which is 435.99 kJ/mol 78. Recombination of a hydrogen
atom of the gas phase with a hydrogen atom, which is chemically bound to a CH3-group
of the Drifilm coating, is therefore likely an exothermic process79. As shown in fig. 5.2,
the recombination probability increases exponentially with the inverse temperature for
temperatures above 120K, indicating a thermally activated reaction80.
Koleske and Gates [Kol 94] obtained similar results for the reaction between gaseous
atomic hydrogen and deuterium, which was chemisorbed on a single crystal silicon surface
and vice versa. Their results showed only little dependence of the reaction rate on the
surface temperature. They concluded, that the impinging atoms do not thermalize with
the surface in advance to the reaction, which indicates reactions of the E-R type. The re-
action rate however had a measurable dependence on the energy of the impinging atoms -
indicating an activation energy Ea (as illustrated in fig. 5.3) of about 48meV for abstrac-
tion of chemisorbed hydrogen by deuterium atoms and about 25meV for chemisorbed
deuterium abstracted by gaseous atomic hydrogen. Similar results have - for example -
been observed for hydrogen chemisorbed on Ni(110) [Eil 96], on Ni(100) [Kam 95], on
Ru(001) [Jac 94] and on Al(100) [Boh 98]. Theoretical calculations of the isotope effect
have been performed by Kratzer and Brenig [Kra 96].
781 kJ/mol = 0.010364 eV/molecule
79Of course, one has to take other contributions of the binding into account, as the heat of condensation of
the Drifilm coating etc. The total energy balance is not precisely known and likely differs from site to site on the
surface.
80The missing hydrogen atom in the methyl group can assumed to be replaced soon by an impinging hydogen
atom.
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Fig. 5.3: Surface potential scheme for reactions with the
surface. The curve DEF represents the physisorption po-
tential for atoms as in fig. 5.1. The curve ABGEF is the
potential energy curve, if the possibility of chemical reacti-
ons with the H/D atoms of the Methyl groups of Drifilm are
taken into account. The curve ABC represents the potential
energy for molecules after the reaction. Ea is the activation
energy for E-R reactions with atoms impinging from the
gas phase of thermal energy E > Ea. Physisorbed atoms,
that are sticking at position E, may enter the second poten-
tial minimum and thus react with the surface by tunneling
as indicated by the arrow. The desorbing molecule has an
average additional energy Ekin by the exothermic reaction,
indicated by a lowered energy base line at −75meV .
In case of the HERMES storage cell, the kinetic energy of the impinging atoms is
determined by the surface temperature81. The measurement of fig. 5.2 results an activation
energy of T2 = Ea/kb = 367K for hydrogen abstraction on Drifilm by atomic hydrogen,
corresponding to 31.6meV and of about 786K, corresponding to 68meV , for deuterium
as shown by fig. 5.4. These values are close to the results of Koleske and Gates, which
may be considered as a consequence of the similar covalent binding between hydrogen and
silicon in one case and hydrogen with carbon in Drifilm in the other case. If one assumes,
that the mechanism is the same, then the activation energies depends on the type (or
mass) of the impinging atom and not on the type of the abstracted atom. The fact, that
the activation energies are higher in case of a Drifilm coated surface compared to a silicon
surface, can be explained by the higher bond strength with the carbon of Drifilm compared
to Si. The beam rates of mass 3 (HD) and mass 4 (D2) shown in fig. 5.5, measured during
the first exposure of a new storage cell, are in good agreement with this interpretation.
5.4 Low Temperature Behavior of Recombination
At low temperatures, two kinds of processes have to be considered, which can be distin-
guished by the density dependence of γr:
81The first few wall collisions, when the atoms have not yet thermalized with the wall, are an exception from
this rule.
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• Precursor mediated reactions: Since the chemically bonding sites are almost com-
pletely covered, one expects, that γr will - for reactions between physisorbed atoms
and chemically bond atoms of the coating - not depend on the atomic density of the
gas phase82. This process can be understood by tunneling (see fig. 5.3).
• Pure precursor mechanism: For reactions between physisorbed atoms (L-H type) or
direct reactions between impinging atoms and physisorbed atoms (E-R type), the
recombination probability γr is proportional to the coverage Θ of the physisorption
sites, which is for Θ 1 proportional to the gaseous density (see eq. 5.3).
Fig. 5.6 shows a measurement, that verifies the influence of the gas density on the re-
combination rate. The question remains, if these reactions are of E-R or L-H type. If the
reactants are involved in a surface diffusion process, then the L-H mechanism should lead
to a significantly higher reaction rate compared to direct reactions between physisorbed
atoms and the impinging atoms (E-R reaction). The recombination probability per wall
collision γr is - for the E-R process - proportional to the probability of an atom to hit a
physisorbed atom times the probability of the reaction, described by the reaction cross
section σr:
γE−Rr = Θ
σr
a
, (5.15)
82This kind of reaction was for example found by Boh et al for adsorption/abstraction of H/D on
Al(100)[Boh 98].
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Fig. 5.5: Measured TGA signal rates vs. time during
the first exposure of a new storage cell to the atomic
deuterium beam of the ABS. At t = 2.5h, the ABS gate
valve is opened and the total flux into the TGA ΦTGA
(3rd graph from top) jumps up to about 10 kHz/mA.
At the same time, the signal rates for mass 3 (HD) and
mass 4 D2) increase to ' 1 kHz and 3 kHz respective-
ly. During the next 2 hours, the increase of the mass
4 rate indicates, that a part of the hydrogen atoms of
the Drifilm coating are replaced by deuterium atoms. As
the temperature is reduced to about 100K, the beam
signal of mass 3 vanishes as the atoms cannot overco-
me the activation barrier for recombination at the lower
temperatures. αTGA is still raising after cooling due to
the water layer, which starts to build up on the sur-
face and protects it from further chemical attack of the
deuterium radicals. (The jumps in ΦTGA are caused by
the ramping of the spectrometer magnet resp. the target
magnet.)
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If the assumption of surface diffusion is correct, then it follows, that the recombination
probability γL−Hr is increased relative to γ
E−R
r by the number of visited sites Nv
83. With
the average jump frequency νj = 1/τc one obtains with eq. 5.10 and eq. 5.11:
Nv = τsνj =
τs
τc
=
νd
ν
exp
(
Eb − Ej
kbT
)
. (5.16)
and therefore:
γL−Hr = γ
E−R
r τs/τc . (5.17)
5.4.1 The Density Dependent Contribution to Recombination
If one assumes, that an impinging atom will always recombine, if it meats a surface site,
which is already occupied by a physisorbed atom, then σr = a. In case of hydrogen resp.
deuterium, one has to take into account, that atoms with parallel electron spin can not
recombine, which yields a factor of 1
2
84:
γE−Rr =
1
2
aZ0 τs =
1
2
aZ0 τ
0
s exp
(
Eb
kbT
)
(5.18)
γL−Hr =
1
2
aZ0 τsNv =
1
2
aZ0
τ 2s
τc
=
1
2
aZ0
(τ 0s )
2
τ 0c
exp
(
2Eb − Ej
kbT
)
. (5.19)
83Several authors report of this number to be in the order of a few hundred to some thousands [Tom 78, Rob 93].
84The recombination probability is then expected to be reduced by factor 1
2
(1− P 2e ) [Bau 96], but as Pe was -
in the temperature range, where a significant recombination rate of physisorbed atoms occurs (e.g. below about
60K) - typically low (10 . . . 15%), P 2e  1 holds and only a factor 12 remains.
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Fig. 5.6: Measurement concerning the
density dependence of surface recom-
bination with deuterium. The upper
graph shows the storage cell tempera-
ture (dots) and ΦTGA vs. time. The in-
jection mode Pe with 3 hyperfine states
is indicated by open and the modes
with only one hyperfine state by fil-
led circles. The lower graph shows the
corresponding recombination probabili-
ty, calculated by 〈 b 〉 γr = 1/αTGAr − 1.
One can clearly identify the density de-
pendence of the reaction rate at low
temperatures, which is expected for re-
actions between the physisorbed reac-
tants. The cell surface was kept cold
(Tcell ≤ 120K) for about 2 weeks be-
fore the measurement.
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Fig. 5.7: Measured signal rate in the
BRP detector versus time for a switched
atomic beam intensity of the ABS (for
a detailed explanation refer to sec 4.1).
The lower graph shows the same si-
gnal, now reduced by 67 kHz background
and plotted logarithmically. The solid li-
ne represents a fitted exponential decay
SBRP ∝ exp (−t/τd). The resulting diffu-
sion time is 5ms (the inverse of the para-
meter P2 shown in the inlet). The storage
cell temperature is 37K, which results in
an average thermal velocity of the deuteri-
um atoms of 〈 v 〉 = 626ms−1. The atomic
fraction - measured at the same tempera-
ture - was αTGAr = 0.77.
From eq. 5.13 and eq. 5.18 one may directly calculate the total sticking time 〈 b 〉 τs,
that the atoms have to spend on the surface in order to produce a certain molecular
fraction, if recombination happens exclusively via the E-R mechanism between physisorbed
atoms and atoms impinging from the gas phase:
〈 b 〉 τs = 2 〈 b 〉 γr
aZ0
=
2
aZ0
(
1
αTGAr
− 1
)
. (5.20)
The average value of Z0 can be calculated by eq. 5.8. If one takes the temperature
dependence of the density due to the conductance of the storage cell into account85,
one finds, that Z0 is temperature independent. With an average atomic density
86 of
〈n 〉 = 1.311 · 1012 cm−3 at 100K one obtains Z0 ' 3.4 · 1016 cm−2s−1. For a typical
size of an adsorption site of a = 10−15 cm2, one obtains an average rate of impingment
per site of about aZ0 ' 34 s−1 for the HERMES storage cell. The average diffusion time
of the atoms, that are surviving recombination, is reduced by recombination, so that the
right side of eq. 5.20 would have to be multiplied by αTGAr . This is however compensated
by the fact, that Z0 is - in case of recombination - reduced by the same factor.
For a measured value of αTGAr = 0.77 one finds by eq. 5.20 〈 b 〉 τs ' 17.5ms. The first
term in eq. 4.8 is for a storage cell temperature of 37K and Ld = 417 cm for deuterium
equal to Ld/ 〈 v 〉αTGAr = 5.13ms. The measured diffusion time τd is 5 ± 0.3ms, as shown
in fig. 5.7, which is in good agreement with the expected size of the first term of eq. 4.8, so
that the second term may not contribute significantly and the estimated value of 〈 b 〉 τs
is far too high. Hence the amount of recombination can not be explained by an E-R
mechanism - even though this mechanism might of course exist.
This is a strong indication, that density dependent recombination γr is - at the HER-
MES target - caused by L-H type reactions between physisorbed atoms. The ratio of τs/τc
85The conductance of a tube for molecular flow is given by eq. C.25.
86A measurement for the determination of the average density in case of deuterium is described in sec. 6.10.5.
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results - at 37K - easily a factor of 100 87, so that the L-H mechanism can likely explain
the amount of recombination without conflict to the measured diffusion time.
Physisorbed atoms are diffusing over the surface and physisorption can be described
by the adsorption isotherm of a mobile layer of low coverage. Another strong argument -
as will be shown in the next section - is the measured temperature dependence, which is
in good agreement with a the factor τ 2s /τc, that enter γ
L−H
r of the L-H type process
88.
5.4.2 The Density Independent Contribution of Recombination
Besides the measurement of fig. 5.6 - most measurements of α(T ) resulted a negligible
density dependence. An example is shown in fig. 5.8. One can conclude that a precursor
mediated process contributes to γr and is in most cases dominant at low temperatures.
This are presumably reactions between physisorbed atoms Hph and the chemically bond
atoms of the Drifilm coating Hch, which are possibly caused by tunneling of the physi-
sorbed atoms through the potential barrier as illustrated by fig. 5.389. The transmission
87See sec. 5.5.
88The E-R process leads only to a factor τs.
89Another scenario is a heterogeneous surface, e.g. additional species of surface sites, where atoms can get
trapped for longer times, so that the coverage of these sites is already saturated at low gaseous densities. Stepped
or rough surfaces are known to increase surface catalytic reactions - even if the binding energy of these sites is
higher than on flat surfaces [Som 93]. If the trapped atoms are bond weakly enough to be reactive, the measured
density independent recombination rate at low temperatures can also be explained in this way. Investigations of
the influence of the geometrical surface structure on the catalytic behavior of the surface are usually performed
on stepped surfaces. The measurements show reaction rates, which are typically increased by orders of magnitude
on stepped surfaces compared to flat monocrystalline surfaces [Ber 73, Wac 76, Chr 76, Wag 79]. A completely
different and new mechanism was proposed by Eilmsteiner, Walkner and Winkler with H and D on Ni(110),
which they called collision induced recombinative Langmuir-Hinshelwood desorption [Eil 96]. The collision energy
of an impinging atom induces a reaction between two chemically bond atoms, followed by the desorption of the
so formed molecule. It is nevertheless unclear, what temperature dependence has to be expected for this sort of
process.
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Fig. 5.8: Measurement of the density dependence
of deuterium surface recombination as described
in fig. 5.6. The dots represent ABS injection mo-
des with two injected hyperfine states (Pz± and
Pzz±). A density dependence of the recombina-
tion coefficient γr - as shown in fig. 5.6 is not
visible. It can be assumed, that the storage cell
walls were - in contrast to the situation displayed
in fig. 5.6 - at the time of the measurement not
yet water covered.
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Fig. 5.9: Change of the temperature dependence of sur-
face recombination in case of density dependent γr (filled
symbols) and density independent γr (open symbols),
measured with deuterium in the data taking period of
1999. The data are the same as shown in fig. 5.6 and
fig. 5.8 resp., but rebinned by the temperature. The den-
sity dependent process evidently requires lower tempe-
rature (higher coverage) and was measured with a sto-
rage cell, which was kept cold (≤ 120K) and exposed
to the HERA beam for about 2 weeks and presumably
water covered. The density independent process (open
symbols) was measured with a new storage cell shortly
after installation.
probability Tt for tunneling of an atom with the kinetic energy E through a potential
barrier V (x) is approximately given by90:
Tt ' exp
(
−2
∫
dx
√
2m (V (x)− E)/h¯2
)
, (5.21)
where the integration has to be taken over the range l, where V (x) > E. For typical values
of l ' 1 . . . 2A˚ and V (x)− E ' 50meV and m = 1 amu one finds of 10−4 . . . 10−8. If the
physisorbed atom, which is oscillating at frequency νvib vertical to the surface, has the
chance to transmit the potential well at every cycle, then the recombination probability
γPMr for this process is for Tt  1 - using eq. 5.10 - approximately
γPMr ' Tt τs νvib = Tt exp
(
Eb
kbT
)
. (5.22)
In any case, the low temperature recombination probability can not be described by a
single mechanism, but requires at least two different processes. One of these processes is
recombination between physisorbed atoms, the other process is likely the reaction between
a physisorbed atom and a hydrogen atom, which is chemically bond to the surface. These
binding sites have a high enough binding energy to prevent thermal evaporation, so that
their coverage is saturated and the reaction probability independent on the atomic density
in the gas phase.
5.5 The Effect of the HERA Beam and of Water on Recombination
As shown in fig. 5.2, the low temperature slope in the Arrhenius plot - represented by T1 -
was determined to be 271.1K for a fresh Drifilm coating and 450.7K after a longer time
of target operation in the HERA storage ring. The origin of this significant difference was
not discussed so far. It will be argued in this section, that it can be understood, if the
90See any standard text book of Quantum Mechanics as for instance [Tow 92]. A survey of reaction-rate theories
including activated and tunneling processes is given in [HTB 90].
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recombination probability γPMr of the density independent process of precursor mediated
reactions is assumed to be proportional to the sticking time τs as given by eq. 5.10
91
γPMr = const τs = γ
0
r e
Eb
kbT . (5.23)
Fig. 5.9 compares the results of fig. 5.6 and fig. 5.8 versus the storage cell temperature. The
results show a strong correlation between the temperature and the density dependence:
Weak and density dependent recombination is observed after long exposure of the storage
cell to the HERA beam, while the recombination process on the relatively fresh surface
is stronger and shows no measurable density dependence.
It is known, that the ABS injects ballistically a small amount of water92 into the storage
cell, which sticks to the surface and collects there as long as the storage cell temperature
is kept below about 140K. The bond strength of a H − OH of 498 kJ/mol is above the
H −H bond strength, so that an ice coverage of the surface prevents from recombination
with chemically bond atoms - at least in the temperature range of interest. On a water
covered surface, the only possible reaction mechanism is the mentioned L-H type reaction
between physisorbed atoms. The behavior of α directly after a HERA beam loss is shown
in fig. 3.11. The water coverage grows up (resp. recovers) within a few 10 hours. Fig. 5.10
shows the long term change of the temperature dependence of recombination, measured
with hydrogen in 1997. Between the left and the right graph, a new storage cell was
installed. The long term change seems to require weeks and is surprisingly reproduceable.
The changes in the measured temperature dependences can be understood, if the Dri-
film coating is continuous irradiated by the HERA beam. The irradiation leads to a change
in the chemical structure at the surface93, causing the Drifilm to be less hydrophobic. A
growing fraction of the surface gets covered by water - but the time constant for this
change is given by the radiation dose ”seen” by the storage cell and is not limited by
the amount of the available water in the injected beam. The increasing water coverage
leads to a reduction of the direct chemical attack of the surface due to the high binding
energy of H − OH and the only remaining possible recombination process is the L-H
type reaction between physisorbed atoms - with the described effects, that the recom-
bination rate is reduced and has a stronger temperature dependence, increased by the
factor τs/τc ∝ exp
(
Eb−Ej
kbT
)
. In fact, it was observed, that the Drifilm coating is no more
hydrophobic after long exposure to the HERA beam [Stw 98].
Alternatively one could suspect, that the binding energy itself changes slowly with
time - eventually influenced by irradiation and/or the water coverage. Nevertheless -
this explanation can be excluded by the spin relaxation measurements. It will be shown
91Which is in case of tunneling by eq. 5.21 equivalent to Tt = γ
0
r ' const. This is of course only a working
assumption and not literally true, as E = E(T ) is also temperature dependent. Nevertheless, it can be expected,
that the change of the average thermal kinetic energy of the physisorbed atom perpendicular to the surface is
only weakly temperature dependent in the measured temperature range. In addition, the main contribution to
the potential height is - especially in case of deuterium - given by the activation barrier Ea. In addition, only the
root of the energy difference E enters the exponent. The sticking time varies between 40K and 100K by about
two orders of magnitude and is therefore the dominant factor for the temperature dependence.
92The origin of the water is the oxygen admixture in the discharge of the dissociator [Koc 99].
93For instance by the removal of Methyl groups.
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Fig. 5.10: Change of the low tempera-
ture behavior of surface recombination
with the target running time during the
data taking period in 1997. A new sto-
rage cell was installed between the first
(left) and the second (right) half of the
running period.
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Fig. 5.11: Expected change of the temperature dependence of
surface recombination as described by eq. 5.25 for 〈 b 〉 nn0 = 2·10−6
and 〈 b 〉 γ0r equal (top to bottom) 2 · 10−5, 8 · 10−5, 2.4 · 10−4 and
9.6 · 10−4 for Eb = 23meV and Ej = 6meV .
in sec. 6.7, that the temperature dependence of the wall depolarization strength γz of
hydrogen can be expressed by
γz(T ) ∝ τsτc = γ0z exp
(
Eb + Ej
kbT
)
. (5.24)
As shown in fig. 6.9, the spin relaxation measurements result, that the energy values
change only marginally with time. The observed weak change in the binding energy can
not explain the strong change of T1. But it can be understood, if the low temperature
part of γr is composed in the following way:
γr =
n
n0
exp
(
2Eb − Ej
kbT
)
+ γ0r exp
(
Eb
kbT
)
. (5.25)
The first term represents the density dependent L-H reaction rate given by eq. 5.19, the
second part the density independent process of eq. 5.23. The expected behavior of αTGAr
for varying γ0r is shown in fig. 5.11.
With this model, one obtains an interpretation for the fitted exponent Tr of the water
covered surface (right graphs of fig. 5.2),
T
(a)
1 =
2Eb − Ej
kb
= 462.7K = 39.9meV/kb , (5.26)
and for the fresh Drifilm coated surface (left graphs of fig. 5.2):
T
(b)
1 =
Eb
kb
= 271.3K = 23.4meV/kb , (5.27)
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Then the activation energy Ej for surface jump diffusion is
94
Ej =
2T
(b)
1 − T (a)1
kb
=
79.9K
kb
= 6.86meV .
It will be shown in sec. 6.7, that the temperature dependence of spin relaxation delivers
an estimation for the sum Eb + Ej. The relaxation measurements yield values for this
sum of about 28 . . . 32meV , which is in good agreement with this interpretation of the
recombination data.
Besides the temperature dependence, one may also ask, whether the absolute value of
γr meets the expectation. The value of γ
L−H
r is given by eq. 5.19 and eq. 5.26:
γL−Hr =
1
2
aZ0
(τ 0s )
2
τ 0c
eT
(a)
r /T , (5.28)
so that one obtains at a surface temperature of 37K with the estimated values of aZ0 =
34 s−195 and τ 0s =
1
ν
' 2.2 · 10−13 and the assumption, that τ 0s ' τ 0c :
γL−Hr ' 10−6 .
This value is by a factor of about 460 below a typical value96 of γr ' 4.6 · 10−4 from
the measured recombination data, which is an indication, that τ 0s ' 21 τ 0c or ν ' νd22
respectively. The spin relaxation measurements (see sec. 6.7) will indicate a ratio of the
frequency factors of about the same size.
Abnormal frequency factors (deviating by up to 108 from expectation) were found
in the physisorption of some substances on tungsten surfaces. Several explanations were
given in terms of transition-state theory or partition functions97.
5.6 Summary
With the help of the measured temperature and density dependence of recombination it
is possible to distinguish three different reaction mechanisms: The first mechanism domi-
nates for temperatures above 120K and can be interpreted as an activated Eley-Rideal
process with activations energies of 31.6meV and 68meV in case of hydrogen and deute-
rium respectively. At low storage cell temperatures two different processes are dominant,
a density dependent process that can be understood by reactions between physisorbed
atoms and a density independent process, that is likely caused by reactions of the phy-
sisorbed atoms with the hydrogen atoms in the methyl groups of the Drifilm coating. It
has been shown, that these processes differ also by their temperature dependence. The
reaction rate of both processes is proportional to the mean sticking time on the surface,
but the density dependent process is additionally proportional to the average number of
visited surface sites. This interpretations are consistent with a binding energy of physi-
sorption of about 23meV and an activation energy for jump diffusion of about 8meV .
Additionally, it has been found, that the storage cell surface is changed by the influence
of the HERA beam in such a way, that the density independent process dominates in case
of a relatively new storage cell and the density dependent process in case of an aged cell.
94Under the assumption, that neither Eb nor Ej significantly depend on the mentioned changes of the surface
properties.
95See sec. 5.4.1.
96The calculation is based on eq. 5.13 for αTGAr ' 0.77 and 〈 b 〉 ' 650.
97See for example [Tom 78] and references therein.
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6 Analysis of Spin Relaxation Measurements
6.1 Introduction
Early measurements of wall and spin exchange relaxation of atomic hydrogen in storage
cells with different kinds of wall coatings have been performed in context of hydrogen
maser research [Gol 61, Klp 62, Brg 65], but these measurements have been limited to low
holding fields. Further studies of the nuclear polarization in dependence on the storage cell
temperature have been made by Price and Haeberli [Pri 93, Pri 94] and by Braun [Br 95],
who investigated the magnetic field dependence of spin relaxation with a setup similar
to the setup of the HERMES target. Kolster has given a description of the hydrogen
spin relaxation measurements at HERMES as a function of the storage cell temperature
[Ko 98]. Measurements of the spin relaxation of other atomic species have for example
been performed by Bouchiat and Brossel for Rb on paraffin [Bou 63, Bou 65], by Levy
and Schmor with sodium on Drifilm [Lev 88], by Camparo with Rubidium on Drifilm
[Ca 87a], by Stephens, Rhodes and Wieman with alkalis on Pyrex, Drifilm and sapphire
[Ste 94], and by Swenson and Anderson with sodium on different materials including
Drifilm [Swe 88].
In case of the HERMES hydrogen/deuterium targets, there are three known causes for
spin relaxation:
• Wall collisions: During the diffusion process inside the storage cell, the atoms injected
by the ABS experience a certain number of wall collisions. Wall collisions can be
described by the Van-der-Waals interaction; an attractive potential between the wall
and the adsorbed atom causes the atoms to stay for a certain time close to the surface.
During this time, the magnetic moment of the unpaired electron of the adsorbed
atom interacts with magnetic moments on the surface by means of dipolar coupling
and/or with other unpaired electrons by means of exchange interaction. Since the
adsorbed atoms are involved in a diffusion process and the since the strength of the
interaction changes from site to site of the surface, the strength of these interactions
is time dependent. From the rest frame of the diffusing atom one can say, that the
local magnetic field at the position of the atom fluctuates statistically. Considerable
research has been done in order to understand the relaxation rates of the nuclear
polarization of chemisorbed atoms in liquids and solids for a variety of materials and
physical conditions. The group of Fick in Marburg has demonstrated the benefit of
nuclear spin relaxation studies of polarized Li chemisorbed on various surfaces98 with
respect to surface physics.
Bouchiat and Brossel found a reduced relaxation strength with a cell coating of
deuterated paraffin compared to conventional paraffin [Bou 65]. As the nuclear ma-
gnetic moment of deuterons is smaller compared to protons, they concluded, that
the major part of the spin relaxation is caused by dipole-dipole interaction with the
98See for example [Chu 90]
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nuclear dipoles of the coating99. The Van-der-Waals interaction will also change the
hyperfine splitting energy, but this should be small100.
Another contribution to spin relaxation on surfaces results, if unpaired electron spins
- so-called dangling bonds - are present on the surface. Due to the Pauli principle,
electrons with parallel spins may not share the same quantum configuration. This
can lead to an energetic difference for parallel and antiparallel spins - the exchange
energy101, which is in the Heisenberg model given by Vex = −J ~Si~Sk, where J is a
coupling constant.
Relaxation by wall collisions can be described with a transition probability matrix
Wb→a, which represents the probability to find an atom in state | a 〉, which was in
state | b 〉 prior to the collision. In case of interactions between the adsorbed atoms,
the formalism has to be extended.
• Spin exchange collisions: In the gas phase atoms collide with each other and undergo
spin exchange in collision. The effect was first described by E.M. Purcell and G.B.
Fields [Pur 56] for interstellar gas collisions and is based on the dependence of the
electron interaction potential for the singlet and triplet states. The number of spin
exchange collisions per unit time and unit volume N˙se in a gas with the particle
density n is given by N˙se = n
2 〈σsevr 〉, where σse is the cross section for spin ex-
change collisions and vr is the relative velocity of the atoms
102. Calculations of this
cross section were done for example by Purcell and Fields [Pur 56], Allison [All 72],
Koelman et. al. [Koe 88] and others. A measurement has for instance been perfor-
med by Desaintfusion and Audoin [Des 76], which found σse to be 23.1 · 10−16 cm2
over a temperature range of 80 . . . 350K for H-H and D-D collisions, which is in
good agreement with Allisons calculations (see fig. D.2). The effect of spin exchange
collisions on the hyperfine population is given by a tensor M cab, which describes the
probability to find an atom in state | c 〉 after a collision of two atoms, being in state
| a 〉 and | b 〉 prior to the collision [Wal 93].
• Bunch field induced resonant depolarization: The beam current of the HERA elec-
tron/positron storage ring is strongly bunched to provide optimized luminosity in
99The reduction of the relaxation strength was nevertheless below the expectation and they concluded, that
the results could only be understood in conjunction with a second relaxation process. They were not sure about
the nature of this process and assumed a sort of spin-orbit-coupling of the Rb electrons. This second process
was not necessary to explain the measurements of Swenson and Anderson [Swe 88] and was not confirmed by
other experiments. A contribution of spin-orbit-coupling can be expected due to the nature of the Van-der-Waals
interaction. The induced electrical dipole moment of physisorbed atoms can be understood as a shift of the
electron cloud relative to the nucleus. The attractive force is caused by the attraction between the electrical
dipoles, resulting in a R−6 dependence on the interatomic distance R [Cha 67, Dal 67]. S-orbitals are symmetric
and cannot describe an induced atomic electrical dipole moment. The electron wave function of a sticking atom
must therefore contain a P-orbital contribution with a non vanishing orbital angular momentum. This contribution
could result in a fluctuating LS-coupling with the spin of the electron.
100A calculation was performed by Margenau et al [Mar 59, Her 61, Gol 61]. The result is, that ∆EHFS
EHFS
=
Eb
(
1
∆E+E
surf
ion
+ 2
Eion
)
, where Eb is the Van-der-Waals interaction energy, Eion and E
surf
ion the ionization poten-
tial of the adsorbed atom and the surface respectively and ∆E the energy difference between the S and P level of
the adsorbed atom. With an assumed ionization potential of 4 eV and a binding energy of 20meV one expects a
relative change in EHFS of less than 1 %.
101See for example the article of P.W. Anderson in [Rad 63].
102The mean relative velocity can be calculated using Maxwell’s velocity distribution. It is for two atoms of same
mass 〈 vr 〉 =
√
2 〈 v 〉.
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the collider experiments H1 and ZEUS. The revolution time τrev of a certain bunch
is 21.14µs and the distance between two bunches τbunch = 96ns. The frequency
νrev is then given by the revolution time νrev =
1
τrev
= 47.3KHz. Since typically
most of the 220 bunch positions are filled, the frequency νbunch is defined by the
time gap between two bunches: νbunch =
1
τbunch
= 10.4097MHz. As the bunches
are very short, a large number of harmonics contributes to the induced magnetic
high frequency field near to the HERA beam. If the transition frequencies between
different hyperfine states, which are given by the target holding field, match one or
several of these harmonics, resonant depolarization occurs. Measurements of hydro-
gen bunch field induced depolarization at the HERMES target have been presented
in [Ko 98, HER 98b], some new measurements with deuterium will be presented in
sec. 6.11.
Similar to the treatment of recombination, the description of spin relaxation can be
subdevided into two parts. The first part delivers a prediction of the expected behavior
of the observables - the hyperfine population numbers - in dependence on the transition
probabilities between the hyperfine states for single wall and spin exchange collisions. The
(approximate) solution of this problem is given by a master or rate equation. Consequently,
the first part of this section investigates the reliability of the predictions of the master
equation. The second part deals with the dependence of the transition probabilities on
temperature and magnetic holding field.
6.2 The Master Equation
The basic equation, which is used to describe the change of the measured hyperfine popu-
lation numbers Na by spin relaxation processes, is called master equation (a ”derivation”
is given in app. C.6.1) [St 95a, Br 95, St 95b]:
N˙a =
1
τd
(
N inja −Na + 〈 beff 〉
∑
b
RabNb + 〈 ceff 〉
∑
bc
MabcNbNc
)
, (6.1)
where depolarization by bunch field induced transitions is not taken into account103 and
recombination is represented by the effective wall and spin exchange collision ages 〈 beff 〉
and 〈 ceff 〉 instead of the geometrical ones 〈 b 〉 and 〈 c 〉 (for details see app. C.6.1). The
time constant τd is the average time, that the atoms stay within the storage cell, which
will be called diffusion time. The first and the second term on the right side represent the
incoming and outgoing flux, the third term depolarization by wall collisions and the last
term the influence of spin exchange collisions described in sec. D.4.
Abragam formulated the way, how transition probabilities can be used in a master
equation [Abr 61]:
N˙a ∝
∑
b
Wb→aNb −Na
∑
b
Wb→a =
∑
b
Wb→a(Nb −Na) . (6.2)
One can write this term also in the following way:
N˙a ∝
∑
b
[
Wb→a −
(∑
c
Wc→a
)
δab
]
Nb , (6.3)
103During data taking, the magnetic holding field value is in between bunch field induced resonances. The
relaxation studies have been performed between HERA fills, so that bunch field induced transitions can not
occur.
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with the Kronecker symbol δab. The matrix Rab of eq. 6.1 can therefore be calculated by
Rab = Wb→a − δab
∑
c
Wc→a . (6.4)
If both the spin relaxation terms are neglected, eq. 6.1 reduces to:
N˙a =
N inja −Na
τd
, (6.5)
which can for example be solved by a Laplace transformation. The solution is
Na(t) = Na(0) e
−t/τd +N inja (1− e−t/τd) . (6.6)
For times, that are large compared to τd, the hyperfine population converges towards a
dynamical equilibrium, which is called the steady state. The time dependence was measu-
red with deuterium at the HERMES target as described in sec. 4.1. Besides this special
measurement, the steady state population only is of practical interest, as the polarization
measurement with the BRP requires the stability of the hyperfine population for the time
of the measurement. Mathematically, the steady state is defined by the condition N˙a = 0
and the calculation of the steady state population is given by the solution of the nonlinear
algebraic equation system formed by the right side of eq. 6.1, which can be obtained nu-
merically by an iteration algorithm. For hydrogen the master equation can also be solved
directly as described in app. D.5.
The effective wall collision age 〈 beff 〉 of the sample, which is - without recombination
(ρa = 1) - identical to the geometrical collision age 〈 b 〉, is given by:
〈 beff 〉 = ρa 〈 b 〉 = 〈 b 〉
1 + 〈 b 〉 γr , (6.7)
which can also be expressed by the average time of flight between two wall collisions τf :
〈 beff 〉 = τd
τf
= ρa
τ 0d
τf
(6.8)
In case of recombination, atoms with a high wall collision age - and thus a long diffusion
time - have a higher probability to be recombined. This reduces effectively the avera-
ge number of wall and spin exchange collisions in the atomic sample and therefore the
strength of these effects as it will be shown in sec. 6.4. Also τd is reduced, as shown by
the measurements in sec. 4.1. The effective spin exchange collision age 〈 ceff 〉 is given by
〈 ceff 〉 = τd
τse
= ρa τ
0
d ρc σse 〈 vr 〉 〈n 〉 , (6.9)
where σse is the spin exchange cross section, 〈n 〉 the average density of atoms in the
storage cell104, 〈 vr 〉 =
√
2 〈 v 〉 the average relative velocity of the atoms and τ 0d the
diffusion time without recombination. The factor ρc describes the correlation of diffusion
time and atomic density and is defined by eq. C.105 in app. C.6.2.
104The average density of atoms 〈n 〉 itself depends also on recombination, so that one would in principle expect,
that
〈
ceff
〉
∝ ρ2a. The measurement of Pz vs. ρa ' αTGAr (see sec. 6.4) however shows, that the spin exchange
effect is proportional to αTGAr . The reason for this linearity is, that the correlation factor ρc depends strongly on
the distribution of atoms along z inside the beam tube of the storage cell and the sample and extension tube.
The measurements in sec. 6.4 result, that the actual conditions of the HERMES target are such, that 〈n 〉 (in
eq. 6.9) has to be taken as the nominal average atomic density in case of no recombination. This difficulty arises
from the fact, that the master equation is only an approximation of the rate equation, which replaces the special
geometrical form of the storage cell by a simple volume, as described in app. C.6.
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6.2.1 The Depolarization Probabilities
In case of hydrogen and a strong magnetic holding field the master equation can be
transformed by an orthogonal transformation as described in app. D.5. In this special case,
only 3 different wall transition terms contribute, that are We for electron transitions, Wz
for nuclear transitions and Wσ for the 2-4 transition. Depolarization by wall collisions can
then be described by the depolarization coefficients γe for the electron polarization and
γz for the nuclear polarization. Spin exchange collisions can be described by an additional
depolarization coefficient γse as described in sec. D.5.1. The depolarization probabilities
are given by:
γe ' W14 +W23 +Wσ ' 2We +Wσ
γz ' W12 +W34 +Wσ ' 2Wz +Wσ
γse =
τf
τse
sin2 2θ ,
(6.10)
where τf is the mean time of flight between two wall collisions. The polarization of elec-
trons Pe and protons Pz is then given by
Pe,z =
P inje,z
1 + 〈 beff 〉 (γe,z + γse) . (6.11)
6.3 The Dependence of Spin Exchange Relaxation on Density
The density dependence of spin exchange relaxation as indicated by eq. 6.9 may directly
be used to determine the atomic density of the target, as it will be demonstrated for
hydrogen in this section.
As derived in app. D.5.1, spin exchange collisions cause a decay of the difference of the
polarization of electrons and nucleons. In the strong field limit the transfer of polarization
from the nucleons to the electrons is equivalent to a loss of nuclear polarization, as the
electrons depolarize fast by wall collisions, while the nuclear depolarization by wall colli-
sions is suppressed because of the decoupling of electrons and nucleons. The relative loss
∆Pz in nuclear polarization by spin exchange collisions (for P
inj
e = 0) is given by eq. D.69:
∆Pz =
(Pz)0 − Pz
(Pz)0
=
1
2
1
1 + τse/τd (1 + x2)
, (6.12)
where x = B/BHC . The ratio τd/τse is given by eq. 6.9. The spin exchange term in eq. 6.1
is proportional to to the number density of atoms n inside the storage cell. It is therefore
possible to determine the influence of spin exchange collisions by a variation of the atomic
flux of the ABS. Fig. 6.1 shows the measured polarization versus the flux into the TGA
φtot, which is proportional to the atomic density. The extrapolated values for φtot → 0
are:
Pe(Pz+, n = 0) = 0.030± 0.006 Pz(Pz+, n = 0) = 0.961± 0.006
Pe(Pz−, n = 0) = 0.015± 0.006 Pz(Pz−, n = 0) = −0.949± 0.005 ,
(6.13)
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which corresponds to an average polarization loss of about 3.3% caused by spin exchange
collisions at nominal ABS flux105. As ∆Pz is much smaller than one, one has due to eq. 6.9
and eq. 4.10 approximately
∆Pz ' ρc 〈n 〉 Ld σse√
2 (1 + x2)
, (6.14)
so that the average number density of atoms in the storage cell 〈n 〉 can be calculated by
〈n 〉 = ∆Pz
√
2 (1 + x2)
Ld ρc σse
. (6.15)
At a storage cell temperature of about 100K, a magnetic holding field of 335mT (x =
6.61), a diffusion length of Ld = 4.2m and a spin exchange cross section of σse = 23.4 ·
10−16 cm2, one obtains for 〈n 〉:
〈n 〉 = 1.942 · 1012 cm−3 ,
corresponding to a central target pressure of about 5.46·10−5 mbar and an injected atomic
flux of
Φinj = 9.3 · 10−4 mbar l s−1 = 6.7 · 1016 atoms s−1 .
The statistical uncertainty of ∆Pz is about 0.5 %, so that the error on the density and
injected flux is about 15 % for this measurement. A significantly higher precision will be
achieved with the measurement of the magnetic field dependence of spin relaxation as
shown in sec. 6.8.
6.4 The Effect of Recombination on Spin Relaxation
The spin relaxation processes are influenced by recombination in several ways. First of
all, the average collision age of the atoms is reduced, which can be described by the
105The asymmetry in the electron polarization can be explained by the lack of the ABS transitions (WFT 1-3
and SFT 2-4). Both inefficiencies lead to a small amount of positive injected electron polarization (Pe)0 ≥ 0.
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Fig. 6.1: Measurement of the density depen-
dence of spin exchange depolarization. The figu-
res shows the measured values of Pe (left) and
Pz (right) for the hydrogen injection modes Pz+
(upper) respectively Pz− (lower) plotted versus
the flux into the TGA in kHz/mA. The holding
field was 335mT and the storage cell temperature
105K.
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effective collision age 〈 beff 〉. The reduction of the effective diffusion time of the atoms at
low temperatures delivers a direct measurement of this effect, as shown in fig. 4.6. The
high field approximation used in the transformed master equation as given by eq. 6.11
predicts a dependence of the relaxation on the effective collision age 〈 beff 〉, which can be
proved in the situation of an accidental HERA beam loss. The beam loss comes along
with a strong reduction of the atomic fraction inside the storage cell (see fig. 3.11). After
the beam loss, the measured atomic fraction αTGAr recovers with the ABS operation time
[Ko 98], and the dependence of the polarization on the atomic fraction can be studied.
As the recombination probability of sample- and injection tube does not change during
the measurement106, one can conclude, that the atomic fraction of the TGA αTGAr is
proportional to the normalized atomic density in the center of the storage cell: αTGAr '
ρa(0). In this case, one expects by eq. 6.11 and eq. 6.7 for the injection mode Pe of
hydrogen, where the spin exchange effect can be neglected compared to wall relaxation,
that
Pe ' P
inj
e
1 + 〈 b 〉αTGAr γe
(6.16)
holds and therefore:
P inje
Pe
− 1 ' 〈 b 〉 γeαTGAr . (6.17)
Fig. 6.2 shows a plot of Pe and 〈 beff 〉 γe versus the measured atomic fraction αTGAr . The
beam loss influences the polarization also directly, but the recovery time of the polarization
is much longer than for the atomic fraction107. In case of the nuclear polarization Pz, the
spin exchange effect is - at the nominal holding field of 335mT - of the same strength as
wall depolarization or even stronger. As spin exchange relaxation is proportional to the
atomic density and the diffusion time, one might suspect, that the relaxation constant
for the protons γz is proportional to α
TGA
r squared. But this is an artifact of the master
equation, which approximates the geometry of the storage cell by a simple volume. A more
106This statement is verified by the measured proportionality of the total atomic intensity Itot is the BRP vs.
the atomic signal in the TGA as shown in fig. 4.3.
107Fig. 6.4 contains a time graph of Pe(P
inj
e ) for the year 1997, that shows several sudden drops of Pe(P
inj
e ),
followed by periods of slow recovery. The time constant for this slow recovery is in the order of several weeks,
while the recovery time for α is in the order of a few ten hours. It is therefore reasonable to assume, that the
depolarization coefficient is practically constant for the time of the measurement shown in fig. 6.2
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careful analysis results, that the correlation factor ρc, which represents the geometrical
properties of the density distribution, depends on recombination. It turns out, that the
spin exchange effect is approximately proportional to the measured atomic fraction αTGAr
and hence:
〈 beff 〉 (γz + γse) = P
inj
z
Pz
− 1 ∝ αTGAr , (6.18)
as shown by fig. 6.3.
6.5 Direct Determination of the Injected Polarization for Hydrogen
In case of the three main injection modes of hydrogen, which are Pe, Pz+ and Pz−, as
listed in tab. 3.1, the injected hyperfine population is dominantly determined by the
efficiencies εs24 and εw13 of the ABS transitions SFT 2-4 and WFT 1-3. They can be
estimated by several different methods. The first one is given by a fit of the master
equation to the measured magnetic field dependence of the hyperfine population as shown
in fig. 6.10. A more simple method makes use of the symmetry of the spin exchange effect
and wall depolarization and the asymmetry caused by the efficiencies of the transitions:
The injected electron polarization for the modes Pz+ and Pz− is directly given by 1− εs24
and 1− εw13 respectively and is positive in both cases. The polarization transfer from the
nucleons to the electrons by spin exchange and the 2-4 transition on the other hand follows
the sign of the injected proton polarization. In case of the high holding field limit and for
the nearly optimal sextupole transmissions of the HERMES ABS, one has P inje ' 1 and
P injz ' 0 for injection mode Pe. With ∆ defined by eq. D.78 and γe  γse one obtains
from eq. D.77 for the measured value of Pe:
Pe ' P
inj
e
1 + 〈 beff 〉 γe + ∆P
inj
z = δ P
inj
e + ∆P
inj
z (6.19)
with the same constants δ and ∆ in all injection modes. The constant δ represents the
reduction of the injected electron polarization by wall depolarization δ ' Pe(P inje ) and ∆
the transfer of polarization from Pz to Pe or vice versa by spin exchange relaxation. One
obtains for Pe(P
inj
z±):
Pe(P
inj
z+) ' δ (1− εs24) + ∆Pz(P injz+)
Pe(P
inj
z−) ' δ (1− εw13) + ∆Pz(P injz−) .
(6.20)
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Fig. 6.3: Nuclear spin relaxation vs. atomic
fraction, measured with hydrogen in injection
mode Pz+. The left graph shows Pz and the
right
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Fig. 6.4: Upper figures: Avera-
ged polarization vs. time during
the 1997 polarized data taking
periods (between HERA fills).
The lower graph shows the calcu-
lated efficiencies εw13 (filled sym-
bols) and εs24 (open symbols).
The obtained efficiencies are in
agreement with the results of
tab. 6.1 and were reasonably sta-
ble over the data taking peri-
od. The systematic uncertainty
of this method can be estimated
by the variations of the efficien-
cies and is about 0.25 . . . 0.5%.
The value of Pe(P
inj
e ) is not sta-
ble with time - the sudden drops
are related to bad HERA beam
conditions respectively beam los-
ses. Pe recovers typically within
a few weeks. The recovery time of
the atomic fraction is much shor-
ter, as shown in fig. 3.11. The
calculated efficiencies are to so-
me extent correlated with these
events, which is likely an artifact
of the approximations.
As Pz(P
inj
z+) + Pz(P
inj
z−) ' 0 holds, one can extract the sum of both efficiencies directly
from the measured polarization values:
εw13 + εs24 = 2− Pe(P
inj
z+) + Pe(P
inj
z−)
Pe(P
inj
e )
. (6.21)
As the proton depolarization is reasonably low at the working point, one may approximate
eq. 6.11 by:
Pz(P
inj
z+) ' εs24 − (∆P )se − (∆P )wd
Pz(P
inj
z−) ' −εw13 + (∆P )se + (∆P )wd ,
(6.22)
where (∆P )se is the polarization loss by spin exchange collisions and (∆P )wd by wall
depolarization. One obtains for the difference of the efficiencies:
Pz(P
inj
z+) + Pz(P
inj
z−) ' εs24 − εw13 . (6.23)
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The efficiencies of the ABS transitions can now be obtained by the combination of eq. 6.21
and eq. 6.23. Fig. 6.4 shows an overview over the measured polarization values and cal-
culated efficiencies for the 1997 data taking period.
6.6 Theory of Wall Depolarization
The Hamilton operator Hd for dipolar interaction of the magnetic moment µS of the
electron of the adsorbed atom108 with a magnetic moment µJ on the surface is given by
[Blo 48, Abr 61, Sli 64]:
Hd = µ0
4pi
~µS~µJ − 3(~µS~r)(~µJ~r)/r2
r3
, (6.24)
where r = |~r| is the relative distance of the moments. With the gyromagnetic ratios
γS and γJ one has the relations ~µS = γSh¯~S and ~µJ = γJ h¯ ~J . One may represent the
different contributions ofHd by a local magnetic field109 ~Bddloc at the position of the adsorbed
atom[Blo 48, Bou 65, Bou 63].
Also the possibility of exchange interaction between the electron of the adsorbed atom
with unpaired electrons of the surface has to be taken into account. Exchange interaction
involves typically much higher energies than dipolar interaction as it is an electronic effect,
based on the Pauli principle110. Nevertheless, it is often represented by an equivalent ’ma-
gnetic field’, the so-called exchange field. In the Heisenberg model, exchange interaction
can be described by a Hamilton operator of the form
H(i)ex = −J
∑
k
~Si~Sk , (6.25)
where J is the exchange integral and ~Si are the spins of the unpaired electrons. It is
positive in case of ferromagnetism and negative in case of antiferromagnetism. The local
exchange field can then be represented by
Bexloc = −
Jh¯
gsµB
∑
k
~Sk . (6.26)
The formalism is then analogue to dipolar interaction. The exchange field in iron - where
the exchange integral is large - can reach up to 1000T , corresponding to about 11meV
interaction energy [Kit 86]. Both ’fields’ may fluctuate randomly due to the surface dif-
fusion and vibrations of the adsorbed atom. The resulting perturbation of the hyperfine
Hamiltonian can be represented in a term
Hp = gSµB
h¯
~S ~Bloc(t) , (6.27)
where the total local field ~Bloc(t) is the sum of dipolar and exchange contributions.
108As the interaction strength is proportional to the magnetic moment, direct interaction with the nuclear spin
of the adsorbed atom is much weaker and can be neglected.
109The double d stands for dipole-dipole interaction.
110Between hydrogen atoms for example, only the singlet state with antiparallel spins is attractive - which is
the cause of the surprinsingly strong effect of the spin exchange collisions. While in the theory of spin exchange
collisions, the angular momentum is conserved, this is not required in case of exchange interactions with the
’thermal bath’ of a surface.
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The average transition probability Wab(τ) of a random fluctuating perturbation of
eq. 6.27 is in first order perturbation theory given by111:
Wb→a(τ) = Wa→b =
1
h¯2
|Vba|2 2pi τ j(ωab) , (6.28)
where Vab = 〈 a |Hp | b 〉 and τ is the interaction time. The function j(ω) is the normalized
spectral density of the fluctuating process, which is proportional to the Fourier cosine
transform of the auto-correlation function (ACF) G(τ) of the random process Hp(t):
G(τ) =
〈
H†p(t)Hp(t+ τ)
〉
. (6.29)
The process is assumed to be stationary112, thus G(τ) does not depend on the value of t.
For certain types of processes, the ACF can be obtained by simple arguments. If the
process is given by a brownian diffusion of an atom (or molecule) from site to site on a
surface or in a crystal of arbitary dimension, where one assumes, that the function Hp(t)
varies randomly from site to site, and the diffusing atom never returns to a site already
visited, then
G(τ) = G(0) e−|τ |/τc , (6.30)
where τc describes the average time, that the atom stays at a site. The spectral density,
that results from this type of process, is a Lorentzian distribution with resonance frequency
zero:
jbpp(ω) =
∞∫
0
e−|τ |/τc cosωτ dτ =
τc
1 + τ 2c ω
2
. (6.31)
This form of the spectral density is often called BPP-model, which refers to the publication
of Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound [Blo 48]. It has been used for the interpretation of
many experiments [Bou 63, Bou 65, Hag 86, Hor 82, Lev 88, Swe 88].
In case of a non vanishing probability to return to an already visited site, the diffu-
sion can approximately be described by a continuum model, where the ACF is given by
the conditional probability P (t), that the atom, located at the origin at t = 0 returns
to this position after a time t [Tor 53, Sho 81]. In case of d-dimensional diffusion, the
probability P (t) will converge for reasonably long times to limt→∞ P (t) = t−d/2 (see for
example [Ric 73]). A direct analytical calculation of the resulting ACF is not possible,
but approximations of the spectral density for the limits of high and low frequencies in
several dimensions are available [Sho 81]. In the two-dimensional case, the low frequency
behavior (ωτc  1) is given by
lim
ω→0 j(ω) ∝ τc ln
1
τcω
, (6.32)
while the high frequency behavior (ωτc  1 is - as is case of the BPP model - given by
lim
ω→∞ j(ω) ∝
1
τcω2
. (6.33)
111This equation is equivalent to ”Fermi’s golden rule”. A short derivation is given in app. D.1.
112Strictly spoken, the process is only stationary in case of infinite sticking time τs → ∞, but one may neglect
the difference for τs  τc.
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The logarithmic dependence of the spectral density as represented by eq. 6.32 was con-
firmed in a variety of experiments, for example in [Avo 76, Kle 80, Sil 74, Mem 88]. Ri-
chards suggested the use of the combined spectral density
j(ω) = τc ln
(
1 +
1
τ 2c ω
2
)
(6.34)
for the 2-dimensional case, which provides the required asymptotic behavior for both,
low and high frequencies [Ric 78]. The spectral density of eq. 6.34 is equivalent with the
assumption of an ACF of the following form [Ebi 98]:
G(τ) ∝ 1− e
−τ/τc
τ
. (6.35)
H. Kleine used a Monte Carlo simulation technique to investigate the influence of the
interdipolar distance relative to the average hopping distance on the spectral density and
found, that the diffusion on a two-dimensional lattice in the presence of a sublattice with
a larger unit cell with different dipoles is between the functional behavior of eq. 6.31 and
eq. 6.34 for high and intermediate frequencies [Kle 98]113. Especially he found, that the
spectral density does not diverge for ω → 0 in case of limited interaction times - in contrast
to the approximation of eq. 6.34. Instead, both models lead to a constant density in the
low frequency limit. Also the correlation time constant τc is identical for both models.
The maximal value of a relevant transition frequency of hydrogen and deuterium in
holding fields of up to 335mT is about 1010 s−1. For the expected correlation time τc
in the order of 10−12 s114, the relation ωabτc  1 is fulfilled and the spectral density is
approximately constant under the conditions of the HERMES target.
The Hamilton operator, which represents the magnetic interaction between physisor-
bed atoms and the surface, is given by eq. 6.27. First order perturbation theory yields
with an interaction time (sticking time) distribution of115
w(t) =
1
τs
e−t/τs (6.36)
a transition probability of the form of eq. 6.28116. The measurements indicate however,
that first order theory is not sufficient for the description of the complete data set. Instead
of first order perturbation theory, one can calculate the exact behavior for the two state
system and apply the result to the hyperfine transitions. The prediction will still be an
approximation, but its range of validity might be extended. The calculation is given in
app. D.2 and yields
Wab =
Ω2ab
2∆Ω2
∆Ω j(ωab) , (6.37)
113More detailed discussions of spectral densities and autocorrelation function can for example be found in
[Kor 83, Kor 84, Kor 83, Kor 83, Cam 99, Sho 92].
114See the estimation and references in sec. 5.2.1.
115See for example [Fre 57].
116For details refer to app. D.1.
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where the resonance width117 ∆Ω is given by ∆Ω2 = 1/τ 2s + ∆ω
2
0, where ∆ω0 is the
resonance width for infinite interaction times. As described in app. D.2.1, one may ap-
proximately use the relaxation strength Ω2ab itself as an estimate for ∆ω
2
0:
∆ω20 ' Ω2ab . (6.38)
To summarize: The spectral density of the BPP-model (eq. 6.31) is in the low frequency
limit118 approximately equal to τc, so that
119:
Wab =
Ω2ab
2
τsτc√
1 + Ω2abτ
2
s
. (6.39)
The mean square perturbation Ω2ab is given by:
Ω2ab =
2
3
ω2HFS
B2C
〈
~B2loc
〉
|Cab|2 . (6.40)
The reduced matrix elements |Cab|2 are calculated in app. D.3. The factor 23 represents
the fact, that only two of the three directions of the fluctuating field contribute in case of
pi-transitions120.
It should be noted that also this result has a limited range of validity: It can be applied
only, if the hyperfine states can be treated as well separated, so only transitions between
two states have to be taken into account. Deviations from this behavior will be discussed
later.
6.7 The Temperature Dependence of Hydrogen Spin Relaxation
Two different interpretations of the temperature dependence of hydrogen spin relaxation
measurements will be presented in this section. The first one covers the data above 50K
only and is unable to describe all aspects of the data. The second one, which is able
to describe all data, requires the assumption of a non-vanishing polarization of the elec-
trons in thermal equilibrium with the surface and can only be understood, if permanent
magnetized sites are present on the surface at low storage cell temperatures.
All measurements of the temperature dependence of spin relaxation have been perfor-
med at high magnetic holding field (335mT ), so that the nuclear spin is strongly decoupled
from the electron spin (θ → 0). In this case, the approximation of app. D.5 holds and one
may use eq. 6.11. In high field, the following relations hold:
W23 ' W14 W24  W23
W12 ' W34 W24 ' 2W12 ,
(6.41)
117Transitions between distinct energy levels are described as resonances with a certain line width. In the simplest
case, the line width is given by the inverse interaction time ∆ω = 1/τ . But typically there are other broadening
effects caused by additional perturbations to the Hamiltonian. The different contributions are added sqared if
they are uncorrelated.
118More precisely spoken, if τcωab  1.
119Eq. 6.39 is explained and discussed in app. D.2 and app. D.2.1 respectively.
120For the same reason, the matrix elements of the σ-transitions in tab. D.2 were reduced by another factor 1
2
.
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then the depolarization probabilities γe and γz are:
γe = W23 +W14 +W24 ' 2We
γz = W12 +W34 +W24 ' 4Wz .
(6.42)
Wz and We are the transition probabilities for nuclear and electron transitions respectively.
In case of hydrogen one obtains121:
Wz ' C
2
τsτc sin
2 θ√
1 + C sin2 θ τ 2s
(6.43)
We =
C
2
τsτc cos
2 θ√
1 + C cos2 θ τ 2s
, (6.44)
where C is given by
C =
2
3
ω2HFS
B2C
〈
~B2loc
〉
. (6.45)
The value of γse is estimated from the polarization loss due to spin exchange at 100K -
∆Pse(100K) - using the following formula:
〈 beff 〉 γse ' ∆Pse(100K)
√
100K
T
σse(T )
σse(100K)
αTGAr , (6.46)
where σse(T ) is the spin exchange cross section as calculated by Allison (see app. D.4).
The factor
√
100K
T
is related to the decrease of the storage cell conductance with decrea-
sing temperature and the corresponding increase in the atomic density. ∆Pse(100K) was
obtained to be about 3.3 % (see sec. 6.3), the injected polarization in the mode P injz+ is
about 97.3 % (see eq. 6.67). The atomic fraction enters by eq. 6.7, as 〈 beff 〉 ' 〈 b 〉 αTGAr .
The determination of γz is performed with the injection mode Pz+ and of γe with mode
Pe of tab. 3.1:
γz ' 1〈 beff 〉
(
P injz
Pz
− 1
)
− γse ' 2C sin
2 θ τsτc√
1 + C sin2 θ τ 2s
(6.47)
γe ' 1〈 beff 〉
(
P inje
Pe
− 1
)
− γse ' C cos
2 θ τsτc√
1 + C cos2 θ τ 2s
. (6.48)
In order to compare theory and measurement, we will use the following parameterization:
ρ(T ) = C cos2 θ τ 2s = ρ0 exp
(
2Eb
kT
)
(6.49)
η(T ) =
τc
τs
= η0 exp
(
Ej − Eb
kT
)
, (6.50)
so that one may write eq. 6.47 and eq. 6.48 as follows:
γe ' ρη√
1 + ρ
(6.51)
γz ' 2ρη tan
2 θ√
1 + ρ tan2 θ
. (6.52)
121θ is the hydrogen mixing angle and C a constant factor.
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Fig. 6.5: Measurement of the
temperature dependence of spin
relaxation with hydrogen. The
upper left graph shows the mea-
sured (symbols) and fitted (lines)
polarization values. The meaning
of the dashed line in the lower
right graph is explained in the
text. The extracted relaxation
coefficients γe and γz are shown
in the upper right and the ex-
tracted value of ρ(T ) in the lower
left graph. ρ(T ) shows the expec-
ted theoretical behavior down to
a temperature of about 50K. Be-
low that value, the calculation re-
sults unphysical negative values.
This corresponds to the results
of ηe and ηz, which agree nice-
ly above 50K - but not below as
shown in the lower right figure.
The measurement was performed
27th Jun 1997.
A combination of these equations can be used to extract ρ(T ) from γe and γz and to
compare with eq. 6.49. The value of η can - for known ρ - be extracted using either γe
or γz, labeled as ηe and ηz respectively. The theory will only describe the data, if both
values agree within the uncertainties. With eq. 5.10 and eq. 5.11 one obtains the following
equations:
ρ =
1
tan2 θ
γ2z − 4 tan4 θγ2e
4 tan2 θγ2e − γ2z
(6.53)
ηe = γe
√
1 + ρ
ρ
(6.54)
ηz = γz
√
1 + ρ tan2 θ
2ρ tan2 θ
. (6.55)
The results of this analysis method are shown in fig. 6.5. It turns out, that the described
relaxation model can reproduce the measured data down to storage cell temperatures of
about 50K. The fit results for the exponents122:
Eb =
470K
2kb
= 235K
kb
' 21meV
Ej =
488/2−161K
kb
= 83K
kb
= 7.14meV (6.56)
122For the evaluation of the exponents, only the measured value above 50K were taken into account.
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The analysis of the recombination data delivered Eb = 23.4meV and Ej = 6.86meV (see
sec. 5.5), which is in reasonable agreement123 with (6.56).
The fit of ηe = τc/τs with eq. 6.50 yields a prefactor, so that
τ 0s = 15.7 τ
0
c . (6.57)
The fit yields ρ0 = 0.0025. With ρ0 = C (τ
0
s )
2 cos2 θ and eq. 6.45 one can calculate an
estimation of the local fluctuating field. In high field cos θ ' 1 holds. With the estimated
value (see sec. 5) of 1/τc = νd ' 5 · 1012 s−1 and eq. 6.57 one obtains τ 0s ' 7.7 · 10−12 s−1:
〈B2loc 〉
B2C
=
3
2
ρ0
(τ 0sωHFS)
2
' 0.8 ,
which corresponds to fluctuating fields of about 45mT . This seems to be a realistic value
for a situation with a relatively high density of uncoupled electrons on the surface124.
Levy and Schmor came up with a similar value. They estimated the local fluctuating field
using results of spin relaxation measurements of optically pumped Na vapor on Drifilm
and found a value of 48mT [Lev 88]. One can therefore conclude, that eq. 6.57 is indeed
a reasonable assumption for the conditions of the HERMES hydrogen target. It is in its
order of magnitude also supported by the absolute value of the recombination probability
γr (see sec. 5.5). The estimated values of the high temperatures limits τ
0
s and τ
0
c then are
τ 0s ' 7.7 · 10−12 s τ 0c ' 2 · 10−13 s . (6.58)
At lower temperatures, the extracted values ηe and ηz do not agree any more and ρ
becomes negative. Kolster interpreted the disagreement between theory and measurement
as an indication for a non-constant spectral density. If the assumption, that the data can
be described by the constant low frequency limit of the spectral density fails, then the
falloff of j(ω) at high frequencies could explain the measured results, as the transition
frequencies differ significantly for electron transitions and nuclear transitions in high hol-
ding field [Ko 98]. Nevertheless, it will be shown in sec. 6.8, that the assumption of a
non-constant spectral density disagrees with the measured magnetic field dependence of
the hyperfine population. Another possible interpretation is, that the line width factor C
in the denominator of eq. 6.47 is overestimated. Indeed, if this factor is simply skipped,
one obtains the dashed line (in the upper left graph of fig. 6.5) as a prediction for Pz,
which describes the data fairly well. Nevertheless - the measurement of the magnetic field
dependence (sec. 6.8) supports the presence and about the size of the line width term.
A possible explanation of the low temperature behavior will be given in the following
section.
6.7.1 Interpretation of the Measurements by Exchange Interaction
A different interpretation of the data is favored by the measured residual and transferred125
polarization values as shown fig. 6.6. Especially the measured value of Pe in the injection
123The exact values of the fitted exponents are sensitive to the assumed injected polarization and spin exchange
strength. The systematic uncertainty of the exponents is therefore in the order of 10 . . . 15 %.
124The magnetic field caused by the magnetic moment of an electron is about 100mT in a distance of 2 A˚. The
dipolar field of a proton in the same distance is 0.176mT .
125The transferred polarization is the fraction of the polarization, that is transferred between electron and nucleus
by spin exchange collisions and the σ-transition.
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Fig. 6.6: Residual polarizations for the hydrogen in-
jection modes Pe and Pz±. The solid lines are guides
for the eye only. The value of Pz(P
inj
e ) (open circles)
- which is non zero due to the polarization trans-
fer by spin exchange collisions - reduces as expected
to nearly zero at low temperatures. The situation is
different for the measured values of Pe(P
inj
z± ). While
Pe(P
inj
z+ ) (filled circles) stays surprisingly high below
50K, the value of Pe(P
inj
z− ) (filled squares) changes
its sign and becomes positive. Neither spin exchange
collisions nor (first order) wall relaxation can explain
this effect.
modes Pz± is of special interest. The ABS injects a small fraction ' 2% of positive electron
polarization in both injection modes Pz± due to non-ideal transition efficiencies. Spin
exchange collisions tend to reduce the difference of Pe and Pz, which results in a transfer
of a small fraction of the injected polarization of the nucleons to the electrons (resp. vice
versa in mode P inje ). One expects therefore a positive residual electron polarization for
the states P injz+ and a (smaller) negative one for P
inj
z− . At low temperatures, where Pe(P inje )
drops to about 10 %, also the residual polarization Pe(Pz±) should decrease. Since also
the spin exchange cross section (as calculated by Allison [All 72]) reduces below 100K,
one expects, that Pe(P
inj
z±)→ 0 at low temperatures.
The measured values at about 100K are in agreement with the expectation, but
• the value of Pe(P injz+) does not decrease with decreasing temperature, even though
Pe(P
inj
e ) decreases by a factor of 4.
• the value of Pe(P injz−) first decreases, but then changes sign below 50K and becomes
positive.
Wall depolarization - as far as the referred theory goes - cannot explain this behavior. The
only high frequency transition of hydrogen, which is able to transfer polarization between
electron and nucleon, is the 2− 4 transition. But this transition yields the opposite effect
in case of Pe(P
inj
z−): It leads to a small fraction of negative electron polarization for P
inj
z− .
It was found, that all measurements of the temperature dependence with hydrogen show
this behavior, independent on the measured atomic fraction, which varies strongly from
measurement to measurement (see fig. 5.10). It was carefully checked, that the measured
values can - to this extend - not be explained by any known artifact of the measurement
of the BRP, such as wrong transition efficiencies, transmissions in the sextupole system
or offsets of the measured beam rates etcpp.
Up to now, it was assumed, that the polarization should vanish in case of infinitely
strong wall depolarization. This is nevertheless only correct, if the polarization vanishes
in thermal equilibrium. The thermal equilibrium is defined by the Boltzmann distribution
and yields the following equilibrium population N eqa :
N eqa =
e−Ea/kbT∑
b e−Eb/kbT
. (6.59)
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Fig. 6.7: Left: Fitted values of γz(T ) (symbols) and the corresponding prediction for γe(T ) (upper
solid line). Right: Measured values of Pz(P
inj
z+ ) (open circles) and Pe(P
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e ) (filled circles). The electron
polarization of thermal equilibrium P eqe , derived using γz and γe is shown as filled squares. The dashed
line is the prediction for P eqe = 0. P
eq
e is approximately constant between 35K and 80K and vanishes at
about 100K.
One expects a value of Pe (in high field, where cos 2θ → 1 and for µBB  kbT ) given by
P eqe = − tanh
(
µBB
kbT
)
' −µBB
kbT
. (6.60)
This yields for a holding field of 335mT a value of P eqe = −0.56 % and can practically be
neglected. Only in case of exchange interactions of the hydrogen radicals with the surface,
much higher interaction energies Eex and exchange fields Bex =
Eex
gSµB
are possible126. If
one takes the non-vanishing polarization in thermal equilibrium into account, the master
equation has to be modified in the following way:
N˙a =
1
τd
(
N inja −Na + ρa 〈 b 〉
(∑
b
Wab (Nb −N eqb )−Wab (Na −N eqa )
)
+ . . .
)
, (6.61)
The high field approximation yields in this case:
Pe,z =
P inje,z + 〈 beff 〉 γe,z P eqe,z
1 + 〈 beff 〉 (γe,z + γse) (6.62)
With the assumption, that P eqz ' 0 one can derive P eqe from the data of Pz and Pe, if one
assumes, that the referred relaxation model delivers a correct description of the transition
probabilities:
P eqe =
Pe (1 + 〈 beff 〉 (γe + γse))− P inje
〈 beff 〉 γe . (6.63)
126The exchange interaction energy reaches several meV corresponding to several hundred Tesla in ferro magnets
[Kit 86].
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The result is shown in fig. 6.7. The measurement of Pe(T ) and Pz(T ) can be consistently
described, if P eqe ' 0.05 at low temperatures. The obtained energy values are Eb =
241K/kb = 20.8meV and Ej = 135K/kb = 11.6meV
127. One also obtains τ 0c ' 14.9τ 0s
and with the estimated value of τ 0c in eq. 6.58 one obtains τ
0
s ' 3.3 · 10−12 sec and an
average fluctuating field of
√
B2loc ' 70.9mT .
The value of P eqe is in good agreement with the measured residual polarizations and
delivers an estimation of the exchange field at 40K: |Bex| = P eqe kbT/µB ' 3T . This
value may not be interpreted directly as a measure of the fluctuating field - as it can
only explain a non-zero P eqe , if it is basically static. The corresponding exchange energy
is Eex = µB Bex ' 0.17meV .
This interpretation requires the existence of a magnetic ordering on the surface, which
disappears at about 100K as shown in fig. 6.7. For this ordering there are two potential
explanations:
• Ferromagnetic impurities on the surface. In an investigation of pieces of a used cell,
it was found, that irregular spots of the Drifilm coating were indeed contaminated
with iron [Len 99]. It is therefore not unlikely, that the complete surface contains
a dilution by iron of low concentration. These impurities could build ferromagnetic
clusters on the surface.
• Blinc and co-workers found super-paramagnetic clusters in hydrogenated carbon films
(a − C : H) [Bli 98]. They were able to measure a hysteresis loop using squids
between 4K and 20K - the temperature range of the squid. Besides that, they
found a deviation of the Curie law with electron spin resonance technique (ESR)
below about 50K. The Drifilm coating of the cell is also a film of hydrocarbons
mixed with silicon oxides.
It is known, that thin films and fine particles can show magnetic properties, that differ
significantly from the properties of bulk material. Srivastava for instance found strongly
127These values are not very precise, as the change in the slope of ln γz vs. the reciprocal temperature is not
very pronounced. The sum of both values is more precise and agrees reasonably well with the value of 30.26meV
as derived from the recombination measurements.
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increased paramagnetic susceptibilities in fine Cr2O3-clusters at low temperatures (below
50 . . . 100K). The smaller these clusters are, the stronger the measured susceptibility χm
[Jac 63].
In the verified presence of microscopic iron dust, the assumption of paramagnetic
clusters on and/or within the surface is not unlikely. One might of course suspect, that
usual paramagnetism can explain the behavior as well, if the exchange coupling is strong
enough. But this is not the case. If the surface magnetization would be proportional to
the external magnetic field, the asymmetry of the hyperfine population would drop, if
the target holding field is ramped down. The measurement as shown in fig. 6.8 shows
no significant dependence of the measured asymmetry on the external field. In addition,
the measured temperature dependence of P eqe fits nicely to the expected behavior of the
spontaneous magnetization of a ferromagnetic material with a Curie temperature Tc of
about 95K.
Whether the iron dust can already explain this behavior, or if it is reasonable to assume
super-paramagnetic clusters within the Drifilm itself, is unclear. But the measurement of
a positive electron polarization in case of a negative sum of injected and transferred
polarization is a strong indication for a non vanishing equilibrium value P eqe .
6.7.2 Collection of Hydrogen Temperature Dependence Measurements
It was shown in fig. 6.5, that According to eq. 6.47, the temperature dependence of nuclear
wall depolarization of hydrogen is - in high holding field and below saturation - given by
the product τsτc and can be written in the form of eq. 5.24:
γz(T ) ∝ τsτc = γ0z exp
(
Eb + Ej
kT
)
. (6.64)
A collection of the measured values of γ0z and Eb+Ej is given in the table associated with
fig. 6.9. The values of Eb+Ej are surprisingly constant over a time period of several month,
even though a weak drop of about 7% appears after 100 days of running. The new storage
cell shows the same tendencies again. The value of γ0z decreases by a factor of about 2
in the same time. This is likely related to the increasing fraction of the surface, that is
covered by water, as it was concluded from the recombination measurements. The water
layer increases the distance between the physisorbed atoms and the magnetic moments
of unpaired electrons within the Drifilm coating.
6.8 The Magnetic Field Dependence of Hydrogen Spin Relaxation
The master equation (eq. 6.1) can - for hydrogen - be transformed in a way, that one
obtains direct expressions for the hyperfine populations Na as a function of the depola-
rization coefficients. This solution is described in app. D.5.3. Using this set of equations,
the relaxation parameters can be fitted directly to the measured hyperfine populations.
The transition probabilities are given by eq. 6.39, which can be written as
Wab =
A |Cab|2√
1 +B |Cab|2
, (6.65)
with the field independent parameters A and B for the assumption of a constant spectral
density. Fig. 6.10 shows the result of a fit of eq. 6.1 to the data for the standard injection
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Date Eb + Ej [meV] 106 · γ0z
Mar 10 29.65± 0.22 3.58± 0.16
May 24 28.90± 0.22 2.16± 0.10
Jun 27 28.45± 0.77 1.74± 0.29
Jul 1 28.45± 0.43 1.77± 0.15
Aug 16 31.69± 1.16 3.68± 0.85
Sep 11 31.44± 0.44 2.55± 0.22
Sep 16 30.02± 0.30 2.63± 0.17
Fig. 6.9: Left: Arrhenius plot of γz(T ) for the 7 tem-
perature scans of 1997. The parameters Eb+Ej and
γ0z of the fitting model of eq. 5.24 are shown in the
central and right graph respectively. Measurements
with the first (second) storage cell are indicated by
filled (open) symbols. The numerical values are li-
sted in the table on the left.
modes of the ABS and a storage cell temperature of about 100K. Besides the strength of
the wall depolarization and spin exchange effect, also the efficiencies εw13 and εs24 of the
ABS appendix transitions could be included into most of the fits. The symbols represent
the measured hyperfine population, the lines the fitted results of the master equation.
Fig. 6.11 shows the corresponding polarization values vs. the magnetic holding field for
the same measurement. The highest measured field value corresponds to the working
point of the HERMES target. Fig. 6.12 shows the hyperfine population in dependence on
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Fig. 6.10: Measured hyperfine population vs. magnetic holding field for hydrogen for the injection modes
Pe (left), Pz+ (middle) and Pz− (right). The measured values are given as symbols, while the lines show
a fit using the solutions of eq. 6.1. The storage cell temperature was 102K. The highest field value
corresponds to the working point of the HERMES target and is 335mT . The value of χ2/Nf of this fit
is 1.22 (statistical errors only).
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No. Date Tcell/K αTGAr τd/τse 〈 b 〉 A B χ2/Nf
1 May 27 102 . . . 105 0.93± 0.02 3.03± 0.04 1.01± 0.03 0.77± 0.12 1.22
2 Jul 10 102 . . . 104 0.98± 0.004 3.03± 0.042 1.01± 0.02 0.85± 0.1 1.53
3 Jul 17 94 . . . 96 0.982± 0.003 3.22± 0.04 0.95± 0.03 0.95± 0.12 2.1
4 Jul 24 85 . . . 95 0.975± 0.006 2.76± 0.08 1.43± 0.07 4.14± 0.5 3.16
5 Jul 31 265 . . . 250 0.52± 0.006 0.94± 0.015 0.33± 0.01 1.06± 0.2 1.65
6 Aug 16 250 . . . 255 0.755± 0.007 1.77± 0.024 0.36± 0.02 1.23± 0.2 1.47
7 Aug 20 100.65 0.99± 0.004 3.23± 0.056 1.07± 0.04 1.21± 0.16 1.73
9 Oct 21 ∼ 100 0.5 . . . 0.8 1.08± 0.04 3.48± 0.04 4.5± 0.15 11.6
11 Oct 23 ∼ 97 0.94 . . . 0.97 1.38± 0.03 4.06± 0.035 5.16± 0.12 14.4
12 Oct 23 ∼ 75 0.93 . . . 0.96 0.31± 0.06 10.96± 0.096 15.9± 0.4 7.6
13 Oct 24 ∼ 48 0.82 . . . 0.86 8.16± 0.3 901± 40 10780± 804 13.9
Tab. 6.1: Results of hydrogen relaxation measurements (magnetic field scans) as shown in fig. 6.10
for the ’97 data taking period. The value of χ2/Nf includes statistical errors only. The listed
measurements of Oct. 1997 were performed after the storage cell was seriously damaged by the
HERA beam.
the magnetic holding field, measured with a new storage cell at a storage cell temperature
of about 250K. As wall relaxation is relatively weak at higher temperatures (and with a
new cell), the behavior is close to the theoretical behavior of pure spin exchange relaxation
as shown by fig. D.4. Tab. 6.1 gives an overview of the fit results of the measurements,
which were performed in 1997. The first measurement is shown in fig. 6.10 resp. fig. 6.11.
The fitted ratio between diffusion time τd and the relaxation time τse allows the calculation
of the central target density n0 as described in sec. 6.8.2. The results of measurement 4
and 5 are less reliable: The temperature stabilization did not work properly during these
measurements, so that the change of the magnet current lead to a (correlated) change of
the storage cell temperature. Measurement no. 4 has the additional disadvantage, that
the lowest magnetic field value was about 65mT , which is still above the critical field of
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6.12: Measured (symbols)
and fitted (lines) hyperfi-
ne population vs. magne-
tic holding field for hydro-
gen with a new storage cell
at about 255K (see meas.
no. 6 in tab. 6.1).
hydrogen. This lowers the reliability of the fitted parameters of the relaxation model for
this measurement significantly.
After measurement No. 5, the storage cell was exchanged. An accidental HERA beam
loss damaged the second storage cell in the end of 1997 and the measurements 9 to 13
were performed with this irradiated cell. The wall relaxation of these measurements is
significantly increased at comparable temperatures. The measurements 8 and 10 are not
used, as the atomic fraction was unstable during these measurements. The measurement
14, which was performed at low temperature (34K) , could not be fitted with the rela-
xation model. The measurement 9, 11, 12 and 13 have a bad χ2/Nf ratio. This is likely
to be related to the storage cell damage, which destroys the homogeneity of the wall
coating. The corresponding fits are nevertheless informative and the theory describes the
qualitative behavior of the relaxation reasonably well, as shown in fig. 6.13 and fig. 6.14.
The influence of the saturation factor is given by the fitted value of B, which in this
case is much larger than unity and has a strong influence on the functional form of the
magnetic field dependence. The parameters A and B, which are listed in tab. 6.1 show128
the expected behavior: Both parameters increase, if the temperature is lowered, B ∝ τ 2s
stronger than A ∝ τsτc. When the relaxation is weak, the hyperfine population of the P injz±
states is - at high holding fields - only weakly field dependent. One says, the proton spin
is decoupled from the electron spin. This changes in case of strong wall relaxation: The
magnetic field dependence is stretched to higher field values. This is visible in fig. 6.13 and
fig. 6.14, which show the measurements no. 12 and 13, performed at 75 and 48K respec-
tively: The maximal field of 335mT is not strong enough to reach the region, where the
128As there are only 3 comparable measurements at different (low) temperatures, a precise quantitative analysis
is not presented.
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hyperfine population is (nearly) independent from small variations of the holding field. As
a consequence, it is not possible to obtain the ABS efficiencies from these measurements.
Both efficiencies were - for measurements no. 9,11,12 and 13 - assumed to be 98 %. The
results for εw13 and εs24 of the measurements No. 1 to 7 are listed in tab. 6.2. Even at the
lowest temperatures, the good over all agreement with the measured data legitimates the
assumption of a constant spectral density.
6.8.1 ABS Efficiencies and Injected Polarization for Hydrogen
If one ignores the measurement no 4, the results of the relaxation measurements as listed
in tab. 6.2 yield the following average transitions efficiencies of the ABS:
εw13 = 0.9794± 0.0005
εs24 = 0.9780± 0.0007
(6.66)
The injected hyperfine population is given by eq. 3.5. The polarization can then be calcu-
lated using eq. 2.5 with the formula for cos 2θ as given in tab. B.1. The calculation yields
for a target holding field of 335mT :
P injz+ =
1
2
(1− cos 2θ) + εs24 cos 2θ = 0.9726± 0.0005
P injz− =
1
2
(1− cos 2θ)− εw13 = −0.9738± 0.0007 .
(6.67)
The uncertainties of εw13 and εs24 have been calculated by the statistical uncertainty of
the relaxation measurements only.
6.8.2 Determination of the Hydrogen Density from the Spin Exchange Effect
For strong wall relaxation one expects, that the difference between the pure and the
mixed states gets less pronounced. This is visible in fig. 6.13, where the difference almost
vanishes. In this case, the determination of τse is of low precision and the uncertainty
reaches values of 20 % and more (see tab. 6.1). A strong difference between mixed and
pure states in case of low wall relaxation is shown in fig. 6.12, which was performed with a
new storage cell at high temperature (measurement No. 6). The measured magnetic field
dependence of the hyperfine populations in this case is close to the theoretical behavior
of pure spin exchange interaction as shown in fig. D.4 and the spin exchange relaxation
time τse is obtained by the relaxation model with high precision. If the spin exchange
cross section is known, the target atomic density can be derived or vice versa.
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No. εw13 [%] εs24 [%] σse ηse n0 φTGA ρBRPa
1 98.1± 0.2 97.8± 0.35 23.4 3.09± 0.05 3.71± 0.06 54.0± 0.9 0.9± 0.02
2 98.1± 0.13 98.0± 0.17 23.4 3.07± 0.04 3.70± 0.048 49.9± 0.2 0.97± 0.014
3 97.9± 0.12 97.8± 0.15 23.2 3.14± 0.04 3.81± 0.048 50.4± 0.12 0.99± 0.014
4 98.9± 0.2 99.3± 0.28 22.95 2.63± 0.1 3.22± 0.123 49.8± 0.25 0.85± 0.034
5 97.6± 0.13 97.5± 0.16 23.75 1.5± 0.03 1.77± 0.036 45.1± 0.35 0.52± 0.012
6 98.3± 0.12 98.1± 0.15 23.75 2.82± 0.04 3.34± 0.048 51.8± 0.31 0.85± 0.013
7 97.7± 0.13 97.6± 0.16 23.4 3.24± 0.06 3.90± 0.072 50.6± 0.17 1.01± 0.018
Tab. 6.2: Results of the hydrogen relaxation measurements: The ABS transition efficiencies
and spin exchange parameters. More results of the same measurements are listed in tab. 6.1.
The value of σse is taken from Allison [All 72] in units 10−16 cm2 and ηse is defined as τd/τse,
normalized to a storage cell temperature of 100K: ηse = τd/τse
√
T/100K . The atomic density
in the storage cell center n0 (normalized to a storage cell temperature of 100K) is given in units
of 1012 atoms cm−3. The error bars are of statistical nature. φTGA is the total flux, measured with
the TGA in kHz/mA, which is proportional to the ABS intensity. ρBRPa was obtained by the
atomic density n0, normalized to a flux of φTGA = 50 kHz/mA and scaled such, that ρBRPa → 1
for αTGA → 1. The scaling factor is 4.13 · 1012 atoms cm−3 at a TGA flux of φTGA = 50 kHz/mA
corresponding to 8.25 · 1011 atoms at φTGA = 1 kHz/mA. The details of the calculation are
explained in sec. 6.8.2.
In order to extract the central atomic density by the spin exchange effect, one may use
eq. 6.9: The correlation factor ρc was introduced in sec. 6.3 and is defined by eq. C.105
in app. C.6.2. For the atomic sample of the BRP, the molecular flow simulation resulted
ρc = 1.093± 0.015. One obtains for the average density of hydrogen atoms:
〈n 〉 = τd
τse
1√
2 ρc Ld σse
. (6.68)
In case of low recombination (αTGA ≥ 0.97), one can assume, that for the average atomic
density 〈n 〉 = 1
2
n0 holds and the integrated areal proton density
129 Dt or target thickness
is then given by:
Dt = 2L 〈n 〉 , (6.69)
where L is the length of one wing of the storage cell (20 cm). The results for τd/τse and
n0 including the statistical uncertainty are listed in tab. 6.1 and tab. 6.2.
Even though there is no strong reason for this relations, the measurement of fig. 6.3
shows, that the polarization loss by spin exchange is proportional to αTGAr . The mea-
surement of fig. 4.3 shows under the same conditions, that αTGAr ∝ ρBRPa , so that it is
reasonable to assume, that the normalized atomic density ρBRPa is proportional to the
atomic density in the storage cell center n0 as measured by the spin exchange effect.
A measured value of n0, that was obtained from a measurement, for which α
TGA
r is
close to one (αTGAr → 1 ⇒ ρBRPa → 1), was used to estimate the normalization of ρBRPa .
The values of ρBRPa obtained by the estimated normalization are listed in tab. 6.2 are
compared to the values of αTGAr of tab. 6.1 in fig. 6.15. The new storage cell (measurements
no. 6 and 7) is in agreement with the Monte Carlo (MC) predictions for a homogeneous
129More precisely: The areal density of protons in atoms.
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stallation of a new storage cell.
storage cell, while measurement 5, taken after a several weeks of target operation in the
HERA ring disagrees with this prediction. The fact, that this data point is located on the
diagonal, indicates that most recombination occurs in the beam tube, while recombination
in sample- and extension tube - which would have a stronger influence on the TGA sample
than on the BRP sample - plays a minor role. As already reasoned above, measurement
no. 4 can be ignored. The results are in agreement with the ones shown in fig. 4.4. They
indicate again, that - now measured at high temperatures and with a completely different
technique - the recombination probability of the sample tube surface γSTr is much smaller
than for the beam tube γBTr (γ
ST
r  γBTr ) in case of the first storage cell of the 1997 data
taking period, and γSTr ' γBTr for the second.
Besides the analysis of the sampling properties, the absolute value of the derived atomic
density can be compared to the target density measured by the HERMES luminosity
monitor. The expected total target density at a flux φTGA = 50.4 kHz (3rd measurement)
is 〈n 〉 = 1.855 · 1012 cm−3 (see sec. 3.7). The spin relaxation measurements yields an
average atomic density of 〈n 〉a = 1.905·1012 cm−3 as listed in tab. 6.2. As the measurement
of the luminosity monitor includes also molecular contributions of ballistic flow and rest
gas (see sec. 3.5.4), this value has to be multiplied by α0 ' 0.96, if one wants to compare it
to the atomic density obtained from spin exchange relaxation. The comparison yields with
this correction a relative difference of about 7 %. As the calibration uncertainty of the Lumi
is about 6 %, both results are in agreement. However, it can not be used for a significantly
improved measurement of σse. But it should be mentioned, that the statistical precision
of the ratio τd/τse is 1.5 % only. One can assume, that the systematical uncertainty of the
BRP measurement is - in case of low recombination - of about the same size. The value
of σse could therefore be measured to a high precision with the setup of the HERMES
target - provided, an independent density measurement of high precision is available.
It is worth mentioning, that measured atomic target density corresponds to a target
thickness of Dt = 7.42 · 1013 nucl cm−2. As the conductance of the storage cell for atomic
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hydrogen is 17380 cm3 s−1 at a storage cell temperature of 100K (see tab. F.2), the
calculation yields an injected flux of
ΦABS = 2 〈n 〉 Ctot = 6.62 · 1016 s−1 , (6.70)
which is in good agreement to a previous compression tube measurement of 6.4 · 1016 s−1
[Stw 97].
6.9 Measurement and Analysis of the Transition Spectra
It will be shown in this section, that the master equation (eq. 6.1) can be used to cal-
culate the individual transition probabilities Wab of each relaxational transition from the
measured hyperfine population numbers - if the following assumptions are correct:
• Possible effect of super-paramagnetic clusters can be neglected at higher tempera-
tures. The surface is unpolarized.
• The relaxation is not dominated by the interaction between adsorbed atoms, but by
the interaction of the adsorbed atoms with the wall. This can assumed to be true,
if the surface coverage is low.
• Wb→a is independent from the injected hyperfine population.
• The transition probabilities are symmetric: Wb→a = Wa→b = Wab.
• Correlated multi photon transitions can be neglected.
If these assumptions are - under the typical HERMES conditions - true, then it is possible
to use the master equations (eq. 6.1) for several injection modes and magnetic holding field
values as a linear (and over-determined) system of equations for the transition probabilities
Wab - if the injected hyperfine population is known. At any given value of the magnetic
holding field and using the hydrogen injection modes Pe, Pz+ and Pz− (see tab. 3.1),
one has 12 equations and 5 unknown transition probabilities. For a simpler analysis, we
define the spectrum Jab(ωab) of a relaxational transition. The spectrum is the ratio of the
transition probabilities, that are required to match the measured hyperfine populations
and the squared reduced matrix elements:
Jab(ωab) =
Wab
|Cab|2 . (6.71)
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The spectrum is not identical to the spectral density, but it has the advantage, that it can
be determined directly from the measured data, as the squared reduced matrix elements
|Cab|2 depend on the magnetic holding field only. The spin exchange relaxation time τse
is the same for all magnetic field values, as the magnetic field dependence of the spin
exchange reaction is expressed by the (well known) tensor M cab in eq. 6.1. Even if one
takes the normalization of the hyperfine population into account (
∑
a Na = 1), one has
still 9 equations and 5 unknowns per field value. This relation is even better in case of
deuterium, as there are 11 different standard injection modes. With the definition
W12 = W21 = w1 W34 = W43 = w2
W14 = W41 = w3 W23 = W23 = w4
W24 = W42 = w5
(6.72)
the equations for hydrogen in one injection mode are:
0 = N inj1 −N1 + τdτse
∑
b,c
M1bcNbNc +
τd
τf
{w1(N2 −N1) + w3(N4 −N1)}
0 = N inj2 −N2 + τdτse
∑
b,c
M2bcNbNc +
τd
τf
{w1(N1 −N2) + w4(N3 −N2) + w5(N4 −N2)}
0 = N inj3 −N3 + τdτse
∑
b,c
M3bcNbNc +
τd
τf
{w2(N4 −N3) + w4(N2 −N3)}
0 = N inj4 −N4 + τdτse
∑
b,c
M4bcNbNc +
τd
τf
{w2(N3 −N4) + w3(N1 −N4) + w5(N2 −N4)}
(6.73)
All values - except wi and τse are either known or measured directly, so that the equation
system can be solved in case of hydrogen. In case of deuterium, the injected hyperfine
populations are less well known, so that an iteration process had to be performed, which
will be described in sec. 6.10.2.
6.9.1 The Spectrum of Hydrogen Spin Relaxation
The quality of the determined spectrum depends on whether the corresponding transitions
are strong enough to cause a significant change in the hyperfine population. Especially in
case of a high holding field and nuclear transitions, which are suppressed by decoupling,
this condition is not always fulfilled. Fig. 6.16 shows the scope of the transition frequencies
for the HERMES holding field range (0 . . . 350mT ). The measured spectra for all hydrogen
transitions at a storage cell temperature of 102K, which corresponds to meas. no. 1 in
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tab. 6.1, are shown in fig. 6.17. The frequency (resp. field) dependence is weak compared
to the statistical error and the behavior of the spin relaxation can be described by a
constant spectral density, respectively by the constant low frequency limit of it. The
remaining weak decrease of the transition probabilities of the electronic transitions at
higher holding fields and of the proton transitions at lower holding field is described by
the factor
(√
1 + Ω2abτ
2
s
)−1
in eq. 6.39. The agreement between master equation model
and the data is shown in fig. 6.10.
Also at lower temperatures, the transition spectra can be reasonably well described by
this factor. Fig. 6.18 shows a measurement of the spectra at about 48K cell temperature.
As already presumed in context with the temperature dependence, a measurable frequency
dependence of the electron transitions 1 ↔ 4 and 2 ↔ 3 is not observed. The increase
of the nuclear spectra in a high holding field can be described and understood by the
saturation factor, which plays only a minor role in case of the electron resonances, as the
matrix elements of the electron transitions (cos2 θ) are less field dependent.
Besides the fact, that the electron transitions are weaker than the proton transitions130,
which was already discussed in sec. 6.7, also the 1-4 and 2-3 transition seem to differ by
some amount. Especially in low field, the 2-3 transition seems to be slightly stronger than
the 1-4 transition. Spin relaxation was up to now treated in analogy to a spin-1
2
system,
which is expected to be a good approximation in the high field limit, where the spin of
proton and electron are decoupled. In the low field limit, this approximation is somewhat
unprecise, as the spins are coupled and at least the upper three hyperfine states would
in principle require a description as a triplet system. In case of such an ideal triplet,
the transition probabilities are increased by a factor of 2 as described in app. D.2.3.
But also this treatment is not exact, as an ideal multiplet has equally distanced energy
levels - independent of the external field. In case of the hydrogen hyperfine structure, the
transition frequencies are even in low fields not equally spaced and the fluctuations of the
local field will tend to reduce the effect, as they smear out the position of the resonance
over a certain range. This smearing will tend to reduce multiplet effects, as the atom ’sees’
only for a fraction of the time a field, which is close enough to zero. One may understand
this effect in analogy to the so-called motional narrowing of the line width in nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR).
130In vanishing field, all pi-transitions are expected to have the same strength. As shown in fig. 6.18, the electron
transitions are slightly weaker than the proton transitions.
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The nearly field independent behavior of the σ-transition 2↔ 4 can be understood by
a second contribution to the resonance width - the jitter of the resonance frequency due
to the fluctuations in the z-component of the local fluctuating field. This contribution to
the resonance width is given by
∆ω =
dωab
dB
∆bz , (6.74)
where ∆bz is the z-component of the local fluctuating field. For the nuclear transitions
of hydrogen the calculation yields ∆ω = ωHFS sin
2 θ∆bz/BC and for electron transitions
∆ω = ωHFS cos
2 θ∆bz/BC . For the σ-transition, one obtains ∆ω = ωHFS cos 2θ∆bz/BC .
If this contribution is added squared to the total width, it leads to a field independent
resonance width of the σ-transition and therefore to a field independent saturation factor
and spectrum as it was measured (see fig. 6.18).
But even though this is a possible explanation of the measurement, it should be taken
into account, that the determination of the σ-transition probability is less reliable than
for other transitions, as its effect is similar to the effect of spin exchange collisions, which
also tend to reduce the difference in the hyperfine population of the states | 2 〉 and | 4 〉.
Also the magnetic field dependence is the same: Both effects are proportional to sin2 2θ, so
that it is difficult to distinguish between them. Another problem is the referred possibility
of a positive electron polarization in thermal equilibrium, which would likely influence the
determination of the 2-4 transition spectrum. In all other measurements, this additional
contribution to the resonance width was negligible. If it is included into the analysis of
the relaxation measurements of sec. 6.8, some fits result a slightly lower, others a slightly
higher χ2-value. The ratio τd/τse would be about 1% higher, if this additional contribution
to the line width is taken into account.
6.10 Measurements of Deuterium Spin Relaxation
The spin relaxation theory of deuterium is in all items analogue to the hydrogen theory,
represented by eq. 6.1 - if it is still allowed to treat the relaxation by the analogy to a two
state system. This of course is questionable - at least in case of the nuclear transitions,
as they have to be understood as transitions within a triplet in the high field limit.
In the low field limit, the upper 4 states build a quadruplet and the lower 2 states a
duplet. Additionally, there are (in contrast to hydrogen) 2 pairs of hyperfine transitions,
which have exactly the same transition frequency, which are the 2-3 and 5-6 transition
and consequently also the 2-5 and 3-6 transition. One therefore can not expect, that the
analogy to a two state system will work without modifications. This difference can be
measured by the analysis of the spectrum, which is by definition proportional to the ratio
of the measured and the calculated transition probabilities, as they are given by first order
perturbation theory. This will be done in sec. 6.10.3.
6.10.1 The Temperature Dependence of Deuterium Relaxation Measurements
Fig. 6.19 shows the first measurement of the temperature dependence of the deuterium
polarization, measured at a holding field of 111mT . It was performed with the first storage
cell of 1997 in march 1998 and delivered approximately the same behavior of γe and γz, as
it was shown in fig. 6.5 for hydrogen. From the slope of γz and γzz± in the Arrhenius plot
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one obtains Eb + Ej ' 31meV 131. This measurement gives confidence, that the binding
energy Eb and the activation energy for jump diffusion Ej do not differ significantly
between hydrogen and deuterium for the same surface.
Later deuterium relaxation measurements were performed with a new storage cell,
which had a thicker Drifilm coating [Wise 99]. Tab. 6.3 shows some results for the 1998
storage cell. The energy sum Eb + Ej was found to be typically around 20meV and is
significantly reduced compared to the value obtained in fig. 6.19. Fig. 6.20 shows the value
of γe of measurement No. 4 of tab. 6.3. The difference to the measurements of fig. 6.5 and
fig. 6.19 is obvious: As soon, as γe starts to saturate, it stays practically constant. This
can be understood by a temperature independent value of τc and therefore a vanishing
activation energy for surface jump diffusion Ej ' 0. If this interpretation is correct, then
one finds a binding energy of about Eb ' 22meV , which is a value close to the hydrogen
results. The difference between the storage cells of 1997 and 1998 with respect to spin
relaxation is then given by a different value of Ej
132. This means, that the Drifilm coating
of the 1998 storage cell is not only thicker, but is in that sense more ’flat’, that there
are much smaller barriers between neighboring sites. Narrower potential valleys with an
increased oscillation frequency and ground state levels close to the barrier height between
neighboring sites would lead to a situation, in which essentially no localized states exist.
131The evaluation is just a rough estimate, as the results are neither corrected for spin exchange nor for the
influence of the atomic fraction.
132And potentially by a difference in the strength of the fluctuating field
√
〈B2loc 〉.
No Date Te [K] Eb + Ej [meV]
1 Aug 8 ’98 256± 9 22± 0.8
2 Aug 12 ’98 223± 8 19.2± 0.7
3 Aug 27 ’98 209± 18 18± 1.55
4 Oct 31 ’98 252± 2.5 21.7± 0.2
Tab. 6.3: Results of spin relaxation measu-
rements with deuterium vs. temperature.
The energy sum Eb+Ej for the storage cell
of 1998 is reduced by about 30 % compa-
red to the storage cell of 1997.
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Fig. 6.20: Measurement of the temperature depen-
dence of γe with the storage cell of 1998 (Arrhenius
plot). The slope of ln γe vs. the inverse temperature
delivers Eb + Ej ' 21.7meV . As γe stays constant
as soon as the saturation starts, one can conclude,
that τc ' const and therefore Ej ' 0 holds.
Under such circumstances the correlation time is given by the average velocity of the
atoms parallel to the surface and by the distance between neighboring sites.
The depolarization strength as shown in fig. 6.20 can - at higher temperatures - be
parameterized as
γe = 0.7 · 10−4 e253K/T , (6.75)
so that at the extrapolated value at the lowest measured temperature of T = 37.4K would
be γe = 0.062. Instead, the measurement delivers γe = 0.0087, so that the saturation must
have reduced γe by a factor of about
√
1 + Ω2τ 2s = 7.16. From this, one finds, that
Ω2τ 2s =
ω2HFS (τ
0
s )
2 〈B2loc 〉
B2C
e506K/37.4K ' 50 . (6.76)
If one assumes again a high temperature limit τ 0s = 7.7 ·10−12 s (see eq. 6.58), one obtains
for the average square of the local fluctuating field
〈B2loc 〉
B2C
' 0.265 and therefore
√
〈B2loc 〉 ' 6mT . (6.77)
This value is much smaller than the estimated value obtained by the hydrogen measure-
ments and it indicates either a surface with significantly less unpaired electrons or with a
smaller high temperature limit τ 0s for the storage cell of 1998 than for the storage cells of
1997.
6.10.2 The Injected Polarization in Deuterium Running
In contrast to the hydrogen relaxation measurements, a complete data set of spin relaxa-
tion measurements vs. holding field for all 11 injection modes is available at temperatures
between 37.5 and 212K, measured within three days in October 1998. The hyperfine po-
pulation was measured three times at each temperature and magnetic holding field value
for all injection modes. The atomic fraction kept well above 0.9 during these measurements
at all temperatures. No HERA beam was injected over this period. The values of γe shown
in fig. 6.20 were obtained in this way. A least square fit algorithm, which is described in
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εs26 97.3± 0.14 %
εs35 97.3± 0.20 %
εt35 93.7± 0.14 %
εw14r56 98.2± 2.58 %
εm14r12 98.8± 0.28 %
εm14r23 99.3± 0.27 %
εm14r34 98.2± 0.39 %
εt26 91.4± 0.12 %
εv14r13 98.0± 0.13 %
εv14r24 100± 2.9 %
εv14r14 91.2± 0.16 %
εv14r56 100± 1.2 %
εm34r34 96.1± 0.15 %
Tab. 6.4: Left table: Fitted transition effi-
ciencies of deuterium for the first five in-
jection modes of tab. 3.2. The claimed un-
certainties were calculated using the sta-
tistical uncertainties of the measured hy-
perfine populations. The table on the right
side lists fitted efficiencies for the 6 single
state injection modes of tab. 3.2 under the
assumption, that the efficiencies of the left
table are correct.
app. H, was used to match the hyperfine population in dependence of the holding field
separately for each temperature. The dependence of the injected hyperfine population on
the transition efficiencies of the ABS was part of each fit. The transmission probabilities
σab of the ABS sextupole system were assumed to match the simulated results of tab. 3.3.
The modeling of the ABS WFT units was performed using 6 separate efficiencies as des-
cribed in app. B.2.5, where the efficiencies of the single-photon transitions were assumed
to be 100 %133. The spin exchange collision rate, respectively 1/τse was balanced between
the different injection modes scaled with the measured total intensity Itot of the BRP
134.
For wall collisions, the spectral density was first assumed to be constant over the complete
frequency range. But it was found, that the hyperfine populations at low holding fields
could not be described properly by the relaxation model as shown in fig. A.1. A measure-
ment of the spectrum of the transitions was therefore required to investigate the behavior
of the transition probabilities. This measurement had to be worked out iteratively, as the
determination of the injected polarization is more complex for deuterium than for hydro-
gen. This is a consequence of the transition units between the ABS sextupole subsystems
as well as of the fact, that several transition units have to be operated simultaneously for
most injection modes listed in tab. 3.2. The knowledge of the injected hyperfine popula-
tion however is required for a precise determination of the spectrum. Insofar, the injected
polarization had first to be estimated. The general difficulties in the analysis of both -
the injected hyperfine population and the wall depolarization - results of course a certain
systematical uncertainty respectively correlation in the determination of both results.
The next step after the determination of the injected hyperfine population was the
investigation of the spectrum, as it was found, that the assumption of a constant spectrum
does not lead to a satisfactory agreement between the measured and modeled hyperfine
populations. As already mentioned, this had to be expected, as the transition probabilities
were calculated for a two state system. But the deuteron spin is I = 1135 and the structure
of the the Hamilton operator is - with respect to the nuclear transitions and including the
perturbing terms - similar to the tridiagonal form of a multiplet operator. This structure is
explicitly used for the operation of HFT units as weak field transitions (see sec. B.2.5). The
133The reason for this assumption is the convergence of the fit algorithm. It is legitimated by the measurement,
which is explained in app. B.2.5, which shows that the single-photon transitions are first to saturate, so that one
can assume, that their efficiency is high.
134This is only necessary, if transitions between the two sextupole subsystems of the ABS are operated, which
are used to reject one or two hyperfine states from the injected atomic beam. This was not the case for hydrogen.
135Respectively for the deuterium atom F = 3
2
for the upper and F = 1
2
for the lower states in limit of low
holding field.
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simplest assumption, which can be made for the spectrum with respect to this expectation
is, that all transitions, which have matrix elements directly above and below the diagonal,
have about twice the value of the transition probabilities of eq. 6.39. Even though this
assumption is not hardly rejected by all data, a better agreement with a constant spectral
density could be achieved with the two state theory136. Only at very low fields (B ≤ 3mT ),
a significant137 deviation from the two state theory was found. The effect will be analyzed
in more detail in sec. 6.10.3.
The fits of the relaxation model to the measured data for the first 5 injection modes
of tab. 3.2 were then performed with the a relatively short list of free parameters: Wall
depolarization strength, spin exchange strength, injected intensity and the efficiencies
from tab. 6.4138. The remaining efficiencies, which are only relevant for the single state
injection modes in tab. 3.2, were fitted exclusively with the data of these modes and
with the averaged efficiencies of the previous fit of the left side of tab. 6.4. The resulting
injected hyperfine populations and polarization values are listed in tab. E.3 and tab. E.4
respectively.
Concerning the saturation factor
(√
1 + Ω2abτ
2
s
)−1
in eq. 6.39 it was expected from
fig. 6.20, that it can be neglected for temperatures above 50K.
6.10.3 The Spectrum of Deuterium Spin Relaxation
After reasonable estimations of the ABS efficiencies had been derived in the described
way, they were kept fixed and all 11 injection modes were fitted by the relaxation model.
The result is shown in fig. A.1. Most data points are described reasonably well by the two
state relaxation model - only at very low holding fields, a deviation is visible.
Deuterium transitions with large matrix elements, that are most useful for a determi-
nation of the spectrum, are especially the “electron” transitions 1 − 6, 2 − 5 and 3 − 4.
The 3− 4 transition has the widest frequency range of them, as shown in fig. 6.21. A plot
of the spectrum evaluated with the 3-4 transition is shown in fig. 6.22 for a storage cell
temperature of 212K.
136With the hydrogen like relaxation theory it was possible to match the magnetic field dependence at 95K with
χ2/Nf = 1.94. Using the discussed factor of 2, χ
2/Nf = 2.74 was obtained.
137Significant means in this context, that practically all measurements show the same tendency at low field,
which indicates increased relaxation.
138All other efficiencies of the WFT in the ABS appendix were comparable to unity.
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The spectrum shows an increase at low frequency resp. low fields in two steps. The
first step increases the transition probability by a factor of about 2 and the second step
again by in total about 5 . . . 6. The first step can be interpreted by the expected multiplet
enhanced relaxation. Also the magnitude of the enhancement matches the expectation,
which predicts a factor of 2 in case of a triplet and a factor of 3 for a quadruplet. But this
factors are expected for ideal multiplets with identical transition frequencies. For different
frequencies, one expects a reduction of the effect, which depends on the overlap of the
resonances and therefore on the characteristic width and the frequency difference for the
transitions of the multiplet. The second step is likely related to a partial zero-field. If the
energy difference between the hyperfine states is smaller than the width ∆E ≤ h∆ν, the
hyperfine states are only distinguished by their magnetic quantum number mF . But in
the presence of a random fluctuating field or a ’thermal reservoir’, this quantum number
is ’less good’, so that the degeneracy enters the transition probabilities as a factor.
Fig. 6.23 gives an overview over the transition frequencies and frequency differences of
deuterium multiplet transitions. The transition probabilities will have multiplet character,
if the differences between the transition frequencies is below the width. Degeneracy starts,
if the if the differences between the energies and therefore the transition frequencies are
small compared to the width. One can assume for both cases the same characteristic
width ∆ν. As the second step appears at a field of about B < 0.1BC ' 1mT , the
width must be about 10MHz (left graph of fig. 6.23). One should then expect multiplet
transitions for B ' 0.5BC (right graph of fig. 6.23). This is in good agreement with
the measured spectrum as shown in fig. 6.22. A value of ∆ν ' 10MHz is much smaller
than the resonance width, which was estimated in context with the saturation factor
(see sec. 6.10.1), where already the contribution of
√
Ω2 should be in the order of ∆B =√
〈B2loc 〉 ' 6mT , which corresponds to ∆ν = gsµBh ∆B ' 170MHz. As only one direction
of the fluctuating field is involved, this value has to be reduced by 1/
√
3. Another reduction
of the line width by about 1
2
is expected by the matrix elements, so that one would
expect a value of about ∆ν ' 50MHz. The contribution of the sticking time to the total
resonance width would be even larger by orders of magnitude. But these quantities can not
be compared directly, as the physical context is different. Narrowing effects139 of resonance
lines have been excluded for the resonance width, that enters the saturation prefactor, but
they may enter in the calculation of correlated transitions, when the sum of holding field
and local fluctuating field determines the exact position of the resonances. Measurements
at lower temperatures - where the line width is reduced due to the longer sticking time
- show, that the effect is still present, but weaker. Fig. 6.24 shows a measurement of the
139Like motional narrowing or exchange narrowing [Abr 61, Kit 69].
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Fig. 6.22: Measured spectrum of the deuterium
3−4 transition in dependence of the holding field
at a storage cell temperature of 212K. The 1-6
spectrum is shown for comparison.
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spectrum of the 3-4 transition at 95K. At even lower temperatures, the increase is nearly
hidden under the error bars as shown in fig. 6.25, which was measured at 50.7K. The
same increase was also measured with the 1-2 transition and the 2-3 transition. But the
matrix elements of these transitions are small at field values, which are large compared to
the critical field, so that the shape of the spectrum cannot be measured with the required
precision at high fields.
A slightly different interpretation is favored by the fact, that also the 5-6 transition
spectrum shows the stepwise increase at low holding fields respectively low frequencies.
This transition is - at low holding fields - not part of the upper multiplet, but of the F = 1
2
duplet. Nevertheless it shows a very similar behavior as the other transitions, as shown in
fig. 6.26. One can describe the increase in the transition probabilities within multiplets and
other transitions with sufficiently close transition frequencies by internal cross-relaxation.
Cross-relaxation appears in systems, where correlated transitions can appear, which yield
a total change in the energy of the spin system, which is close to zero. Bloembergen and
co-authors argue, that the conservation of angular momentum appears to be less strict
in the presence of the ’lattice’ (or surface) than the conservation of energy. Correlations
between a 6 → 5 and a 1 → 2 transition for instance then are possible, even though
the total change in angular momentum is ∆mF = −2 [Blo 59]. This explanation of the
increased transition probabilities is close to the argumentation with multiplets, but not
identical, as cross-relaxation does not require, that the matrix elements of the transitions
have to be tridiagonal. The only requirement is the overlap of the line shape functions
of the involved transitions, respectively, that the total energy change ∆E is close to the
total resonance width ∆ω: ∆E ' h¯∆ω. This type of transitions is only possible, because
the atoms are not in eigenstates of the Hamilton operator, but in mixed states. If this fact
is accepted, then it is clear, that a state ψ = 1√
2
(| 1 〉 + eiφ | 6 〉) can be transferred into
a state Ψ = 1√
2
(| 2 〉 + eiΦ | 5 〉) without a change of the expectation value of the energy
in low fields. Cross-relaxation effects between electron and σ-transitions have also to be
taken into account. But in the low field limit, a correlated transition 3→ 6 and 5→ 2 for
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Fig. 6.23: Left: Transition frequencies of multiplet transitions of deuterium in dependence of the holding
field. Right: Differences between neighboring transition frequencies of deuterium vs. holding field.
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Fig. 6.24: Measured spectrum of the deuterium
3 − 4 transition (filled circles) in dependence of
the holding field at a storage cell temperature of
95K. The 1-6 spectrum is shown for comparison.
instance can not be distinguished from a correlated 3 → 2 and 5 → 6 transition. It will
then depend on the set of injection modes and the details of the fit algorithm, where the
increased transition probability appears. In any case, the relaxation theory as represented
in the master equation is not able to properly describe this kind of cross-relaxation, as it
depends on the quantummechanical mixtures within the spin system. A tensor formalism
as used to describe spin-exchange relaxation would be required.
Both arguments for the stepwise increase are still valid: The first step appears at the
holding field value, where the difference between the transition frequencies equals the
width ∆ν, the second step, where the energy difference between the levels equals h∆ν.
One may in contrary to these presented arguments assume, that the spectral density
itself is increasing at low frequencies. Even though this interpretation can not be rejected
with hard arguments, there are at least three good reasons to believe, that it is wrong.
The first argument is, that the frequency, where the increase appears, must be explained
by a time constant associated to it. This time constant would have to be in the order of
10−7 s. As the typical sticking times on the surface are by at least two orders of magnitude
below this value, a process with such a long time constant should not appear during a
wall collision. The second argument against this interpretation is, that the effect should
not get weaker at lower temperatures without changing its typical time constant, if it
was related to the spectral density. The third argument is, that one would expect to find
the same effect in case of hydrogen, if it was related to the spectral density. This is not
the case with the presented explanation, as the number of possible candidates for cross-
relaxation is much higher for deuterium than for hydrogen. In case of hydrogen, only two
transitions, namely the 1-2 and the 2-3 transition, have similar transition frequencies in
the low field limit140. In case of deuterium, there are already 4 transitions with ∆F = 0
in low field, namely the 1-2, the 2-3, the 3-4 and the 5-6 transitions. Each pair of them
140The 1-4 and the 2-4 transition can not be correlated, as there belong to different (uncorrelated) directions of
the fluctuating field.
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Fig. 6.25: Measured spectrum of the deuterium
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Fig. 6.26: Measured spectrum of the deuterium
5−6 transition in dependence of the holding field
at a storage cell temperature of 175K. The 1-6
spectrum is shown for comparison.
may contribute, so that we obtain 6 possible pairs of transitions. The only weakness of
this argument is the limited number of hydrogen measurements, which were extended
to low field values. Most hydrogen measurements were performed with a holding field
range of about 10 . . . 335mT , as there was no indication for a change at low fields and
the parameters of the master equation can be determined without measurements at very
low fields. Typically, measurements at holding field values well below the critical field are
sufficient.
6.10.4 The Magnetic Field Dependence of Deuterium Spin Relaxation
Besides the fact, that a quantitative theory of wall depolarization including multiplet
effects, energy degeneracy and cross-relaxation is not at hand, also the statistical precision
of the measurements is under the actual conditions not high enough, that one can expect
to verify or falsify such a theory. But an ad hoc treatment was found, that enables to
compare the data with the relaxation model. Even though it is not believed, that the
increase of the transition probabilities is caused by an increase of the spectral density at
low frequencies, it can approximately be modeled with the help of a non-constant spectral
density, that increases stepwise at low frequencies. With a spectral density of the form
j(ωab) = τc
(
1 + A
ω41
ω41 + ω
4
ab
+B
ω42
ω42 + ω
4
ab
)
(6.78)
one obtains a reasonable agreement141 of the master equation and the data - also at low
magnetic fields - as shown in fig. A.2. A fit of the relaxation model to the measured pola-
rization values at a storage cell temperature of 95K is shown in fig. A.3. The frequency
values of the steps were kept fixed at ω1/2pi = 7MHz and ω2/2pi = 80MHz respectively.
The results for the parameters A(T ) and B(T ) are shown in fig. 6.27. The wall depolari-
zation strength C ∝ Ω2abτsτc that one obtains by the fitting routine, was already shown in
fig. 6.20. Unfortunately, it was found, that the obtained values of τd/τse and therefore the
spin-exchange relaxation strength varied relatively strong142, depending on the assumed
spectral density, so that they are not analyzed in further detail. Instead, it will be shown
in sec. 6.10.5, that the spin-exchange relaxation strength and consequently the atomic
density can be determined in case of deuterium without a change in the magnetic holding
field.
141One may use different forms, also of second order in the frequency.
142By about 5 . . . 10 % of the absolute value with a statistical uncertainty of less than 2 %.
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Fig. 6.27: Temperature dependence of the parameters A
and B of the phenomelogical spectral density of eq. 6.78
obtained by the fitted relaxation model (see fig. A.2 for
an example of the fitted hyperfine population).
6.10.5 Relaxation of
〈
~I ~S
〉
, Spin-Exchange and Target Density
As described in app. D.6.1, spin exchange relaxation does not change the polarization
values Pe, Pz and Pzz in the high holding field limit. It may however still modify the
hyperfine populations and therefore the value of the asymmetry AIS, which is in the high
field limit given by
lim
B→∞
AIS = N1 +N4 −N3 −N6 . (6.79)
The value of AinjIS is high in case of the injection mode Pzz+ and one may use the measured
change in the hyperfine populations to measure the atomic target density - or the spin
exchange cross section. The calculation with the master equation in the high field limit143
yields, that
AIS =
AinjIS
1 + 〈 b 〉 γe + τd/τse . (6.80)
The reduction of AIS by wall depolarization can be measured in the high field limit using
the measured value of Pe(P
inj
e ) as in case of hydrogen (eq. 6.11):
Pe(P
inj
e ) =
P inje
1 + 〈 b 〉 γe , (6.81)
so that:
τd
τse
=
AinjIS(P
inj
zz+)
AIS(P
inj
zz+)
− P
inj
e
Pe(P
inj
e )
. (6.82)
The advantage of this method is the simplicity of the analysis - especially compared to
the complex modeling of the magnetic field dependence144. Fig. 6.28 shows the result
of a temperature scan with deuterium performed 27th Aug. 1998, where the normalized
density 〈nnorm 〉 = 〈n 〉
√
T
100K
was calculated by
〈nnorm 〉 = τd
τse
√
T
100K
1√
2ρc Ldσse
. (6.83)
143The high field limit can also be defined by the condition of decoupled nucleons: The approximation requires,
that wall relaxation does not change the nuclear spin. In case of low target temperatures (T < 50K) one finds,
that a holding field of 335mT is not always enough to fulfill this requirement.
144Of course the injected asymmetry A
inj
IS has to be known and is obtained by the analysis of the magnetic field
dependence of spin relaxation.
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Fig. 6.28: Results of the
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relaxation measurement with deuterium in dependence of storage cell
temperature T . Left: Measured atomic fraction αTGAr , Pe and |AIS | versus storage cell temperature T .
Right: Calculated normalized density 〈nnorm 〉 (open circles) and its ratio to the measured atomic fraction
(filled circles) for two injected hyperfine states. The measurement was performed 27th Aug. 1998 at a
holding field of B = 335mT . AinjIS was assumed to be −0.8614 (see tab. E.4). Data below 60K are not
shown, since the statistical precision was unsatisfactory.
The atomic flux into the TGA was φa ' 53.6 kHz/mA with 2 injected hyperfine states.
The resulting atomic target density 〈n 〉 at 100K in injection mode P injzz+ - assuming
σse = 24 · 10−16 cm2 - is then:
〈n 〉 = 1.311± 0.019 · 1012 cm−3 . (6.84)
The target areal nucleon density is 1.05 · 1014 nucl/cm2. The number of injected atoms
is 3.2 · 1016 s−1 for two injected hyperfine states. The intensity with 3 injected hyperfine
states is then about 4.5 · 1016 s−1 and thus about 30 % lower than for hydrogen (eq. 6.70).
Unfortunately, a direct comparison with the lumi calibration of sec. 3.7 is not possible,
as the TGA sensitivity changed between both measurements. But a luminosity measure-
ment of 13th of August 1998 delivered a target density of 1.292 · 1012 cm−3 at a TGA-flux
of 57KHz/mA, a storage cell temperature of 100K and an atomic fraction αr close to
unity. If one compares both values scaled by the atomic flux φa into the TGA, one finds
again a deviation of about 6.3 % in the same direction as for hydrogen. This is still co-
vered by the systematic uncertainty of the luminosity monitor, which is estimated to be
about 5 . . . 7 % and by the uncertainty of σse, which is about 10 %. Other systematic un-
certainties - like BRP calibration and precision of the molecular flow simulation - might
of course also play a role, but the contribution of these errors is expected to be ≤ 2 %.
Another uncertainty is of course the exact value of αr within the beam tube. Its size will
be discussed in sec. 7.
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6.11 Bunch Field Induced Resonant Depolarization
The beam current of the HERA electron/positron storage ring is bunched to provide
high luminosity for the collider experiments H1 and ZEUS. The revolution time τrev
of a certain bunch at 27.5GeV beam energy is 21.14µs and the distance between two
bunches τbunch = 96ns. The basic frequency νrev is then given by the revolution time
νrev =
1
τrev
= 47.3KHz. Since typically most of the 220 bunches are filled, the time gap
between two bunches defines the basic frequency, which is νbunch =
1
τbunch
= 10.4097MHz.
It is assumed, that the bunches have a Gaussian shape with a length σz of a few mm,
corresponding to a duration in time of σt a few ten ps. The envelope of the Fourier
spectrum should then also have a Gaussian shape with σν = (2piσt)
−1, of a few GHz. The
frequency spectrum contains dominantly harmonics of νbunch. The resonance condition for
a transition | a 〉 ↔ | b 〉 is given by:
(Ea − Eb)/h = nharmνbunch . (6.85)
As the magnetic high frequency field surrounds the electron beam, only pi-transitions
are induced, as the RF-field contains no component parallel to the longitudinal holding
field of the target. Measurements of hydrogen bunch field induced depolarization at the
HERMES target were presented in [Ko 98, HER 98b]. The present work therefore contains
only measurements on the bunch field induced depolarization of deuterium.
Fig. 6.29 shows in the left graph the depolarizing resonance positions for nucleon
transitions (1 ↔ 2, 2 ↔ 3, 5 ↔ 6, 4 ↔ 5, and 3 ↔ 6) and in the right graph for the
first 50 beam harmonics of the electron transitions (1 ↔ 6, 2 ↔ 5 and 3 ↔ 4). At the
working point the electron resonances are very tight and the single resonances can not be
resolved with the given homogeneity of the longitudinal magnet, as there are always several
resonances inside the length of the storage cell. All nuclear resonances besides the 3↔ 6-
resonance are located below ∼ 60mT . The target can hence be operated at any higher
field. The resonances around 5 . . . 50mT can be observed separately as shown in fig. 6.30
and fig. 6.31. The measurement of fig. 6.30 is performed using the flip-in-technique. This
means, that the BRP measures the atomic beam rate with a constant HFT status, which
is selected in a way, that bunch field resonance increases the signal. For the injection mode
Pz+, the MFT 1-4 of the BRP was switched on, so that the BRP-signal is in first order
proportional to the sum N2 +N3 +N4 - none of them being injected by the ABS. The 1-2
resonance and the 5-6 resonance, (followed by a 2-5 electron resonance) increase the signal
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graph.
by filling state | 2 〉. The nuclear resonances 2-3 and 4-5 are not visible in this mode. For
the injection mode Pz− (lower graph), the SFT 3-5 in the BRP was switched on, so that
the count rate in the BRP represents the sum N1 +N2 +N5. In this mode, the resonances
2-3 and 4-5 cause an increase of the signal. Fig. 6.31 shows the result of measurements,
which were performed as complete polarization measurements. The resonances have the
same shape as measured with hydrogen. The form can be explained by a combination of
the magnetic field shape of the longitudinal target magnet, the acceptance of the BRP
and the frequency spectrum of the bunch field [Ko 98, HER 98b].
Besides measurements of the resonance form, also the resonant strength was measured
in dependence of the beam current. The results indicate, that the resonances are - under
certain conditions - saturated or at least close to saturation. A small fraction of atoms
enters the BRP (respectively the sample tube) without any passage through a resonance.
The saturation value of the polarization is therefore not zero. If p is the number of passages
through a resonant region, γd the depolarization coefficient for one passage and N(p) the
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P1 corresponds to the saturation cur-
rent I0, P2 to P (Ib = 0) and P3 to 〈 p 〉.
The numbers of
probability distribution for the atoms entering the BRP, then the polarization can be
described by:
PBRP = P (Ib = 0)
∞∫
0
N(p)e−γdpdp , (6.86)
where Ib is the HERA beam current. Similar to the collision ages, one can assume that
N(p) is exponentially distributed and one obtains:
PBRP =
P (Ib = 0)
1 + 〈 p 〉 γd . (6.87)
The depolarization coefficient γd is given by eq. D.19, where Ωτs can be replaced by Ib/I0:
PBRP =
P (Ib = 0)
1 + 〈 p 〉 I2b
I20 +I
2
b
. (6.88)
Eq. 6.88 indicates saturation for Ib ≥ I0. Fig. 6.32 shows a fit of this equation to four
meas. I0/mA P (Ib = 0) 〈 p 〉
1 494± 179 0.6838± 0.0072 317± 228
2 669± 528 0.4873± 0.005 6244± 9722
3 465± 258 0.7106± 0.0064 128± 139
4 37.3± 5 0.527± 0.006 6.55± 1.395
Tab. 6.5: Measured bunch field indu-
ced resonant depolarization vs. HERA
beam current.
different measurements of the polarization vs. the HERA beam current. The fitted results
are listed in tab. 6.5. Only the last measurement resulted values with acceptable error
bars. It shows, that the average number of passages can be fairly low. The saturation
effect has of course an influence on measurements of the resonance shape: the peak height
is reduced by saturation.
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6.12 Summary
The analysis of the spin relaxation measurements allowed not only the determination of
the relaxation parameters but also of the injected polarization and of the transition effi-
ciencies of the hyperfine transitions of the ABS respectively. The measurements yielded an
injected polarization of about ±0.973, a polarization loss of about 3.3 % by spin exchange
collisions and of about 2 % by wall collisions in case of hydrogen. The target areal nucleon
density could be determined as 7.4 · 1013 cm−2 corresponding to an injected atomic flux of
6.62 · 1016 s−1 from the ABS. The measurements with deuterium delivered a typical den-
sity of 1.05 · 1014 nucl/cm2 corresponding to 4.5 · 1016 s−1 injected atoms for an injection
mode with 3 injected hyperfine states. This is about 30 % less than for hydrogen. The
temperature dependence of the deuterium measurements verifies, that the nucleons are at
the target working point of 335mT strongly decoupled from the electrons and that any
relaxational loss of Pz± is too weak to be significant down to temperatures below 50K.
The measurements concerning wall depolarization are consistent with a spectral density
that is constant within the relevant frequency range, so that the high temperature limit
τ 0c of the correlation time has to be less than 2.3 · 10−12 s. The wall depolarization showed
saturation much below a spin flip probability of 1
2
, which was not found in literature but
can be described by a simple extension of the known theory. The hydrogen measurements
showed an increase of the residual electron polarization at low storage cell temperatures,
that could only be explained by exchange interaction of the physisorbed atoms with a
permanent magnetized cell surface.
The deuterium measurements show an increase of depolarization at low holding fields,
that indicates multiplet relaxation and/or so-called cross-relaxation. Other differences in
the relaxational behavior between both isotopes can be related to the differences in the
properties of the cell coatings.
It was also shown for deuterium, that the spin exchange relaxation strength - and
therefore the atomic target density - can be measured with high precision and a simple
evaluation scheme by the measurement of
〈
~S~I
〉
-relaxation compared with the measu-
red
〈
~S
〉
-relaxation in high fields. This is also possible for hydrogen, if a corresponding
injection mode is prepared and used145.
Since the electron/positron beam of HERA is bunched, the beam current induces
an electromagnetic high frequency field, that may cause significant depolarization of the
target atoms in case of resonance. The measurements of this effect with the deuterium
target showed saturation already at relatively low beam currents. The magnetic holding
field values of the resonances were found to be in agreement with the expectations and
the resonances could be identified with the corresponding hyperfine transitions.
145This could be either | 1 〉 and | 3 〉 or | 2 〉 and | 4 〉.
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7 Target Polarization and Sampling Corrections
The calculation of the target polarization, which is given by eq. 1.1
P T = α0 · (αr + (1− αr) · β) · Pa , (7.1)
requires the knowledge of the average atomic fraction αr and polarization Pa in the beam
tube of the storage cell. They are related to the measured values αTGAr and P
BRP by the
sampling corrections cα and cP , which are defined by eq. 1.2 and eq. 1.3:
αr = cα α
TGA
r
Pa = cP P
BRP .
(7.2)
The knowledge of the sampling corrections is therefore crucial for the calculation of the
target polarization.
If the storage cell is not yet exposed to the HERA beam, one can assume, that the
recombination and depolarization probability per wall collision are constant all over the
surface of the storage cell - or at least, that possible microscopic inhomogeneities by
different types of surface sites are equally distributed. Under normal running conditions,
an influence of the HERA beam on the target performance is not observed. Only during
certain limited periods of non-optimal beam tune or after an accidental beam loss near
the HERMES target region, the target - and especially the values of αTGAr and Pe - were
affected 146. During this periods, increased charged and/or synchroton rates are measured
by the HERMES hodoscopes, and increased vacuum pressures have been observed, which
indicate an unusual increase of the heat load at certain points of the beam pipe. Typically,
αr recovers after hours up to some ten-hours of polarized running. Several mechanism are
able to explain, why the HERA beam changes the surface properties, as
• radiation damage of the Drifilm coating by synchroton light.
• removal of the water layer of a predamaged Drifilm coating by micro wave energy
deposition into the target chamber.
• ion bombardment of the storage cell walls: the ions are (partly) confined by the
longitudinal target field, which makes a localization of the influence very difficult.
• chemical reactions of ionized hydrogen radicals with the cell coating.
• contamination of the storage cell surface by sputtered material from collimator C2.
The exact influence of the beam on the storage cell surface and the distribution of this
influence within the beam tube is unknown, but since the storage cell almost always
recovered within reasonable time scales, the experimental program of HERMES was not
seriously affected.
In this section, the calculation (or better: limitation) of the sampling corrections will
be presented. The problem of the sampling corrections cα and cP can be divided into two
separate questions: The fact, that the atom sample for both - BRP and TGA - is formed
in the storage cell center, defines the questions:
146The increase of the storage cell temperature and the decrease of Pe due to bunch field depolarization during
injection are not taken into account.
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1. What is the relation between the atomic fraction respectively the polarization in
the storage cell center and the (density weighted) average value over the complete
length?
2. What is the influence of the sample and extension tube on the sampled beam?
It is convenient to distinguish certain scenarios of special interest:
Homogeneous cell (HC): The natural assumption, when the cell has not (yet) been
exposed to the HERA beam.
Homogeneous beam tube (HBT): A beam tube, homogeneously affected by the be-
am, the side tubes unaffected.
Inhomogeneous beam tube (IBT): Beam tube inhomogeneously affected by the be-
am, the side tubes unchanged. This scenario does not lead to a single sampling
corrections, but it can be used to calculate a lower limit for αr (Pa) at a given
measured value αTGAr (P
BRP ).
It is assumed in all scenarios, that for the recombination probabilities in the sample tube
γSTr and beam tube γ
BT
r the relation γ
ST
r ≤ γBTr holds at any time147. Proofs for this
assumption were given in sec. 4 and sec. 6.8.2.
All scenarios are dedicated to the target working conditions, if nothing else is said,
since the target is operated under these conditions for polarized data taking. Systematic
investigations like measurements of the dependence of polarization and atomic fraction
on the magnetic holding field or the storage cell temperature were performed between
the HERA positron/electron fills or during machine studies of HERA. During luminosity
run, the target is operated between 80 . . . 120K and at a holding field of 335mT . As an
exception, there were some fills of dedicated systematic studies, which are excluded for
the HERMES physics analysis.
It should also be stressed, that all calculations for the sampling correction cα are based
on the assumption of the density independence of γr. As discussed in sec. 5, this is the
dominant case. In a more general sense, a density dependent γr is in any case less critical,
as it leads to a situation, where most recombination happens in the center of the storage
cell.
The scenarios HC and HBT can either be calculated with the model of distributed
sources as described in app. C.7 - or be obtained from collision age distributions of the
molecular flow simulation. For the IBT scenario, the model of localized sources was deve-
loped. This model is able to deliver a lower limit for αr(α
TGA
r ) for any possible distribution
of γr with mathematical precision. It is described in app. C.8.
7.1 The Sampling Corrections cα and cP
The calculation of the sampling correction cα requires the calculation of normalized den-
sities. For the TGA, it was already discussed, that αTGAr = ρ
TGA
a holds (eq. 3.27), since
αTGAr is defined using fluxes instead of densities. The atomic fraction inside the beam
tube of the storage cell is (of course) defined by the densities, so that eq. 2.40 has to be
147The validity of this assumption is of some importance, as αr could otherwise - even in the limiting case
αTGAr → 0 - be still high, if γSTr  γBTr .
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Fig. 7.1: Left: Relations between αr in the beam tube and the measured value αTGAr for a homogeneous
storage cell HC, a homogeneous beam tube HBT and the lower limit of the inhomogeneous beam tube
scenario IBT a for large storage cell. Right: The same relations for wall depolarization as measured with
the BRP. Examples of the corrections are given by the dotted lines. For a measured value αTGAr = 0.98,
one obtains a value αr ' 0.96 ± 0.025 and for piBRPwd = 0.98 one obtains piwd ' 0.97 ± 0.013. For low
values of αTGAr and pi
BRP
wd , the uncertainty becomes large, if none of the scenarios can be excluded by
measurements.
used to calculate atomic fractions with the normalized densities, as the relative density
of molecules is increased by the lower conductance for mass 2. This transformation is not
required, if the formulas are used for cP . Typically cP is less critical, as the wall depola-
rization of the nucleons is reduced by the strong holding field. Another reason, why the
sampling correction cP can assumed to be less critical, is given by the fact, that the BRP
sample beam contains about 38 % atoms from the storage cell center. The influence of the
properties of the sample and extension tube on the measured polarization is smaller than
for the TGA.
In case of hydrogen, the sampling correction cP has to be subdivided into two different
corrections - one for the wall depolarization and a second one for spin exchange relaxation,
as both processes have different corrections. If all depolarizing effects are small (a few
percent), the polarization can be described by depolarization factors piwd and pise for wall
depolarization and spin exchange depolarization respectively:
Pa = piwd pise P
inj
PBRP = piBRPwd pi
BRP
se P
inj .
(7.3)
The depolarization factor piwd(pi
BRP
wd ) is shown in the right part of fig. 7.1. The factor
piBRPse can be written as
piBRPse =
1
1 + ∆PBRPse
. (7.4)
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and the corresponding depolarization factor for the beam tube is:
pise =
1
1 + cse ∆PBRPse
, (7.5)
where cse is defined by the density weighted ratio of the average trajectory length 〈 lρ 〉
(see eq. C.103) for beam tube sample and BRP sample respectively:
cse =
〈 lρ 〉BT
〈 lρ 〉brp
' 1.06 . (7.6)
As cse is close to one, the difference of pise and pi
BRP
se may - compared to other error con-
tributions - be neglected, and the sampling correction cP is defined by wall depolarization
only:
cP =
Pa
PBRP
' piwd
piBRPwd
. (7.7)
Fig. 7.1 shows the results of the calculations. The resulting relations are given (or can be
approximated) by:
HC: αr =
(
0.3665x+ 0.63233x2
) 1
3 (7.8)
HBT: αr = −0.054x+ 1.836x2 − 1.334x3 + 0.55x4 (7.9)
IBT: αr ≥ x2
(√
2(1 +
1
2
ε(1− x))− (
√
2− 1)x2
)−1
(7.10)
HC: piwd = 0.00463− 0.36731 y + 11.736 y2 − 35.374 y3 + 51.51 y4
−36.874 y5 + 10.365 y6 (7.11)
HBT: piwd = 0.00123− 0.054 y + 2.577 y2 − 2.309 y3 + 0.78456 y4 (7.12)
IBT: piwd ≥ 2 y2 (2 + ε (1− y))−1 , (7.13)
where x = αTGAr and y = pi
BRP
wd respectively. The factor ε is defined by eq. C.145 and is
for the large storage cell ε ' 0.55.
Since it is basically unknown, which sampling correction is correct, the complete range
between the scenario HC and IBT has to be considered. The value αr is then given by
the average of eq. 7.8 and eq. 7.10 and the systematic uncertainty by the half difference148.
148It should be stressed, that this is a very conservative estimation of the uncertainty.
a b
HC: 0.443 0.225
HBT: −0.75 −1.138
IBT: −1.81 −0.29
x¯ = (xHC + xIBT )/2 −0.683 −0.456
∆x = (xHC − xIBT )/2 1.126 0.681
Tab. 7.1: Values of a and b for the linear appro-
ximations of cα and cP by eqs. 7.14. The average
x¯ of the HC and IBT scenario is given by the
4th line from top and the uncertainty by ∆x by
the bottom line. The results are calculated for
the large storage cell geometry.
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As the measurements of αTGAr and pi
BRP
wd have almost always
149 been well above 0.9,
one may use linear approximations for the sampling corrections, which are given by:
αr = a¯+ (1− a¯)αTGAr = αTGAr + a¯ (1− αTGAr )
piwd = b¯+ (1− b¯)piBRPwd = piBRPwd + b¯ (1− piBRPwd ) .
(7.14)
with the constants a¯ and b¯ listed in the 4th row of tab. 7.1. The linear approximations 7.14
are smarter to use than eq. 1.2 and eq. 1.3 and they allow to express the uncertainty of
the sampling corrections by the uncertainty of a¯ and b¯, which are ∆a and ∆b. Due to
the huge uncertainties ∆a and ∆b in the last row of tab. 7.1, a reasonably small error in
αr and Pa can only be achieved, if the values of α
TGA
r and pi
BRP
wd are close to unity. This
becomes clear by the rightmost expressions of eqs. 7.14.
7.2 The Atomic Polarization Pa
By the combination of eq. 7.3, eq. 7.14 and eq. 7.4 one obtains for the atomic polarization
Pa:
Pa ' PBRP + b¯ (pise P inj − PBRP ) = PBRP + b¯
(
P inj
1 + ∆Pse
− PBRP
)
. (7.15)
In case of hydrogen, the calculation yields ∆Pse ' 0.033, which is much smaller than
one, so that the (small) uncertainty in ∆Pse can be neglected, when eq. 7.15 is used. Also
the uncertainty in the injected polarization (eq. 6.67) is fairly small150, so that the main
uncertainties, that enter into the atomic polarization Pa, are ∆b and ∆sysP
BRP , which
are independent. For a value ∆sysP
BRP = 0.009 and piBRPwd ' 0.98 one obtains a total
systematic uncertainty of
∆sys Pa =
(
(1− b¯)2 (∆sysPBRP )2 + (1− piwd)2pi2se(P inj)2∆b2
) 1
2 ' 0.0183 . (7.16)
The obtained value for Pa itself is in average for the hydrogen data taking period of 1997:
Pa ' ±0.907.
In case of Deuterium running, the target holding field of 335mT during data taking
is by a factor of 29 higher than the critical field BDC . Hence the spins of the deuterons
and electrons are strongly decoupled. As shown in fig. 7.2, no nuclear relaxation can be
measured above a storage cell temperature of about 55K. Other measurements did not
even show a decrease of Pz at the lowest possible temperature of 37K. One can therefore
neglect the sampling correction for wall depolarization. Also spin exchange relaxation is
suppressed by the holding field with 1/x2, which is in case of deuterium by a factor of
' 20 smaller than for hydrogen and therefore below 0.2 %. Hence the sampling correction
of the measured polarization values equals unity in case of deuterium, as long as the
temperature during data taking is well above a value, where relaxation is measurable.
149During the periods of HERMES data taking.
150Eq. 6.67 refers to the statistical uncertainty only. But since the relaxation measurements deliver high con-
fidence, that the polarization loss by spin exchange and wall depolarization are well understood at the target
working point, one has to assume, that the systematic uncertainty of P inj and PBRP are strongly positively
correlated, so that it would be wrong to treat both as independent error contributions.
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7.3 The Reduction of the Target Polarization by Recombination
The second factor besides Pa entering the target polarization is the total atomic fraction
αtot, which is defined by
αtot = α0 (αr + (1− αr) β) . (7.17)
The calculation of the systematic uncertainty of αtot is more difficult than for the atomic
polarization, as a lot of covariances have to be taken into account. α0 and α
TGA
r are given
by eq. 3.35 and eq. 3.21 respectively151. Both values depend on the measured values of φa
and φm and the determined calibration values of crg, φball and β. Unfortunately one finds
in eq. 3.25, that even φball depends on φrg and therefore by eq. 3.23 on the calibration
constant crg. It is therefore necessary to know the covariance of φball and φrg or to use the
independent values in eq. 3.25 and eq. 3.23, which are φ(i)m , φ
(i)
a , p
(i)
tc and crg. Besides these
values, the systematic uncertainty ∆sysαtot depends on the measured values, that enter
αtot and on the values and uncertainties of κ, β and a¯. If the matrix T is defined by
T =
(
∂αtot
∂φ
(i)
m
, . . . ,
∂αtot
∂a¯
)
(7.18)
and C is the (diagonal) covariance matrix of all calibration constants, then ∆sysαtot is
given by152:
∆sysαtot = (T C T
T )
1
2 . (7.19)
The matrix T contains a derivation for all independent determined calibration constants,
as there are κ, β, a¯, crg and all values entering into the calculation of φball as there are
φ(i)a,m and p
(i)
tc , which are in total 10. The calculation can to some extend be simplified, if
151As it was already presumed, that αTGAr ≥ 0.9 holds, one may also use eq. 3.36 instead of eq. 3.35.
152One may also calculate the uncertainty in several steps, if one takes care to include always all non-diagonal
elements of the covariance matrix.
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one uses the following formula for αtot, that can be derived from eq. 7.17, eq. 3.21, eq. 7.14
and eq. 3.36:
αtot =
φa + (a¯ (1− β) + β)(φm − φball − φrg)
φa + φm + (
√
2− 1)φball + (2
√
2− 1)φrg
. (7.20)
The influence of the values of φ(i)a,m and p
(i)
tc enters exclusively the calculation of φball, so that
one may collect their uncertainties in a reduced uncertainty ∆˜φball, which excludes the
uncertainty of the rest gas calibration crg. The remaining derivatives, that are required,
are:
∂αtot
∂κ
=
[
(a¯(1− β) + β − αtot)φr − αtot
√
2(2φrg + φball)
]
/(κN) (7.21)
∂αtot
∂crg
= −
[
(a¯(1− β) + β + (
√
2− 1)αtot)(ptc + ∂φball
∂crg
) + αtot
√
2ptc
]
/N (7.22)
∂αtot
∂φball
= −
[
a¯(1− β) + β + (
√
2− 1)αtot
]
/N (7.23)
∂αtot
∂a¯
= (1− β)φr/N (7.24)
∂αtot
∂β
= (1− a¯)φr/N , (7.25)
where N = φa + φm + (
√
2 − 1)φball + (2
√
2 − 1)φrg is the denominator of eq. 7.20 and
is proportional to the total amount of nucleons in the storage cell. The flow of molecules
into the TGA caused by recombination φr is defined by eq. 3.20. The value of ∆˜φball and
of the derivative ∂φball
∂crg
can be derived from eq. 3.25:
∂φball
∂crg
= −(φ(1)a p(2)tc − φ(2)a p(1)tc )/(φ(1)a − φ(2)a )
∆˜φ2ball = [(φ
(2)
r ∆φ
(1)
a )
2 + (φ(1)r ∆φ
(2)
a )
2 + (φ(2)a ∆φ
(1)
m )
2 + (φ(1)a ∆φ
(2)
m )
2
+ (φ(2)a crg∆p
(1)
tc )
2 + (φ(1)a crg∆p
(2)
tc )
2]/(φ(1)a − φ(2)a )2 .
(7.26)
For the fill in the night between 21st and 22nd sep. ’97, the average measured and cal-
culated results are listed as an example in tab. 7.2, that also lists the used calibration
values.
For the 1997 running period, the analysis yielded for the estimated β-value of β '
0.6± 0.4 [Ko 98] the following average results and systematic uncertainties [Sto 2000]:
α0 = 0.964± 0.003 αr = 0.939± 0.039
Pa+ = 0.9050± 0.0167 Pa− = −0.9072± 0.0158
P T+ = 0.8515± 0.03 P T− = −0.8536± 0.03
(7.27)
For the deuterium running period of 1999, some preliminary results are:
α0 = 0.936± 0.0057 αr = 0.966± 0.006
Pa+ = 0.892± 0.018 Pa− = −0.893± 0.011
(7.28)
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Measurement Calculation
φa 46.63± 0.034 αTGA 0.9674
φm 1.571± 0.025 αTGAr 0.99
ptc 1.402± 0.0015 α0 0.9573
φrg 0.373 αr 0.9836
αtot 0.951± 0.0094
value ∆sysαtot
a¯ −0.683± 1.126 0.0042
β 0.6± 0.4 0.0063
κ 0.572± 0.0026 0.0002
crg 0.2663± 0.0107 0.0054
φball 0.739± 0.112 0.0016
Tab. 7.2: Left table: Measured values and statistical uncertainties during the fill (left column)
and the calculated atomic fractions and the resulting systematical uncertainty of αtot. The
right table lists the used calibration constants, their uncertainties and the contributions to the
uncertainty in αtot. The fluxes are given in units of kHz/mA, the values of ptc in 10−7mbar and
of crg in units of 10−7mbar kHzmA−1. The results show, that ∆sysαtot is significantly lower for
this HERA fill than in average for the complete data taking period (7.27). In combination with
the estimated value of Pa one obtains P T = 0.8626± 0.0206 for the time of this fill.
The target polarization is about P T ' 0.82 with a systematic uncertainty of ∆sysP T '
0.02. Due to the better quality of the storage cell surface and the higher decoupling, the
factors, that lead to a reduction of the target polarization are α0 and P
inj. For both, the
sampling corrections are well known, so that the systematic uncertainty is dominated by
the BRP calibration uncertainty in case of deuterium. As this uncertainty is basically of
statistical nature153, it can be reduced by improvements of the signal-to-background-ratio
of the BRP signals in the future.
7.4 Summary
The sampling corrections of the atomic fraction cα and polarization cP have been discus-
sed by the introduction of three different scenarios. The calculations, that are explained
in detail in the appendix, delivered predictions for αr(α
TGA
r ) and Pa(P
BRP
a ) for these
scenarios. All scenarios have been approximated by first order expressions in case of low
recombination and wall depolarization. An expression for the systematic uncertainty of Pa
for hydrogen and for αtot for both target gases has been derived. Arguments were given,
that the systematical uncertainty of Pa in case of the deuterium target is dominated by
the calibration of the BRP.
For the hydrogen data taking period of 1997, the analysis resulted a target polarization
of ±0.852 with a systematical uncertainty of ±0.03. The preliminary results for 1999 with
deuterium are a target polarization of ±0.82 and a systematical uncertainty of ±0.02.
153The limiting factor of the precision is the time required for a calibration measurement.
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8 Discussion and Outlook
The presented work gives an overview of the main technical and physical items of the
HERMES target with special attention for those questions, that have consequences for
the target polarization and its uncertainty.
The calibration of the Breit-Rabi type polarimeter has been discussed not only with
respect to its polarization measurement, but also to the possibility to use it as an abso-
lute monitor of the atomic beam intensity. For this purpose, the new technique of pulse
modulated high frequency transitions has been developed, which enables to perform TOF
measurements without a mechanical chopper. Effectively, it was shown, that the high fre-
quency transitions can be used as a beam chopper. The results show, that the sextupole
system of the BRP can be improved in order to obtain a higher absolute transmission -
especially for measurements at storage cell temperatures below 100K.
The same technique applied to a HFT of the ABS delivered a measurement of the
diffusion time distribution of the atoms on their way through the storage cell, which
was found to be in excellent agreement with the results of a molecular flow simulation.
This measurement was the first direct verification of the simulated results and gives some
confidence, that the assumption of diffusive desorption is correct. If this measurement is
repeated using six or more different states of the BRP transitions, the time dependence
of the hyperfine population after a flip of the injection mode can be measured with the
resolution of a few ms. A measurement of this type was not presented, as it does not
match into the frame of this work. A second option of this technique would require lower
storage cell temperatures than possible with the current setup: The measurement of the
sticking/correlation time at low temperatures. In fact, a possibility to measure the high
temperature limits of the sticking and correlation time would close a huge lack of knowled-
ge and would deliver very useful information - even though there is no strong indication,
that the estimated values are unrealistic.
A detailed analysis of the recombination and spin relaxation processes has been pre-
sented, that is able to consistently describe the measurements within the range of physical
conditions, that can be realized at the HERMES target.
The recombination process at the HERMES target has been analyzed and modeled
before by Kolster [Ko 98] on the basis of the recombination theory of Gelb and Kim
[Gel 71]. Some aspects had to be reinterpreted: The theory of Gelb and Kim neglects the
possibility of reactions between physisorbed atoms with the surface (precursor mediated
reaction) and of L-H type reactions between physisorbed atoms. The missing density
dependence of recombination at low temperatures and fresh surfaces requires however
an explanation by a different process than E-R reactions of atoms from the gas phase
with physisorbed atoms. This process was found to be likely reactions of physisorbed
atoms with the atoms of the Drifilm by tunneling. Additionally, it was found that an
E-R process can only explain the amount of density dependent recombination at low
temperatures, if much higher sticking times are assumed, which is in contradiction to the
diffusion time measurement. The density dependent process was therefore identified with
L-R type reactions between physisorbed atoms, which get in contact by surface diffusion.
Nevertheless, the interpretation of the high temperature behavior by an E-R process with
a covered monolayer was found to be in agreement with the data. The covered monolayer
was identified with the hydrogen atoms in the methylgroups of the Drifilm coating.
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The change in the temperature dependence of the recombination rate at low tempera-
tures could be explained by a change of the surface coating due to continuous irradiation
of the target cell by the HERA beam, causing the Drifilm to lose more and more its
hydrophobic properties. The surface gets then covered by water, that prevents tunneling
reactions of physisorbed atoms with the Drifilm coating.
It turned out, that the conventional first order theory [Bou 63, Bou 65, Br 95] of wall
depolarization had to be modified in order to described the low temperature data for
both - electron and nuclear polarization. Instead of an interpretation in terms of the
spectral density [Ko 98], which is in disagreement with the magnetic field dependence at
low temperatures, it was shown, that the data are reasonably consistent with a modified
relaxation theory based on the formula of Rabi.
In case of hydrogen indications have been found for a non-zero electron polarization in
thermal equilibrium at low temperature, that might be explained by unexpected (ferro-
) magnetic properties of the surface. These effect is likely caused by the (verified) iron
contamination of the surface. Another possibility is the existence of super-paramagnetic
clusters within the Drifilm itself. In case of deuterium, clear evidence for such effects
was not found, but this can also be related to a reduced signal to noise ratio within the
BRP detector, which is caused by residual H2 gas, that is continuously evaporated by the
titanium sublimation pump.
A ratio of τ 0s /τ
0
c  1, which was indicated by the measurements of both - recombination
and spin relaxation, can be understood, if desorption - the transition from a bound state
into an unbound state - is most probable for atoms in exited bound states. Even though
it is questionable, if the concept of a constant oscillator frequency makes sense, if the
potential is far from being harmonic for the excited states - one can expect an increased
period of oscillation τ 0s , if one focuses on the reduction of attractive part of the potential
slope in larger distances to the surface, that is only relevant for excited atoms. The
potential barrier for jump diffusion on the other side is only relevant for atoms in the
lower energy states, where the potential slope and therefore the driving force of oscillation
is high. This is illustrated by fig. 5.1. If this argument is valid, then τ 0s ≥ τ 0c seems to be
a plausible consequence.
One of the questions, that arises naturally from the measurements and their interpre-
tation is, why Drifilm (or other hydrocarbons) should be the favorite material for surface
coatings of storage cells. The recombination measurements indicate, that Drifilm is not
that radiation resistant, that it is not damaged by the HERA beam. In addition, the
binding energy of the hydrogen atoms in methyl groups is below the binding energy of the
H2 bond, so that it is possible for the hydrogen radicals to break surface bonds and thus
to produce unpaired electrons, which increase spin relaxation by their strong magnetic
moments. With respect to recombination and spin relaxation, ionic crystals like LiF have
promising properties. The binding energy of LiF for physisorbed hydrogen/deuterium
was determined by Finzel et al [Fin 75] to be 12.2meV /14.0meV and only about half
of the measured value for Drifilm of 23meV . The bond strength of (diatomic) Li− F is
above the bond strength of H−F , H−Li and H−H [Lid 98], so that hydrogen radicals
are at low temperatures not able to react with a LiF surface. If one takes these factors
into account, it seems reasonable to propose tests with LiF (or similar ionic crystals) as
a coating material.
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Fig. A.1: Hyperfine population of deuterium vs. magnetic holding field for the injection modes of tab. 3.2.
The symbols represent the measured results and the lines the fit with the spin relaxation model of eq. 6.1.
The storage cell temperature of this measurement was 135K.
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Fig. A.2: Same measurement as shown in fig. A.1. An artificially stepwise increased spectral density was
used to describe the behavior at low fields (see sec. 6.10.4).
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Fig. A.3: Measured and fitted polarization values Pe, Pz and Pzz vs. magnetic holding field for a storage
cell temperature of 95K. An artificially stepwise increased spectral density was used to describe the
behavior at low fields (see sec. 6.10.4).
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Fig. A.4: Polarization values Pe, Pz and Pzz of deuterium at a magnetic holding field of 335mT vs.
storage cell temperature for the injection modes of tab. 3.2. The symbols represent the measured results
and the lines the fit with the spin relaxation model of eq. 6.1.
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Fig. A.5: Polarization values Pe, Pz and Pzz of deuterium at a magnetic holding field of 20.6mT vs.
storage cell temperature.
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B The Hyperfine Structure of Hydrogen and Deuterium
B.1 The Diagonalization of the Static Hamiltonian
The product ~I ~S, which appears as the first term in eq. 2.1, can be written as
~I ~S = IzSz +
1
2
(I+S− + I−S+) , (B.1)
where I± = Ix ± iIy and S± = Sx ± iSy. In matrix representation this product can be written
in the following way:
Hydrogen Deuterium
~I ~S =
h¯2
4

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 2
0 0 1 0
0 2 0 −1

~I ~S =
h¯2
2

1 0
0 0
√
2
−1 0 √2
0 1
0
√
2 0
0
√
2 −1

. (B.2)
For the terms, which represent the interaction with the external field, one finds:
~S ~B = SzBz +
1
2
S+(Bx − iBy) + 12S−(Bx + iBy) . (B.3)
In case of a static magnetic field in z-direction, the static Hamiltonian HST0 for ~H is given by:
HST0 =
AH h¯2
4

1 + 2x(1− ) 0 0 0
0 −1 + 2x(1 + ) 0 2
0 0 1− 2x(1− ) 0
0 2 0 −1− 2x(1 + )
 ,
and for ~D:
HST0 =
ADh¯2
2

1 + 32x(1− 2) 0 0 0 0 0
0 32x 0 0 0
√
2
0 0 −1 + 32x(1 + 2) 0
√
2 0
0 0 0 1− 32x(1− 2) 0 0
0 0
√
2 0 − 32x 0
0
√
2 0 0 0 −1− 32x(1 + 2)

.
Where x is defined by x = BzBC with the critical field BC defined by eq. 2.3.  is the correction term
for the energy of the nucleus, given by  = SgIµKIgSµB . The diagonalisation of the static Hamiltonian
HST0 is performed with an orthogonal transformation:
HST1 = UT0 HST0 U0 , (B.4)
where the transformation matrix U0 is given by:
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Hydrogen Deuterium
cos θ =
√
1
2(1 + cos 2θ)
sin θ =
√
1
2(1− cos 2θ)
cos 2θ = x(1 + )√
x2(1 + )2 + 1
sin 2θ = 1√
x2(1 + )2 + 1
cos θ± =
√
1
2(1 + cos 2θ±)
sin θ± =
√
1
2(1− cos 2θ±)
cos 2θ± =
3x(1 + 2)± 1√
(3x(1 + 2)± 1)2 + 8
sin 2θ± =
√
8√
(3x(1 + 2)± 1)2 + 8
.
E1 =
EHHFS
4 (1 + 2x(1− ))
E2 =
EHHFS
4
(
−1 + 2√x2(1 + )2 + 1)
E3 =
EHHFS
4 (1− 2x(1− ))
E4 =
EHHFS
4
(
−1− 2√x2(1 + )2 + 1)
E1 =
EDHFS
3
(
1 + 32x(1− 2)
)
E2 =
EDHFS
6
(
−1 +√9x2(1 + 2)2 + 6x(1 + 2) + 9)
E3 =
EDHFS
6
(
−1 +√9x2(1 + 2)2 − 6x(1 + 2) + 9)
E4 =
EDHFS
3
(
1− 32x(1− 2)
)
E5 =
EDHFS
6
(
−1−√9x2(1 + 2)2 − 6x(1 + 2) + 9)
E6 =
EDHFS
6
(
−1−√9x2(1 + 2)2 + 6x(1 + 2) + 9)
EHHFS = AH h¯2 EDHFS = 32 AD h¯2
Tab. B.1: Mixing coefficients and eigenenergies of the hyperfine states of hydrogen and deuterium.
Hydrogen Deuterium
U0 =

1 0 0 0
0 cos θ 0 − sin θ
0 0 1 0
0 sin θ 0 cos θ
 U0 =

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 cos θ+ 0 0 0 − sin θ+
0 0 cos θ− 0 − sin θ− 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 sin θ− 0 cos θ− 0
0 sin θ+ 0 0 0 cos θ+ ,

. (B.5)
The mixing coefficients and the eigenvalues are listed in tab. B.1. Fig. 2.1 shows the graphs of
the energy levels of hydrogen and deuterium versus the static holding field.
As U0 is orthogonal and thus UT0 U0 = 1 holds, the Schro¨dinger equation for the system
ih¯Ψ˙ = H Ψ (B.6)
transforms by multiplication with UT0 from the left side into
ih¯
(
U˙T0 Ψ + U
T
0 Ψ˙
)
=
(
UT0 HU0 + ih¯U˙T0 U0
)
UT0 Ψ ; (B.7)
and by the usage of a new basis, which is given by χ = UT0 Ψ, one gets:
ih¯χ˙ =
(
HST1 + ih¯U˙T0 U0
)
χ . (B.8)
HST1 denotes the diagonal static Hamiltonian. As the field is assumed to be constant in time
B˙z = 0, also the mixing angles θ or θ± are constant in time. In this case the term U˙T0 U0 vanishes
and the vectors of the new basis, which is called Breit-Rabi-Basis, are the eigenstates of the
static Hamiltonian HST1 . This vectors, which are also eigenstates of the operator Fz = Sz + Iz
(and for B → 0 of ~F 2 = (~S + ~I)2), are given in sec. 2.1.
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B.2 Hyperfine Transitions
Using the eigen energies of tab. B.1, one can calculate the field values, that match the resonance
condition (eq. 2.11.). The results are listed in tab. B.2.
B.2.1 σ-Transitions
If the holding field changes with time, the second term of eq. B.8, does not vanish as it represents
the distortion of the eigenstates, if they experience a change in the value of Bz. We will call this
term the sigma-term or Hσ1 as it is responsible for σ-transitions, where the field is parallel to
the static holding field. The matrix multiplication results, that only the following elements of
the term ih¯U˙T0 U0 remain
154 in case of Hydrogen:
{Hσ1}ab = {ih¯U˙T0 U0}ab
{Hσ1}H24 = −{Hσ1}H42 = ih¯(cs˙− c˙s) = −ih¯
sin2 2θ
2
B˙z
BHC
,
where c = cos θ and s = sin θ. In case of deuterium, where c± = cos θ± and s± = sin θ± is used,
the following matrix elements are non-zero:
{Hσ1}D35 = −{Hσ1}D53 = ih¯(c−s˙− − c˙−s−)
{Hσ1}D26 = −{Hσ1}D62 = ih¯(c+s˙+ − c˙+s+)
c±s˙± − c˙±s± = − 3
4
√
2
sin2 2θ±
B˙z
BC
.
154The terms, which are proportional to , are neglected in the following calculations as   1. For the same
reason, factors 1 +  are replaced by 1.
Hydrogen Deuterium
y = 4Ea−EbEHFS
r± =
√
(y ± 2)2(1− ε)2 + 4εy(y ± 4)
x12 = 18ε (2 + ε(y − 2)− y − r−)
x34 = 18ε (−2− ε(y − 2) + y − r−)
x23 = 18ε (−2 + ε(y + 2)− y + r+)
x14 = 18ε (2 + ε(y − 2)− y + r−)
x24 = 14
√
y2−16
1+ε
y = 3Ea−EbEHFS
r± =
√
(y − 2ε(y − 2)± 1)2 + 8εy(y ± 3)
x12 = 112ε (1 + 2ε(y − 2)− y − r−)
x23 = x56 = y3
√
y2−9
(1+2ε)2(y2−1)
x45 = 112ε (−1− 2ε(y − 2) + y − r−)
x16 = 112ε (1 + 2ε(y − 2)− y + r−)
x25 = x36 = y3
√
y2−9
(1+2ε)2(y2−1)
x26 = 13
√
y2−8−1
1+ε
x35 = 13
√
y2−8+1
1+ε
x34 = 112ε (−1 + 2ε(y + 2)− y + r+)
Tab. B.2: Magnetic holding field values of hyperfine transitions of hydrogen and deuterium.
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Where c˙c + s˙s = 0 (and correspondingly for ~D) causes all diagonal terms to vanish. If Bz is
given by Bz = B0z + bz cosωt, and one defines yσ =
bz
BC
, one obtains for Hσ1 :
{Hσ1}H24 = −{Hσ1}H42 = ih¯ω sin
2 2θ
2 yσ sinωt
{Hσ1}D35 = −{Hσ1}D53 = ih¯ω 3√8
sin2 2θ−
2 yσ sinωt
{Hσ1}D26 = −{Hσ1}D62 = ih¯ω 3√8
sin2 2θ+
2 yσ sinωt .
(B.9)
There are two σ-transitions in case of ~D, namely | 3 〉 ↔ | 5 〉 and | 2 〉 ↔ | 6 〉, and one in case
of ~H, which is the | 2 〉 ↔ | 4 〉 transition. The matrix elements are given by eq. B.9. Obviously,
σ-transitions are only possible between the corresponding mixed states. In a strong holding field,
the spins of electron and nucleus are more and more decoupled, and the matrix element of the
σ-transition are in this case of the same size as the matrix element for pure nuclear transitions.
B.2.2 pi-Transitions
In order to describe pi-transitions, it is necessary to go back to eq. 2.1 and calculate the terms,
which result in case, that either Bx 6= 0 or By 6= 0. If one choses Bx 6= 0, the Hamilton operator
H0 is given by
H0 = HST0 +Hpi0 . (B.10)
Correspondingly, the pi-operator has to be transformed into the Breit-Rabi basis:
Hpi1 = UT0 Hpi0U0 . (B.11)
If one neglects again the terms, which contain a factor , the calculation yields with BxBC =
ypi cosωt = y˜pi for ~H:
Hpi1 =
EHHFS
2
y˜pi

0 sin θ 0 cos θ
sin θ 0 cos θ 0
0 cos θ 0 − sin θ
cos θ 0 − sin θ 0
 (B.12)
and in case of ~D:
Hpi1 =
EDHFS
2
y˜pi

0 s+ 0 0 0 c+
s+ 0 s−c+ 0 c−c+ 0
0 s−c+ 0 c− 0 −s+s−
0 0 c− 0 −s− 0
0 c−c+ 0 −s− 0 −s+c−
c+ 0 −s−s+ 0 −s+c− 0

(B.13)
If the situation can be described by a particle in a static holding field Bz, which experiences a
periodic high frequency field Bx cosωt for a certain time period τ , then the transition probability
Wa→b is in first order given by [Mes 90]:
Wa→b ' y2pi,σ|Vab|2 f(ωab − ω, τ) , (B.14)
where Vab is defined by
Vab =
{Hpi,σ1 }ab
y˜pi,σ
, (B.15)
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and the function f(ω, t) by:
f(ω, t) = |
t∫
0
dτ exp (iωτ) |2 = 2 1− cos (ωt)
ω2
. (B.16)
For a long interaction time τ  1ν , the function f(ω, t) can be replaced by Dirac’s δ-function
times the interaction time τ squared. This is equivalent to the requirement of exact resonance
ω = ωab:
Wa→b ' y2pi,στ2ω2HFS |Vab|2 . (B.17)
The resonance condition results in case of the σ-transitions:
ω24 =
E2 − E4
h¯
=
ωHHFS
sin 2θ
ω35 =
E3 − E5
h¯
=
√
8
3
ωDHFS
sin 2θ−
ω26 =
E2 − E6
h¯
=
√
8
3
ωDHFS
sin 2θ+
.
The transition probability matrix Wab155 is then for ~H given by:
WHab =
τ2(ωHHFS)
2
4

0 y2pi sin
2 θ 0 y2pi cos
2 θ
y2pi sin
2 θ 0 y2pi cos
2 θ y2σ sin
2 2θ
0 y2pi cos
2 θ 0 y2pi sin
2 θ
y2pi cos
2 θ y2σ sin
2 2θ y2pi sin
2 θ 0
 . (B.18)
The calculation results for deuterium transitions:
WDab =
τ2(ωDHFS)
2
4

0 y2pis
2
+ 0 0 0 y
2
pic
2
+
y2pis
2
+ 0 y
2
pis
2
−c
2
+ 0 y
2
pic
2
−c
2
+ y
2
σ sin
2 2θ+
0 y2pis
2
−c
2
+ 0 y
2
pic
2
− y
2
σ sin
2 2θ− y2pis
2
+s
2
−
0 0 y2pic
2
− 0 y
2
pis
2
− 0
0 y2pic
2
−c
2
+ y
2
σ sin
2 2θ− y2pis
2
− 0 y
2
pis
2
+c
2
−
y2pic
2
+ y
2
σ sin
2 2θ+ y2pis
2
−s
2
+ 0 y
2
pis
2
+c
2
− 0

(B.19)
B.2.3 Adiabatic High Frequency Transitions
Adiabatic high frequency transitions are used to exchange the hyperfine population of typical-
ly two hyperfine states156. They can reach exchange efficiencies close to 100%. An adiabatic
transition is realized, if atoms pass a high frequency transition by the slow passage through
an increasing or decreasing magnetic field Bz(x) = Bz(0) + Bgrvxt, which is superposed to the
magnetic high frequency field Bhf . Fig. B.1 shows the resonance frequencies for hydrogen tran-
sitions as a function of the static field. In order to obtain a precise understanding of the way
155The first order approximation is symmetric: Wa→b = Wb→a.
156Multiple MFTs can also effectively rotate the hyperfine population of 3 or more states.
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Fig. B.1: Hydrogen transiti-
on frequencies as a function
of the static magnetic field for
the SFT1↔4 and SFT2↔4 (left)
and the MFT1↔2 and MFT2↔3
(right).
this transitions work, it is useful take a look at the adiabatic passage157. For the diagonalization
of the Hamiltonian HST1 +Hpi1 one can apply a second transformation, given by the matrix
U1 = {ujk} = δjke−iωjt (B.20)
with certain frequencies ωj for each hyperfine state. The reverse transformation is given by
U−11 = δjke
iωjt. The static Hamiltonian is diagonal and therefore unchanged. The high frequency
Hamiltonian Hpi1 = {hjk} is transformed to
{Hpi2}jk = {U−11 }jl{Hpi1}lm{U1}mk = δjleiωlt{Hpi1}lmδmke−iωkt = {Hpi1}jkei(ωj−ωk)t . (B.21)
The term ih¯U˙−11 U1 results:
ih¯U˙−11 U1 = −h¯ωjδjk , (B.22)
which causes a shift of the energy value of state | j 〉 with respect to the eigenvalues of HST1 . The
new - phaseshifted - basis is given by φ = U−11 χ. If one neglects Hσ1 , the Schro¨dinger equation
is now given by:
ih¯φ˙j =
(
{HST1 }jk − h¯ωjδjk + {Hpi1}jkei(ωj−ωk)t
)
φk . (B.23)
The next step is given by averaging the Hamiltonian over a sufficient long time period. While the
first two terms are stable with time, rapidly oscillating terms disappear from the Hamiltonian:
ih¯φ˙j =
(
{HST1 }jk − h¯ωjδjk + 〈{Hpi1}jkei(ωj−ωk)t〉t
)
φk . (B.24)
Hpi1 contains a factor cos (ωt) = 12(eiωt + e−iωt). If the frequencies ωj of the transformation are
chosen such, that ω = |ωj − ωk| for the selected transition | j 〉 ↔ | k 〉, a constant term results
by the time averaging, while all terms, where the frequencies do not fit, vanish. Tab. B.3 lists
a convenient set of frequencies for WFT and SFT transitions. Obviously, the WFT/MFT shifts
are given by ωj = 〈 j |mF | j 〉ω, while the SFT shifts are given by ωj = Ej(0)EHFSω
157The calculation follows the paper of Philpott [Phi 87]
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Transition Hydrogen Deuterium
| 1 〉 | 2 〉 | 3 〉 | 4 〉 | 1 〉 | 2 〉 | 3 〉 | 4 〉 | 5 〉 | 6 〉
WFT/MFT ω 0 −ω 0 32ω 12ω −12ω −32ω −12ω 12ω
SFT 14ω
1
4ω
1
4ω −34ω 14ω 14ω 14ω 14ω −34ω −34ω
Tab. B.3: Frequency shifts for the calculation of the adiabatic eigenstates for hydrogen and deuterium
transitions.
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B.2.4 Strong Field Transitions
In a SFT unit, which is designed for σ-transitions only158, the hydrogen hamiltonian for the
adiabatic passage has the following form:
HSFT2 =

E1 − 14 h¯ω 0 0 0
0 E2 − 14 h¯ω 0 h¯A
0 0 E3 − 14 h¯ω 0
0 h¯A 0 E4 + 34 h¯ω
 , (B.25)
with A = yσ ωHFS2 sin (2θ). As expected, only the states | 2 〉 and | 4 〉 are involved in the transition
and have to be diagonalized by a new orthogonal transformation U2. Ignoring the unaffected
states, the Schro¨dinger equation can be written as:
i
 φ˙2
φ˙4
 =
 ω2 − 14ω A
A ω4 + 34ω
 ·
 φ2
φ4
 (B.26)
The orthogonal transformation U2 is given by
U2 =
 c s
−s c
 , c = √12(1 + δ)
s =
√
1
2(1− δ) , δ = ω−ω24√(ω−ω24)2+4A2 .
(B.27)
158This is the case for the SFT units of the HERMES ABS, while the SFT unit of the BRP has tilted resonators,
that allow to run σ and pi transitions simultaneously.
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The adiabatic eigenstates φ(a)2 and φ
(a)
4 are given by
φ(a) = UT2 φ ,
φ
(a)
2 = c φ2 + s φ4 , φ
(a)
4 = −s φ2 + c φ4 .
(B.28)
The new - adiabatic - Hamilton operator is given by:
Had = UT2 HSFT2 U2 + ih¯U˙T2 U2 = h¯
 ω˜2 0
0 ω˜4
+ ih¯U˙T2 U2 ,
ω˜2 = (ω2 − 14ω)c2 − 2Asc+ (ω4 + 34ω)s2 ,
ω˜4 = (ω2 − 14ω)s2 + 2Asc+ (ω4 + 34ω)c2 .
(B.29)
As shown in fig. B.1, the transition frequency ω24 = ω2 − ω4 increases monotonically with the
static field. If the atom passes the resonance ω = ω24 within the high frequency resonator by
means of travelling along an increasing static field, the values of δ, c and s change with time
as shown in the left graph of fig. B.2. The right graph shows the eigenenergies without high
frequency field (thin lines) and with the high frequency field switched on (thick lines). If the
passage through the resonance is slow enough159, the atoms stay on the thick lines and the
population of the hyperfine states is exchanged. As the other hyperfine states | 1 〉 and | 3 〉 are
not involved, the effect can be described by one parameter - the exchange efficiency ε24 160.
The efficiency of an adiabatic transition is given by ε = 1− e−2piκ with κ given by[Phi 87]:
κ = | µB
2
HF
2h¯B˙stat
| . (B.30)
Hence, a high efficiency requires most of all sufficient high frequency amplitude161:
µB2HF  |2h¯B˙stat| . (B.31)
B.2.5 Weak/Medium Field Transitions
Weak and medium field transitions are in contrast to strong field transitions not single, well
separated transitions between two hyperfine states, but more complex multiple transitions. Their
effect on the hyperfine population depends on the selected frequency, the amplitiude of the high
frequency, the strength and sign of the gradient field and is very sensitive on the selected static
field. For hydrogen, the Hamilton operator HWFT2 is given by:
HWFT2 =

E1 − h¯ω A sin (θ) 0 0
A sin (θ) E2 A cos (θ) 0
0 A cos (θ) E3 + h¯ω 0
0 0 0 E4
 , (B.32)
159The condition is given by the requirement, that the distortion term h¯U˙T2 U2 is small compared to the adiabatic
eigenenergies.
160Due to the symmetry of the eigenenergies as a function of time/field as shown in fig. B.2, the efficiency should
be symmetric: ε2→4 = ε4→2 = ε24.
161The equation could also be interpreted in the way, that B˙stat should be as low as possible. This interpretation
has to be rejected due to the following reasons: With the average velocity of the atoms 〈 v 〉 and the field gradient
Bgrad, one obtains: B˙stat = Bgrad 〈 v 〉. The velocity of the atoms as well as the effective length ∆l of the
high frequency resonator (resp. coil) are given by the experimental circumstances. The requirement of a high
efficient exchange is, that δ ranges from ∼ 1 . . . ∼ −1 within the high frequency field, which requires, that
∆B = Bgrad · ∆l ≥ |B(δ ∼ 1) − B(δ ∼ −1)|. A reduction of the gradient is possible, if the high frequency
amplitude is a smooth function along the path of the atoms.
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Fig. B.3: Eigen energies of the shifted eigenstates | 1 〉 . . . | 4 〉 in the adiabatic basis for a high frequency
amplitude of - from left to right - 0, 0.01, 0.02 and 0.04 times the critical field and a frequency of
7MHz. Cross points of the shiftet energy levels are marked in the leftmost graph. Open circles represent
single-photon, open squares double-photon and the filled circle the three-photon transition points.
with A = E
H
HFS
4 y. For deuterium one finds:
HWFT2 =

E1 − 32 h¯ω As+ 0 0 0 0
As+ E2 − 12 h¯ω As−c+ 0 0 0
0 As−c+ E3 + 12 h¯ω Ac− 0 0
0 0 Ac− E4 + 32 h¯ω 0 0
0 0 0 0 E5 − 12 h¯ω −As+c−
0 0 0 0 −As+c− E6 + 12 h¯ω

, (B.33)
with A = E
D
HFS
4 y. Again the resulting Hamilton operators are symmetric and real and can be
diagonalized by an orthogonal transformation. Fig. B.3 shows the resulting eigenenergies for a
deuterium weak field transition at a frequency of 7MHz for the states | 1 〉 . . . | 4 〉. The resonance
condition is matched for single-photon transitions at 3 points, indicated by open circles, at two
points for two-photon transitions (open squares) and at one point for a three-photon transition.
One can see, that the separation of the eigenenergies and hence the efficiency depends on the
multiplicity of the transition. A medium field transition is based on the single photon transitions
only, while one usually speaks only of a weak field transition, if multiple photon transitions take
place. The second graph from the left in fig. B.3 indicates, that only the single-photon transitions
1↔ 2, 2↔ 3 and 3↔ 4 will effectively run at this low amplitude. With a positive gradient, the
transition will have the following effect on the hyperfine population (state | 5 〉 and | 6 〉 can be
analyzed separately):
N1
N2
N3
N4
 3↔ 4→

N1
N2
N4
N3
 2↔ 3→

N1
N4
N2
N3
 1↔ 2→

N4
N1
N2
N3

This is effectively a rotation of the hyperfine population, which is typical for a MFT 1 ↔ 4.
Clearly the effect would be different, if the gradient would be negative (still called MFT 1↔ 4):
N1
N2
N3
N4
 1↔ 2→

N2
N1
N3
N4
 2↔ 3→

N2
N3
N1
N4
 3↔ 4→

N2
N3
N4
N1

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Fig. B.4: Lower figure: Amplitude depen-
dence of WFT operation (with negative field
gradient), measured with the deuterium WFT
in the appendix of the ABS. The transitions
between the sextupoles were used to reject
state | 1 〉 and | 2 〉. As indicated in the up-
per schemes, state | 3 〉 enters the WFT unit
(from high to low field) and is transferred to
state | 2 〉 by a single-photon transition at an
amplitude of ∼ 1.5, to state | 1 〉 with the dou-
ble-photon transition at an ampl. of ∼ 3.5 and
again to state | 2 〉 at full ampl., where the
3-photon transition runs.
A MFT 2 ↔ 4 would have to be adjusted such, that the high frequency amplitude is already
low at the position of the 1 ↔ 2 resonance, respectively, that the gradient stops before this
resonance. A MFT is usually operated at higher frequencies compared to a WFT in order to
realize a better separation of the different transitions, so that the optimal settings for the static
and gradient field can be found easier.
The rightmost figure shows a real weak field transition, even though the efficiency of the 3
photon transition 1 ↔ 4 might not yet reach 100 %. The effect of a deuterium WFT on the
hyperfine population can not be described by the transitions 1 ↔ 4 and 2 ↔ 3. Instead, the
following description is suggested, which is more general and allows the usage of symmetric
exchange efficiencies:
N1
N2
N3
N4
 1↔ 2→

N2
N1
N3
N4
 2↔ 4→

N2
N4
N3
N1
 2↔ 3→

N2
N3
N4
N1
 1↔ 4→

N1
N3
N4
N2
 1↔ 3→

N4
N3
N1
N2
 3↔ 4→

N4
N3
N2
N1

In this case, one needs 3 efficiencies to describe a hydrogen weak field transition and 6 in case of
deuterium. If the HF amplitude is sufficient, one can assume, that the single-photon transitions
operate close to 100 %. This reduces the required number of efficiencies to one for hydrogen and
3 for deuterium.
Fig. B.4 shows the result of a polarization measurements for different amplitudes of a deu-
terium WFT, that illustrates the mentioned WFT/MFT behavior. This analysis of the WFT
behavior is necessary for optimization and analysis of the injected polarization.
The optimal conditions for the operation of a WFT/MFT transition therefore depend on
the intended effect on the hyperfine population and the location of the transition. If, as in case
of the HERMES setup for deuterium, the sextupole subsystems (see sec. 3.4) in combination
with a SFT 3-5 prepare a hyperfine population with atoms only in state | 1 〉 and | 2 〉, and the
WFT behind the sextupoles is supposed to deliver state | 3 〉 and | 4 〉 for Pz− injection, then a
negative gradient has to be chosen. In this case, the three photon transition is not required to
run at all, as the intended population of hyperfine states | 3 〉 and | 4 〉 can also be realized with
a 1→ 3/2→ 4 transition instead of a 1→ 4/2→ 3 transition.
In the limiting case of high rf-amplitude and low rf-frequency162, the single photon transitions
of a WFT can be assumed to run at full efficiency, so that a hydrogen WFT can be described
16214MHz in case of a hydrogen and 7MHz in case of a deuterium WFT.
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by the efficiency ε13 and a deuterium WFT by 3 transition efficiencies (ε13, ε14, ε24). In case of
MFT operation, higher rf-frequencies163 are chosen and multi-photon transitions are assumed
to be negligible, so that a hydrogen MFT can be described by 2 and a deuterium MFT by 3
efficiencies.
B.3 The Stern-Gerlach-Force of Sextupole Magnets
The Stern-Gerlach force [Stn 21] results from the field dependence of the eigenenergies of the
hyperfine states, which is given the relations in tab. B.1. The Lagrange function L for an atom
in hyperfine state | a 〉 is given by:
L = m
2
(x˙2 + y˙2 + z˙2)− E| a 〉(| ~B|) . (B.34)
The absolute value of the magnetic field inside a sextupole magnet, which is aligned along the
z-axis, is given by the following formula [Hal 80]:
B(r) = Bpt
(
r
rpt
)2
, (B.35)
with the radius r =
√
x2 + y2 and the field Bpt given by
Bpt =
3
2
J · sin (4piε/M)
4pi/M
(
1− r
2
pt
r2a
)
, (B.36)
J is the magnetization of the sextupole material, M the number of segments, ra the outer and
rpt the inner radius of the magnet, while ε is the so-called filling factor (0 < ε < 1).
The magnetic moment µ| a 〉 of hyperfine state | a 〉 is defined by:
µ| a 〉 =
dE| a 〉
dB
=
dE| a 〉
dx
1
BC
, (B.37)
where the bold printed x is defined by x = BBC . The resulting equations of motion are then given
by:
mx¨ = −dE| a 〉
dB
dB
dr
x
r
= −µ| a 〉
2Bpt
r2pt
x (B.38)
my¨ = −dE| a 〉
dB
dB
dr
y
r
= −µ| a 〉
2Bpt
r2pt
y (B.39)
mz¨ = 0 , (B.40)
163> 50MHz in case of a hydrogen and > 25MHz in case of a deuterium MFT.
Hydrogen Deuterium
µH1 =
dE1
dB =
1
2gSµB µ
D
1 =
dE1
dB =
1
2gSµB
µH2 =
dE2
dB =
1
2gSµB cos (2θ) µ
D
2 =
dE2
dB =
1
2gSµB cos (2θ+)
µH3 =
dE3
dB = −12gSµB µD3 = dE3dB = 12gSµB cos (2θ−)
µH4 =
dE4
dB = −12gSµB cos (2θ) µD4 = dE4dB = −12gSµB
µD5 =
dE5
dB = −12gSµB cos (2θ−)
µD6 =
dE6
dB = −12gSµB cos (2θ+)
Tab. B.4: Magnetic moments
of the hyperfine states for hy-
drogen and deuterium. The
formulas of tab. B.1 have be-
en used with ε ' 0.
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The magnetic moments µ| a 〉 are listed in tab. B.4. The pure states have a constant magnetic
moment, while the moments of the mixed states depend on the mixing angles. Atoms in state
| 1 〉 perform harmonic oscillations around the axis of the sextupole magnet in both coordinates
- x and y. A calculation of the frequency ω of this oscillation yields:
ω2 =
EHFS
mr2pt
Bpt
BC
=
gs µB Bpt
mr2pt
. (B.41)
As z¨ = v˙z = 0, the time can be replaced by the axial coordinate z by t = z/vz. The motion can
then be described by
x(z) = vx(0)ω sin
(
ω
vz
z
)
+ x(0) cos
(
ω
vz
z
)
y(z) = vy(0)ω sin
(
ω
vz
z
)
+ y(0) cos
(
ω
vz
z
)
vx(z) = vx(0) cos
(
ω
vz
z
)
− x(0)ω sin
(
ω
vz
z
)
vy(z) = vy(0) cos
(
ω
vz
z
)
− y(0)ω sin
(
ω
vz
z
)
.
(B.42)
The solution for atoms in state | 3 〉 (| 4 〉 in case of deuterium) is given by:
x(z) = vx(0)ω sinh
(
ω
vz
z
)
+ x(0) cosh
(
ω
vz
z
)
y(z) = vy(0)ω sinh
(
ω
vz
z
)
+ y(0) cosh
(
ω
vz
z
)
vx(z) = vx(0) cosh
(
ω
vz
z
)
+ x(0)ω sinh
(
ω
vz
z
)
vy(z) = vy(0) cosh
(
ω
vz
z
)
+ y(0)ω sinh
(
ω
vz
z
)
.
(B.43)
The solutions indicate an exponential increase of the radius r =
√
x2 + y2, which means, that
these states are defocussed. The solutions for the mixed states can be calculated numerically.
They show a similar behavior in some distance to the sextupole axis, where B(r) ≥ BC and
therefore cos (2θ) ' 1, whereas their behavior differs close to the sextupole axis164. In case of
deuterium, where the critical field BC is only about 11.7mT , the difference between the pure
and the mixed states is less pronounced compared to hydrogen.
164The difference is not very large, as the sextupole force is weak in low field.
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For the diffusion constant D the following relation can be derived from eq. 2.17 [Bec 85] for the
one-dimensional case:
∂
〈
δz2
〉
∂t
= 2D (C.1)
or 〈
δz2
〉
= 2Dt , (C.2)
respectively, where δz(t) is the particle’s displacement along z as a function of time. In the case
under study, this can be replaced by 〈 δl 〉, the mean length of the particle’s trajectory between
two wall collisions, if one takes into account, that
〈
δz2
〉
= 13
〈
δl2
〉
holds for isotropic diffusion.
With τf being the mean time of flight between two wall collisions, one may write:〈
δl2
〉
= 6Dτf . (C.3)
Hence the conductance of the tube is given by
C =
S
L
〈
δl2
〉
6τf
. (C.4)
C.1 Wall Collisions
Wall collisions are the driving mechanism for gas diffusion in tubes in the molecular flow regime
and are important for the understanding and modeling of relaxation processes. In the present
context, the details of the particles interaction with the wall are of low importance, as long as
the particles velocities follow approximately a maxwellian distribution and desorption is about
isotropic, so that the distribution of the desorption angle is not too far from a cos Θ distribution
165.
In statistical mechanics the pressure on a wall by means of gas particle collisions is defined
as:
p =
〈
N˙b
〉
2m 〈 vρ 〉
A
, (C.5)
where
〈
N˙b
〉
is defined as the mean number of particle collisions 166 on the surface area A
per unit time, m is the mass of the particles and 〈 vρ 〉 the mean normal velocity. The factor
2m 〈 vρ 〉 =
√
2pimkT equals the mean momentum transfer to the wall per collision. The average
pressure can be calculated using
〈 p 〉 = 1
2
∆p , (C.6)
and one obtains with eq. 2.29 and eq. 2.23:
〈 p 〉 = Φ
2C
=
〈
N˙
〉
kT
2C
, (C.7)
165θ is the angle between the surface normal vector and the direction of desorbtion.
166The quotient Z0 =
〈 N˙ 〉
A
is called rate of impingement [Tom 78] or collision frequency[Gel 71] and eq. C.5 is
equivalent to the Herz-Knudsen Equation [Tom 78].
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where
〈
N˙
〉
is the mean number of particles flowing through the tube per unit time. The mean
number of wall collisions 〈 b 〉 (L), that a particle experiences by flowing through a tube of
circumference U and length L, is given by167:
〈 b 〉 (L) =
〈
N˙b
〉
〈
N˙
〉 = UL√
8piC
√
kT
m
=
UL
8C
〈 v 〉 , (C.8)
where the mean velocity 〈 v 〉 of the particle - given by the Maxwell distribution - is 〈 v 〉 =
√
8kT
pim .
As the particle flow through the tube is constant in time and along the z-axis, one may also
make use of the gas equation
〈 p 〉V = 〈N 〉 kT , (C.9)
where V is the volume given by V = SL, and 〈N 〉 the average number of particles in the tube.
If τd is the mean total time a particle spends inside the tube, one may also write
〈N 〉 =
〈
N˙
〉
τd = ΦkT τd
〈N 〉 = V 〈 p 〉kT = V Φ2C kT ,
(C.10)
and therefore:
τd =
SL
2C
. (C.11)
With τd = 〈 b 〉 τf one may calculate the mean time of flight τf between two wall collisions by:
τf =
τd
〈 b 〉 =
S
U
√
2pim
kT
= 4
S
U
1
〈 v 〉 . (C.12)
The mean length 〈 δl 〉 of the particle’s trajectory between two wall collisions is then given by
〈 δl 〉 = τf 〈 v 〉 = 4S
U
, (C.13)
which is - in case of a circular tube - exactly the diameter 〈 δl 〉 = 2R. As a result it turns
out, that neither the time of flight τf nor the mean pathlength 〈 δl 〉 between two wall collisions
depend on the details of the tube’s profile. The same can be expected for the conductance C,
which is given by eq. C.4.
A diffusion process can usually be described by a free pathlength distribution
w(δz) =
1
δz0
exp
(−δz
δz0
)
, (C.14)
with the expectation values 〈 δzn 〉 = n! δzn0 . The ratio 〈
δz2 〉
〈 δz 〉2 then equals 2 and one obtains for
the conductance of a long tube168:
C =
S
L
〈 δl 〉2
3τf
=
4
3
S2
UL
〈 v 〉 = 16
3
√
2pi
S2
UL
√
kT
m
. (C.15)
167The surface area is given by A = UL.
168The distribution w(z) is different in case of thin gases, when the particle-particle interaction can be neglected.
The correct calculation for a circular tube, which can be found in appendix C.2, results the same ratio
〈 δz2 〉
〈 δz 〉2 .
The effect of the opening at the end of the tube is also cited there.
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The average number of wall collisions of particles at the end of the tube 〈 b 〉 (L) can be calculated
with eq. C.8:
〈 b 〉 (L) = 3
32
(
UL
S
)2
. (C.16)
Tab. C.1 gives an overview over the relevant equations.
Volume of tube V = SL
Cross section S
Circumference U
Length L
Mean length of traj. 〈 δl 〉 = 4 SU〈
δl2
〉
= 32 S
2
U2
Mean velocity 〈 v 〉 =
√
8kT
pim
Mean time of flight τf = 4 SU
1
〈 v 〉
Mean total time τd = SL2C
Number of wall coll. 〈 b 〉 (L) = 332
(
UL
S
)2
= L
2
〈 δz2 〉
Mod. diff. constant D˜ = 163
S2
U2
= 〈 δz
2 〉
2
Conductance C = 43
S2
UL 〈 v 〉 = V2τd
Tab. C.1: List of relations of dif-
fusive molecular flow through tu-
bes of arbitrary crosssection.
C.2 Calculation of the Diffusion Constant for Long Tubes
For a cylindrical tube one can calculate the value for
〈
δz2
〉
by direct integration. If (Φ,Θ) are
the angles relative to the normal vector at some point on the surface inside a circular tube with
radius R, the value for δz is then given by
δz = 2R
cos Θ sin Θ cos Φ
1− sin2 Θ cos2 Φ . (C.17)
As one assumes a cos Θ-distribution for the desorption from the surface, one obtains:
< δz2 >=
1
pi
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
0
dΦ sin Θ dΘP (Θ) δz2 . (C.18)
< δz2 >=
4
pi
pi/2∫
0
pi/2∫
0
dΦ dΘ 4R2
cos3 Θ sin3 Θ cos2 Φ
(1− sin2 Θ cos2 Φ)2 . (C.19)
With the substitution t = sin Θ, dt = cos Θ dΘ this results:
< (
δz
2R
)2 >=
4
pi
pi/2∫
0
dΦ
1∫
0
dt
(1− t2) t3 cos2 Φ
(1− t2 cos2 Φ)2 . (C.20)
The integration yields
< (
δz
2R
)2 >=
2
3
, (C.21)
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and with eq. C.13 2R = 〈 δl 〉 and 〈 δz2 〉 = 13 〈 δl2 〉 one obtains the confirmation, that〈
δz2
〉
〈 δz 〉2 = 2 . (C.22)
The diffusion constant for one-dimensional gas diffusion in long tubes is then obtained by
D =
1
2
〈
δz2
〉
τf
=
1
3
〈 δl 〉2
τf
=
4
3
S
U
〈 v 〉 . (C.23)
For tubes of finite length, the conductance of the opening Cop at the end of the tube has to
be taken into account [Rot 90]:
Cop =
S√
2pi
√
kT
m
, (C.24)
so that the complete conductance of a tube of finite length L is
C =
1
1
Cop
+ 1Ctube
=
16
3
√
2pi
S2
UL+ 163 S
√
kT
m
. (C.25)
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Based on eq. 2.20 molecular flow in vacuum vessels like the HERMES storage cell can be un-
derstood as a diffusion process with the diffusion constant given by eq. C.23. The smallest time
constant for this diffusion process is the mean time of flight τf given by eq. C.12. Time can then
be expressed by the number of wall collisions b using t = τf b, and eq. 2.20 can be modified to
∂n
∂b
= n˙τf = D τf
∂2n
∂z2
= D˜
∂2n
∂z2
, (C.26)
with a modified diffusion constant D˜ = D τf given by D˜ = 163
S2
U2
. The Fourier transformed
equation is
∂n˜(b, k)
∂b
= D˜ (ik)2n˜(b, k) , (C.27)
with the Fourier transformed particle density n˜(b, k). Integration yields n˜(b, k) = N e−D˜ k2b and
the backtransformation is then given by
n(z, b) =
N√
2D˜b
e−
z2
4D˜b , (C.28)
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Fig. C.1: Left: Probability dis-
tribution P (|∆z|) for particle
movement in HERMES storage
cell, obtained by Monte Carlo
simulation. Right: Distribution
of particles with a collision age
b = 10, 20 . . . 200 in the storage
cell.
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which describes the density distribution of N particles in one dimension, which are located at
z = 0 with b = 0 as a function of collision age b and position z. If the probability to find a
particle, which desorbes off the wall at z, has its next wall collision between z and z + ∆z, is
P (|∆z|) with 〈∆z2 〉 < ∞, then the central limiting theoreme predicts a Gaussian probability
distribution in the limiting case b→∞, while eq. C.28 predicts it already for the first collision.
Nevertheless the convergence with a Gaussian distribution is usually fast in case of a random
walk and a small number of collisions b ' 10 are enough to describe the process with eq. C.26.
A more general solution of eq. C.26 can be derived using the technique of separation of
variables:
u(z, b) =
∑
k
[
ak exp
(
−D˜ω2kb
)
cos (ωkz) + bk exp
(
−D˜Ω2kb
)
sin (Ωkz)
]
. (C.29)
As a boundary condition for the storage cell it is required, that the density at the end of the tube
vanishes (u(L, b) = u(−L, b) = 0), so that the coefficients have to fulfill the following relations:
ωk =
pi
2
2k + 1
L
a2k = 0 (C.30)
Ωk =
kpi
L
.
Without relaxation, which might in general give reason for an asymmetry, the solution is sym-
metric in z and the coefficients bk vanish169:
u(z, b) =
∞∑
k=0
ak exp
(
−pi
2D˜
4L2
(2k + 1)2b
)
cos
(
(2k + 1)piz
2L
)
. (C.31)
With eq. C.16 it follows, that
L2
2D˜
= 〈 b 〉 . (C.32)
Setting ak = u0〈 b 〉 , eq. C.31 can be written as
170:
u(z, b) =
u0
〈 b 〉
∞∑
k=0
exp
(
−pi
2
8
(2k + 1)2
b
〈 b 〉
)
cos
(
(2k + 1)piz
2L
)
. (C.33)
The solution u(z, b) is - provided a correct normalization - the collision age distribution (CAD)
NCAD(z, b) of the atoms at position z:
NCAD(z, b) =
u(z, b)
∞∫
0
u(z, b)db
. (C.34)
The denominator is the atomic density:
u(z) =
∞∫
0
u(z, b)db = u0
∞∑
k=0
8
pi2
cos
(
pi(2k+1)z
2L
)
(2k + 1)2
. (C.35)
169Sommerfeld presents a detailed discussion of solutions of eq. C.26 in the context of thermal transport under a
variety of boundary conditions [Som 47]. The sum in eq. C.31 is closely related to the ϑ-functions and can also be
described as an infinite sum of Gaussian functions, which corresponds to the sum of mirrored solutions in [Ko 98].
170The sum on the right side of eq. C.33 represents a linear combination of θ-functions and can not be expressed
in a simple analytical form.
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Fig. C.2: Comparison of theoretical calculations and re-
sults obtained by a molecular flow Monte Carlo simulation
[Bau 96]. The top figure shows function uz(b) of eq. C.35
vs. the collision age b for several positions z in the cell in
steps of 4 cm. The calculation used the first 20 terms of the
sum in eq. C.35. The upper curves belong to lower values of
z. The lower figure shows the same curves obtained with a
molecular flow Monte Carlo simulation[Bau 96]. The agree-
ment is reasonable (but not perfect, as eq. C.35 neglects the
effect of injection- and sample tube as well as the effect of a
non-zero conductance at the end of the tube). For b ≥ 160,
the behavior is equivalent to an exponential decay.
The right side of eq. C.35 is nothing but the Fourier series of a triangular shaped density
distribution, which reaches u0 at z = 0 and vanishes at z = ±L. The sum on the right side of
eq. C.33 is - for sufficiently high values of b - rapidly converging. For b ≥ 12 〈 b 〉, the sum can to
a precision of better than 1 % replaced the the first summand. The conclusion is, that any CAD
at any position in the storage cell drops exponentially for high enough collision ages. Fig. C.1
shows the particle distribution in the storage cell after b = 10, 20 . . . 100 wall collisions. While
the distribution is practically Gaussian after 10 collisions, it has the shape of a cos -function
after a high number of wall collisions.
Fig. C.2 shows a comparison of the function u(z, b) from eq. C.35 with the results obtained
by a Monte Carlo simulation. The results agree within the expected systematic differences171.
The only significant difference can be found for low values of the collision age b ≤ 10 and higher
values of z. This can be explained by the fact, that the diffusion equation holds in strength only
for the limiting case b → ∞, where a Gaussian particle distribution is predicted by the central
limiting theoreme. The low values of b play a minor role in the calculation of the relaxation
process, as their statistical weight is small.
C.3.1 Moments of Collision Age Distributions (CAD)
The m-th moment βm = 〈 bm 〉 of a CAD is defined by
βm(z) =
1
u(z)
∞∫
0
bm u(z, b) db , (C.36)
with the density u(z) defined by
u(z) =
∞∫
0
db u(z, b) . (C.37)
171The Monte Carlo simulation includes sample and injection tube, while the calculations do not.
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The first partial derivation of βm is
∂βm
∂z
=
1
u(z)
∞∫
0
bm
∂u(z, b)
∂z
db− βm
u(z)
∞∫
0
∂u(z, b)
∂z
db , (C.38)
and the second (using the result of the first):
∂2βm
∂z2
=
1
D˜ u(z)
∞∫
0
bm
∂u(z, b)
∂b
db− 2∂βm
∂z
∂η
∂z
− βm
{(
∂η
∂z
)2
+
∂2η
∂z2
}
, (C.39)
where η(z) is defined by η(z) = log u(z). For a linear density distribution of the form u(z) =
u0
(
1− |z|L
)
one finds, that (
∂η
∂z
)2
+
∂2η
∂z2
= 0 .
By partial integration one obtains:
∞∫
0
bm
∂u(z, b)
∂b
db = bmu(z, b)|∞0 −m
∞∫
0
bm−1u(z, b) db = −mβm−1u(z) , (C.40)
where the left terms vanish for any m due to the limiting exponential behavior of u(z, b). Hence
the result is:
∂2βm
∂z2
+
m
D˜
βm−1 + 2
∂βm
∂z
∂η
∂z
= 0 . (C.41)
With β0 = 1 and ∂η∂z =
1
z−L for z ≥ 0 one can solve the differential equation for the first moment
by a polynomial of 2nd order:
β1 = a+
L
3D˜
z − 1
6D˜
z2 . (C.42)
With the boundary condition β1(L) = 〈 b 〉 (L) = L22D˜ one obtains:
β1 = 〈 b 〉 (z) = L
2
3D˜
(
1 +
z
L
− 1
2
z2
L2
)
. (C.43)
In a long storage cell, the average collision age in center is therefore about172 23 of the average
collision age at the end. It is worth noting, that the collision age distribution itself was not
used for this calculation, but only the triangular shaped density distribution and the diffusion
equation.
C.4 Diffusion and Recombination
If the probability to recombine during one wall collision is γr, the probability, that an atom
survives b wall collisions is (1−γr)b. If γr  1, this is approxemately equal to a factor exp−b γr,
so that sol. C.33 has to be replaced by
uγ(z, b) =
u0
〈 b 〉
∞∑
k=0
exp
(
−pi
2
8
(2k + 1)2
b
〈 b 〉 − γr b
)
cos
(
(2k + 1)piz
2L
)
. (C.44)
172The effect of the ends and the sample and injection tube are neglected, so that the result is only an approxi-
mation for a real storage cell.
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Again, the total atomic density is obtained by integration over all collision ages:
uγ(z) =
∞∫
0
u(z, b)db = u0
∞∑
k=0
8
pi2
cos
(
pi(2k+1)z
2L
)
(2k + 1)2 + 8
pi2
〈 b 〉 γr
. (C.45)
One can also subtract the number of recombined atoms γr n from the left side of eq. C.26 to
take recombination into account:
∂n
∂b
= n˙τf = D˜
∂2n
∂z2
− γr n , (C.46)
The solution is again given by eq. C.44, if γr does not depend on the atomic density n. One can
obtain an ordinary differential equation by defining the atomic density n(z)
n(z) =
∞∫
0
n(z, b)db . (C.47)
For eq. C.46 one obtains:
n(z,∞)− n(z, 0) = 0 = D˜d
2n
dz2
− γr n , (C.48)
which is equivalent to eq. 6.21 in [Bau 96]. A solution of eq. C.48, which fulfills the boundary
condition n(L) = 0, is
n(z) = n(0)
sinh
(√
γr
D˜
|L− z|
)
sinh
(√
γr
D˜
L
) = n(0) sinh
(√
2 〈 b 〉 γr |L−z|L
)
sinh
(√
2 〈 b 〉 γr
) . (C.49)
This is identical to sol. C.45, which is a Fourier serie of the sinh-function.
With the recombination length λ defined by
λ =
√
D˜
γr
(C.50)
this can be written as:
n(z) = n(0)
sinh |L−z|λ
sinh Lλ
. (C.51)
Eq. C.51 fulfills the boundary condition of a given fixed central density n(0). If - as in case of
the HERMES target - the boundary condition is given as a constant atomic flux into the storage
cell center, the atomic density n(0) depends on recombination. The effective conductance Ceff
for atoms at the entrance of a tube is given by:
Ceff = − n˙inj
L dnadz
∣∣∣
z=0
=
n˙inj
na(0)Lλ
1
tanh L
λ
, (C.52)
so that one can derive an expression for the central atomic density:
na(0) =
n˙inj
Ceff
, (C.53)
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and Ceff of a tube with a reactive surface is173:
Ceff = C
L
λ
tanh Lλ
. (C.54)
The calculation of the atomic density in the storage cell with the boundary condition of a
constant injected atomic flux yields174:
na(z) =
n˙inj
C
sinh L−|z|λ
L
λ cosh
L
λ
. (C.55)
C.4.1 Moments of the CAD by Laplace Transformation
Eq. 2.43 has the form of a Laplace transformation:
ρa(z, γr) =
∞∫
0
NCAD(b) e−γrbdb . (C.56)
The moments βm of the CAD can therefore also be obtained by:
βm = 〈 bm 〉 =
∞∫
0
bmNCAD(b) db =
∞∫
0
NCAD(b) (−)m d
m
dγmr
∣∣∣∣
γr=0
e−γrbdb = (−)md
mρa
dγmr
∣∣∣∣
γr=0
.
(C.57)
If one compares this equation to the Taylor serie of ρa, one finds:
ρa =
∞∑
m=0
dmρa
dγmr
∣∣∣∣
γr=0
γmr
m!
= 1− β1γr + 12β2γ
2
r −
1
6
β3γ
3
r + . . . . (C.58)
The normalized atomic density ρa(z) can be calculated analytically with n(z) using eq. C.55:
ρa(z, γr) =
n(z, γr)
n(z, 0)
. (C.59)
If one substitutes Lλ by ε
√
γr with ε defined by
ε =
√
3
4
UL
S
=
L√
D˜
, (C.60)
one obtains with eq. C.55:
na(z) =
n˙inj
C
sinh
(
εL−|z|L
√
γr
)
ε
√
γr cosh
(
ε
√
γr
) . (C.61)
With x and y defined by x = ε2γr and y =
L−|z|
L respectively, one can expand nominator and
denominator into series, use the formula for division of series [Ab 84] and normalize by division
through n(z, γr = 0) =
n˙inj
C
L−|z|
L . ρa(z, γr) can then be written in the following way
175:
ρa =
[
1 +
y2 − 3
6
x+
y4 − 10 y2 + 25
120
x2 +
y6 − 21y4 + 175y2 − 427
5040
x3 + . . .
]
, (C.62)
173More precisely: With a density and position independent recombination probability γr.
174A proper calculation has to take the conductances of sample and injection tube into account. It can be found
in [Bau 96]. The conductance C is here the conductance of both wings of the storage cell.
175It should be mentioned, that it is possible to write na(z) using the generating function of the Euler polynomials,
which represent in this case the Taylor coefficients of the series.
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which is a Taylor series and can be compared to eq. C.58:
β1 = 〈 b 〉 = ε
2
6
(3− y2)
β2 =
ε4
60
(25− 10 y2 + y4) = ε
4
60
(5− y2)2
β3 =
ε6
840
(427− 175 y2 + 21 y4 − y6)
. . . (C.63)
For the first moment one finds the same expression as before (eq. C.43).
The advantage of the usage of the Laplace transformation turns out, if the tube is connected
to additional side tubes - as in case of the HERMES storage cell. Eqs. C.63 are not accurate, if
the total conductance of all side tubes Cside does not fulfill the requirement Cside  Ccell. As
the atomic density n(z, γr) can indeed be calculated in the presence of side tubes [Bau 96], one
can calculate the average collision age using eq. C.57.
If Ci are the single conductances, that are connected to the storage cell center (with εi defined
correpondingly), then the atomic density of the j-th tube is given by176:
n(j)(z, γr) = n0
∑
iCi∑
iC
eff
i
sinh εj
√
γry
sinh εj
√
γr
, (C.64)
where y = 1− zL . The average collision age 〈 b 〉j (z) in the j-th tube is then given by:
〈 b 〉j (z) =
1
3
∑
iCiε
2
i∑
iCi
+
ε2j
6
(1− y2j ) . (C.65)
C.4.2 First Order Approximation of Collision Age Distributions
The function u(z, b) of eq. C.44 can - for collision ages b ≥ 100 or low values of z - be approxi-
mated by an exponential function of the form:
NCAD(b) =
1
〈 b 〉 exp
(
− b〈 b 〉
)
. (C.66)
176This relation holds only for tubes of constant cross section.
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For an exponential CAD one obtains177:
ρa(γr) =
1
〈 b 〉
∞∫
b=0
exp
(
− b〈 b 〉 − γr b
)
=
1
1 + 〈 b 〉 γr . (C.67)
If the surface is not uniform in the sense, that there are different adsorption sites or different
adsorption channels like physisorption and chemisorption, eq. 2.43 has to be modified. If fi is
the relative fraction of collisions of type i, leading with a probability γ(i)r to recombination, one
obtains:
ρa(γ(1)r , . . . , γ
(N)
r ) =
1
1 + 〈 b 〉
N∑
i=1
fiγ
(i)
r
. (C.68)
Using eq. C.58 one can derive, that the next order approximation for recombination is given
by:
ρa(γr) =
1
1 + 〈 b 〉 γr +
(
〈 b 〉2 − 〈 b2 〉2
)
γ2r
, (C.69)
respectively by:
ρa(γ(1)r , . . . , γ
(N)
r ) =
1
1 + 〈 b 〉
N∑
i=1
fiγ
(i)
r +
(
〈 b 〉2 − 〈 b2 〉2
) N∑
i=1
(fiγ
(i)
r )2
. (C.70)
In the case, that the atoms diffuse through a cascade of tubes or volumes with different
surface properties/materials, the total collision age distribution is a composition of the partial
collision age distributions. In case of the HERMES target, one has to distinguish between the
collisions in the beam tube, which is exposed to the HERA beam and the sample/extension
tube (and injection tube). If NBTCAD(b) is the CAD of the atoms in the cell center - counting only
collisions with the surface of the beam tube - and NSTCAD is the CAD of the atoms entering the
177A pure exponential CAD is a proper description for globular storage cells with small sampling exit (no tube
connected).
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TGA or BRP detector - counting only collisions in the sample/extension tube, the total collision
age of the detected atoms is given by the convolution of the single CADs, as this processes are
statistically independent:
NCAD(b) =
∞∫
0
NBTCAD(b˜)N
ST
CAD(b− b˜)db˜ . (C.71)
As ρa(γr) is the Laplace transform of NCAD, it is - assumed, the situation can be described by
a common value γr - given by the product of the Laplace transform of NBTCAD and N
ST
CAD:
ρa(γr) ' 11 + 〈 bBT 〉 γr ·
1
1 + 〈 bST 〉 γr . (C.72)
If one has to distinguish between the recombination probability in the beam tube γBTr and
sample/ext. tube γSTr , one still obtains a product:
ρa(γr) ' 11 + 〈 bBT 〉 γBTr
· 1
1 + 〈 bST 〉 γSTr
. (C.73)
C.4.3 Expected Effect of the Density Dependence of Recombination
In order to estimate the expected effect of a density dependent γr, one may use eq. 2.45 with
γr = k ρa, where k = n
inj
n0
〈 b 〉:
ρa =
1
1 + 〈 b 〉 γr =
1
1 + 〈 b 〉 k ρa . (C.74)
The solution of this equation is
ρa =
√
4k + 1− 1
2k
, (C.75)
which is shown by fig. C.5. If a competing reaction is present, a precise determination of the
change in the value of αTGA requires reasonably low values of αTGA ' 0.5 and low statistical
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uncertainties178. In case of the measurement, which is shown in fig. 5.8, this requirements are
certainly fulfilled.
C.5 Differential Collision Ages
Besides the question, what the average collision age within a certain atomic sample is, one is
also interested in the question, how many collisions the atoms of a sample had within a certain
region, which can be called the differential collision age. It is for example interesting to know,
how many wall collisions the atoms of the TGA and BRP sample had in average in the beam
tube of the storage cell - and how these collisions are distributed over the length of the beam
tube. The calculation may start with the calculation of the atomic density in the storage cell
center, if γSTr = 0 and γ
BT
r is non-zero only for parts of the beam tube, where |z| > L0. The
effective conductance Ceff of the beam tube is then
Ceff =
C<L0 C>L0
C<L0 + C>L0
. (C.76)
The conductance of the non-recombining inner part C<L0 is C<L0 = CBT
L
L0
and the effective
conductance of the recombining outer part is
C>L0 = CBT
L
L− L0
L−L0
λ
tanh L−L0λ
. (C.77)
The calculation of the combined conductance yields:
Ceff = C
L
λ
L0
λ + tanh
L−Lo
λ
. (C.78)
The central normalized density can be obtained from eq. C.64:
ρa(0) =
∑
iCi∑
iC
eff
i
. (C.79)
If the conductances of injection and sample tube are neglected, one finds:
ρa(0) =
L0
L
+
λ
L
tanh
L− L0
λ
. (C.80)
The first terms of the Taylor serie are:
ρa(0) = 1− 13
(
1− L0
L
)3 L2
D˜
γr . . . (C.81)
The average number of collisions 〈 b 〉0 (L0), that atoms in the storage cell center had in the
region z > L0 is therefore:
〈 b 〉0 (L0) =
1
3
(
1− L0
L
)3 L2
D˜
. (C.82)
The average number of collisions δ 〈 b 〉0 (z) between z and z + δz is just the derivative with
respect to L0:
δ 〈 b 〉0 (z) =
(
1− z
L
)2 L2
D˜
δz
L
. (C.83)
Fig. C.6 shows a comparison between the second order dependence in z of eq. C.83 and the
differential collision age of the sample beam into the TGA chamber.
178In addition, a reasonable correction for the ballistic flow and the restgas contribution is required.
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If Rab is the probability, that an atom in hyperfine state | b 〉 is after the next wall collision in
hyperfine state | a 〉, then eq. C.46 has to be modified in the following way, if wall depolarization
is taken into account:
∂na
∂b
= D˜
∂2na
∂z2
− γr na + (1− γr)
∑
b
Rab nb , (C.84)
where na is the number density of atoms in hyperfine state | a 〉 179. As discussed in chapter D.4,
spin-exchange collisions between atoms in the gas phase also lead to a change in the hyperfine
states of the colliding atoms. The rate of change in the number density of atoms in state | a 〉 is
given by eq. D.51 and eq. C.84 has to be modified accordingly:
∂na
∂b
= D˜
∂2na
∂z2
− γr na + (1− γr)
∑
b
Rab nb + σse 〈 vr 〉 τf
∑
bc
Mabc nb nc , (C.85)
where σse is the cross section for spin exchange collisions and 〈 vr 〉 the mean relative velocity of
the atoms with 〈 vr 〉 =
√
2 〈 v 〉.
Usually, it is difficult to solve partial differential equations. As one is mainly interested in
the steady state solution - one may simplify eq. C.85 by the integration over all collision ages,
as already described before. The result is an ordinary non-linear differential equation of second
order:
0 = D˜
d2na
dz2
− γr na + (1− γr)
∑
b
Rab nb + σse 〈 vr 〉 τf
∑
bc
Mabc nb nc , (C.86)
where na = na(z). Eq. C.86 is called the rate equation and is supposed to give a description
of all relevant relaxation processes inside the storage cell in the steady state. Only bunch field
induced depolarization - which is negligible with carefully chosen operation conditions (resp. at
the target working point) - is not included. The equation can be solved numerically.
179The factor (1 − γr) in the wall depolarization term represents the fact that atoms can either depolarize of
recombine during a wall collisions. If they recombine, they are taken away from the sampled beam entering the
BRP. The measured polarization is the polarization of atoms.
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C.6.1 The Master Equation
If eq. C.86 is averaged over z, one obtains:
0 =
D˜
L
(
dna
dz
∣∣∣∣
z=L
− dna
dz
∣∣∣∣
z=0
)
−γr 〈na 〉+(1−γr)
∑
b
Rab 〈nb 〉+σse 〈 vr 〉 τf
∑
bc
Mabc 〈nb nc 〉 , (C.87)
The density gradient is related to the net particle flux180 N˙a =
∫
~j d~S by:
dna
dz
= − 1
DS
N˙a , (C.88)
so that
D˜
L
dna
dz
= − τf
SL
N˙a , (C.89)
and hence
0 =
τf
SL
(
N˙ inja − N˙ exita
)
−γr 〈na 〉+(1−γr)
∑
b
Rab 〈nb 〉+σse 〈 vr 〉 τf
∑
bc
Mabc 〈nb nc 〉 . (C.90)
The hyperfine populations Na are given by Na =
〈na 〉
〈n 〉 with the average atomic density 〈n 〉 = NSL
and the total number of atoms N in the storage cell. The product 〈nb nc 〉 has to be treated in
a different way. If one assumes in zero order approximation, that
〈nb nc 〉 = NbNc
〈
n2
〉
, (C.91)
one finds, that 〈
n2
〉
=
1
L
L∫
0
n2(z) dz =
4
3
〈n 〉2 . (C.92)
This holds within the beam tube in case of no recombination and low relaxation, but if the
equation is thought to describe the BRP measurement, then more effort is required for the
evaluation. With the definition of a correlation factor ρc by
ρc =
〈
n2
〉
〈n 〉2 (C.93)
one may write:
0 =
N˙ inja − N˙ exita
N
− γr
τf
Na +
1− γr
τf
∑
b
RabNb +
1
τse
∑
bc
MabcNbNc , (C.94)
where 1τse = ρc σse 〈 vr 〉 〈n 〉. The total number of atoms inside the storage cell is equivalent to
the number of injected atoms per unit time times the mean residence time inside the storage
cell τ0d times the normalized atomic density: N = ρa τ
0
d
∑
a N˙
inj
a , so that
N˙ inja
N
=
N inja
ρa τ0d
, (C.95)
180More precisely speaking: The average net number of particles passing through a defined surface area per unit
time.
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where N inja is the hyperfine population of the injected atomic beam. The number of atoms exiting
the storage cell per unit time is equal to the number of atoms inside the storage cell divided by
their mean residence time:
N˙ exita = N
Na
τ0d
, (C.96)
so that:
0 =
N inja
ρa τ0d
−
(
1
τ0d
+
γr
τf
)
Na +
1− γr
τf
∑
b
RabNb +
1
τse
∑
bc
MabcNbNc . (C.97)
The average collision age can be written as 〈 b 〉 = τ0dτf , so that the summation over a delivers:
0 =
1
ρa
− 1− 〈 b 〉 γr , (C.98)
as
∑
a,b Rab = 0 and
∑
a M
a
bc = 0. The recombination probability is usually small compared to
unity γr  1, so that one obtains eq. 6.1
0 = N inja −Na + 〈 beff 〉
∑
b
RabNb + 〈 ceff 〉
∑
bc
MabcNbNc , (C.99)
where 〈 beff 〉 = 〈 b 〉 ρa is the effective average number of wall collisions and 〈 ceff 〉 = τd/τseρa is
the effective average number of spin exchange collisions of the sample beam. Eq. 6.1 is called
the master equation.
C.6.2 Spin Exchange Collisions and The Correlation Factor
Similar to the description of the effects of wall collisions by a collision age distribution (CAD)
NCAD(b) and the average collision age 〈 b 〉 of an atomic sample, a spin exchange collision age
distribution (SCAD) Nscad(c) may be used to describe spin exchange relaxation by the master
equation. The number N˙se of spin exchange collisions per atom and unit time is:
N˙se = 〈n 〉 σse 〈 vr 〉 =
√
2nσse 〈 v 〉 . (C.100)
If the atom with index i, injected into the storage cell at time t = 0, is at a position ~xi(t) at
time t, then the length l of its trajectory (its diffusion length) is in average given by li = 〈 v 〉 t.
The number ci of exchange collisions after a diffusion length Li is:
ci =
√
2σse 〈n 〉 (lρ)i , (C.101)
with the total length of its tranjectory Li, the average atomic density 〈n 〉 along the beam tube
and (lρ)i defined by
(lρ)i =
1
〈n 〉
Li∫
0
n(li) dli . (C.102)
The mean value 〈 lρ 〉 is given by
〈 lρ 〉 = 1
M
M∑
i=1
(lρ)i . (C.103)
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The ratio between 〈 lρ 〉 and the diffusion length 〈 l 〉 is the correlation factor ρc of the atomic
sample as introduced in sec. C.6.1. The factor is defined as the correlation between atomic
density and the residence time of the atoms181:
ρc =
〈 lρ 〉
〈 l 〉 . (C.104)
The average number of spin exchange collisions 〈 c 〉 of an atom is:
〈 c 〉 =
√
2σseρc 〈 l 〉 〈n 〉 . (C.105)
For the beam tube itself, eq. C.92 delivers already a reasonable approximation: ρBTc ' 43 . The
exact value is - due to the effect of the non-zero conductance of the cell ends - slightly higher.
Especially the values of ρBRPc and ρ
BT
c are required for the interpretation of the BRP measure-
ment and for the evaluation of the target polarization respectively. The molecular flow simulation
was used to obtain the numerical values, that are listed in tab. F.6. The polarization loss by
spin exchange collisions is - in first order - proportional to ci and therefore to 〈 lρ 〉 = ρc 〈 l 〉.
The difference in the value of 〈 lρ 〉 between the atomic sample of the beam tube and the BRP
is small (about 6 %), so that the polarization loss by spin exchange is in the beam tube about
6 % higher than measured by the BRP.
C.7 The Model of Distributed Sources
The model of distributed sources assumes, that the recombination or depolarization probabilities
are - at least peacewise - constant. The calculation of the atomic density follows basically the
treatment of sec. C.4 and was in some detail developed in [Bau 96]. Hence only a short summary
will be given in the present work. The purpose of this model is the calculation of the sampling
corrections for scenarios, where the recombination probability is constant within each tube of
the storage cell, but may differ between the beam tube and the side tubes. One has therefore
two different values of γr, as there are γBTr and γ
IT
r = γ
ST
r = γ
ET
r , as a distinction between
the side tubes is possible, but of low practical use. The geometrical factors εxx were defined by
eq. C.60 and are listed in tab. F.1 for all tubes of the large and small storage cell.
The atomic density in the beam tube of the storage cell is given by eq. C.64:
nBT (z) = n(0)
sinh
(
εBT
√
γBTr y
)
sinh
(
εBT
√
γBTr
) , (C.106)
where y = 1− |z|LBT . The central atomic density n(0) is given by
n(0) = n0
2CBT + CIT + CSTET
2CeffBT + C
eff
IT + C
eff
STET
. (C.107)
The effective conductance of a tube is defined by eq. C.52. The combined value CeffSTET of sample
and extension tube is:
CeffSTET =
CeffST C
eff
ET
CeffST + C
eff
ET
. (C.108)
181As the density is proportional to the mean residence time, this definition is equivalent to the one given in
app. C.6.1.
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The atomic density along z in the sample tube is182:
nST (z) =
n(0)
CeffST + C
eff
ET
CeffST cosh
(
εST
√
γSTr y
)
cosh
(
εST
√
γSTr
) + CeffET sinh
(
εST
√
γSTr y
)
sinh
(
εST
√
γSTr
)
 . (C.109)
For the extension tube one finds183:
nET (z) =
n(0)
cosh
(
εST
√
γSTr
) CeffST
CeffST + C
eff
ET
sinh
(
εET
√
γETr y
)
sinh
(
εET
√
γETr
) . (C.110)
The normalized atomic densities are given by ρa =
n(z,γr)
n(z,0) - only for the calculation of αr as
a density weighted average along the beam tube one has:
〈
ρBTa
〉
=
2
n0
1∫
y=0
n(z, γr) dy =
n(0)
n0
CBT
CeffBT
2 cosh
(
εBT
√
γBTr
)
1 + cosh
(
εBT
√
γBTr
) . (C.111)
For the TGA measurement, one may approximate the sampling distribution by a polynomial of
2nd order as shown in fig. 4.2. This polynomial is approximately given by w(y) = (y0− y) y and
αTGAr is then given by:
αTGAr =
y0∫
y=0
ρETa (y)w(y) dy
y0∫
y=0
w(y) dy
, (C.112)
where ρETa (y) is:
ρETa (y) = ρ
BT
a (0)
CeffST
CST
CST + CET
CeffST + C
eff
ET
sinh
(
εET
√
γETr y
)
y cosh
(
εST
√
γSTr
)
sinh
(
εET
√
γETr
) . (C.113)
The integration yields:
αTGAr = 6 ρ
BT
a (0)
CeffST
CST
CST + CET
CeffST + C
eff
ET
sinh
(
εET
√
γETr y0
)
− εET
√
γETr y0
ε2ETγ
ET
r y
3
0 cosh
(
εST
√
γSTr
)
sinh
(
εET
√
γETr
) . (C.114)
As visible in fig. 4.2, z0 is about 20mm and y0 = 1− z0LET = 56 . The results of the calculations for
several ratios between the recombination probabilities of beam tube and side tubes are collected
in fig. C.7.
182The meaning of the position z is in this context is the distance to the most central point in the sample tube.
z = LST is the position, where the sample tube is connected to the extension tube. Correspondingly y has to
taken as y = 1− z
LST
.
183The meaning of z and y is relative to the extension tube in this context.
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C.8 The Model of Localized Sources
This section describes a way to study scenarios, where recombination (or depolarization) occurs
dominantly in small regions (so-called hot spots) inside the storage cell - the model of localized
sources. The purpose of this model is to describe wall recombination and relaxation in case of
an inhomogeneous beam tube (IBT) and to draw conclusions for an arbitrary distribution of
the recombination probability γr(z) along the beam tube axis with mathematical precision.
The sample gas leaves the HERMES storage cell in the center through the sample tube. Hence
the properties of the sample gas are - besides further recombination and/or spin relaxation on
the walls of the sample tube - the properties of the target gas at the center of the storage cell.
If the surface is not uniform, there is no unique relation between 〈α 〉 and α(z = 0), but there
should still be a range αmin ≤ 〈α 〉 ≤ αmax for any given α(z = 0) and any possible surface
inhomogeneity. This assumption is reasonable due to the diffusion process: The particle sample,
that leaves the cell via the sample tube, contains all subsamples of particles, which can be found
inside the cell - only the relative weight is different from the storage cell.
The model of localized sources requires a lot of calculations. A simpler argumentation, that
leads to the same results, was suggested by Dr. Sergei Pod’yachev and will be explained in
advance.
From eq. C.48 it follows that the slope of the atomic density n(z) can (besides the exception
at z = 0, where the ABS injects) never descrease along z:
D˜
d2n
dz2
= γr(z)n(z) ≥ 0 , (C.115)
and from eq. 2.17 and eq. 2.30 one can conclude, that the flux φ =
∫
~j ~dS through the cross
section of the beam tube is given by
φBT = −CBTL∂n
∂z
, (C.116)
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which is negative for positive z along the beam tube. One finds by eq. C.115, that the absolute
slope is maximal at the center of the beam tube (see fig. C.8):
|∂n
∂z
| ≤ |∂n
∂z
(0)| . (C.117)
If one restricts the argumentation to a symmetric situation γr(z) = γr(−z), then the average
atomic density 〈n 〉 is the area under the dashed line in fig. C.8. This area is for any function
γr(z) greater than or equal to the colored area:
〈n 〉 = 1
L
L∫
z=0
n(z) dz ≥ n(0) z0
2L
, (C.118)
where L is the length of one half of the beam tube and z0 is - as shown in fig. C.8 given by
n(0) +
∂n
∂z
(0) z0 = 0 . (C.119)
On the other hand, the continuity equation delivers
φABS = n(0) [CIT + CST ]− 2CBTL ∂n
∂z
(0) = nmaxCTOT , (C.120)
where CTOT = 2CBT + CIT + CST is the total conductance of the storage cell. Using these
equation, one finds:
〈 ρa 〉 = 2 〈n 〉
nmax
≥ ρ2a(0)
2
2 + ε− ερa(0) , (C.121)
where ρa(0) = n(0)/nmax and ε = (CIT +CST )/CBT . The model of localized sources yields the
same result and will be explained in the following.
The model of localized sources replaces the continuous distribution of recombining sources,
represented by the term −γr n in eq. C.46 by a sum over m localized sources184:
d2na
dz2
=
m∑
k=1
Qk δ(z − zk) , (C.122)
184A similar ansatz of argumentation for wall depolarization in storage cells was found in [Gil 93].
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with Dirac’s δ-function. By integration of eq. C.122 over a single source Qj , one obtains:
dna
dz
(zj + ε)− dna
dz
(zj − ε) = Qj . (C.123)
The model of localized source leads therefore to a piecewise linear function, which can appro-
ximate any other function to any precision with the appropriate choice of the Qk and zk and a
high enough m. The advantage of this picture is its high predictive and explanatory power in
combination with mathematical simplicity, as it will be demonstrated in this section.
Fig. C.9 illustrates the situation with a hot spot in one wing of the storage cell for two
different recombination probabilities. A recombining hot spot is equivalent to a whole in the
surface, where atoms disappear and molecules are injected. The right graph of fig. C.9 shows a
hot spot of maximal strength, which is equivalent to a situation, where the outer part of the cell
surface has a recombination probability γr of 1. An important physical property of the atomic
density ρa(z) is, that it is positive semidefinite. Therefore it has to be ensured in this model,
that the negative densities, which represent recombination, do not exceed the atomic densities.
A source located at z = z0 can be described by the density distribution:
ρ(z) = Q
(
1− z0
L2 − z20
(z − z0)− L
L2 − z20
|z − z0|
)
. (C.124)
Obviously the following relations hold:
ρ(z) ≤ Q L+ z
L+ z0
(C.125)
ρ(z) ≤ Q L− z
L− z0 (C.126)
ρ(z) = Q Min
{
L+ z
L+ z0
,
L− z
L− z0
}
. (C.127)
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Fig. C.9: Normalized atomic density ρa as a function of position along z with two localized sources -
the ABS injecting in the center and a hot spot 80 mm off center. The resulting density is given as the
sum of both densities and is drawn as a dashed curve. The strength of each source is indicated by a thick
vertical line. The hot spot of the left figure has a 70% of the maximal strength. The right figure shows
a hot spot with maximal strength. The dashed curve of the right figure drops to zero at z < L. A point
source of maximal strength is therefore equivalent to a distributed source with γr = 1 for z > L.
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The picture of localized sources uses for the general case the atomic density, subtracted by a
sum of this functions:
ρa(z) =
L− |z|
L
−
m∑
k=1
ρk(z) ≥ 0 . (C.128)
Which can be written as
m∑
k=1
ρk(z) ≤ L+ z
L
for z ≤ 0 (C.129)
m∑
k=1
ρk(z) ≤ L− z
L
for 0 ≤ z . (C.130)
Using the conditions from above this can be written as
m∑
k=1
Qk
L+ zk
≤ 1
L
(C.131)
m∑
k=1
Qk
L− zk ≤
1
L
, (C.132)
or by the combination of both inequalities:
m∑
k=1
QkL
L2 − z2k
+ |
m∑
k=1
Qk zk
L2 − z2k
| ≤ 1
L
. (C.133)
It is useful to define qk = Qk L
2
L2−z2
k
and ηk = zkL . One then obtains as the restriction:
m∑
k=1
qk + |
m∑
k=1
qk ηk| ≤ 1 . (C.134)
The atomic density at the cell center (z = 0) is given by:
ρa(0) = 1−
m∑
k=1
Qk
L
L+ |zk| = 1−
m∑
k=1
qk (1− |ηk|) (C.135)
The average atomic 〈 ρa 〉 density is given by:
〈 ρa 〉 = 1−
m∑
k=1
Qk = 1−
m∑
k=1
qk (1− |ηk|)(1 + |ηk|) = ρa(0)−
m∑
k=1
qk (1− |ηk|)|ηk| . (C.136)
As by definition qk is positiv or zero, it follows, that the maximal value for 〈 ρa 〉 is given by ρa(0)
for ηk = 0. This result could be expected, as a deviation from ηk = 0 reduces immediately the
effect of the source k located at zk at the position z = 0, as it is illustrated in fig. C.9. In order
to find the minimum of 〈 ρa 〉 for a given value of ρa(0) under the boundary condition C.134, one
can make use of Lagrange multiplicators λ and µ:
d
dqk
(
〈 ρa 〉+ λ(ρa(0)− c1) + µ(
m∑
k=1
qk + |
m∑
k=1
qk ηk| − c2)
)
= 0 . (C.137)
This results:
−(1− |ηk|)(1 + |ηk|)− λ(1− |ηk|) + µ(1 + |ηk|) = 0 (C.138)
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Fig. C.10: Limits of the average atomic fraction
αr in storage cell as a function of measured atomic
fraction αTGAr in case of negligible recombinati-
on in sample and extension tube - calculated with
the model of localized sources. The solid curve re-
presents a scenario with infinite small conductan-
ce of sample and injection tube, the dashed curves
a calculated for the large cell geometry and the
dotted curve for the small beam tube cross secti-
on. The thick solid curve is the (common) upper
limit.
It is not necessary to solve this equation - as it is a condition, which is independent on k.
Therefore only two sources are relevant for the extreme case - one at z = L|η| and one at
z = −L|η|. Using the parameter σ to quantify the difference between the two sources, and a
parameter κ ≤ 1 to fulfill the boundary condition C.134, one defines:
q1 = q(1− σ2)
q2 = q(1 + σ2)
η1 = η
η2 = −η
2q(1 + ησ2) = κ ≤ 1 ,
and obtains:
η =
κ− 1 + ρa(0)
κ+ σ2(1− ρa(0))
ρa(0) = 1− 2q(1− η)
〈 ρa 〉 = 1− 2q(1− η2) .
For the average density one gets:
〈 ρa 〉 = ρa(0)− (1− ρa(0)) κ− 1 + ρa(0)
κ+ σ2(1− ρa(0)) , (C.139)
which is minimal for σ = 0, that is the symmetric case. The partial derivative ∂〈 ρa 〉∂κ is negative
in the range of interest, therefore the minimal value of 〈 ρa 〉 is given by κ = 1 and therefore for
the maximal possible values of q. In this extreme cases the following relations hold:
ρa(0) = η (C.140)
〈 ρa 〉 = η2 . (C.141)
The situation is still idealized as the sample and injection tube, which are connected to
the center of the cell, are neglected. This tubes change the situation in two ways: First, they
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contribute to the molecular fraction and second, they build an additional conductance at the
center, where the injected and the recombined particles can leave the cell. This reduces the
central density of the ’negative’ particles coming from the localized source and changes the
relation of ρa(0) and 〈 ρa 〉. If one still neglects recombination on the surface of sample and
injection tube, but takes the proper conductances into account, the formulas to calculate ρa(0),
〈 ρa 〉 and the constrain for the sources are - for the symmetric case - given by:
ρa(0) = 1−
m∑
k=1
Qk
1 + (1 + ε)|ηk| (C.142)
〈 ρa 〉 = 1−
m∑
k=1
Qk
1 + |ηk|(1 + ε2)
1 + (1 + ε)|ηk| (C.143)
1 ≥
m∑
k=1
Qk
1 + ε2 |ηk|
1 + ε|ηk| − (1 + ε)η2k
. (C.144)
where ε is the ratio of the sum of the conductances of sample and injection tube to the conduc-
tance of one wing of the storage cell (beam tube):
ε =
CIT + CST
CBT
. (C.145)
The minimal value of 〈 ρa 〉 is then given by:
ρa(0) =
2 + ε
2 + εη
η (C.146)
〈 ρa 〉 = ρa(0) η = ρ2a(0)
2
2 + ε− ερa(0) , (C.147)
and 〈 ρa 〉 is limited by the diffusion process within:
ρ2a(0)
2
2 + ε− ερa(0) ≤ 〈 ρa 〉 ≤ ρa(0) . (C.148)
ρa(0) is related by eq. 3.29 to αTGAr and αr is a monoton function of 〈 ρa 〉, given by tab. 2.2:
αr ≥ (α
TGA
r )
2
√
2
[
1 + ε2(1− αTGAr )
]− (√2− 1)(αTGAr )2 (C.149)
The second part of the inequality C.148 is only valid with the additional assumption, that the
sample- and extension tube causes no significant recombination - which is explicitely wrong in
case of low (< 60K) or high (> 120K) temperatures of the storage cell. If this condition can
however assumed to be true, one obtains
αr ≤
√
2αTGAr
1 + (
√
2− 1)αTGAr
. (C.150)
The model of localized sources delivers a mathematical precise limits for the average atomic
fraction inside the beam tube - αr - as a function of - precisely spoken - the normalized atomic
density in the storage cell center. Fig. C.10 shows these limits as a function of the measured
value αTGAr . The lower limit holds under all circumstances as a general lower limit for αr, while
the upper limit is valid only for negligible recombination in sample and extension tube.
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D Spin Relaxation
D.1 Theory of Spin Relaxation by a Fluctuating Field
If a system can be described by a Hamilton operator H of the form
H = H0 + V , (D.1)
where H0 is diagonal with the eigenvectors | a 〉 and V represents a small (V  H0) random fluc-
tuating perturbation. The transition probability Wa→b is given by time dependent perturbation
theory [Mes 90]:
Wa→b = | 〈 b |U(t, t0) | a 〉 |2 , (D.2)
where
U(t, t0) =
∞∑
n=1
U (n)(t, t0) . (D.3)
Using Vba(t) = 〈 b |V (t) | a 〉, the first two orders of the operator U(t, t0) are for t0 = 0:
U (1) = 1ih¯e
−iωbt+iωat0
t∫
0
dτVba(τ) eiωbaτ
U (2) = 1
(ih¯)2
e−iωbt+iωat0
∑
k
t∫
0
dτVbk(τ) eiωbkτ
τ∫
0
dτ ′Vka(τ ′) eiωkaτ
′
.
(D.4)
The fluctuating term Vba(t) can be expressed by its Fourier transform:
Vba(t) =
1√
2pi
+∞∫
−∞
e−iωtVba(ω) dt , (D.5)
so that Wa→b is in first order given by:
Wa→b =
1
2pih¯2
+∞∫
−∞
dω
+∞∫
−∞
dω′Vba(ω)V ∗ba(ω
′)g(ωba − ω, t)g∗(ωba − ω′, t) , (D.6)
where g(ω, t) is defined by:
g(ω, t) =
t∫
0
dτ eiωτ =
eiωt − 1
iω
. (D.7)
The expectation value 〈Vab(ω)V ∗ab(ω′) 〉 is given by [Str 63]:〈
Vab(ω)V ∗ab(ω
′)
〉
= |Vab|2 2pi δ(ω − ω′) j(ω) , (D.8)
with the spectral density j(ω). The spectral density is the Fourier transform of the autocorrela-
tion function (ACF) G(τ) = 〈Vab(t)V ∗ab(t+ τ) 〉. It follows, that:
Wa→b =
1
h¯2
|Vba|2
+∞∫
−∞
dω j(ω) f(ωba − ω, t) , (D.9)
where f(ω, t) = |g(ω, t)|2. As illustrated by fig. D.1, f(ω, t) is a peaked function of the frequency
with a width ∆ω = 2pit and a peak value of t
2, so that for a slowly varying spectral density, the
transition probability is185:
Wa→b =
1
h¯2
|Vba|2 2pi t j(ωab) . (D.10)
185The factor 2pi depends on the normalization of the spectral density and the mean square perturbation.
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Fig. D.1: Left graph: Real (solid li-
ne) and imaginary (dashed line) part
of the function g(ω, t) for t = 2 versus
ω. Right graph: Graph of the function
f(ω, t) = |g(ω, t)|2 for t = 2 versus ω.
The width ∆ω is given by 2pit and the
maximal value is f(0, t) = t2.
D.2 Theory of Resonant Relaxation
If an electron186, located in the static magnetic field ~B = h¯ω0gSµB ~ez, experiences a rotating high
frequency field of frequency ν = ω2pi perpendicular to the static field and strength b =
h¯Ω
gSµB
, the
Hamilton operator can be written as:
H0 = gSµB
h¯
~S ~B =
h¯
2
 ω0 Ω e−iωt
Ω eiωt −ω0
 . (D.11)
The transformation matrix
U0 =
 e−iωt/2 0
0 eiωt/2

can be used to transform into the rotating frame. The (time independent) Hamilton operator in
the rotating frame H1 is given by
H1 = U0 †H0 U0 + ih¯U˙ †0 U0 =
h¯
2
 ω0 − ω Ω
Ω −ω0 + ω
 . (D.12)
The static transformation matrix
U1 =
 cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cosθ

can be used to obtain the diagonal H2 = U †1 H1 U1. The coefficients of U1 are defined by
cos θ =
√
1+cos 2θ
2 sin θ =
√
1−cos 2θ
2
cos 2θ =
√
(ω0−ω)2
(ω0−ω)2+ Ω2 sin 2θ =
√
Ω2
(ω0−ω)2+ Ω2 .
(D.13)
The diagonal Hamilton operator H2 is given by its Eigenvalues ±E:
E
h¯
=
a
2
=
√
(ω0 − ω)2 + Ω2
2
. (D.14)
186Or more general: a spin- 1
2
particle.
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The Schro¨dinger equation is solved (in the |χ 〉-basis) by the vector |χ(t) 〉 = e−iH2/h¯ t |χ(0) 〉
and correspondingly in the |ψ 〉-basis by |ψ(t) 〉 = U0(t)U1(t) |χ(t) 〉. The transition probability
W↑↓(ω, t) is given by the matrix element
W↑↓(ω, t) = | 〈ψa(0) |ψb(t) 〉 |2 = |
〈
ψa(0) |U0(t)U1(t) e−iH/h¯t U †1(0)U †0(0)ψb(0)
〉
|2 . (D.15)
The central matrix product results:
U0(t)U1 e−iH/h¯t U
†
1 U
†
0(0) =
 e−iω2 t(cos a2 t− i cos 2θ sin a2 t) −i e−iω2 t sin 2θ sin a2 t
−i eiω2 t sin 2θ sin a2 t ei
ω
2
t(cos a2 t+ i cos 2θ sin
a
2 t)
 ,
(D.16)
so that the transition probability is given by:
W↑↓(ω, t) = W↓↑(ω, t) = sin2 2θ sin2
a
2
t =
Ω2
a2
sin2
a
2
t , (D.17)
which is the so-called Rabi formula187 [Rab 37, Abr 61, Got 66]. If the particle experiences the
high frequency field for a limited time t, which can - for example in case of wall collisions -
assumed to follow an exponential probability distribution w(t) = 1τs exp (−t/τs) with an average
value of τs, one finds188:
W↑↓(ω, τs) =
∞∫
0
w(t)W↑↓(ω, t) dt =
1
2
Ω2τ2s
1 + (Ω2 + (ω − ω0)2)τ2s
, (D.18)
which is a Lorentzian resonance shape function with a resonance width ∆ω =
√
1
τ2s
+ Ω2 and an
amplitude at resonance (ω = ω0) of
W↑↓(ω0, τs) =
1
2
Ω2
∆ω2
=
1
2
Ω2τ2s
1 + Ω2τ2s
. (D.19)
Eq. D.18 is only valid for a situation, where the atom is in a pure eigenstate of the static
Hamiltonian at t = 0. This is only a realistic assumption at the first wall collision in the storage
cell. At a later point in time, the particle is in a mixed state, which can generally be expressed by
|ψ 〉 = cosα | ↑ 〉+ eiφ sinα | ↓ 〉, where φ is the relative and arbitrary phase of the mixture and
α describes the composition of the mixture. After the next wall collision, the mixture and the
relative phase will have changed. The phase is of no interest, as any phase correlation will vanish
between two wall collisions. For the new mixture, the calculation - including the averaging over
φ - yields:
sin2 α → sin2 α+ Ω2
a2
(cos2 α− sin2 α) sin2 a2 t
cos2 α → cos2 α− Ω2
a2
(cos2 α− sin2 α) sin2 a2 t .
(D.20)
The polarization is given by P = N↑−N↓N↑+N↓ = cos
2 α− sin2 α and therefore:
P → P (1− 2Ω
2
a2
sin2
a
2
t) . (D.21)
187Rabi used the wave functions instead of the operators for the calculation [Rab 37].
188This formula is well-known in the theory of the power absorption of hydrogen masers [Wit 56, Klp 62].
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The relative polarization loss ∆P per wall collision ∆b = 1 is then twice the transition proba-
bility:
∆P
∆b
= −γp(ω0, τs)P , (D.22)
where γp = 2W↑↓. For high numbers of wall collisions, this can be written as a differential
equation, so that the polarization P (b) after b 1 wall collisions is approximately given by:
P (b) = P (0) e−γp b . (D.23)
D.2.1 The Transition Probabilities
Eq. D.18 is a Lorentzian resonance curve with a width ∆ω =
√
1
τ2s
+ Ω2. The resonance width is
a composition of the width given by the ’distortion’ and the width, that results from Heisenbergs
relation ∆ω ' 1τs . If the spectral density is reasonably flat over the resonance width, then the
total transition probability W↑↓ is approximately given by
W↑↓(ω) ' 〈W↑↓(0) 〉 ∆ωj(ω0) = 12
Ω2
∆ω
j(ω0) =
1
2
Ω2τs√
1 + Ω2τ2s
j(ω0) . (D.24)
One may have doubts, whether it is legitimate to keep the complete amplitude responsible for
the broadening Ω2, even though the amplitude of the noise spectrum of the fluctuating field
times the resonance width is much smaller in case of a short correlation time. Abragam refers
a treatment, where only frequencies of the spectral density can contribute to the (NMR-) line
broadening, which are close to zero in the rotating frame [Abr 61]. This leads to the formula for
motional narrowing ∆ω = (∆ω)20τc. But this treatment would lead to a transition probability
according to eq. D.19 and thus to a situation, which is equivalent to the case of exact resonance.
However this can not be correct, as eq. D.18 predicts a transition probability W↑↓ ≤ 12 for
ω 6= ω0 and the power of the noise spectrum is distributed over the complete frequency range.
Insofar, it is believed, that eq. D.24 delivers a better description than eq. D.10 for Ω2τ2s > 1.
But it has the somewhat strange consequence, that the transition probability stays below 12
for
√
Ω2τc < 1 - even in the limiting case of τs → ∞. Hence the formula predicts, that an
atom may never depolarize completely by a single wall collision. This might be an artifact
of the calculation scheme, which starts up taking a perturbation of only one single frequency
into account. Nevertheless eq. D.24 fits well to the measured behavior and thus seems to be a
reasonable approximation for the situation under study.
The transition probability 〈W↑↓(ω − ω0) 〉 has - if the spectral density is not ”flat” - to be
averaged over all frequencies weighted by the spectral density j(ω):
W↑↓ =
+∞∫
−∞
W↑↓(ω − ω0) j(ω) dω
+∞∫
−∞
j(ω) dω
. (D.25)
The integral in the denominator is given by the corresponding ACF:
+∞∫
−∞
j(ω) dω =
√
2piG(0) . (D.26)
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The convolution integral in the nominator can be solved by the convolution theorem of the
Fourier transformation:
+∞∫
−∞
W↑↓(ω0 − ω) j(ω) dω =
+∞∫
−∞
F (t)G(t) e−iω0t dt , (D.27)
where F (t) and G(t) are the Fourier transforms of W↑↓(ω) and j(ω) respectively189. G(t) is given
by the ACF of the process and the calculation yields for F (t):
F (t) =
√
pi
2
Ω2
2∆ω
e−∆ωt . (D.28)
For the BPP-model one obtains:
〈W↑↓ 〉 = Ω
2
2
∆ω + 1τc
∆ω
1
(∆ω + 1τc )
2 + ω20
=
Ω2
2
τsτc√
1 + Ω2τ2s
b
b2 + ω20τ2c
, (D.29)
where b = 1 + τc/τs
√
1 + Ω2τ2s . For the transition probability of two-dimensional diffusion one
calculates with the ACF of eq. 6.35:
〈W↑↓ 〉 = Ω
2τc
4∆ω
ln
(
( 1τc + ∆ω)
2 + ω20
∆ω2 + ω20
)
=
Ω2τcτs
4
√
1 + Ω2τ2s
ln
1 + 2b− 1
( 1
τ2s
+ Ω2 + ω20)τ2c
 , (D.30)
D.2.2 The Saturation Factor
If Ω2τ2s  1 holds, then W↑↓ is proportional to the sticking time, which is identical to the result
of a first order perturbation theory. But the factor τs√
1+Ω2τ2s
represents ”partial saturation”, if
Ω2τ2s  1 and hence b ' 1 + Ω τc. One finds in this case for the BPP model:
〈W↑↓ 〉 ' 12
Ωτc (1 + Ωτc)
(1 + Ωτc)2 + ω20τ2c
, (D.31)
which is independent on the interaction time τs and describes the relaxation in partial saturation190.
The saturation is surprising in its functional form, as the transition probabilities do not have to
be close to 12 . Instead it predicts, that the transition probability will never reach its maximal
value of 12 - no matter how long the atom may stick on the wall - if the amplitude Ω of the
distortion is too small.
If in addition ω20τ
2
c  1, one finds a ”real” saturation:
〈W↑↓ 〉 ' 12
Ωτc
1 + Ωτc
, (D.32)
which verifies that 〈W↑↓ 〉 ≤ 12 holds. The factor 1√1+Ω2τ2s describes the saturation of the transiti-
on probability for large interaction times and strong interactions respectively broad resonances.
This factor can not be obtained by first order perturbation theory - but is required for the
understanding of the behavior of hydrogen and deuterium relaxation below about 100K.
189As all functions are even, one may use the Fourier-cosine integral. The integral on the right side is besides a
factor
√
2pi identical to the inverse Fourier transform.
190The distortion Ω has in the context of a random fluctuations to be understood as the square root of the
average square of the distortion: Ω =
√
〈Ω2 〉.
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m, m′ 1 0 −1
1 c4 2 c2 s2 s4
0 2 c2 s2 (c2 − s2)2 2 c2 s2
−1 s4 2 c2 s2 c4
3
2
1
2 −12 −32
3
2 c
6 3c4 s2 3c2s4 s6
1
2 3c
4 s2 c2 (c2 − 2 s2)2 s2 (2 c2 − s2)2 3c2s4
−12 3c2s4 s2 (2 c2 − s2)2 c2 (c2 − 2 s2)2 3c4 s2
−32 s6 3c2 s4 3c4s2 c6
Tab. D.1: Transition probabilities in multiplets with I = 1 (left table) and I = 32 (right table)
between states with different magnetic quantum numbers m and m′. c and s stand for cos α2 and
sin α2 respectively. If the transition probabilities are known to be small, one may approximate
c2 ' 1 and neglect all terms sn with n > 2. One then obtains eq. D.17, but with prefactors of 2
(left table, triplet) and 3 or 4 (right table, quadruplet).
D.2.3 The Spectrum of a Transition
In case of hydrogen or deuterium - atoms with hyperfine structure - the two state theory should
be a good approximation for electron transitions in the high field limit, when electron and
nucleon are decoupled. In case of hydrogen, also the nuclear transitions should be reasonably
well described in the high field limit, as the proton has I = 12 . In case of the high field limit for
deuterons and generally in case of the low field limit, the question arises, what the influence of
the multiplet structure on the transition probabilities will be. In case of deuterium, the presence
of identical (and similar) transition frequencies (see tab. 2.1) may play an additional role in
terms of internal cross-relaxation (see sec. 6.10.3).
Majorana calculated the transition probability for multiplets, respectively for particles with
I > 12 and obtained (see [Abr 61] and reference therein):
Pm↔m′ = cos
(
α
2
)4I
(I +m)!(I +m′)!(I −m)!(I −m′)!×
×
 2I∑
λ=0
(−1)λ tan
(
α
2
)2λ−m+m′
λ!(λ−m+m′)!(I +m− λ)!(I −m′ − λ)!
2 , (D.33)
where sin
(
α
2
)2 = Ω2
Ω2+(ω−ω0)2 sin
(
at
2
)2 is the Rabi formula. For I = 12 , the results are identical
with the Rabi formula, but for I > 12 one obtains increased transition probabilities. The results
are listed in tab. D.1. The multiplet structure of the hydrogen or deuterium hyperfine levels
will of course only be significant, if the transition frequencies differ by less than the resonance
width. In case of hydrogen, the multiplet structure should only matter in the low field limit
B → 0. The expected effect is a maximal increase of the transiton probabilities for the 1 − 2
and 2 − 3 transition by a factor of 2. The low field limit of deuterium is a quadruplet and the
expected maximal increase of the transition probabilities is a factor of 3 or 4 respectively, while
the increase should in case of high field be maximal 2 due to the nuclear spin triplet of the
deuteron.
In case of atoms with hyperfine structure, the strength of the distortion Ω2 has to be replaced
by the corresponding perturbations Ω2ab as described in app. D.3. The transition probability Wab
is then given by:
Wab =
Ω2abτs
2
√
1 + Ω2abτ2s
jab(ωab) . (D.34)
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The function jab(ω) - which is not identical with the spectral density191 - is either (approximately)
given by
jBPP (ω) = τc
b
b2 + ω20τ2c
, (D.35)
or by
j2D(ω) =
τc
2
ln
(
1 +
τ2s
τ2c
2b− 1
1 + (Ω2 + ω20)τ2s
)
, (D.36)
depending on the properties of surface and diffusion.
One can define the spectrum Jab of a transition a↔ b by
Jab =
Wab
Ω2ab
. (D.37)
The spectrum will - in the simplest case of a ”flat” spectral density192 j(ω) = τc - be given by
the saturation factor
J(Ωab, ω) =
τsτc
2
√
1 + Ω2abτ2s
. (D.38)
D.3 The Matrix Elements of Wall Depolarization
The distortion Ω2ab was defined by
Ω2ab =
1
h¯2
ω2HFS
B2C
〈
| 〈 a | ~S ~Bloc | b 〉 |2
〉
. (D.39)
With ~Bloc = bx~ex + by~ey + bz~ez one finds:
~S ~Bloc = Szbz +
1
2
S+(bx − iby) + 12S−(bx + iby) . (D.40)
It can easily be verified, that for the operators Sz, S+ and S−, represented by Sk, the following
relation holds:
〈 a |Sj | b 〉 〈 b |Sk | a 〉 = | 〈 a |Sj | b 〉 |2 δjk , (D.41)
so that〈
| 〈 a | ~S ~Bloc | b 〉 |2
〉
=
〈
b2z
〉 | 〈 a |Sz | b 〉 |2 + 〈 b2x + b2y 〉 (| 〈 a |S+ | b 〉 |2 + | 〈 a |S− | b 〉 |2) . (D.42)
The local fluctuating field can assumed to be isotropic (
〈
b2x
〉
=
〈
b2y
〉
=
〈
b2z
〉
= 13
〈
~B2loc
〉
), so
that 〈
| 〈 a | ~S ~Bloc | b 〉 |2
〉
=
2
3
〈
~B2loc
〉
|Cab|2 . (D.43)
The matrix elements |Cab|2 are listed in tab. D.2. They include a factor 12 for σ-transitions, which
are caused by the parallel component bz of the fluctuating field only. The distortion strength
Ω2ab is then given by:
Ω2ab =
2
3
ω2HFS
〈
~B2loc
〉
B2C
|Cab|2 . (D.44)
191The spectral density j(ω) may - by its definition - not depend on the matrix element of a hyperfine transition,
which is the case for jab. Nevertheless one finds, that lim
Ω2→0
jab(ω) = j(ω).
192E.g. in the low frequency limit, where ωabτc  1 holds.
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D.4 Spin Exchange Collisions
Spin exchange collisions are caused by the difference of the molecular singlet Vs and triplet Vt
interaction potentials193. Two methods were used to calculate the cross section for spin exchange
collisions σse. The first one, introduced by Purcell and Fields [Pur 56] is based on the calculation
of the phase shift difference φ for both potentials, which can be written as:
φ =
∫
Vt − Vs
h¯
dt . (D.45)
The spin exchange cross section is then
σse =
∫
sin2
φ
2
2pi r dr . (D.46)
The second method makes use of the partial wave analysis. It was introduced by Wittke and
Dicke [Wit 56]:
σse =
pi
k2
∞∑
l=0
(2l + 1) sin2 (δsl − δtl ) , (D.47)
where δsl and δ
t
l are the phase shifts for the singlet and triplet potentials and k is the wave
constant [Kni 88]. Fig. D.2 shows a graph of σse as calculated by Allison [All 72] and a fit with
a polynomial of 5th degree in η = T/100K,
σse = p0 + p1 η + . . .+ p5η5 . (D.48)
The coefficients of the polynomial are:
p0 = −6.14± 0.6 p1 = 89.9± 1.15
p2 = −105.9± 0.69 p3 = 60.8± 0.28
p4 = −16.85± 0.1 p5 = 1.7972± 0.027 .
(D.49)
As already mentioned in sec. 6, the number of spin exchange collisions per atom and unit time
N˙se is in a gas with the particle density 〈n 〉 given by:
N˙se = 〈n 〉 σse 〈 vr 〉 , (D.50)
193”Singlet” or ”triplet” refers to the coupling of the electron spins of the atoms.
σ/pi ∆mF ∆F ∆mI ∆mS Hydrogen Deuterium
σ 0 1 1 1 2↔ 4 : sin2 2θ2 2↔ 6 : sin
2 2θ+
2
σ 0 1 1 1 3↔ 5 : sin2 2θ−2
pi 1 1 0 1 1↔ 4 : cos2 θ 1↔ 6 : cos2 θ+
pi 1 1 0 1 2↔ 5 : cos2 θ+ cos2 θ−
pi 1 1 2 1 3↔ 6 : sin2 θ+ sin2 θ−
pi 1 1 1 0 3↔ 4 : sin2 θ 4↔ 5 : sin2 θ−
pi 1 0 1 0 1↔ 2 : sin2 θ 1↔ 2 : sin2 θ+
pi 1 0 1 0 2↔ 3 : sin2 θ− cos2 θ+
pi 1 0 1 0 5↔ 6 : sin2 θ+ cos2 θ−
pi 1 0 0 1 2↔ 3 : cos2 θ 3↔ 4 : cos2 θ−
Tab. D.2: Matrix ele-
ments of the hyperfi-
ne transitions of hy-
drogen and deuterium
as functions of the mi-
xing angles. The mi-
xing angles are functi-
ons of the scaling varia-
ble x = B/BH,DC . They
are listed in tab. B.1.
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The transition coefficients for a transition | ab 〉 → | cd 〉 can be explicitely calculated. The
total rate into state | c 〉 is given by:
n˙c = σse 〈 vr 〉
∑
a,b
M cab na nb , (D.51)
with the number densities na for hyperfine state | a 〉. The same equation can be written - using
the hyperfine population numbers Nc - as:
N˙c = 〈n 〉σse 〈 vr 〉
∑
a,b
M cabNaNb . (D.52)
If | a 〉 is given by
| a 〉 = a↑ | ↑,ma − 1/2 〉+ a↓ | ↓,ma + 1/2 〉 (D.53)
with ma = 〈 a |Fz | a 〉, the tensor M cab is given by [Wal 93]194:
M cab =
∑
d −2 〈 c | a 〉 〈 d | b 〉 (a↑b↓c↑d↓ + a↓b↑c↓d↑)
+ 〈mc |ma 〉 〈md |mb 〉 (a↑b↓c↑d↓ + a↓b↑c↓d↑)2
+ 〈mc |ma − 1 〉 〈md |mb + 1 〉 (a↑b↓c↓d↑)2
+ 〈mc |ma + 1 〉 〈md |mb − 1 〉 (a↓b↑c↑d↓)2 .
(D.54)
The coefficients a↑, a↓ are listed in tab. D.3 and tab. D.4 for hydrogen and deuterium respectively.
The first two terms of M cab are symmetric in the indices a↔ c, the last two terms in a↔ b.
As spin exchange collisions are atom-atom-collisions, the total angular momentum is conser-
ved: ∆
∑
imF = 0. This leads in case of hydrogen-hydrogen collisions to
〈mF 〉 = N1 −N32 =
Pe + Pz
4
= const (D.55)
and in case of deuterium-deuterium collisions to
〈mF 〉 = Pe + 2Pz2 =
3
2
(N1 −N4) + N2 −N3 −N5 +N62 = const . (D.56)
Another effect of the angular momentum conservation is, that pairs of hyperfine states form
groups. This groups can not be left by means of spin exchange collisions: Any initial configuration
194Mcab is in the definition of Walker and Anderson only half of the value given in eq. D.54. This difference
cancels out, as they define the number of spin exchange collisions to be 2nσse 〈 vr 〉.
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Fig. D.2: The solid line shows the cross section for spin
exchange collisions σse =
σ++σ−
2 vs. temperature as calcu-
lated by Allison in units of 10−16 cm2[All 72]. The claimed
systematical error limits of ±10% are shown as dotted cur-
ves. The dashed line is a fit with a polynomial of 5th degree
in η = T/100K.
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a ma a↑ a↓
1 +1 1 0
2 0 cos θ sin θ
3 −1 0 1
4 0 − sin θ cos θ
Tab. D.3: Coefficients a↑, a↓ of
the hydrogen spin exchange ten-
sor.
a ma a↑ a↓
1 +3/2 1 0
2 +1/2 cos θ+ sin θ+
3 −1/2 cos θ− sin θ−
4 −3/2 0 1
5 −1/2 − sin θ− cos θ−
6 +1/2 − sin θ+ cos θ+
Tab. D.4: Coefficients a↑, a↓ for deuterium.
| ab 〉 must result a final configuration | cd 〉 of the same group. Tab. D.6 gives an overview over
these groups for ~H and ~D. By looking at these groups, one can immediately see, that the
collisions of atoms in the same pure states - | 1 〉 and | 3 〉 in case of ~H and | 1 〉 and | 4 〉 in case
of ~D - cannot change the hyperfine population.
Pure spin exchange relaxation leads in the limiting case t → ∞ to the so-called spin tem-
perature equilibrium (STE). The population numbers fulfill in this case the following condition
[Wal 93]:
N stea =
eβma∑
a e
βma
. (D.57)
If one defines η = tanh β2 , the hyperfine population N
ste
a is given by the relations in tab. D.5.
Fig. D.3 shows the population numbers for the STE state for hydrogen and deuterium as a
function of η. The range for the spin temperature parameter β is given by −∞ ≤ β ≤ +∞,
while η ranges in −1 ≤ η ≤ 1 , which is easier to handle. Even though the STE is not reached
in case of the typical HERMES running conditions, one can use the STE values to understand
the tendency of the spin exchange effect.
Value Hydrogen Deuterium
〈mF 〉 η η 11+η26+2η2
β ln
(
1+η
1−η
)
ln
(
1+η
1−η
)
Z =
∑
a e
maβ 4
1−η2
6+2η2
(1−η2) 32
N stea
N1 =
(1+η)2
4
N3 =
(1−η)2
4
N2 = N4 = 1−η
2
4
N1 =
(1+η)3
6+2η2
N2 = N6 =
(1+η)2(1−η)
6+2η2
N4 =
(1−η)3
6+2η2
N3 = N5 =
(1−η)2(1+η)
6+2η2
Pe η η
Pz η
4η
3+η2
Pzz
4η2
3+η2
= Pe Pz
Tab. D.5: Characteristic
properties of the spin tem-
perature equilibrium for
hydrogen and deuterium.
The polarization values in
STE are a function of
〈mF 〉, but independent of
the magnetic holding field.
The tensor polarization of
deuterium is always posi-
tive.
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The properties of M cab are:
0 =
∑
cM
c
ab
0 =
∑
c 〈 c |mF | c 〉M cab∑
abM
c
abNaNb =
1
2
∑
ab(M
c
ab +M
c
ba)NaNb
0 =
∑
a,bM
c
abN
ste
a N
ste
b .
(D.58)
The first equation is clear: The sum over all hyperfine states does not change by spin exchange
collisions. The second equation is an expression for the angular momentum conservation. The
third one expresses the possibility to build a modified tensor, which is completely symmetric in
the indices a and b without changing the calculation formula of the spin exchange rates. The
last equation expresses the equilibrium condition for the spin temperature.
The modified matrices M c for hydrogen are - using S2 = sin2 2θ - explicitely given by:
M1 = M3 =
1
4

0 0 −2 0
0 S2 0 2− S2
−2 0 0 0
0 2− S2 0 S2
 ,
M2 =
1
4

0 −S2 2 S2
−S2 −3S2 −S2 −2 + S2
2 −S2 0 S2
S2 −2 + S2 S2 S2
 ,
M4 =
1
4

0 S2 2 −S2
S2 S2 S2 −2 + S2
2 S2 0 −S2
−S2 −2 + S2 −S2 −3S2
 .
It is worth noting, that in the high field limit x→∞ and S → 0, the following relations hold:
M1 +M2 = M3 +M4 = M1 +M4 = M2 +M3 = 0 . (D.59)
In other words: the polarization does not change. Only the collisions | 13 〉 ↔ | 24 〉, which do
not change the polarization, but the alignment of the spins
〈
~I ~S
〉
, are not supressed by a high
magnetic holding field.
Another interesting result of the angular momentum conservation in spin exchange collisions
is the polarization transfer between nucleons and electrons. It can be used to polarize nucleons,
which is a standard technique for instance in laser driven sources [St 95a].
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∑
imF Hydrogen Deuterium
3 | 11 〉
2 | 11 〉 | 12 〉 | 16 〉
1 | 12 〉 | 14 〉 | 13 〉 | 15 〉 | 22 〉 | 26 〉 | 66 〉
0 | 13 〉 | 22 〉 | 24 〉 | 44 〉 | 14 〉 | 23 〉 | 25 〉 | 36 〉 | 56 〉
−1 | 23 〉 | 34 〉 | 24 〉 | 33 〉 | 35 〉 | 46 〉 | 55 〉
−2 | 33 〉 | 34 〉 | 45 〉
−3 | 44 〉
Tab. D.6: Pairs of hyperfine
states of hydrogen and deute-
rium, for which spin exchange
collisions are allowed by angular
momentum conservation.
D.5 The Transformed Master Equation for Hydrogen
A fairly simple set of equations to describe relaxation of hydrogen can be obtained by a Hada-
mard transformation of the master equation eq. 6.1. The transformed variables are given by:

W0
We
Wz
Wp
 =
1
2

1 1 1 1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1
1 −1 1 −1
 ·

N1
N2
N3
N4
 , (D.60)
where the self-orthogonal transformation matrix is Tab. The transformed master equation is
then:
0 = W inja −Wa + 〈 beff 〉 R˜abWb + 〈 beff 〉 τfτse M˜abcWbWc
R˜ab = TacRcdTdb
M˜abc = TadM
d
efTecTfb .
(D.61)
Using the following shortcuts
a = 〈W12 〉 b = 〈W14 〉
c = 〈W23 〉 d = 〈W34 〉
e = 〈W24 〉 f = sin2 2θ2 ,
(D.62)
and the first order approximation for the wall relaxation term, the resulting transformed matrices
R˜ab and M˜abc are:
R˜ab =

0 0 0 0
0 −b− c− e e c− b
0 e −a− d− e d− a
0 c− b d− a −a− b− c− d

M˜2bc = −M3bc =

0 −f f 0
−f 0 0 0
f 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 M˜4bc =

0 0 0 −1
0 f 1− f 0
0 1− f f 0
−1 0 0 0
 . (D.63)
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In addition one has M˜1bc = 0. The resulting transformed master equations are
195:
0 = W inje −We + 〈 beff 〉 {−(b+ c+ e)We + eWz + (c− b)Wp}+ 〈 beff 〉 τfτse f (Wz −We)
0 = W injz −Wz + 〈 beff 〉 {−(a+ d+ e)Wz + eWe + (d− a)Wp}+ 〈 beff 〉 τfτse f (We −Wz)
0 = W injp −Wp + 〈 beff 〉 {(c− b)We + (d− a)Wz − (a+ b+ c+ d)Wp}
+ 〈 beff 〉 τfτse
{
2WeWz −Wp + f(We −Wz)2
}
.
(D.64)
The first and the second equation are linear in We, Wz and Wp.
D.5.1 Hydrogen Spin Exchange Relaxation
If wall depolarization is neglected (a = b = c = d = e = 0), eq. D.64 yields:
0 = W inje −We + 〈 beff 〉 τfτse f (Wz −We)
0 = W injz −Wz + 〈 beff 〉 τfτse f (We −Wz)
0 = W injp −Wp + 〈 beff 〉 τfτse
{
2WeWz −Wp + f(We −Wz)2
}
.
(D.65)
These equations can be solved directly (γse = 2
τf
τse
f):
We = W inje −
1
2
〈 beff 〉 γse
1 + 〈 beff 〉 γse (W
inj
e −W injz ) (D.66)
Wz = W injz −
1
2
〈 beff 〉 γse
1 + 〈 beff 〉 γse (W
inj
z −W inje ) . (D.67)
It follows, that We +Wz = N1 +N3 = const and:
We −Wz = N2 −N4 = W
inj
e −W injz
1 + 〈 beff 〉 γse . (D.68)
Due to the linearity and symmetrie of eq. D.67, they are also valid for Pe and Pz correspondingly.
In case of the upper 3 hydrogen injection modes from tab. 3.1, either (Pe)0 or (Pz)0 are close to
zero, so that the relative polarization loss196 ∆Pse by spin exchange collisions is:
∆Pse ' P
inj − P
P inj
=
1
2
〈 beff 〉 γse
1 + 〈 beff 〉 γse . (D.69)
Fig. D.4 shows the effect of spin exchange relaxation for the HERMES storage cell vs. the ma-
gnetic holding field for the first injection modes of tab. 3.1. Concerning spin exchange collisions,
the relaxation of electron spin and proton spin is symmetric197. The relaxation is in addition
independend on the sign of the injected polarization.
195By the normalization of the hyperfine population (
∑
Na = 1) one has W0 = 12 . The corresponding master
equation is trivial: W0 =Winj0 = 12 .
196In fact, the polarization is not really ”lost”, but transferred from nucleus to electron or vice versa.
197The situation is different for wall depolarization, where the electrons depolarize nearly independent of the
holding field, while the nuclear depolarization can be suppressed by decoupling the nucleon from the electron in
a high holding field.
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Fig. D.4: Top: Effect of spin exchange collisions on
the polarization of ~H atoms versus the magnetic hol-
ding field for the injection modes with two hyperfine
states and a typical ratio τd/τse = 3.0 (see tab. 6.1).
The dashed curve represents the injected and the so-
lid curve the expected measured polarization of the
BRP. The dotted line is the relative loss of polari-
zation caused by spin exchange collisions. Bottom:
Hyperfine population vs. magnetic holding field for
the same conditions. The solid line represents the in-
jected pure state | 1 〉 or | 3 〉, the dashed line the mi-
xed state. The dotted line is the pure state, which is
not injected and the dash-dotted curve the other mi-
xed state. The spin temperature equilibrium values
are indicated by arrows. Because both mixed states
have the same hyperfine population in equilibrium,
only 3 arrows are drawn.
D.5.2 Approximate Solution of the Master Equation for Hydrogen
If the spectral density j(ω) is approximately constant or if - in case of a high holding field - the
frequencies for the two electron transitions respectively the two proton transitions are close to
each other (ω23 ' ω14 and ω23 ' ω14), eq. D.64 simplify even more, as in this case c ' b and
d ' a:
0 = W inje −We + 〈 beff 〉 {−(2b+ e)We + eWz}+ 〈 beff 〉 τfτse f (Wz −We)
0 = W injz −Wz + 〈 beff 〉 {−(2a+ e)Wz + eWe}+ 〈 beff 〉 τfτse f (We −Wz)
0 = W injp −Wp + 〈 beff 〉 {−2(a+ b)Wp}
+ 〈 beff 〉 τfτse
{
2WeWz −Wp + f(We −Wz)2
} (D.70)
The first two equations are linear and decoupled from the third and can therefore be solved
directly. With the spin relaxation constants γe, γz, γse and γtr defined by
γe = 2b+ e
γz = 2a+ e
γse =
τf
τse
f = τfτse
sin2 2θ
2
γtr = e+ γse ,
(D.71)
one finds:
We = W
inj
e
1 + 〈 beff 〉 (γe + γse − ηe) + ∆W
inj
z (D.72)
Wz = W
inj
z
1 + 〈 beff 〉 (γz + γse − ηz) + ∆W
inj
e , (D.73)
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where
ηe =
〈 beff 〉 γ2tr
1 + 〈 beff 〉 (γz + γse) (D.74)
ηz =
〈 beff 〉 γ2tr
1 + 〈 beff 〉 (γe + γse) (D.75)
∆ =
〈 beff 〉 γtr
1 + 〈 beff 〉 (γe + γz + 2γse) + 〈 beff 〉2 (γeγz + γse(γe + γz)− γ2tr)
. (D.76)
In high holding field, one has We ' Pe and Wz ' Pz and the contributions of ηe,z in the
denominator of eq. D.72 and eq. D.73 can be neglected compared to γe, γz and γse, so that one
obtains:
Pe,z '
P inje,z
1 + 〈 beff 〉 (γe,z + γse) + ∆P
inj
z,e . (D.77)
Also in the denominator of ∆ the bilinear terms are typically smaller than the linear terms, so
that one obtains in the high field limit, where e ' 2a:
∆ ' 〈 beff 〉 (
1
2γz + γse)
1 + 〈 beff 〉 (γe + γz + γse) . (D.78)
In the standard injection modes of the ABS, either P inje ' 0 or P injz ' 0 and one obtains in this
case eq. 6.11.
D.5.3 Exact Solution of the Master Equation for Hydrogen
This section describes the solution of the eq.6.1 for the steady state conditons N˙a = 0. If one
uses the following variable transformation
x = N1 −N3 y = N2 −N4 z = N2 +N4 , (D.79)
and the following shortcuts
Πe = 〈 beff 〉 (W14 +W23) Πz = 〈 beff 〉 (W12 +W34)
Π = Πe + Πz A0 = xinj − Az2
Ax = −Π2 − 1 Ay = Πz−Πe2
Az = 〈 beff 〉 (W12 +W14 −W23 −W34) B0 = yinj − Bz2
Bx = Ay By = Ax − τdτse sin2 2θ − 2 〈 beff 〉W24
Bz = 〈 beff 〉 (−W12 +W14 −W23 +W34) C0 = zinj + τd2τse + Π2
Cx = Az2 Cy =
Bz
2
Cz = − τdτse − 1−Π ,
(D.80)
and resorts the equations, one obtains:
0 = A0 +Ax x+Ay y +Az z
0 = B0 +Bx x+By y +Bz z (D.81)
0 = C0 + Cx x+ Cy y + Cz z − τd2τse (x
2 − cos2 2θ y2) .
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In case of the validity of W12 = W34 and W14 = W14 - for example in case of a flat spectral
density - the solution is:
x =
(
Ay y
inj −By xinj
)
/D
y =
(
Ay x
inj −Ax yinj
)
/D
z =
(
1
2
τd
τse
(x2 − cos2 2θ y2)− C0
)
/Cz ,
(D.82)
with D = AxBy − A2y. In order to calculate the general solution, the following shortcuts are
used:
a0 = A0 − AzC0Cz b0 = B0 − BzC0Cz
ax = Ax − AzCxCz bx = Bx − BzCxCz
ay = Ay − AzCyCz by = By −
BzCy
Cz
k = τd2Czτse ,
(D.83)
so that:
0 = a0 + axx+ ayy +Azk(x2 − cos2 2θy2) = 0
0 = b0 + bxx+ byy +Bzk(x2 − cos2 2θy2) = 0 . (D.84)
With U, V, P,Q, S, T defined by
U = Azb0 − a0Bz V = Azb0 + a0Bz
Q = Azbx − axBz P = Azby − ayBz
S = Azby + ayBz T = Azbx + axBz ,
(D.85)
one obtains the solution:
K1 = QS − PT (D.86)
K2 = P 2 − cos2 2θQ2 (D.87)
R =
√
K21 + 8AzBzk(PSU + U cos2 2θ(2AzBzkU −QT )− V K2)
x =
P (K1 +R)
4AzBzkK2
+
UQ cos2 2θ
K2
(D.88)
y = −Q(K1 +R)
4AzBzkK2
− UP
K2
z = −C0 + Cxx+ Cyy
Cz
+ k (x2 − cos2 2θ y2) .
The population numbers N1 . . . N4 and polarization values can be calculated using:
N1 = 12(1− z + x) N2 = 12(z + y)
N3 = 12(1− z − x) N4 = 12(z − y)
Pe = x+ cos 2θ y Pz = x− cos 2θ y .
(D.89)
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The calculation of the modified tensor M cab results for ~D:
M1 =
1
2

0 0 −s −1 −c 0
0 2SC Sc 0 Ss 1− 2SC
−s Sc 0 0 0 Cc
−1 0 0 0 0 0
−c Ss 0 0 0 Cs
0 1− 2SC Cc 0 Cs 2SC

M2 =
1
2

0 −2SC s S c 2SC
−2SC −6SC −Sc− SC(1 + s) −C(1 + S) −Ss− SC(1 + c) −1 + 2SC
s −Sc− SC(1 + s) 2Csc 0 C(1− 2sc) SC(1 + s)
S −C(1 + S) 0 0 0 SC
c −Ss− SC(1 + c) C(1− 2sc) 0 2Csc SC(1 + c)
2SC −1 + 2SC SC(1 + s) SC SC(1 + c) 2SC

M3 =
1
2

0 0 −s− sc c sc 0
0 2SCs −Sc− sc(1 + C) C sc(1 + C) s(1− 2SC)
−s− sc −Sc− sc(1 + C) −6sc −2sc −1 + 2sc −Cc− sc(1 + S)
c C −2sc 0 2sc S
sc sc(1 + C) −1 + 2sc 2sc 2sc sc(1 + S)
0 s(1− 2SC) −Cc− sc(1 + S) S sc(1 + S) 2SCs

M4 =
1
2

0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 Sc −C Ss 0
0 Sc 2sc 0 1− 2sc Cc
−1 −C 0 0 0 −S
0 Ss 1− 2sc 0 2sc Cs
0 0 Cc −S Cs 0

M5 =
1
2

0 0 sc s −c− sc 0
0 2SCc sc(1 + C) C −Ss− sc(1 + C) c(1− 2SC)
sc sc(1 + C) 2sc 2sc −1 + 2sc sc(1 + S)
s C 2sc 0 −2sc S
−c− sc −Ss− sc(1 + C) −1 + 2sc −2sc −6sc −Cs− sc(1 + S)
0 c(1− 2SC) sc(1 + S) S −Cs− sc(1 + S) 2SCc

M6 =
1
2

0 2SC s C c −2SC
2SC 2SC SC(1 + s) SC SC(1 + c) −1 + 2SC
s SC(1 + s) 2Ssc 0 S(1− 2sc) −Cc− SC(1 + s)
C SC 0 0 0 −S − SC
c SC(1 + c) S(1− 2sc) 0 2Ssc −Cs− SC(1 + c)
−2SC −1 + 2SC −Cc− SC(1 + s) −S − SC −Cs− SC(1 + c) −6SC

,
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with the following shortcuts:
c = cos2 θ− s = sin2 θ−
C = cos2 θ+ S = sin2 θ+ .
(D.90)
D.6.1 The High Field Limit of Deuterium Spin Relaxation
In the limit of high magnetic holding field (x→∞), one finds
limx→∞ c = 1 limx→∞ s = 0
limx→∞C = 1 limx→∞ S = 0 ,
(D.91)
and therefore: ∑
a,b
M1a,bNaNb = −N1(N4 +N5) + (N2 +N3)N6∑
a,b
M2a,bNaNb = −N2(N4 +N6) + (N1 +N3)N5∑
a,b
M3a,bNaNb = −N3(N5 +N6) + (N1 +N2)N4∑
a,b
M4a,bNaNb = −N4(N1 +N2) + (N5 +N6)N3∑
a,b
M5a,bNaNb = −N5(N1 +N3) + (N4 +N6)N2∑
a,b
M6a,bNaNb = −N6(N2 +N3) + (N4 +N5)N1 .
(D.92)
One can verify easily by the symmetry of these equations, that Pe, Pz and Pzz are unchanged by
spin exchange collisions in high holding field. Nevertheless the hyperfine population is changed.
The expectation value of AIS is in the high field limit given by
AIS = N1 +N4 −N3 −N6 . (D.93)
The master equation yields in this case:
0 = AinjIS −AIS − 〈 b 〉 2 〈We 〉 AIS −
τd
τse
(AIS − Pe Pz) . (D.94)
The transition probabilities of the electron transitions are - in the high field limit - approximately
the same:
W16 'W25 'W34 = We , (D.95)
while the 2-6, 3-5 and 3-6 transitions are suppressed by the small matrix elements. If the term
Pe Pz is small - for example in injection mode Pzz+ - one obtains:
AIS =
AinjIS
1 + 〈 b 〉 γe + τdτse
, (D.96)
where γe is - similar to hydrogen - approximately given by γe = 2We.
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BRP-Signal Name MFT-RF MFT-B SFT-RF SFT-B
Beam Shutter Closed bsc OFF OFF OFF OFF
OFF off OFF OFF OFF OFF
SFT 1-6 s16 OFF OFF ON 1-6
SFT 2-6 s26 OFF OFF ON 2-6
SFT 2-5/3-6 s25 OFF OFF ON 2-5
SFT 3-5 s35 OFF OFF ON 3-5
MFT 1-4 m14c16 ON 1-4 OFF 1-6
MFT 1-4 m14c26 ON 1-4 OFF 2-6
MFT 1-4 m14c25 ON 1-4 OFF 2-5
MFT 1-4 m14c35 ON 1-4 OFF 3-5
MFT 2-4 m24c16 ON 2-4 OFF 1-6
MFT 2-4 m24c26 ON 2-4 OFF 2-6
MFT 2-4 m24c25 ON 2-4 OFF 2-5
MFT 2-4 m24c35 ON 2-4 OFF 3-5
MFT 3-4 m34c16 ON 3-4 OFF 1-6
MFT 3-4 m34c26 ON 3-4 OFF 2-6
MFT 3-4 m34c25 ON 3-4 OFF 2-5
MFT 3-4 m34c35 ON 3-4 OFF 3-5
MFT 1-4 + SFT 1-6 m14s16 ON 1-4 ON 1-6
MFT 1-4 + SFT 2-6 m14s26 ON 1-4 ON 2-6
MFT 1-4 + SFT 2-5/3-6 m14s25 ON 1-4 ON 2-5
MFT 1-4 + SFT 3-5 m14s35 ON 1-4 ON 3-5
MFT 2-4 + SFT 1-6 m24s16 ON 2-4 ON 1-6
MFT 2-4 + SFT 2-6 m24s26 ON 2-4 ON 2-6
MFT 2-4 + SFT 2-5/3-6 m24s25 ON 2-4 ON 2-5
MFT 2-4 + SFT 3-5 m24s35 ON 2-4 ON 3-5
MFT 3-4 + SFT 1-6 m34s16 ON 3-4 ON 1-6
MFT 3-4 + SFT 2-6 m34s26 ON 3-4 ON 2-6
MFT 3-4 + SFT 2-5/3-6 m34s25 ON 3-4 ON 2-5
MFT 3-4 + SFT 3-5 m34s35 ON 3-4 ON 3-5
Tab. E.1: Switching modes of the BRP and corresponding signals in case of deuterium. During a calibra-
tion measurement, all listed signals are measured, while a polarization measurement is performed with a
subset of at least 6 signals plus the BSC-signal.
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Efficiency Value Error
εm14r12c16 0.927 ±0.011
εm14r23c16 0.979 ±0.012
εm14r34c16 0.932 ±0.016
εm24r12c16 0.007 ±0.013
εm24r23c16 0.922 ±0.010
εm24r34c16 0.986 ±0.016
εm34r12c16 −0.538 ±0.884
εm34r23c16 0.025 ±0.017
εm34r34c16 0.965 ±0.017
εm14r12c26 0.932 ±0.011
εm14r23c26 0.985 ±0.012
εm14r34c26 0.908 ±0.015
εm24r12c26 0.014 ±0.014
εm24r23c26 0.935 ±0.011
εm24r34c26 0.987 ±0.016
εm34r12c26 −0.162 ±0.218
εm34r23c26 0.074 ±0.016
εm34r34c26 0.968 ±0.017
εm14r12c25 0.931 ±0.010
εm14r23c25 0.998 ±0.012
εm14r34c25 0.917 ±0.015
εm24r12c25 0.001 ±0.014
εm24r23c25 0.917 ±0.010
εm24r34c25 0.986 ±0.016
εm34r12c25 −0.194 ±0.166
εm34r23c25 0.095 ±0.015
εm34r34c25 0.993 ±0.016
εm14r12c35 0.926 ±0.011
εm14r23c35 0.988 ±0.012
εm14r34c35 0.926 ±0.015
εm24r12c35 −0.002 ±0.013
εm24r23c35 0.942 ±0.010
εm24r34c35 0.972 ±0.015
εm34r12c35 −0.412 ±0.594
εm34r23c35 0.033 ±0.017
εm34r34c35 0.962 ±0.017
εs16 0.986 ±0.012
εs26 0.957 ±0.009
εs25 0.982 ±0.013
εs36 0.804 ±0.009
εs35 0.923 ±0.010
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Tab. E.2: The table contains the list of transition efficiencies, which
are needed to describe the BRP signals in case of deuterium running
and the corresponding results of a calibration measurement. The er-
rors are of statistical nature and therefore Gaussian. The high errors
of the εm34r12cxx-efficiencies confirm, that the measured signals are
not sensitive to these values. They could also be neglected comple-
tely. The figure visualizes the correlation matrix; see the explana-
tion for tab. 3.6. It shows, that the correlation between SFT and
MFT efficiencies is lower than within the MFT-block and within the
SFT-block.
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Mode N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6
Pe 33.3± 0.0 33.3± 0.0 33.3± 0.0 0.0± 0.0 0.0± 0.0 0.0± 0.0
Pz+ 46.4± 0.0 1.3± 0.0 3.8± 0.1 0.0± 0.0 3.4± 0.0 45.2± 0.1
Pz− 0.0± 0.0 3.8± 0.1 46.4± 0.0 46.4± 0.0 0.1± 0.1 3.3± 0.1
Pzz+ 2.7± 0.2 1.3± 0.1 47.0± 0.2 3.6± 0.1 0.0± 0.1 45.5± 0.2
Pzz− 2.7± 0.2 46.7± 0.2 1.3± 0.1 3.6± 0.1 45.7± 0.2 0.0± 0.1
| 1 〉 76.4± 0.0 8.0± 0.1 4.4± 0.1 5.7± 0.0 0.0± 0.0 5.4± 0.0
| 2 〉 8.2± 1.1 70.5± 2.9 9.6± 0.7 6.1± 1.1 5.6± 1.1 0.0± 1.1
| 3 〉 2.2± 1.5 7.4± 0.6 78.4± 3.5 6.2± 1.5 0.0± 1.5 5.8± 1.5
| 4 〉 5.7± 0.0 4.4± 0.1 8.0± 0.1 76.4± 0.0 5.3± 0.1 0.1± 0.1
| 5 〉 2.2± 1.4 7.4± 0.7 2.1± 1.4 6.2± 1.4 76.3± 3.4 5.8± 1.4
| 6 〉 8.2± 1.0 1.9± 1.1 9.6± 0.8 6.1± 1.0 5.6± 1.0 68.6± 2.7
Tab. E.3: Injected hyperfine population of the atomic beam injected by the ABS for deuterium running
in 1998. The values are calculated with the ABS efficiencies of the tab. 6.4. All values are given in percent.
The quoted errors take only the uncertainty of the ABS efficiencies into account.
Mode Pe Pz Pzz AIS Rel. Int.
Pe 100.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 100.00± 0.00
Pz+ 2.92± 0.15 87.78± 0.07 86.09± 0.23 −2.54± 0.03 71.82± 0.04
Pz− 0.41± 0.07 −89.50± 0.10 88.44± 0.27 −3.32± 0.03 71.82± 0.04
Pzz+ 1.87± 0.34 −2.46± 0.32 96.22± 0.38 −86.14± 0.12 70.47± 0.12
Pzz− 1.34± 0.36 −2.19± 0.28 −177.30± 0.61 5.03± 0.08 70.47± 0.12
| 1 〉 77.71± 0.26 71.70± 0.06 76.09± 0.22 72.26± 0.02 43.61± 0.06
| 2 〉 76.61± 0.16 −7.49± 1.78 −128.22± 5.32 4.73± 0.34 42.44± 0.04
| 3 〉 75.94± 0.19 −76.61± 2.06 77.71± 6.18 −75.83± 0.39 41.75± 0.04
| 4 〉 −63.73± 0.06 −78.59± 0.23 70.64± 0.48 74.08± 0.03 43.61± 0.06
| 5 〉 −76.59± 4.02 −0.35± 0.22 −151.08± 0.61 0.43± 0.03 41.75± 0.04
| 6 〉 −60.56± 3.46 61.10± 3.49 77.54± 0.37 −63.85± 0.05 42.44± 0.04
Tab. E.4: Initial polarization values in the high field limit and relative intensity for deuterium running.
The values are calculated with the ABS efficiencies of the tab. 6.4. All values are given in percent. The
quoted errors take only the uncertainty of the ABS efficiencies into account.
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The cross section S of an elliptical shaped tube of radius a× b is given by:
S = pi a b ,
and its circumference U approximately by [Bro 79]:
U ' pi [1.5 (a+ b)−
√
ab] .
The conductance is given by eq. C.25:
C =
16
3
√
2pi
S2
UL+ 163 S
√
kT
m
. (F.1)
beam tube sample tube inj. tube ext. tube
large cell small cell large cell small cell
radius R/mm 14.9× 4.9 9.9× 4.5 2.5 3.0 5.0 5.0
length L/mm 200 100 100 120
cross section S/mm2 223.2 119.38 19.63 28.27 78.54 78.54
circumference U/mm 64.94 44.25 15.7 18.85 31.4 31.4
conductance C 0.682 0.291 0.0446 0.076 0.336 0.286
δl = 4 SU /mm 13.75 10.8 5 6 10 10
ε =
√
3
4
UL
S 25.2 32.1 34.6 28.9 17.3 20.8
〈 b 〉 (0) 195 256 195 256 - -
〈 b 〉 248 342 295 326 - -
〈 b 〉 (L) 301 428 395 395 - -
Tab. F.1: Geometry of the HERMES storage cell. The conductances have to be multiplied by a factor√
T[K]
m[amu]
to obtain meaningful values; the unit is l/s. The average collision ages of the storage cells are
calculated with eq. C.65, where the extension tube was neglected.
Large cell Small cell
Flow out off injection tube 19.35 % 34.34%
Flow out off sample tube 2.2 % 6.14 %
Flow out off beam tube 78.4 % 59.5 %
Conductance CTGA 0.0386 0.06
Conductance CIT + CTGA 0.37488 0.3964
Ratio ε = C
IT+CTGA
CBT
0.55 1.36
Total conductance Ctot 1.738 0.979
Tab. F.2: Comparison between the geometry
of the large and small storage cell. The con-
ductances have to be treated in the same way
as in tab. F.1. The numbers for the relative
flux are calculated under the assumption, that
all tubes have the same temperature.
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z-pos length radius Bpt
Sample tube 0 100 2.5
Ext. tube 100 120 5.0
Beam blocker 850 1 4.5
1. Magnet 851 70 12.5 1.45T
2. Magnet 1056 110 12.5 1.45T
Detector 1455 - 4× 8
Tab. F.3: Geometry of the Breit-Rabi type po-
larimeter. All dimensions are given in [mm].
z-pos length outer radius inner radius segments
Nozzle -1208 1
Collimator -1163 3.7
1. Magnet -1150 30 30 4.3 . . . 5.2 12
2. Magnet -1100 55 40 6.0 . . . 8.0 12
3. Magnet -1025 75 40 8.35 . . . 12.5 12
4. Magnet -600 75 - 13.3 24
5. Magnet -485 85 40 13.3 . . . 11.0 24
Inj. tube -100 100. 5.0
Tab. F.4: Geometry of
the Atomic Beam Source.
All dimensions are given
in [mm]. All magnets have
a fill factor f of f = 0.98
and a magnetization of
1.132T .
〈 b 〉 in... total BT IT ST ET IP
BRP 405± 19 165± 2 18.65± 1.25 124± 4.8 44± 2.5 54.5± 3.2
TGA 635± 12.6 154.4± 1.25 17± 0.7 211± 2.7 112± 1.9 140± 2.4
TC 306.544(2) 265.98± 0.03 29.84± 0.02 10.71± 0.02 0 0
TGA ch. 641.6± 0.2 154.7± 0.16 16.84± 0.09 209.75± 0.34 115.4± 0.24 144.8± 0.3
Tab. F.5: Average wall collision ages obtained by a molecular flow Monte Carlo simulation for the large
storage cell. The average collision age of atoms entering BRP and TGA are distinguished in the right
columns with respect to the surface, where the wall collisions appeared: Beam tube (BT), injection tube
(IT), sample tube (ST), extension tube (ET) and intermediate plane (IP). The left column refers to the
atomic sample: Atoms entering BRP or TGA acceptance, atoms entering the target chamber (TC) or the
TGA vacuum chamber (TGA Ch.).
Beam Tube BRP TGA Target-Ch. TGA-Ch.
〈 b 〉 265.688(2) 399.6± 3.85 636.4± 2.4 306.574(36) 641.5± 0.3〈
b2
〉
136944 280923 532308 161095 539498
〈 l 〉 [mm] 358.3340(28) 420.8± 4 594.6± 2.6 414.7± 0.05 598.2± 0.31
〈 lρ 〉 [mm] 489.4220(38) 459.8± 4.8 517± 3 528.9± 0.06 512.6± 0.36
ρc 1.365820(15) 1.093± 0.015 0.87± 0.0063 1.2754(2) 0.85696(75)
Tab. F.6: Numerical results of the molecular flow simulation. 〈 b 〉 is the average wall collision
age, 〈 l 〉 the average trajectory length of the diffusing atoms or molecules. For the definition
of 〈 lρ 〉 and ρc refer to sec. C.6.2. The column of the target chamber contains results from all
atoms, that reached either the end of the beam tube or of the injection tube. The results were
calculated for the large storage cell.
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The target data aquisition (DAQ) is an integrated part of the HERMES DAQ system. The slow
control (SC) software of the HERMES target can be subdivided into two parts - real ”slow”
control programs, that are reading ADC modules via CAMAC interface in time intervals of
typically several seconds up to a minute and the brpclient program, that has control over the
hyperfine transitions states of ABS and BRP and therefore defines the target operation and
polarization status. For performance reasons, the brpclient communicates with a digital signal
processor (DSP), that is connected via a Fastbus and can control the measurement process with
minimal delay. This is possible with a so-called ”front end list” (FEL), which is a batch like
collection of commands, that can be executed by the DAQ electronics. In its default operation
mode, the brpclient fills the FEL, sends it to the DAQ and is idle until a polarization measurement
is finished, so that the ”slow” bottle neck between the online computers and the DAQ system
has to be passed only twice. The measurement itself and optional the evaluation of the spectra198
of the time resolving counter (TRC) is done by the multi scaler input (MSI) of the DSP board.
When the brpclient receives the results in form of a list of BRP and TGA count rates for the
chopper open and chopper closed position of each measured beam signal, it evaluates the beam
signal by background substracting and calculates the hyperfine population and atomic fraction
respectively. Raw data and results and filled in ADAMO tables and send to the DAD server199.
Additionally, so-called ”user events” are created by the brpclient, send to the HERMES DAQ
and taped as EPIO records. Beneath these connections, the brpclient can be used interactively
as a menue controlled terminal program. This is typically only the case, when special target
studies have to be performed. In this mode, the results are optionally also written directly to
files.
198See fig. 3.8.
199DAD (=Distributed ADAMO Database) is a client-server extension of ADAMO [Wan 95].
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Fig. G.1: Schematic of
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aquisition (DAQ). Dotted
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mode identifier controlled measurement
beam bm - TRC spectrum
corrected beam hcb QMS 3 × bm
polarization hpx QMS+BRP HFTs 5 × hcb (BRP)
atomic fract. hmf QMS of TGA av. of 5 × hmf (TGA)
2 × pol. rhx QMS+BRP HFTs+ABS HFTs 2 × hpx for P injz±
3 × pol. ahx QMS+BRP HFTs+ABS HFTs 3 × hpx for P inje and P injz±
Tab. G.1: Measurement modes of the brpclient for polarized hydrogen operation.
During HERMES data taking, the brpclient runs as a UNIX job control task and is au-
tomatically restarted in case of failure. All commands are transferred to the program with a
PinK-script, the brpclient control panel via the DAD-server connection200. Fig. G.1 shows the
main relevant parts of the HERMES target controlling/monitoring system.
The brpclient disposes of an internal list of devices, each consisting of a list of parameters,
that are representing the setup and status of all hardware components, that are relevant for
the setup of the ABS injection modes and the measurement of the polarization and atomic
fraction. The program can be operated in different measurement modes, which are organized in
a hierarchy. The simplest mode in the beam measurement (bm ). In this mode, time spectra of
both - TGA and BRP - as shown in fig. 3.8 are taken and the beam signal is calculated as the
difference between the countrates of the intervals for chopper open and closed. This measurement
mode does not require the change of any parameter. The next level are the corrected beam
measurements (hcb), that consists (in case of hydrogen) of 3 beam measurements and allows
the calculation of the corrected beam with eq. 3.37. During a hcb measurement, the mass set
point of the quadrupole mass spectrometers of TGA and BRP are controlled by the measurement
mode. The third level is the polarization measurement, consisting of several hcb measurements.
This mode requires control of all parameters of the BRP transitions. The highest level is build
by the measurement modes, that are measuring the polarization for a collection of ABS injection
modes. A list of the operation modes for hydrogen/deuterium is given in tab. G.1 and tab. G.2
respectively.
A hydrogen polarization measurement (hpx) consists of 5 hcb measurements201, so that
the measured atomic fraction is the average of five single measurements. The level of the hcb
measurements between a beam and a polarization measurement was - by the usage of the beam
shutter - superfluous, so that the TGA and BRP modes are asynchroneously overlapping.
The time order of the bm measurements within a hcb measurement and of the hcb measure-
ment within a hpx measurement etcpp. is chosen randomly. The purpose of the randomization
is the avoidance of eventual effects of ordering and synchronicity of measurements. A beam
measurement consists of the sum of a certain number of TRC spectra - each representing two
complete chopper turns, which is called the number of single cycles. During 1996 and the first
half of 1997, the number of single cycles was the same for each beam measurement within a
hcb measurement. This was changed in the middle of 1997 in order to improve the statistical
200PinK is a DAD-extension of Tcl/Tk, which allows to write small - optional interactive - monitoring and
controlling tasks, that are able to send and receive data and commands via a DAD-server connection [Ack 95].
Major parts of the HERMES online monitoring system are written in PinK, which was developed - as DAD - by
the HERMES software group.
201In principle, only 4 measurements would be required. The fifth corrected beam signal is redundant and allows
to quality check by the calculation of a χ2-value. Alternatively it can be used to fit the internal BRP parameter
of the transmission ratio σ2
σ1
.
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mode identifier controlled measurement
beam bm - TRC spectrum
corrected beam dcb QMS of BRP 6 × bm (BRP)
atomic fract. dmf QMS of TGA 6 × bm (TGA)
polarization dps QMS+BRP HFTs+beam shutter 10 × bm (BRP)
atomic fract. dmf QMS of TGA 6 × bm (TGA)
2 × pol. vdps QMS+BRP HFTs+ABS HFTs 2 × dps for P injz±
5 × pol. adps QMS+BRP HFTs+ABS HFTs 5 × dps for P inje , P injz± and P injzz±
6 × pol. sdps QMS+BRP HFTs+ABS HFTs 6 × dps for | 1 〉inj . . . | 6 〉inj
pol./calibration dpc QMS+BRP HFTs+beam shutter 30 × bm (BRP)
calibration dcl QMS+BRP HFTs+ABS HFTs 5 × dpc for P inje , P injz± and P injzz±
calibration sdcl QMS+BRP HFTs+ABS HFTs 6 × dpc for | 1 〉inj . . . | 6 〉inj
Tab. G.2: Measurement modes of the brpclient for the operation with polarized deuterium. The
measurement of the atomic fraction consists of beam measurements for the masses 2,3,4,18,19
and 20 amu.
precision especially of the αTGA-measurement as shown by fig. G.2. The fraction of single cycles,
that are used for the measurement of the beam signal of a certain mass, is no more fixed. It can
be optimized with respect to the statistical uncertainty.
The deuterium software has a different hierarchy and synchronization scheme as shown in
the lower part of fig. G.2. The QMS of the BRP measures continuously on mass 2 amu and is
asynchrone with the TGA switching scheme.
All measurement modes can be run periodically. Optionally, it is possible to change a para-
meter of the hardware setup in regular intervals between the measurements so that the result is
obtained in dependence of this parameter.
mass 1 mass 2 mass 18
SFT 1-4 MFT 2-3 OFFBRP transition
QMS of TGA
QMS of BRP
mass 3mass 2 mass 4 mass 18 mass 19 mass 20
SFT 1-6 MFT 2-4 BSCBRP transition
QMS of TGA
QMS of BRP
SFT 1-4 MFT 2-3 OFFBRP transition
QMS of TGA
QMS of BRP ASYNC.
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Fig. G.2: Scheme of the synchroniza-
tion of the measurements of BRP and
TGA. The first version of the brpcli-
ent, which was running 1996 and du-
ring the first half of 1997, was switching
the mass setting of BRP and TGA syn-
chron and with a fixed number of sin-
gle cycles for each mass. From mid 1997
on, the scheme was changed to an asyn-
chroneous mode. The deuterium soft-
ware does not foresee a mass switching
of the BRP QMS during a pol. meas..
Instead it takes a BSC (beam shutter
closed) signal.
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The expectation or mean value 〈x 〉 of the measured values xk , k = 1 . . . N is defined by:
〈x 〉 = 1
N
N∑
k=1
xk . (H.1)
The unbiased estimation of the variance σ2 of the single measurement is given by:
σ2(xk) =
〈
(x− 〈x 〉)2
〉
=
〈
x2
〉
− 〈x 〉2 . (H.2)
The unbiased estimator of the variance σ2x of 〈x 〉 is given by:
σ2(〈x 〉) = 1
N − 1(
〈
x2
〉
− 〈x 〉2) . (H.3)
The covariance cjk of two measured values xj and xk is defined by:
cjk = 〈 (xj − 〈xj 〉)(xk − 〈xk 〉) 〉 . (H.4)
The diagonal elements ckk of the square and symmetric covariance matrix C = cjk are identical
to the variance of xk.
The correlation matrix Corr(x)jk of the vector x is given by:
Corrjk =
{Cx}jk
σ(xj)σ(xk)
, (H.5)
where Cx is the covariance matrix.
The general least square fit algorithm, which was used for the evaluation of the BRP cali-
bration measurements and other fits, is based on the book of S. Brandt [Bra 92].
Given the vector of n measured values y, which differ from the true values η by the statistical
error ε:
η = y + ε . (H.6)
Cy is the covariance matrix of y and Gy = C−1y the matrix of the statistical weights.
x is the vector of r unknown parameters, which are to be determined by the measurement
and a set of functions f(x, η) builds the theoretical relation between the measurements by the
m equations
fk(x, η) = 0 k = 1 . . .m . (H.7)
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The initial estimation of the parameter vector is x0, the estimation of η is η0 = y. The matrices
A and B and the vector c are then defined by:
akl =
(
∂fk
∂xl
)
x0,η0
, A =

a11 a12 . . . a1r
a21 a22 . . . a2r
...
am1 am2 . . . amr

bkl =
(
∂fk
∂ηl
)
x0,η0
, B =

b11 b12 . . . b1n
b21 b22 . . . b2n
...
bm1 bm2 . . . bmn

ck = fk(x0, η0) , c =

c1
c2
...
cm

(H.8)
The iteration to improve the estimators x0 and η0 is then given by:
GB = (BCyBT )−1 (H.9)
x1 = x0 + ζ˜ (H.10)
ζ˜ = −(ATGBA)−1ATGBc (H.11)
η1 = η0 + δ˜ (H.12)
δ˜ = −CyBTGB(c+Aζ˜) (H.13)
Cx1 = (A
TGBA)−1 (H.14)
Cη1 = Cy − CyBTGBBCy + CyBTGBACx1ATGBBCy (H.15)
The χ2-value for m− r degrees of freedom is given by:
χ2 = (B(y − η))TGB(B(y − η)) . (H.16)
There is no guaranty, that the algorithm is convergent in all cases. In fact, it was covergent
in case of the BRP calibration within 4 − 5 iterations, if the transmissions of the BRP were
kept fixed. The attempt to fit both - efficiencies and transmissions - within the same iterational
procedure, failed.
If the functions fk are linear in x and y, only one iteration step is required. The initial
estimator x0 can be set to zero in this case and the final estimator xf is directly given by
xf = ζ˜.
If the matrix B is in addition a unit matrix - which is the case for the calculation of the
polarization from the measured BRP signals, the algorithm simplifies significantly:
Cx = (ATGyA)−1 (H.17)
x = CxATGyy (H.18)
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I Physical Constants
Quantity Symbol, equation Value
speed of light in vacuum c 299 792 458ms−1
plank constant h 6.626 075 5(40)× 10−34 J s
plank constant, reduced h¯ 1.054 572 66(63)× 10−34 J s
electron charge magnitude e 1.602 177 33(49)× 10−19 C
electron mass me
9.109 389 7(54)× 10−31Kg
= 0.510 999 06(15)MeV/c2
proton mass mp
1.672 623 1(10)× 10−27Kg
= 938.272 31(28)MeV/c2
= 1.007 276 470(12)u
= 1836.152 701(37)me
deuteron mass md 1875.613 39(57)MeV/c2
atomic mass unit u
1.660 540 2(10)× 10−27Kg
= 931.494 32(28)MeV/c2
permittivity of free space ε0 8.854 187 817 . . .× 10−12 F m−1
permeability of free space µ0
4pi × 10−7N A−2
= 12.566 370 614 . . .× 10−7N A−2
fine-structure constant α = e2/4piε0h¯c 1/137.035 989 5(61)
Bohr magneton µB = eh¯/2me 5.788 382 63(52)× 10−5 eV T−1
nuclear magneton µN = eh¯/2mp 3.152 451 66(28)× 10−8 eV T−1
Boltzmann constant k
1.380 658(12)× 10−23 J K−1
= 8.617 385(73)× 10−5 eV K−1
Avogadro constant NA 6.022 136 7(36)× 1023mol−1
magnetic moment of electron 12gS µB 1.001 159 652 193(10)µB
magnetic moment of proton 12gp µN 2.792 847 39(6)µN
Tab. I.1: List of physical constants used in this work (taken from [PPB 98]).
The magnetic moment of the deuteron µd is µd = 0.857 438 230(24)µN [Fir 96].
Value Hydrogen Deuterium
νHFS/MHz 1420.405 751 768 327.384 352 51
EHFS/eV 5.874 328 324× 10−6 1.353 953 384× 10−6
BC/mT 50.683 622 91 11.681 890 93
 1. 519 270 379× 10−3 2.332 033 388× 10−4
Tab. I.2: List of physical con-
stants related to the hyperfi-
ne structure of hydrogen and
deuterium atoms. The fre-
quencies νHHFS and ν
D
HFS we-
re very precisely measured
with masers (see references in
[Br 95] resp. [Aud 71]).
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